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Preface P.

Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity, International, operates
a nationwide' Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Program to foster closer relationships between leghl profes-
sionals and the communities they serve, co improve the
teaching of law-related education in the classrooms of our
public, private, and parochial schools and thereby to help
the youth of Americk.become better citizelis. Funded by a
grant from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention of the Udited States Department of Justice, the
Fraternity's efforts encompass a variety of activities and
strate s to improve communication between the4egal and
educati n communities and to foster law-related &lucation.

The rogram staff is work* to broaden the awareness of
the Fraternity's 100,000 members judges, practicing attor-
neys, prosecutors, law professors, law students, business
and government leaders, and other members of the legal
profession to encourage them to help establish and volun-
tarily participate in local law-related education (LRE) pro-
grams. Besides sponsoring hnd conducting regional training
and information sessions, the Program staff is developing
activities arid resource materials that will facilitate local
Working partnerships between legal professira Is and educa-
tors.

Judges as well as law students have demonstrated their
ability t9 be effective "resource people." The term "lawyer"
is used throughout the Guide as a matter of convenience
intended to refer to all members of the legal community.

One of the principal benefits derived from PAD participa-
tion in LRE is its value at the grass-roots level. in Home-
town, U.S.A: We know that the virtues of LRE have been
teeognized already at the highest leyels of governmentby
Congress and the Executive Branch. It is also understood
and supported by"dational leaders in education and the law.

We feel that local attorneys, judges, and law students will
respond if properly approached and if they have the appro-
priate `Working tools to enhance their effectiveneSS. The Fra- -
ternity has proven its capability of identifying new pot.ential
leaders.of LRE within the local legal profession. We are now
working to provide supportive Written materials that can
help such volunteerS maxim' ize their involvement.

PAD publishes two. resource guides for use by local
lawyers and law students who agree to serve as resource, persons in helping classrootn'teachers and students at both
the. elementary and secondary' levels. First, the Fraternity.
published in February, 1981.. "A Resource Guide to Assist
Lawyers and Law Students for Participation in Kin-
dergarten Through 8th Grade Law-Ittiated Classrooms."
Second, the instant publication will, in bur judgement, ena-
blethe Fraternity to provide a useful working tool for the
secondary level. We visualize that this Guide will be used
by local lawyers called upon for assistance by high school
teachers. We think it will prove beneficial not only for

classr6Oin presentations but also for community legal edtl-
cation and as background material for teachers.

Many,highly respected organizations in law-related edu-
'Cation have already published materials for secondaty stu-
dents. Accordingly, Part II will present excerpts from some
of the leading publications. id this field. Finally, the
Appendix in the Guide will make special mention of the
role fulfilled by the American Bar Assoolation and the Con,
4titutional Rights Foundation as well as a listing of key state
LRE leaders throughout the nation.

In addition to the lqpnefits already discussed, there will be
other "ripple - effects'( we can foresee. Local LRE programs
will be facilitated by making the Guide available to lawyers
already associated with the educatibn system, such as those
who know individual teachers, serve on local board's of
education, represent school districts, or are counsel to
teacher unions.

Being lawyers ourselves, we are highly cognizant of the
lawyer lifestyle, which involves long hours of professional
application to legal matters, with little time tdmaster the
techniques of communicating with students on legal ques-
tions. Thus, we hope that this Guide will provide interesting
lesson plan materials and useful hints to the practicing law-
yer who wants to help his own and his neighbors' children
become better citizens_

It is time now to pay credit where credit is due. Part I of
the Guide was written by the Indiana Lawyers Commission
under contract to Phi Alpha. Delta. This Commission is a
component of the Indiana State Bar Association. It coordi-
nates all state-wide programs in law-related education and
has also produced many useful publications.and program
initiatives in the field of law. The writin of the Guide was
under the direct peysonal supervision f Cleon H. Foust,
Executive Directoi of the Commissi n. We also to
acknowled0 the valuable contributio to this project by
William G. Baker, Chairman of the Indi na Lawyers Com-
4ssion Youth Service Committee. It was Mr. Baker who
iMially proposed this publication to PAD, having been
previously involved in the production of the American Bar
Association Attorney's Source Book. He was also involved
id the planning of the Guide, and in the writing of Part Lin
this regard, we also thank Timothy V. Clark, Michael S:
Reed, and Catherine O'Conner of the Commission for their
valuable contributions to the production of the Guide,

We have also sought and received helpful comments from
many, organizations and experts in the LRE field. They
include the American Bar Association's Committee on
Youth Education for Citizenship, The Children's Legal
Rights Information and Training Program, The Consti-
tutional Rights Foundation, Law in a Free Sobiety,
The Natiotial Street Law Institute, and the Social Science.
Education Consortium. In addition, we received help from
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Jennifer Brown, Teri Engler, John Khanlian, Eric Mond-
seheirt, Gerard Paradis, Linda Riekes and Isidore Starr.

We arc particularly indebted to David M. el, Who
is the editor of this publication, mithor 0 apter 5,
Religion and Constitutional Law, Professor at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, and Education, Consultant to Phi
Alpha Delta. Norman Scott, PE D.Deputy Director; has
also ,been a key participant in the el:Ring andpublishing of
this Guide.

Finally Wi want to give recognition to the Young Lawyer91.
Sectio% of the American Bar Association that inspired this
guide through their piOneering Attorney's Source Book in

s,
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1973 and their publication, An American Law Soureebook
int 1.982.

The contents o
ever, we are glad
the'publicatio
islor nonpro

Guide have been copyrighted. Howt-
the reproduction of any part of

written permission, provided if
scs and that ,ciredit is given to the'

Fraternity fqr its availability. We.welcomc comments, criti-
cisms, and suggestions for improvement.
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Robert E. Redding, Director
Phi Alpha Delta Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Program
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The Purpose of This Guide

During the past decade, the idea of teaching about law in
the secondary schools has spread to every state in the ration.,
Simultaneously, increasing numbers of lawyers have been

ik invited by teachers into their local classrooms "to talk to our
students about the law" Frequently these lawyers have pot
been id a secondary classroom since they were high-school
students. Although mOS\lre quite willing to volunteer their
timo, few practicipging atto cys have kept up to date on the
range of legal topics of current interest to students. Fewer
still are famillirwith the wide range of excellent curricular
materials and methods now available for teaching about the
law. This Guide is designed for just such attorneys. It is
intended for busy lawyer who are occasionally invited to be
'resource people" in law daises. It has two goals: (I) to

ovide attorneys and law students with a brief summary of
th law and several cases for student use on topics of general
int rest, and (2) to introduce them to a sampling of the
methods and materials currently being u§ed in law-related
education. .

in addition to these Introductory Materials, the Guide
has two main pans. The first consists of legal summaries and
cases on seven topics: The criminal justice system, crimi-
nal procedure, free expression, equal protection, religion
and constitutional law, family, law, and consumer law. The
summaries are designed to give lawyers and law students an
overview and update on a number of substantive issues of
interest to secondary students. The summaries,'however, are
not intended as student texts or curriculum ivlerial. Their_
style is similar to a legal "hornbook'," but, unliVe a hornbook
or treatise, they summarize each of the major topics in
substantially fewer pages.

,Z

With each substantive section, there arc A number of cases.
written for students. It is hoped that lawyers will want to use
one or more of them in conjunction with their classroom
visitto encourage student participation and discussion
and to discourage an over-emphasis on the lecture method.
Thus the legal surAmaries and cases for students are
designed as% "springboard" to law-related education: begin-
ning where fawyers are, using methods and materials with
which they are familiar, and adapting these for secondary-

,
school use.

The second part 'contains eight lesson-length excerpts
from current, representative LRE publications. Some of the
lessons focus on legal content such as the elements of a

legalcontract; 'others focus on legal concepts such as corrective
justice. A few use the case-study approach; others illustrate a 1,
variety of other methods such as moot court, mock trial, role
playing, and problem solving. Part II is designed to intro-
duce lawyers and law students to the variety of texts, topics,
and methods that are being used in secondary schools today.

In short, the purpose of this Guide is to encourage and
assist lawyers and law students in working with secondary
teachers and students. It is intended as a supplement to, not
a substitute for, a law-related education curriculum. Some
lawyers will want to begin with the familiar case studies
approach featured in Part I. Others will want to try some of
the alternative methods illustrated in Part II. A few may
want to experiment with both. If these methods and mate-
rials help lawyers, law students, and judges work more
effectively with teachers and students, they will have served
their purpose.



,Effective Classroom Planning for
Lawyers and tlw Students

In the past, secondary students learned little about the law
that seemed relevant. They memorized the names of historic

,cases and statutes, the definitions of legal terms, provisions
of the Constitution, and many distant details. 1,4ittle of this
was current, and even less related to their lives.

During the Vast decade this has changed. Today the
emphasis is on student participation, on using mett odd and
materials that involve students in discussion, an sis, and
debate. The goal is not simply to teach facts but t educate
students to think clearly, to analyze problems an .to con-
sider alternative solutions. The aim is to reduce juvenile
delinquency and to prepare students to become knowledge-
able, active, and responsible citizens. Law-related education
has become a popular and effective means to achieve these
goals. Thus this Guide has been specifically designed to help
lawyers d law students assist teachers in educating stu-
dents ome legally literate participants in the demo-
cratic process.

The Guide features the case study approach. This method
emphasizes afialysis And critical thinking, It looks beyond
specific decisions to the principles underlying the law.
Because lawyers and !kw students are familiar with this
approach, they can make an especially valuable contribu-
tion in helping students analyze and understand the cases
included in this Guide.

As the 'Table of Contents indicates, the Guide is divided
into two parts. Part I focuses on seven legal topics of interest
to secondary students. Each tonic section includes a Sum-
mary of the La* and Cases for.Students. The summaries
provide a quick overview of the law for lawyers and law
stOdents; they are not designed for student use. While the
cases and questions are for students, we do not suggdt you
try to include all of them in a single class. Rather we have
included a range of cases and questions on each topic to
illustrate the legal principles you may wish to highlight.

PREPARATION AND PLANNING
Preparation is the key, to an effective class session, and a

discussion with the teacher is the key to effective prepara-
tion. Teachers can meet you after school or perhaps during a
lunch or preparation period. A planning meeting at schOol
will give you a "feel" for the classroom, the students, and the
setting. If you are unable to meet, arrange `a telephone
conversation during an unhurried time. During your discus-
sion with the teacher, it is important for you to ask the
following qtiestions:

1. Who are the students? How many are in the class and
what is their age, grade level, and maturity? What do they
know about the law? And what are their interests? It is
important to relate your pregentatiOn to local issues, to what
students know; and to questions that interest Ahem.,

2, How will my session fit in? How will it relate to the
course as a -whole and to the specific unit the class is now

r`

studying? What will the students be doing during the class
before and after my session? (You might ask the teacher to
send you a course outline and a copy of any materials used in
the preceding and subsequent classes.)

3. What do you want me to cover during my visit? What
are the specific goals of the class? Remember most class
periods only last about 40-50 minutes. During that time you
cannot effectively lochs on more than one legal topic, per-
haps only on a few aspects of a topic. Consider what you can
do best during the time available:

4. What will you tell them about my visitV3y carefully
preparing the students, the teacher can make maximum use
of your time. For example, during the class before your
session, the teacher can distribute the facts and issues from
one or two of the Cases for Students in Part One. By
discussing the facts and debating the issues of key cases, the
student will prepare for and anticipate your visit.,

5. 'Evaluation: Can we discuss the session (liter the class?
Too often lawyers leave immediately after class without any
opportunity to discuss whether the goals were Achieved,
what went well, and how the class might have been
improved. Therefore, you should encourage the teacher to
give you "feedback" about your presentation and share your
reactions with the teacher. To facilitate this discussion, you
and the teacher might agree to fill out and exchange:a one-
page form on your session ident ing (1) strengths, (2) any
problems, and (3) suggestions firr improvement..

6. How will you follow up my visit? Frequently there is
no discussion and little thought about following up the
lawyer's visit. As a result, much of the impact and potential
of your session is lost. How does theleacher plan to build on
your visit and how can you help? You might suggest other
cases to read, lawyers or court personnel to contact (e.g., to
invite to class or to interview), olgield trips to make that
would add additional realism' atMepth to the course.

CHOOSING YOUR METHODS
Effective lawyers use a variety Of_ methods in the

classroom.
I. Lectures. Lpng lectures have proven to be the least

effective approach to helping students understand the law.
Short lectures (of 5-10 minutes) may be useful to provide
background information or to summarize a discussion. But
It is important to resist the temptation to outline a 40-mintite-
lecture followed by 10 minutes for quest Ens. If brief lectures .
are used, they should always be combined with other

. methods.
2. The' Case Method. Although the case method and

Socratic questioning are not as widely used in secondary
schools as in law school, they have become very popular and
effective in capturing the interests of teenagers. The cape
method is most effective in helping students understand that
many legal, conflicts are not simple matters of right against



wrong but of legitimate rights in conflict. Thoughtful ques-
tioning can help students identify the reasons, values, and
legal principles that support their vies on legal issues mid
tizte views of others with whom they disagree. (Fora, full
eXplanation of the goals and features Of this approach, see
Part IL Section 8, on the Case Method.) ,

While many law-school teachers leave issues unresolved,
"closure" and clarification are important for secondary stu-
dents. in addition, law-school-type questioning tbay intimi-
date students and discoltrage their partitipationaherefore,

..., before questioning students about the issues of a case,
exp.,. ,that you are not looking for a "right" answer but for
their- ., Alined opinions, that your questions are intended to
help them clarify their thinkingnot to Prove: them
wrong, and that you are discussing issues about which
reasonable people (including lawyers and judges) often
disagree.

While the Cases for Students in this Guide include the.
facts, issues, decisions, and their reasons, you may wish to
vary the use of these materials. For example, you might: (1)
ask the teacher to give out only the facts, and see if students
cut identify the issues: (2) give oLtt and discuss the full court-
ormion: or (3) distribute unmarked copies of the majority

DO'S AND DON'TS
Here is some advice that law-related educators frequently giv'e to lawyers and law students.

and dissenting opinions, and ask students to defend the one
they think should prevail.

3. Role-playing, Hoek Thais, and 4ppe'ds. In t hese activ-
ities students assume the role of another person and act it
out. Role playing ltelps students understand the views of
others and can add a more realistic, experiential dimension
to law studies. Most of the Lases for Students can be used
fO'r this purpose.

Role-playing can vary from informal, in-class assignments
to formal moot' ?court and mock trial presentations. Section
5 of Part I I uses the Tinker case to illustrate how judicial
decisions can be adapted for mock trials and appeals. In
these more elaborate activities, lawyers can play the role of
judges, coach a team of student "at t orneys,'Itand "debrief" a

trial. Moreinformal role-playing activities might be assigned
by the teacher th )7-before your visit. Based on the facts of

}elected cases i e Guide, students can be assigned the role
of an attorney t repare a three- orfour-minute argument on
behalf of each tie while others can be asked to judge the
case and render their opinion.

4. Other Apploaehes. Other methods and materials are
illustrated in the excerpts from secondary law publications
featured in Part IL Look them over, and'try them out.

DO
Translate "legalese" into English.
Use a. variety of methods and examples.
Start where students are, and relate your pre-

, sentatiph to their world (e.g., with a story in-
volving young people and the law in yesterday's
newspaper or on T. V.).
At the beginning, briefly tell students about

your work and explain the goals of your -visit. 1\
your visit. . CC

N

Encouragevquestions.
Be realistic about the legal system. (Note its
weaknesses as well as its strengths, and Show
students how thp can help improve it.)
Let students see you as a real human being.
(Share. your interests, concerns, and satisfac-
tions:4 but don't bore them with the details of
your specialty.)

DON'T
Lecture at students.
Use legal jargon. I

Try to cover a broad range of topics in one class
period.
Talk down to students.
Tellia lot of "war stories."
Read a prepared speech.
Let one or two students doininate the discus-
sion. (If this Starts happening, call on other stu-
dents or limit the number of times one student
may speak.)
Feel you must defend everything 'about the
operation of the legal system., (An' unrealistic,
idealized portrait of the,,,system can increase
student': cynicism; a thoughtful, balatigd pre-
sentation should increase understanding.)
Give advice on individual legal problems.

7
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The Criminal Justie .§ystern

Cases for Students .

CriNnal esponsibility
Hopkins v. State, 193 Md. 4$9 (1949)

. Does ignorance of the law excuse an intentional crime?
B. Is brut Addiction a Crime?

Robinson v. California,370 U.S. 660 (1962).
Does aTaw making addiction a crime violate the Constitution?

C. Prison Conditions .

Pugh v. Locke, 406 F. SUpp. 318 (1976)
.1-low will courts determine whether the rights of prisoners have been violated?

D. Due Process forOuveniles
In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967)
Should due process procedures be required in juvenile delinquency hearings?

E. Standard of Proof in Juvenile Proceedings
In the Matter of Samuel Winship, 397 U.S. 358 (1970)
What standard should be used in a juvehile delinquency proceeding in which a child is charged with crime?

Summary of the. Law for Lawyers and Teachers
A. Crime and the Criminal Justice System
B. ,Police
C. Courts

1. The Criminal Case
2. Delay and Court Management
3. Plea ,Bargaining
4. Prosecutorial Defenso
5. Rights of the AcCused

D. Corrections
E. Juvenile Justice
F. Contemporary Crime-Related Issues: Crime Victims and Drug Use

I. Crime Victims
2. Drug Use

G. Conclusion
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1. The Criminal Justice System

A

. ,!`

Cases for Students

A. CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY: Hopkins v. Suite
(1M)

Facts
A Maryland, statute made it a crime to erect any sign

intended to aid in the solioitation or performance of mar-
riages. Maryland authoriti had been experiencing prob-
lems with profitcejing persons seeking to wed out-of-state
couples under the liberal Maryland marriage laws.

Reverend Hopkins asked the State's Attorney Office
whether a sign he wished to put up outside his home, stating
that he cotild perform marriage ceremonies, might violate
the law. He was told that it would not. Thereafter, Reverend
Hopkins erected the sign outside his home and another sign
along the highWay into town.lhe local prosecutor charged
Reverend Hopkins with violation of the Maryland statute,
and the trial court convicted him after the judge ruled that
the signs were the kind prohibited by law.

Issues l'or Discussion
1. A famous legal principle is that "ignorance or mistake

of the law does not excuse the crime; ignorance or mistake of
fact does excuse the crime?' What reasons justify this legal

_principle? What kind of mistake did Reverend Hopkins
make?

2, After receiving information from tl State's Attorney
Office, was Reverend Hopkins still gaty of the crime?
WOuld it be different if he relied on the advice of his own
attorney? Would it be different if he relied on his own
judgment?

3. Suppose a law made it a crime to remove or dismantle
a pollution-control device on an automobile. In repairing
your own automobile, you accidentally leave the pollution

. control device disconnected. Arc you guilty of the crime?
4. Suppose under the same law mentidned above, in

repairing yourpwn automobile you intentionally disconnect
the pollution-control device to increase the mileage from
your gas not knowing this act was a crime. Are you guilty of
the crime?

P..r.AVARABik.. 15 '
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Decision,of 1e Mary and Court of Appeals ,.

Ignors'n or mistak of the law will-not excuse offenders
froin criminal respons bility for their actions.

I ,

Reasoninf of the Court
The court first noted that relying on the wrong advice of

an attorney or public official will got .excuse an individual
frbin criminal responsibility. The court held that if people

)frfere excused of criminal responsibility because they relied
on bad advice, then the vpong advice would have the force
of law, rather than theilaw itself.

The court distinguished, nstances involving an ignorance
or mistake of fact from instances involving an ignorance or
misttke of law. HI the case M the fornier, itidividtols not
knowing the facts of a situation may hot intend to do what
they do. However, in the case of the latter, an individual may
not. k now the application of the law, but he or she nonethe-
less intentionally does what is intended to- be done, For
example,.if a young person gave his sick friend a dangerous
drug thinking it was only aspirin, he would not be criminally
respOnsible for his actions because he did not intend to harm
his sick friend. But if he intentionally gave a person a dan-
getous drug without knowing that the drug had been
banned, then he would be criminally responsible 'for his
actions because he intended to diAribute the dangerous
drug. Therefore, while people may be excused for being
ignorant of the facts of a situation, they will not be excused
for being ignorant of the law they intentionally violatefi.
Thus the Maryland court strictly applied this rule to Rever-
end Hopkins, and his conviction for violating the statute
was upheld. However, many courts will liberally interpret
the rule by finding no intent to commit the crime where the
defendant was ignorant.of the law which made the notion a_
crime.

16
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W. IS DRUG ADDICTION A CRIME? Robinson v. Cali-
fornia (1962

I

Pacts

%
A California law made it a crime punishable by 90 days in'

prison to be addicted to the use of narcotics. Robinson was
detained on the street by a police officer. Upon viewing
Robinson's arms, thiofficer observed what appeared to be
numerous needle marks on the left and tight arms. The
Oflictr said Robinson admitted to the occasional tty..,of
narcotics. Robinson was arrested, taken to, ail, an later
convicted for being an addict.

Issues for Discussion
1. What crinic did Robinson commit? Who is the victim

of Robinson's crime? Why did the state make this condition
a. crime?

2. Should Robinson be. treated as a criminal or a sick
person?

3. Where-should Robinson be treated_ia prison, in a
hospital, or in a state institution for the mentally

4, Suppose an alcoholic is found drunk in a public place.
Should he be charged with a crime? Is there a distinction
between alcoholism and drug addition?

17
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Decision of the United States Supreme Court ,

A state law making the mere status of narcotic addiction a
crime punishable by imprisonment is cruel and unusual
1ninisht9nt in violation of the Eighth Aniendment.

.1)

-Reasoningof the Court
Justice Stewart distinguished this case Nom cases where

the state criminally punished a person who uses, purchases,
sells, or possesses narcotics. In these instances, Justice Stew-
art thought a state may Oave, legitimate interest in crimi-
nally punishing such actions. However, the Justice did not
believe such an interest existed in this case because the
appellant was being criminally punished for merely being
addicted to narcotics. Justice Stewart found that since being
addicted to narcotics was like being sick, punishing an indi-
vidual for such an illness constituted cruel and unusual
punishment, which is prohibited by the Eighth Amendment.

Justice Clark wrote a dissenting opinion arguing that the
California statute was riot unconstitutional because the state
was attemptin to deter and prevent future harmful conduct

'by a person a ieted to narcotics. Justice Clark compared
this statute to laws dealing with drunkenness that make it a
crime to be intoxicated in public.

p
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C. PRISON CONDITIONS: Pugh v. Locke (1976)

Facts ti

The Alabama Board of Corrections had the responsibility
to manage and maintain four penal institutions for 9ples.'
The four institutions were extremely overcrowded, its evi-
denced by the data below:

Fountain Correctional Center
Holman Unit Prison
Draper Correctional
Kirby Corrections

Maximum - Actual
Capacity Capacity

632 Over 1100
540 Over 750
632 Over 1000
503 Over 700

The institutions were arranged in dormitory styli where
bunks were so close that there wai no walking space between
them. At Kirby, bed niattreisses had to be placed on the floor
in hallways and next to toilets. Roaches, flies, and mosqui-
toes infested each facility. There Was inadequate heating,
ventilation, and lighting at all the institutions. In one housing
unit at Draper holding 200 inmates, there was only one
working toilet.

The state provided inmates with razor blades and soap;
inmates were not provided toothpaste, toothbrushes, sham-
poo, shaving cream, razors, or combs. Food was stored in
dirty storage units and often infested with insects, Some-
times inmates had to share the same eating utensils during
meals. A United States public health officer testified that all
these 'facilities were "wholly unfit for human habitation."

Mentally ill or extremely violent inmates were kept in the
general population. The general conditions at the institu-
tions made robbery, rape, extortion, theft; and assault an
everyday occurrence. Most inmates could not participate in
the few vocational, educational, or work activities offered at
the institutions. In the disciplinary segregation unit at one
institution, six inmates were sometimes packed into a 4'x8'
cell with no beds, no lights, no running water, and a hole in
the floor for a toilet.

Admitting that there were many problems at these state
institutions, officials of the Alabama Board of Corrections
continually explained that they were doing the best they
could under the circumstances of inadequate funding and
increased commitments of criminal offenders to the system.
Inmates filed a class action suit against the State CoMmis-
sioner of Corrections, claiming that conditions at the institu-
tions constituted cruel and unusual punishment prohibited
by the Constitution.

Issues for Discussion
1. What rights or privileges should a criminal offender

have while in prison? Is he or she entitled to only "bread and
water.or "steak every day?" Is he or she entitled to wear any
clothing desired or read any books and 94agazines desired?
Is he or she entitled to have a televisiok or radio in a cell?
Should he or she have an opportunity to earn a high-school
or college degree?

2. You have just been elected governor of the State of

"No- with' on yotir campaign promise--not to raise taxes.
After a Month in office, a federal judge has ordered that you
immediately improve conditions at the state prison. The
improverpepts will'cost sig., million ft !IX! there is no extra
money iu thellateb.udgefillkour top political adviser has
informed you that Any ikietotise in taxes will destroy your
political futtrre. What do you do?

alow'would you define cruel and-unusual punishment?
4.. You are warden at the state 'prison and you have

learned .that several inmates have threatened to kill a young
inmate for inforping guards about an,escape plan. The only
available space in the prison is the "hole," MC disciplinary
segregation unit for incorrigible inmates. Inmates in the.
"hole" have no.privileges and traditionally receive bad treat-
ment. How are you ning to protect the young.inmate?

4
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Deehdort of 'the United States Supreme Court . NOTES:
Federal courts have a duty to intertet ne in. he operation of

a state prison system characterized by conditions that are so
bad as to be shocking to the conscience of civilized people.

Reasonini of the Court'
In a far,-reaching decision, Judge Johnson held that prig-

otitis are entitled to live in conditions that do not constitute
'cruel and unusual punishment. The judge said that confine-

-, metft characterized by condition; that arc so bad as to be
.. shocking to the conscience of cailized people is cruel and

tinustffil punishment. The judge found that the living condi,:
Lions of the inmates bore no relationship to the penal sys -'
tern's legitimate goals of ,deterrence, rehabilitation, and
institutional security. The argument that the state lacked
funding to improve conditiong in the penal system was
rejected on the basis that the state could not rely on inade-
quate funding in allowing unconstitutional conditions to
exist at the institutions.

The most significant part of Judge Johnson's decision was
in his order to correct conditions 'in the Alabama penal
system. He established a Citizens' Human Rights -Commit.-
tee to monitor the implementation of specifically ordered
improVements in the prison system. He ordered the institu-
tions to reduce overcrowding to a level no higher than the
institution's maximum capacity; to provide all inmates*th
soaps toothpaste, toothbrushes, shampoo, shaving cream,
razors, razor blades, and combs; and to develop vocational
and educational programs at the institutions.

20



b. DUE, PROCESS FOR JUVENILES: In 're Gault
(1967)

Facts
On June 8, 1964, Gerald Gault, age 15, and another boy

were arrested by the county sh'eriff and taken to the county
children's detention home. The boys were accused of mak-
ing obscene telephone calls to a neighbor, Mrs. Cook. Upon
questioning) a probatiqn officer, the boys admitted maki
ing the telephone calls.

Gerald's parents were at work the morning he was
arrested. The sheriff did not notify the parents that. Gerald
was being held at the detention home. Later that evening,
the parents found out from Gerald's brother that Gerald was
being held. When the parents went to the detention home,
the probation officer told them why Gerald was there and
that he would have a hearing the next day.

The following day the probation officer asked that the
juvenile court find Gerald to be a juvenile delinquent and be
taken from his parents to be placed In the children's deten-
tion home. Arizona law stipulated that a juvenile delinquent
was a person under age. 18 who:-

Has broken the law;
Is continually disobedient and not controlled by his par-

ents, guardians, or custodians;
Is continually absent from school or home; or
Continually behaves in such a way that he harms the

morals or health of himself and/or others.
At the afternoon hearing, Gerald, his mother, his brother,
two probation officers, and the juvenile court judge were
present. Mrs. Cook, the, complainant, was not present. No
one was sworn in at the hearing and no record was made of
the proceedings. At a later hearing, again no one was sworn
in and no record was made of the proceedings. Gerald's
mother was informed of this hearing by a short note stating
the time and date of the hefting. The probation officer gave
the judge a report that was not given to Gerald or his
parents, and it stated that Gerald made the obscene tele-
'phone calls. The judge found Gerald guilty of the offense.
MI adult found guilty of this crime could be fined $50.00 or
imprisoned for two months. The judge ordered Gerald to be
placed in the state industrial school as a juvenile delinquent
until he was 21 years old unless discharged sooner by the
authoritiet.

a.

Issues for Discussion
I. What constitutional rights guaranteed adults were

denied Gerald? Should all these rights be extended to
Gerald?

2. If no constitutional rights were extendeil to Gerald,
how would his hearing be affected?

3. What possible 'conflicts could arise between a law
extending an constitutional rights to juveniles and a law that
only considers the "child's best interest?"

4. Should juvenile offenders be treated the same as adult
offenders? Same penalties? Same prisons?

21
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Deciplon of the United States Supreme Court
In a juvenile delinquency proceeding which maY result in

die child's commitment to an institution,-due process of law
requites that the child be gliaranteed the following rights
that are guaranteed an adult in a criminal proceeding: the
right to be notified of charges against him, the right to
counsel, the privilege against self-incrimination, and the
right to'confront and cross-examine witnesses against him.

Reasoning of the Court
Justic'e Fortas wrote the majority opinion beginning with

a discussion of the wide gap-between the theory and,realities
of the juvenile justice system. lie 'noted that while the theory
of the juven(re justice system placed great emphasis on the
child's best interest and the informality of procedures, the
reality of the system often tended toward arbitrary probe-
dures that lacked the constitutional safeguards guaranteed
an adult criminal defendant. The Justice stated that the
state's authority to intercede o'n behalf of the delinquent
child's best interest should not be unlimited. Declaring that
due' process of law was the very foundation of individual
freedom from unfairness and arbitrariness, ittstice Fortas
held that .certain constitutional rights must be extended to
juveniles because a finding of delinquency could result in the
confinement of the juvenile, just as a criminal conviction
kould result in the confinement of an adult. The right to be
notified of charges was required so that the juvenile could
prepare his case against the charges. The right to counsel
would assure the juvenile a trained legal advocate during the
delinquency proceedings. The privilege against self-
incrimination was essential to insure the integrity of delin-
quency proceedings against unfair compulsion in seeking
confessions. The right to confront and cross-e. xaipine wit-
nesses was required based on the principle of fairness in
allosvitir an individual tg confront and question /his
accusers.

Justice Stewart rejected the majority's argument analo-
gizing juvenile delingtkency. proceedings to criminal trials.
Discounting the similaity between a delinquency proceed-
ing and criminal case, Justice Stewart stated that the ptiir-
pose of the juvenik proceeding was to aid juveniles in
correcting their delinquency. This, he argued, was very dif-
ferent from a criminal trial where the purpose was determin-
ing whether the accused is guilty of a crime.

. 22
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E. STANDARD OF PROOF IN JUVENILE PROCEED-
INGS: In the Matter of Samuel Winship (1970)

Facts . .

Samuel Winship, age 12; was accused of stealing 4112.00
from a woman's purse. In a juVenile court hefting, after the
evidence was presented, the judge ruled that there was more
evidence to prove that Samuel jlad stolen the money than
there was to show that he had t. Therefore, the judge held t
that this was "sufficient proof by a preponderance of the

.evidence" to show that Sanrel was a delinquent child.
The judge believed that proof beyond a reasonable doubt

necessary for an adult criminal conviction was not necessary
in juvenile proceedings. Although he believed that Sarnuers
delinquency had riot been proven beyond a reasonable
doubt, he ruled thAt proof by this standard was not neces-
sary because Samuel was in a juvenile pro.ceeding and not in
a criminal court. Thus, Samuel was found to be delinquent
and placed in the custody of the state juvenile detention
institution. Under New York law, Samuel could be kept in
the institution until he was 18.

Issues for DiSCUSSI(.
C In a criminal case, the defendant can only be found

guilty by proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Why should this
standard of proof be required? Are there reasons ford, lesser
standard of proof in juvenile proceedings?

2, Is there any difference between being found guilty of a
crime and sentenced to prison, and being adjudged a delin-
quent child and sent to the state juvenile institution for
rehabilitation?

23
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Decision of, nited States Suprfti)e Coskrt
In a juv6 ink in which a child. is-

charged with o act that oukt a crime if committed by an
adult, the charge against the child most be proved beyond a
reasonable doubt.

Reasoning of the Court -
The law recognizes two standards of proof in general-t--

criminal pfoccedings, proof beyond a reasonable doubt
in civil proceedings, proof by a preponderance of evict-C.-ince.
'Proof beyond a reasonable doubt has been recognizedas the

-.,..,)trigher standard of proof and, therefore, is applicable in crimi-
nal cases'bccause the liberty of the accused is at stake. Ttfis
proposition recognizes the fact that the consequences of a
criminal proceedingloss orliberty or even loss of lifeare %.

more severe than the consequences in a pt.!l proceeding
money damages, etc. Writing for the majority, Justice Bren-
nan noted that the purpose of the reasonable doubt
standard in criminal cases was to insure the certainty of a
finding of guilt and reduce the risk of conviction based on
factual errors. Therefore, the judge or jury had to be con-
vinced by proof beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused
is guilty of, c crime charged.

Justice Bre relied on the reasoning in the Gault
decision to hold t the reasonable sloubt standardimust be
used in a juvenile delinquency proceeding to protect the
innocent juvenile just as it is used in a criminal cast to
protect the inn ent adult. Use of the lower preponderance
of evidence sta Bard would allow a finding of delinquency
based upon a, eighing of the evidence to determine whether
more evidence weighed against the juvenile's case than in
favor of his case.

Chief Justice Burger wrote a dissenting opinion arguing
that the Court continued to erase the important distinction
between the juvenile justice system and the criminal justice
system. The Chief Justice argued that this erosion would do
more harm to the juvenile justice system than good by
adding rigid formality to an already inflexible system.

'4
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Summary of the Law for Lawyers
A- CRIME AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

This section examines the major responsibilities and cur-
rent problems within the criminal justice system. (In the next
section on CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, the focus is on the
,procedural and substantive issues in criminal law.) The
primary components of the criminal justice system are the
police, the courts, and the corrections system:111e juVenile
justice system will be included in this discussion because of
its many similarities to the criminal justice system.

An examination of the criminal justice system should first
view the problem of crime in the United States. Recent
statistics indicate that crime is increasing. According to the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (F.B.I.),

An estimated 12,152,730 Crime Index offenses
(murder, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault,
burglary, larceny, and motor vehicle theft], 9 percent
more than during 1978, were reported to law enforce-
ment agencies in 1979. Collectively, violent crimes,
which comprised 10 percent of the total Crime Index,
were up 11 percent and property crimes rose 9 percent.

All offenses within the Ihdex increased in volume
during the year. Among the violent crimes, murder
was up 10 percent; forcible rape, 13 percent; robbery,
12 percent; and aggravated assault, 10 percent. In the
property crime category, burglary increased 6 percent,
larceny-theft rose 10 percent, and motor vehicle theft
was up 11 percent. F.B.I. Uniform Crime Reports,
Crime in the U.S. 1979 (1980) p. 37.
What can be done about this problem? The police are

responsible for apprehending criminals. The courts function
as forums to determine the guilt or innocence of those
accused of crimes. Correctional institutions serve as centers
to confine, and, hopefully, to itate those convicted of
crimes. Correctly or not, A n society has relied on
these system components to age the crime problem.
How do these components function? What are the current
problems facing ,them? How can they operate more
efficiently?

B. POLICE
Modern society demands a tremendous number of ser-

vice from police systems, including the following functions:
Prevention of criminal activity
Detection of criminal activity
Apprehension of. offenders
Participation in court proceedings
Protection of Constitutional guarantees
Assistance to those who cannot care for themselves
or who arc in danger of physical harm
Control of traffic
Resolution of day-to-day conflicts among family,
friends, and neighbors
Creation and maintenance of a feeling of security in
the, community
Promotion and preservation of civil order

2 5

and Teachers
A National Strategy to Reduce Crime, National Advi-
sory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals, (1973) p. 72.
Combining this burdensome demand with the growing
problem of crime in society, police systems in the United
States have been taxed to the limit of their capacity to handle,
both the traditional tasks of law enforcement (i.e., civiLorder
and law enforcement), and the more complex but emerging
role as general social servants. In a comprehensive review of
the police function in the United States, the President's
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice asserted,

The current widespread concern with crime and
violence, particularly in large cities, commands a
rethinking of the function of the police in American
society. It calls for a reassessment of the kinds of
resources and support that the police need to iespond
more adequately to the demands that we make upon
them. Task Force Report: The Police, The Presi-
dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admin-
istration of Justice (1967)p. 13.
Such a wide-ranging, national assessment was accom-

plished in 1973 by the National Advisory Commission on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. I tis major recommen-
dations concerning the police function concentrated on cur-
rent problems facing modern police systems.

One major recommendation was aimed at improving the
relationship between the police and the community, espe-
cially the black, Chicano, and Puerto Rican residents of
large, urban communities. The Commission recommended
that the police promote Active crime prevention efforts by
working with the community in a joint venture 'against
criminal activity. Another recommendation called for the
diversion of juveniles, drunks, and mental patients frdtn the
criminal justice system to social agencies and facilities more
suited to the needs of these individuals. It was felt that
treatment and care for these individuals would be better
served by specialized agencies skilled in dealing with the
particularized problems of delinquency, alcoholism, and
mental illness, thus relieving the police of Nuch responsibili-
ties. This emerging concept of diversion from the criminal
justice system continues to be a goal that knowledgeable
experts advocate. The Commission also recommended the
consolidation or elimination of police systems with fewer
than ten full-time officers. It was believed that small police
agencies lacked the resources to efficiently provide law
enforcement services to their communities; finis, consolida-
tion of such agencies with nearby police systems could max-
imize the utilization of both human and material resources
while minimizing the costs. Relying upon supportive evi-
dence that police officers With college degrees performed
better than those without, the Commission recommended
completion of college education as a qualification for police
service, Other recommendations strongly urged more police
training. The Commission noted, "The average barber
receives 4,000 hours of training, The average policeman
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receives less than 200 hours." A National Strategy to Reduce
Cr e, supra. p. 83.

As initiators of the criminal justice process, the police
must operate effectively so that other components of the
system can function properly. The prosecution an4.judicial
functions are severely handicapped if the police ineffectively
perform the dUties of apprehension and evidence gathering.

C. COURT

t In the criminal justice system, the court system has three
74441 general innctions. First is the speedydetermination of the

guilt or innocence of individuals who are charged with
criminal offenses. Another function is the sentencing of
'those individuals ,convided of crimes.. The third is.the pro-.
tection of the rights of the offender.

The popular pereeption,is that the court is,at the center of
the criminal justice system wherein the interests of society,
and those of tile offender are dispassionately -balanced.
However, this perception of the courts is modified by the
reality of overcrowded court dockets and insuffiCient court
resources. As Dean Nicholas Kittrie of The American Uni-
versity Law School noted, it is a "gross exaggeration" today
that courts are "the pivot on Which the criminal justice
system turns." The criminal courts in America are not in the
mainstream of criminal justice and are not central to the
gross operation of the system of crime and punishment. At
best, the courts offer an opportunity for the stylized enact
ment of selected Rerfbrmances, which alternate between
morality plays and modern versions of trial by ordeal. These
dramatic enactments affect a relatively.small segment of the
criminal justice population. But much like theater and
cinema, they are observed directly or through mass-media
reporting by large segments of the population, and conse-
quently they affect the public consciousness. It is in this
f ction that the courts stand out for their role as symbols of
just . An-Anatomy of Criminal Justice (C.H. Foust &
D.R. Webster, eds., 1980) p. 121.

This observation is buttressed by the National Advisory
Commission estimate that only about eight pereent of those
arrested are fully processed through criminal prosecution
and trial. Nonetheless, it is important to remember that the
judiciary is the Ultimate determiner of rights and responsi-
bilities that extend beyond the criminal trial itself (e.g.,
prohibition against unreasonable searches and seizures, pre-
trial right to counsel, and prohibition against cruel and
unusual punishment). Although the symbolic significance of
justice rather than its reality may be exaggerated in the
popular perception, many symbolic ideals are the very foun-
dation of a constitutional democracy.

1. The Criminal Case: From Arrest to Appeal
The first contact an` accused has with the criminal ju. stie

system is usually an arrest by a police office*, The arrest of
the aceused can be made without a. warrant if the police
officer has a sufficient biisiS to believe that a crime has been,
is being, or is about to be committed by the accused. An
arrest can also be made ,pursuant to a warrant Where' a
judicial officer has been given adequate evidence against the
accused, to form a sufficient basis for the arrest. This suffi,-

dent basis for an arrest is known as "probtIble cause," which
means-74qt the officer knows of facts and circumstances that
reasonably justify him in believing that a crime has been, is
being, oeis eboUt to be committed. Within a short period,o1
time after the arrest; the accused must have an initial bearing
before a judge( The purpose of the hearing is to (a) inform
the accused of the charges agliinst him, (b) inform him of his
rights, (c) appoint counsel for the accused if needed, and (d)
set bail or asiare appearance a theAccused in court at a later.
time. At this he,arin&the accused is given an opportunity to
challenge both the sufficiency of reason to arrest (if without
warrant) and the sufficiency of reason to charge him with a
crime. Thus a judicial determination of the sufficiency of
probable cause is riaIrde once again. The accused is then
formally charged in a document known as an itlformation

° filed by the prosecuting attorney in' the. court where the_
accused is to 'be fprmally tried. If the accused is formelly
cltrged by a grated jury, the document is known as an
indictment. Next, the accused is asked to enter his plea to the
court which will try him at an arraignment. Generally, he
may plead guilty. or not guilty. If he pleads guilty, the judge
must be sure he understands the charges against him and
that there is some reasonable factual baSis for the guilty plea.
If he pleads not guilty or makes no plea at all, a formal trial
will be set for a later date. The prosecution must prove
during the trial that the accused is guilty of the crime
charged beyond a rea§onable doubt. At the trial, selection of
a jun will be the first order of business, unless jury'trial has -

been waived by the accused, The prosecution presents its
case (opening statement and evidence) first, and then the
defense presents its case on behalf of the accused. After the .

evidence has been presented, final arguments are made to
the jury by the prosecution and the ,defense. Itistructions
regarding the applicable, law are given to the jury and the
jury retires for its dellberatiotrs. Usually, the jury may return
a verdict of guilty, not guilty. or not gu'll'y by reason pf
insanity where the insanity defense has been raised. if the
accused is found guilty, the judge will impose setttencing at a
later hearing. Once convicted, the defendant may appeal. his
case to an appellate court fdivik review of the alleged errors in
the trial proeeedings.

2. Delay and Court Management
continuing.probletn plaguing the criminal judiciary is

the heavy case dockets burdening both trial and appeliale
courts. Many feelthe best method to solve this probleiThis,to
employ advanced management techniques. As the problem
becomes more critical, Tome commentators have proposed
substantive system changes to shorten the lengthy process ,

friint arrest to trial. #
The consequenies of the problem of delay are noted by

the National Adviory COMMISSiOR, "Delay in the judicial
process is hdrinful teboth the accused offenderand society
at large. Delay also results in unavailable witnesses, font-
ten circumstances, and dismissni of prosecutions because
the defendant did not receive the speedy trial guaranteed by
the Constitution." A National Strategy to Reduce Crime,4,
supra, p. 93. The Commission estimated that it may takof
from ten to twelve months to process thaccused frOlft arrest ..



.;,.10 trial. Delay in criminal litigation also results in minimiz-
:,,ing any deterrent effect to be de rived from apprehension and
..Punishment of the criminal offender, since, lengthy delays
weaken tht obvious connection befweeti the crime and its
punishment.

To reduce delay, one recommended approach is that each
state unify all its trial courts under the administrative
:`authority ofthe state's highest court and establish a state

.court administrative unit with responsibility over the entire
"."`State court system. 0.

3. Plea Bargstining
A controversial issue in the criminal justice field is plea°

bargaining.'It has been estimated That more than 90 percent
of all criminal convictions are obtained through'a plea of
guilty ,rather than a jury verdict or court judgment. Plea
bargaining is a process negotiation in which the defensecg
and prosecution try to stitlire the best arranAment possible
as to the number or type of charges or type of sentence.

Prosecutors have relied on plea bargaining to reduce their
criminal case backlog. Many observers have concluded that
Plea bargaining is necessary,and desirable. Some criminal
justice experts believe that the system could not operate,.

`.without plea bargaining, considering the current heavy'
criminal caseload. Also,- it is argued that .plea bargaining
increases the flexibility within the otherwist rigid legalisms
of the Criminal j'ustice system.

However, many commentators believe that the need to
have speedy trials and the lack of prosecutorial resources do
tot justify plea bargaining. Critics alsd believe the- curtail-
via of plea bargaining would lead to a reduction in the
prosecutorial practice of overcharging. Only those criminal
charges that would reasonably result in conviction would be
filed against the accused. To counter the argument that plea
bargaining adds flexibility to the system, critics state that
such flexibility should be incorporated in the substantive
criminal law: The National Advisory Commission recom-
-mended the abolition of plea bargaining, labelling the prac-
tice "inherently undesirable." The Commission
recommended that all plea bargaining be gradually discon-
tinued over a five-year period. Report on Courts, National
Advisory Commission on CriminAl Justice Standards and
Goals, p. 46.

Over the years, the courts have.imposed certain require-
ments before a plea :tit' guilty can be accepted by a court. In
Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238,(1969);the Supreme Court
held that before a court may, accept a guilty plea, the court
record must establisk that the defendant voluntarily and
intelligently waived his right to trial by jury, his right of
Confrontation, and hiA privilege against self-incrimination.
The guilty plea must arso be made understandingly, mean-
ingthat the defendant must know the charges against him

_;1..=land the eirect of a guilty plea. In Brady v. United States, 397
Oill;S: 742(1970), the Court noted the importance of plea bar-
Tgaining in disposing criminal cases, its aid in the rehabilita-

.

proeess regarding the defendant's acknowledgement of
guilt,, and its'allowance of participation by the defendant in'

95240,tetinining the measure of punishment. H9wever, in Borden-
ir4r Hayes, 434 U.S. 357 (1978), the Supreme Could

held that a threat to prosecute the defendant's wife as a co-
defendant if the defendant failed to accept a plea bargain
was so coercive as-to make the defendant's plea of guilty in-
voluntary and thus unconstitutional.

4. Prosecution/DefenSe
An important actor in the American criminal juttice sys-

tem is tile prosecutor. The National Advisory Commission
stated, "It is the prosecutor who must focus the power of the
Site onthose who defy its prohibition. He must argue to
the bench and jury that lice sanctions of the law .need to be
applied: He must meet the highest standard of proof because
the right of freedom hangs in the balance." Report on
Courts, supra, p. 227. It' is important to recognize that the
ultimate duty of the prosecution is at all times to seek justice
and not convictions for criminal offenses. In seeing thai
justice is done, the prosecution function is that of a public
officer anck, not a zealous advocate.

Local prosecutors are usually elected public officials. It is
their duty to see that the laws of the jurisdiction are faith-
fully executed and enforced. The power to file criminal
charges against an accused is the prosecution's broadest
power. The prosecution also conducts most of the criminal
litigation on behalf of thestate. A major duty of the prosecu-
tion is the negotiation of plea bargiiins, The lack of resources
and the use of outdated managerial practices are serious
problems facing Many public prosecutors.

Considering the adversary system of justice in the United
States, no other role is more important than that of the
criminal. defense counsel. The American Bar Association
Project on Standards for Criminal Justice described the
defense counsel as,'

...[e]hampion for his client. In this capacity he is the
equalizer, the one who places each litigant as nearly as
possible on an equal footing under the substantive and
procedural law under which. he is tried. Of cdjrse, as a
-practical matter he does this not by formally educating
the client on. every legal aspect of the case, but by
taking those procedural steps and recommending
those courses of action which the client were he an
experienced advocate himself, Might fairly and prop-
erly takef, . s: Against a 'hostile world' the accused,
called to the bar of justice by hiS government, finds in
his counsel a single voice on which he must be able to
relywith confidence that his interests will be protected'
to the fullestextent consistent with the rules of proce-..
dure and the sta ndards'of professional conduct. . The
second role of counsel is as intermediary.... As inter7
medlar)/ counsel expresses to the court' objectively, in
mAasured words and forceful tone, what a particular
defendant may be incapable of expressing himself
simply because he lacks the education and training
The Prosecution Function and the Defense Function,
American Bar Association Standard's Relating to the
AdminiStration of Criminal .Justice, .1971, p. 145:

Therefore, the criminal defense counsel servers as an advo-
cate to legally articulate the interests of his client accuseirof
criminal conduct. This articulation embodies the issues of
innocence and guilt, the existence of mitigating factors, the
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negotiations on the client's behalf, and the general protec-
tion of the accused's rights.

A continuing problem in the criminal justice system0 the
adequacy of criminal defense services to the poor. All
United States jurisdictions have a public defender system by
which criminal defense services arc provided at public
expense to criminal defendants unable to pay for such serv-
ices. It is estimated that approximately 60 percent of the
felony defendants and 25 to 50 percent of the misdemslanor
defendants require such services. Although in m nstan-
ces such services are constitutionally required, many states
experience difficulty in economically and efficiently provid-
ing these services. As in the case of prosecutorial operations,
many states are moving toward the provisioit of more
resources to improve the functioning of public defenders.

5. Rights of the Accused
To insure that only the guilty individlial is punished foi'

the commission oia criminal offense, important rights have
been guaranteed one accused of committing a crime. Certain
fundamental rights have been enshrined in the Constitution
to assure the accused a fair proceeding and to protect the
integrity of the criminal justice process. One of the most
important rights guaranteed the accused in a criminal case is
the right to counsel. In Argensinger.v. Hamlin, 407 U.S. 25
(1972), the Supreme Court held that the accused must have
the right to counsel in all criminkl cases where the crime
charged is a felony or, if upon coniiction, actual imprison-
ment is imposed. In Kirby v. Illinois, 406 U.S. 682 (1972),
the Court went further, holding that once criminal charges
have been filed against lin accused, he is entitled to counsel

kat all critical stages of the criminal proceedings. Such critical
stages of the criminal proceedings are a preliminary hearing
to determine probikle ,cause; Coleman v. Alabama, 1199:
U.S. 1 (1970); post-indictment 'pOlice lineup, Unitea States
v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218 (1967); and entry or plea of guilty, !,
Moore v. Michigan, 355 U.S.155 (1957). The right to coun-
sel includes the right to appointment of ceimsel by the Court
for an indigent defendant. Gidedn v. Wainwright, 372 U.S.
335 (1963). -

The accused has aright to trial by jury in all criminal cases
involving a serious charge against the accused. Duncan v.
Louisiana,' 391 U.S. 145 (1968). Where the criminal offense
has aopotential sentence o,f more than six months, it is a
serious offense. Baldwin v. New York, 399 U.S. 66 (1970).

Ari.accused cannot be compelled to give testimony which
could fie used against him in a criminal proceeding. This
right is commonly known as the privilege against self-
incriuinfition. In a criminal trial, the pro-secution cannot
make any direct comment on the accused's failure to testify.
'Grffln v. California, 380 U.S. 689 (1965).

The accused has a right to confront all witnesses against
him, This, right entitles. the defendant to be present when
testimony is offered against him and to cross-examine all
Wituesses testifying against him,

The :accused has a right to a speeds' trial. This right is
essential to protect the interests of the. accused agilinst
oppressive confinement before trial and the intAois of
Society in the prompt administration of justice. Barker v.
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Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (1972). The right becomes effective
upon arrest or formal charging by indictment or
information.

Even thou the present operation of the criminal justice
process allows many criminal cases to be diverted from the
criminal courts, it would he a misconception to underesti-
mate the influence of the courts in the criminal justice sys-
tem. In short, efficient operation of the judiciary is
paramount to safeguarding the integrity of the criminal
justice process.

D. CORRECTIONS

After arrest and conviction, what is to he done with the
criminal offender? Many theorie4and methodologies have
been advanced to justify or explain how 'societies deal with
their criminal offenders. Most observers agree that these
theories or methodologies include one or more of the follow-
ing factorts:

Punishment

Rehabilitation

- Deterrence

penalizing for past wrongful
acts
correcting *wrongful, conduct,
for prospective reentry into
society .

preventive and punitive meas-
. ures to impede future wrongful

cenduct by this wrongdoer and by
others

Incapacitatibn removal frOnt society to prevent
- further wrongful conduct

Up to the eighteenth century, retributive punishment
was the essential direction of corrections in most of the
world. Broadly defined criminal conduct was severely and
harshly punished on the basis of "an eye for an eye ": or
community vengeance for wrongful conduct. Such grue-
some forms of punishment as burning at the stake, drawing
and quartering, and Mutilation were earned for the pettiest
offense. Thereafter, more humane correctional practices
slowly came about, based upon the advocacy of such nota-
ble social philosophers as Ceasare Beccaria and Jeremy
Bentham. By the middle of the nineteenth century, the pen-
itentiary systenr of torreetions became the widespread
practice.

In modified form, most corrections systems today pre-
dominantly rely on the penitentiary as the major method of
corrections. In this system,, large, fortress-like institutions
house numerous criminal offenders in United States federal
and state prisons. Annual Prison Population Survey, Cor-
rections Magazine, April 1981, p. 25. The latest figures indi-
cate that in 1978 federal and state governMents spent $5s:522,
711,000 in the correctionskrea, Sourcebook ofCriminalliatice
Statistics- 1980, p. S. Ara major componentof the criminal
justice system, correctional systems in the United States
have been overwhelTed by a vast number of problems.
Many commentators are beginning `to label our correctOns

Ssystem a "failure" calling for a total overhaul of the system.
uch distinguished organizations as the National Council

on Crime and Delinquency have called for a moratorium on
pew prisolt construction. A partial listing of the critical



-problems In corrections would include overcrowded pris-
ons, dilapidated facilities, inadequate resources, and the
financially prohibitive cost of renovation. Some would
argue 'that current practices and methodologies utilized in
corrections are archaic and directionless. The National
Advisory Commission gave this summation,

The American correctional system today appears to
offer minimum protection for the publif and maxi-
mum harm to the offender. The system is plainly in
need of substantial and rapid change:

Figures on recidrihsin make it clear that society
todapis not protecied at least not for very long--by
incarcerating offenders, for many offenders return to
crime shortly after release fromprison. Indeed, there is
evidence that the longer a man is incarcerated, the
smaller is the chance that hewilllead a law-abiding life
on release. . . .

It also seems clear that many perlons can serve their
sentences in the community without undue danger to
the public.

There is substantial evidence that probation, fines,
public service requirements, and restitution art less
costly than incarceration and consistently produce
lower rates of recidiviOn aftef completion of sentence.
A National Strategy to Reduce Crime, Supra, p.
113.
More and more, new approaches,in corrections are being

considered involving alternatives to the traditional form of
incarceration. Many advocates of new approaches in correc-
tions believe that community correctional treatment ismore
effective than the present prison system. Cottimunity correc-
tions usually involves a less institutionalized structure of
corrections within the urban community where emphasis is
placed on the reintegtation of the offender in the commun-
ity. Others' advocate diversion of many offenders from the
traditional corrections system of incarceration to a wider
variety of correctional Vrogranis such as probation, public
service, work and/ or education release, and small-group
residential treatment.

Current estimates are that it costs abou! $10,000 to
$20;000 per year to incarcerate an inmate in prison, and the
cost for building more prisons is about $40,000 to $60,000

, per new cell. Given these cost considerations and the ques-
tionable effectiveneSs of the traditional prison system in the
United States, theluture trend in corrections will probably

4.,1involve a greater reliance on the, new approaches.

E. JUVENILE JUSTICE

Recent statistics revealed that of all persons arrested in
the United States; 23 percent were undet -age 18, F.B.I.
UnU'orm Crime *arts, supra, p. 186. The problem of
youth crime in 'the nation is both serious and"--growing.

ouths involved in criminal activity usually come into con-
ta with the juvenile justice system, which basically consists
Oil specialized court and dispositional system to deal with
juveniles. Most state laws define a juvenile subject to the
jurisdiction of the juvenile 'courts as a youth under age 18.
Juvenile delinquency is usually defined as an act committed

by a juvenile that would be a crime if committed by an adult.
Depending on the state definition, other acts such as
truancy, running away, and incorrigibility may constitute
delinquency. Also, in juvenile law there arc the less formal
juvenile adjudications rather than criminal trials for adults.

Before the twentieth century, juveniles in many instances
were subject to the same legal processes as adults. Juveniles
were housed in the same detention houses, jai'ls; and prisons
as were adults. Duripg the nineteenth century, however,
many reformers in the United States borrowed a concept
from old English law to institute changes in the American
practices concerning juveniles and the law.' This concept
known as parens patriaeloosely involved a doctrine pro-
claiming that the child was subject to the protective custody
of the state; and, therefore, when the child was "wayward"
with respect to the law, the state was obliged to step in, for the
benefit of the child. The state then would guide the youth,in
accordance with the "child's best interest"- This doctrine led
to the development of specialized juvenile courts and dispo-
sitional systems for youths as the twentieth century began.

Discounting the good intentions of this System and look-
ing to its impact on the rights of juveniles ovthe years, the
Unite() States Supreme Coto made a comprehensiveexam-
ination of the juvenile justice system in two important cases,
Kent v. United States, 383 U.S. 541 (1966) and 1ft re Gault,
387 U.S. 1 (1967) (included in the Cases for Students sec-:
tion). In Rehr; the Court addressed issues involving the
waiverof a juvenileto the jurisdiction of a criminal court. In
the juvenile justice area, waiver of jurisdiction means that a
youth 'accused of committing certain serious criminal
offenses that would he crimes if committed by an adult will
be tried as an adult in a criminal court even though the age of
the youth was that of a juvenile: The Court held that before
such a youth could be waived to the jurisdiction of the
criminal court, the youth was entitled to an opportunity for
a hearing, the right to counsel, and access to his court
records on the grounds of due process. Kent set in motion
the Court's critical examination of the parents patriae doc
trine. The following year, the Court issued its culminating
decision in Gault, injecting due process protection in juvenile
delinquency adjudications. The Court pierced The veil of the
well-meaning parens patriae doctrine, noting that, although
the state claimed to be stepping in for the "child's best
interest," suchactions many times resulted in arbitrary and
unfair judgrhents toward the juvenile lacking the fundamen-
tal requirements of due process. The Court concluded that
when a juvenile delinquency adjudication could result in the
juvenile's confinement, due proCess required that the juve-
nile has the right to counsel, the right to notice of charges,

_the right to confront and cross-examine withesses, and the
,privilege against self-incrimination.

Later in In re Winship, 397 Ut. 358 (1970) (included in
the Cases for.Students section), theCouttollowed Gault,
holding that in cases odelinquency adjudi&tion, the deter-
mination of delinquency must be proven beyond a reasona-
ble doubt, Such a standard of proof is required fora finding

. oluilt in a criminal case, The Court.in Winship held that
this same standard applied in a delinquency adjudication`
because the juvenile was subject to a deprivation of liberty.
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However, the Court limited the application of the Gault
rationale in McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, 403 U.S. 528 (1971).
In McKeiver, the Court held that the duo process fundamen-
tal fairness requirement. did not eAtend the right to trial by
jury to juvenile adjudications. The Court fotind.,,that the
right to trial by jury'was not essential for fundamental
fairness in juvenile adjudications. The Court, reasoned that
such a right might destroy any effort to informalize juvenile
proceedings, thus making the proceedings as rigidly formpl-
isfit as criminal trials.

These cases indicate the delicate balancing that must be
accomplished in resolving problems within the juvenile jus-
tice system. With the rise in youth crime this balancing
process will remain delicate as the juvenile justice system
continues to wrestle with youth crime while keeping in mind
the "child's best interest:"

P. CONTEMPORARY CRIME- RELATED ISSUES:
CRIME VICTIMS AND DRUG USE

I. Crime Victims
Only recently has the criminal justice system begun to

respond to the plight of victims of crime. Recent estimates
are that in 1978 there were ohne to. 23 million incidents
involving personal crime victirraz.ation (victimization
involving rape, robbery, assault; or personal larceny) and
over 17 million incidents involving household crime victimi-
zation (victimization involving burglaty, larcen', or vehicle
theft). Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics - 1980. p.
228. Victims of crime suffer numerous injuries including
physical and psychological har loss of personal security,
and property lov. Until recent years, the criminal justice
system contained few mechanisms to address the problems
of crime victims, Ordinarily, a crime victim could spur the
prosecution of the perpetrator, but this did not rectify the
harm to the victim.

Today, a ' s°spread concern is being voiced to sipsist
crime victimv,e ne concept being implemented in Zany
localities is the establishment of crime victim programs in
police systems, prosecutor offices, or separate government
agencies. Crime victim programs have been established to
assist crime victims during their period of crisis,:to counsel
crime victims, and to provide for the immediate need of
crime victims after the crime has occurred.

Another concept is crime victim compensation legisla-
tion. Victim compensation legislation is usually designed to
provide financial compensation to victims of violent crime
for the physical injuries suffered as a result of the crime.
Legislation to colskperisate the victim of violent crime has "
been enacted in more than one-half of the states.

2. Drug Use
Although social attitudes about drug use have changed

dramatically in the last 20 years, the nonmedical use of drugs
is still generally prohibited by criminal laws. In 1979, there
were over 500,000 persons arrested' in the U.S. for drug
abuse violations. F.B.I. Uniform Cri e Reports, supra, p.
188. However, the recent trend has en to severely punish
drug dealers but reduce criminal sanctions against drug
users. Especially in the case of possession of small amounts
of marijuana, the trend has been to lessen criminal penalties Y
for such crimes. Some have advocated decriminalizing the
use of marijuana altogether arguing that the criminal justice
system is not the appropriate framework to deal with such
drug users.

)*Some
flexibility has entered the law regarding treatment

o the user of dangerous drugs. This, rend was reflected in
e Supreme Court's decision in 'Robinson v. California, 370 ' -

U.S. 660 (1962) (included in the Cases.for Students section),
where the Court held that a person could not be imprisoned
merely b9,cause he was addicted to narcotics. The modern
practice has been toward diverting drug uses from the
criminal justice system to programs specially designed to
treat drug abuse. Such program_ s are now in effect in almost
all major localities.

G. CONCLUSION.

There is a groat need fbr improvement in the rimina
justice system, The functions of the police and e courts
may be in need of thoughtful revision to tailor em to the
demands of modern society. The correction 'system and
juvenile justice system are in needrf major re &air as the gap
between the goals'of the systems and the cur nt practices in
the systems widen. Many legal and soc tat issues will
involve a discussionief these improveme s in the future.
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Crhitinal Procedure--Search and geizure,
Confessions, Identifications, Electronic
Surveillance, and Entrapment
Cases.for Students

,A, Searches When Arrested
Chfrnel v. California, 395 U.S. 752 (1969)
What is the scoK of a search incident to a lawful arrest?

B. The Exclusionary Rule
Mapp y. 'Ohio, 367 U.S, 643 (1961).
Can illegally seized evidence be used in criminal proceedings?

C, The Winning of Righirs and Confessions
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S.'436 (1966)

1w.

How is the suspect's privilege against self-inOmination to be protected durings,police interrogations?
D. Electronic Surveillance

United States v. White, 401 U.S. 74 (1971)
May government agents or informers use concealed electronic deviCes to record conversations with a criminal
suspect without a search warrant?

E. School Se.rchls
People v. Scott D., 34 N.Y. 2d 483 (1974)
What is the basis for determining the legality of a search and seizure a public school?

Summary of the Law for Lawyers and Teachers
A. Introductio6
B. Search and Seizure

1. The Fourth Amendment Protection
2. Searches Pursuant to a Warrant: The Probable Cause Requirement
3. Searches Without asVarrant

a. Searches Incidet to Arrest
b. Automobile Searches
c: Consent Searches
d. Other Exceptions
0, ,top and Frisk

4. The Exclusionary Rule
5. Search and Seizure and Young People

C. Confessions
I. Voluntariness ,

2. Warnings
3. Unnecessary Delay

D. Identifications
E. Electronic Surveil ! since and Entrapment
F. Conclusion

A

,
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2: Criminal Procedure
Cases for Students

AARCHES WHEN ARRESTED:- Chime! v. Ca /Pr-
nia.(1969)

FlletS

Three police officers went to Chimers house to serve him
with an arrest warrant. The °facers intended to arrest
Chimel on the suspicion that he was involved in the burglary
of a coin shop. Upon their arrival at Chimel's home, the
officers knocked on the door, identified themselves, and
asked if they could come in. Chimers wife let them in and
later when Chimel arrived, the officers arrested him. The
officers did not have a search warrant but asked Chime! if
they could look around. Chime' refused. Nevertheless, the
officers said that they were going to conduct a search pursu-
ant to the arrest and proceeded to search the entire house,
seizing many objects, including some coins they suspected
were from the burglary. Chime' was convicted of the bur-
glary based on the introduction of the coins as evideme, at
his trial, and he appealed to the United States SuprenIMurt.

Issues for Discussion
1. After Chimel was arrested? should the police have been

allowed to search the entire house without a warrant? Why?
2. Amer Chime' was arrested, should the polite have been

allowed to search his person? The room where he-was
arrested? fifis bedroom?

3. In what situations should police be required to obtain Ei

warrant for a search? Should police be required to obtain a
search warrant in all situations? .

4,, Suppose your neighbor said, "All the young people in
this neighhorhood are on drugs. If all parents would allow
the police to sea'reh their child's room for illegal drugs, I bet
we would get rid of this drug problem." Would there be any
problems with this type of search?

ir

f

NOTES:
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Decision of the United States Sukense Court.
A search pursuant to a lawful arrest is limited to the area

in which the arrested person miight reach to grab a weapon
or to destroy evidence.

Ressoning of the Court
The 'Rural Amendment prohibits "unreasonable

searches and seizures" by government agents. Thus, a stand-.
and of reasonableness is used to determine-The legality of
searches. Here, since the arrest was lawful, the Supreme
Court found that it was reasonable for the arresting officers.
to search the arrested person in order to remove any weap-.
ons that the person might use to escape or to -hatra the
officers. Furthermore, the Court found it reasonable for the
Officers to search for and seize any evidence on the arrested
person in order to prevent concealment or destrtiction of the
evidence. Therefore, a search of the arrested person and the
"area of immediate control". was justified.

However, the Court could find no justification for the
warrantless search of the entire house. In the Courcs inter-
pretation of 'the Fourth Amendment, police officers are
required to obtain a search warrant from a court before
conducting the search unless some special circumstance jus-
tifies a warrantless search. One such special circumstance
existed in this case where the search was conducted pursuant
to a lawful arrest. But in this case, the Court found that no
special circumstances existed Concerning the search of the
entirethouse. Therefore, the Court held that such a search
should have been limited to the room where the arrest
occurred. Otherwise, a warrant should have been obtained
iri order to search the entire house.

t

NOTES:



11) THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE: Atiopp v. Ohio (1961)

facts.
Three peke officers went to the home of Ms. Map after

4ceiving information that a persoil was hiding there Nicolio
may have been involved in a recent bombing. The officers

Valsoliad information that papers connected with a gambling
operation were at the house. Upon arrival at Mapp's home,,

---the-officers knocked and demanded entry. Ms. Mapp imme-
dititelYcafled Fibr attorney and refused to admit the officers
without a search warrant'

Three hours later, the officers returned with other police
-offi&Irs. When Mapp did not come to the door this time; the
officers forcibly opened the door, After the officers entered
the house, Mapp demarfded to see a search warrant.- An
officer claimed he had a search warrant and flashed a piece
of paper before Mapp. Slut grabbed at the paper and 'a
struggle ensued. The officers handcuffed Mapp and took her
*stairs. Then the officers began :searching the entire house.
In the basement of the house, the officers found a trunk

. containing same ollscene books and picture,s..Mapp was
arrested for possession of the materials and was convicted of
ths charged crime. At trial, there was no evidence that the
officers ever had a search warrant.

Issues for Discussion
1. Did the police officers have time to get a search war-

rant from a judge in order to conduct -the search of Ms.
Mapp's home?

2. Wasathe search of Ms. .Mapp's home a reasonable or
'unreasonable starch? Why?

3. Suppose you are a -judge in a criminal trial and it
appears. that the police officers who investigated the case
made an illegal search to get evidence against the defendant,
What.would you do? Allow this evidence to be used against
the defendant? cture the police during or after the trial to
prevent su pre ices in the future? Talk to the police
officers' superiors out preventing such practices in the
future?

4.. Suppose a bank robber shot and killed a bank guard
during a robbery. Later, the police found the gun used for
the killing by illegally searching the bank robber's purse.
Her fit*erprints on the gun are the only evidence to connect

fiber to the killing. Would you ignore the illegal search and
convict the robber on the charge of murder? What would
you do concerning the illegality of the search?

r
4,
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Decision of the United States toprenie Court
Evidence concerning a crime which is obtained in viola-

tion of the Fourth Amendment cannot be admitted at a state
criminal trial.

Reasoning of the Court
In Weeks v. United States (1914), the Supreme Court held

that evidence obtained in violation of the Fourth Amend-
ment could not be admitted at a federal criminal trial.
Flowever, in Wolfe v. Colorado (1949), the Court said this
rule did not apply to state criminalproceedings because the
concept of due process of law in the Fourteentht Amendment
did not require that states adopt such a rule.

in this case, the Court concluded that there was no justifi-
cation for this inconsistency. The inconsistency prevented a
federal prosecutor from using illegally. seized evidence, yet
allowed a state prosecutor to use such evidence. The Court
stated that the purpose of this exclusionary rule---that no
evidence obtained by police through an unreasonable search
and seizure could be admitted at trialwas to deter illegal
search and seizure practices by law enforcement officers by
removing the incentive to resort to such practices. There-
fore, if police obtained evidence illegally, it could not he
used in criminal prosecutions. The Court noted that since
the exclusionary rule was designed to protect the citizen's
right to privacy, it should be equally applicable to the states
as it was to the fedefal government. It was recognized that
the rule would allow some ghilty criminals to of ree because
the police blundered, but the Court reasoned that the alter-
native would allow statecourts to overlook the illegal practi-
ces by police, officers in order to convict a guilty party.

Since the search ,of Ms. Mapp's home was clearly unrea-
sonable her conviction was reversed because the state used
illegally seized evidence to convict her.

36
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C. THE WARNING OF RIGHTS AND CONFESSIONS:
Miranda v, Arizona (1966)

Facts
Ten days 'after a kidotipping and rape, Miranda was

arrested and taken to the police station for questioning.
Miranda was a 23 -year -old man with a ninth-grade educa-
tion. He came from a background of poverty and had
recentl been diagnosed by a doctor as emotionally dis-
turbed. t ce tation the victim of the crime identi,
fled Miranda as her assailant during a lineup of possible
suspects. Police officers then took him to another room
where he was questioned about the Crime for two hours, He
was not told of his right to refuse to answer any questions or
his right to see an attorney. After first denying any guilt, he
gave the officers a detailed oral confession and then wrote
and signed awatement. confessing to the crime. The state-
ment included a pretyped paragraph which aid that the
confession was made voluntarily, without force or threats,
and with full Understanding of his rights. Miranda's confes-
sion was admitted into evidence at trial and he was convicted
of the crimes charged.

Issues for Discussion
I. Was Miranda's confession voluntary? Did the police

Intimidate' or coerce him?
2. Should a person, being qUestioned by the police have

the right to remain-silent? Why? if so, should the police be
required to inform the person of this right?

3. Should a person being questioned by the police have
the right to have an attorney present during such question-
ing? Why? if so, should the.police be required to inform the
person of this right?

4
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1pecision of the United States Supreme Court
Before questioning criminal suspects in their custody, the

police must warn the suspects: (I) that they have the right to
remain silent; (2) that any statements made may be used as
evidence against them; and (3) that they have a right to have
an attorney present at the questioning.

Reasoning of the Court
. Prior to Miranda, thekCourt in Escobedo v. Illinois(1964)
ruled that if a suspect was continuously questioned after
being denied his request to consult. with his attorney, the
Sixth A.mendmdm right to counsel prohibited a confession
from being used as evidence in court. After Escobedo, there
was much confusion concerning the gittent of this right to
counsel.

The majority opinion of Chief Justice Warren in Miranda
was the Court's attempt to clarify the issues involving the
questioning of criminal suspects after beingtaken into cus-
tody by the police. Here, the Court found that protection
against coerced confessions was based on the Fifth Amend-
ment privilege against self-incrimination. The Court's major
concern was the psychological coercion used by the police
when questioning a suspect. The Court found that intimidat-
ing practices were used to pressure suspects into making
confessions. In order that suspects could exercise their privi-
lege against self-incrimination and combat this psychologi-
cal intimidation, the Court ruled that they must be infOrmed
of their rights.

The Chief Justice stated that if suspe6s were informed of
their right to remain' silent as guaranteed by. the privilege
against self-incrimination, then the intimidation surround-
ing interrogations would be reduced. If suspects were-
warned that statements made would be used against therm,
then they would know the consequences of forfeiting the
right to remain silent. If counsel was present or consulted
during the questiong, the suspect's. right to remain silent
would be protected and the likelihood of coercion reduced.
The Chief Justice believed that these guarantees would ade-
quately protect the privilege against self-incrimination.

NOTES:



Q, ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE: United States v. NOTES:
White (1971)

'acts
Federal ag suspectedpected that White was involved in the

"le of illegal
ts

gs. They asked Jackson, who knew White,
to conceal a transmitttr on his body and converse with
White about his drug activities. Jacksort talked to White

---iiboUt While's drug activities at Jackson's home, in Jack-
son's ear, and at a restaurant. The agents listened' to and
recorded all these. conversations.

White was arrested and tried for the illegal sale of drugs.
Jackson never testified at the trial, but the agent$ who lis-
tened to- the conversations did testify against White. White
was convicted and appealed to the United States Supreme
Court.

Issues for rIlscumlon
1. Should any of the conversations between White and

Jackson be considered private? Why?
2. Is there a difference between Jackson testifying to what

White said and the agents listening to the conversation and
testifying to what they heard?

3 Should the agents have obtained a search 'warrant
before asking Jackson to conceal the transmitter on his body
in order to record the conversations with White?

I '

ti

) 7
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Decision of the United States Supreme Court
informers or government agents meeting with criminal

suspects may carry concealed electronic devices designed to
record or receive their conversations without obtaining a
search warrant. Agents may testify in court concerning the'
conversations they heard.

Reasoning of the Court
From prior decisions the Court had carved a rule that

criminal deandants had no privacy interest to be protected
under the Fourth Amendment when they voluntarily inform
other persons of their wrongdoing. The Court had applied
this ruie to situations where agents located elsewhere lis-
tened to the suspect's conversation with transmitting equip-
ment. Such situations were considered searches, but no
search warrant was required since the suspect's actions were
voluntary. The Court reasoned that these situations were no
different than the situation in this case where an informer
carried the electronic devices on his body while agents
recorded the conversation with the suspect. Although this
situation wal also considered a search, the Court held that a
warrant was snot required,to authorize the informer to carry
the concealed electronic devices. Furthermore, the elec-
tronic recording provided better evidence than the testi-
mony of the informer since the recording was reliable. Thus,
the search was legal.

It
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E. SCHOOL SEARCHES; Peopk v. Scott D. (1974) NOTES:

.Facts
5cott, a 11-year-old high4 school student, had been under

-abstryation by high school security people for six months
for kissible involvement in the sale of illegal drugs on the
high school grounds based on information provided by a
"confidential source," Scott had been seen eating lunch with
-another "Student suspected 9f involvement in drug sales at
the school. On one day, Scott was scan by a teacher; twice
during the same morning and within one hour, entering a
school restroom with another student and then 'leaving
within five to ten seconds. Another student also entered the
restroom with Scott and stayed for some time. The teacher
reported these occurrences to the school security authori-

, ties. The school security authorities reported Scott's activi-
ties to the scIllo1/4431 principal. After thb principal told the
security people to bring Scott to his office, Scott, in the
PiCSMQC of the principal and the dean, was told to strip down
and be searched by the security person. Thirteen envelopes
and a viil containing dangerous drugs were found in Scott's
wallet.

'Scutt was adjudicated a youthful offender under New
York law and sentenced to 90 days* imprisonment. Scott
appealed the decision claiming that the search at school was
illegal.

Issues for Discussion
1. Did the school authorities have sufficient facts to sus-

peet that Scott was involved in illegal drill; activity at
school?

2. Should the same considerations for searches and seiz-
ures on the streets apply to searches and seizures in public
schools? Why?

3. Should the Fourth Amendment prohibition against
unreasonable searches and seizures apply to public schools?
Why?

S.

*°\
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Decision of the New York, Court. of .Appeals
The Fourth Amendment prohibition. against unreason-

able searches and seizures applies in the high school setting,
. and searchessonductcd without sufficieit cause are invalid.

N

Reasoning of the Court
In most cases,_ a government officer must have probable

cause to conduct a search. Probable cause means that the
officer knows of facts and circumstances giving him a rea-
sonable belief that evidence of a crime will be found in a
particular place or on a particular person. However, some
searches are allowed based upon a lesser standard than
probable cause.

In this case, the New York court cote(' that the Fourth
" A inetidtnent provided protection' to public-school students,

but searches of students would be allowed if justified by,
sufficient causea lesser standard than probable cause. The
court recognized that public-school author,ities have a duty
to maintain discipline and provide security. This duty, the
court noted, may charge the basis of probable chose to
search, but rand,olh searches without cause were prohibited
in high schools. It was indicated tlpt sufficient cause was to
be viewed by the circumstances of the situation, not the
actual knowledge that an officer must have to satisfy the
pr-obable cause requirement. Thus, in determining sufficient
cause to search, such factors 'as the student's age, re5ord M
school, and the seriousness of the problem regarding the
search would be considered. The court did hot find sufficient
cause to search the student in this case because it was based
on mere suspicions rather than facts Ind circumstances:
Thus, the search was illegal.

a

tl
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Summary of he Law for Lawyers and Teachers

A. INTRO UCTION

Certain. prove in, the Constitution contain express
limitations on goy() 1 activities in criminal investiga:
tions. Those important limitations were adopted-to protect

,. all citizens -against the excesses Maw enforcement and to
safeguard the privacy interests of each Citizen. The Fourth
Amendment provides such protection stating,

The right 61 the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no
warrants shall issue, but upon probab*cause, sup-
ported by oath'Or affirmation, and particularly des:
gibing the place to be searched, and the person or

things to be seized.
Other protective provisions applicable to criminal roce-
dure are found in the Fifth Amendment, which pr ides that
no person shall be compelled to incriminate imself in a
criminal case, and the Sixth Amendment, which guarantees
the accused in all criminal prosecutions the right to counsel.
The due process preivision of the Fourteenth Amendment,.
which applies to the states, has been held to incorporate
these principles so that the states arc subject to the same
limitations.

These; provisions represent fundamental limitations on
the governmenes'pursuit of evidence in criminal matters. In
partidular, they generate numerous issues in criminal proce-
dure involving four areas: searches and seizures, codes-;

sions, identifications, and electronic surveillance. Another
related area, not of constitutional dimensions, is entrap-
ment. A discussion of the issues in these areas should focus
on'a balancing between adequate law enforcement tech-
niques and the protected privacy interests of citizens.

B. SEARCH AND EIVRE

I. The Fourth Amendment Protection
Under the Fourth Amendment, express protection is pro-

vided to :persons, houses, papers; aneeffects." These pri-
vacy interests are Protected against . unreasonable
instrusions by government officers. The prohibition against
unreasonable searches and seizures applies to governmental
functionaries only, i.e., the police, their agent, or informers.
In determining what a search is, it is implied that an intru-
sion into bidden places must occur. In !Cozy. United States,
389 U.S. 347 (1967), the Supreme Court discussed the peri-
meters of Fourth Amendment protection, stating that a
search was an intrusion in an area "wherein privacy nor-
mally would be expected" by a person.

Two .general rules should be stated regarding the Fount%
Amendment and searches, First, since it is unreasonable
Searches and seizures that are prohibited, the legality of .a
Search is determined by a standard of reasonableness. One'
example of this rule is the probable cause requirement,
discussed helot. which. provides that an officer must have
probable cause to conduct a search pursuant to a warrant.

The probalc cause requirement embodies a reasonableness
standard..f$econd, the Fourth Amendment is generally
interpreted to require that h warrant be obtained f search
whenever it is practiciple to do so. United States Watson,
423 U.S. 411 (1976). Rowever, as will be soOn, therrare im-
portant exceptions to the warrant requirement.

*No

2. Searches Pursuant to a Warrant! The Probable Cause
Requirement
If a valid seitircbWarrant is Obtained priorto the search, 4*

the search will be considered reasonableper se if the search is
conducted according to the warrant. A law enforcement
officer may obtain a search warrant by submitting a sworn
affidavit to a neutral and detached judicial officer. The
affidavit must contain sufficient facts showing probable

use for the search and particularly describing the person,
Mace, or object to be searched. Once the judicial officer is
satisfied that probable cause to search exists, he or she may
issue the search warrant. The probable cause requirement is
designed to prevent law enforcement officers from
arbitrarily encroaching upon a citizen's privacy interests.
Probable cause means that facts and circumstances are
known to an officer which are sufficient to justify a reasona-
ble person in believing that seizable property would be
found in a particular place or on a particular person. Carroll
v. United States, 267 U.S. 132 (1925). If probable cause is
based on information from an informer, the police officer
must demonstrate that both the informer and the information
provided are reliable. Aguilar v. Texas, 378 U.S. 108 (1964).
False information in a warrant will not necessarily invali-
tete it, but if the defen t proves by a preponderance of the
evidence that the polic nowingly or recklessly made false
statements to show pr able cause, then the warrant is
invalid. Frankscv. Delaware, 438 U.S. 15 (1978).

3. Searches Without a Warrant
Not all searches by law enforcement offic s are pursuant

to a warrant; the most signifkant develoillnents in the law
pertaining to search Y and seizure concern warrantless
searches. These searches are usually based on the urgency of
the surpunding circumstances.

a. Searches Inclilent to Arrest
Searches incident to a lawful arrest, i.e., an arrest based

on probable cause, are the most important and frequently
used exception Jo, the search warrant requirement. In
chime, v.' California, 395 U.S. 752 (1969) (also discussed in
the Cases for Students section), the Supreme Court held that
a search incident to a lawful arrest was slid only if limited
to the person of the arrested suspect or the person's area of
immediate control, The Court determined that the area of
i ediate control was Where the suspect might reach for a

or destroy evidence,
In United States v, Robinson, 414 U.S. 218 (1973), the

Court ruled that when police made a lawful arrest by taking
a person into custody, a full body search incident to that

43
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c

arrest was permissible. Here, police found heroin on the
accused after tit had been arrested and taken into custody
for driving without a license. The Court, in United ttates v.
Edwards, 415 U.S. 800 (1974), held that a search was inci-
dent to arrest even when conducted after the booking proc-
ess so long as it could have been made at the scene of the
arrest and legitimate reasons for delay existed.

b. Automobile Searches
In Carroll v. United States, supra, the Stipreme Court held

that police could stop and search a moving automobile with-
out a warrant if they had probable cause to believe it con-
tained contraband itents. This rationale Was based on the
premise That the mobility of automobiles allowed for the
movement or destruction of evidence. As to parked cars, the
Court has held thaa search of the deferitiant's ar parked in
his private driveway was unlawful where the premises were
under police surveillance, the defendant was already arrested,
and the car was.no longer being used far an illegal purpose.
Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443 (1971).

What principles apply where the vehicle is taken to the
police station? In Texas v. White, 423 U.S. 67 (1975), the
Court ruled that if a car was stopped, the occupants were
arrested, and the car was taken to and scotched at the police
station, then the search would be lawful since it could have
been made when the vehicle was stopped on the street.

Another instance involving automobiles is where the
accused is in another person's car. In Rakas v. Illinois, 439
0.S. 128 (1978), the defendonts were passengers in a car
driven and owned by a friend. The car fit the description of a
car involved in a recent robbery. Police fficers stopped and
searched the car, finding rifle shells tn. the locked glove
compartment and a rifle under the seat. The Court noted
that the essential question was wheth r the defendants had a
legitimate expectation of privacy i the place searched. The
search was held to be valid sin the defendants had no
possessory or property interest,in the prOperty seized and no
expectation of privacy in the glove compartment as pas-
sengers.

In another impoitant case, Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S.
648 (1979), the Court held that vehicles driven on public
streets were not subject to random police stops for license
and registration checks. ThekCourt found that such random
checks were overly intrusive in that they were not conducted
according to any procedure or guidelines, and other alterna-
tives, such as Checks on license plates or license renewal,
systems, were available. .

--- '. -Is there an expectation of privacy for packed items found
during 4a n automobile search? In Arkansas v. Sande y,
U.$. 753 (1979), the Court said yes. The Court held t
polite are required to obtain a warrant before searcN g
luggage taken from a car even though the car is pro rlypl
stopped and searched for contraband. Howe4tr, it as
noted that this rule was inapplicable to security search's of
luggage in airports or searches incident totthe lawful arrest
of the possessor of luggage,

c. Consent Searches
When a party consents to a search, no warrant, probable

.

cause, or exigent circumstances are required. Thus a prefer
once. by police to conduct watches by consent is easily
understood. However, two issues must be addressed in
reviewing such searches.

First, the consent must be shown to have been voluntary _

and not the product of coercion or duress. Voluntariness is
determined by a totality of the circumstances. Schneckloth
v. Bustamonte, 412 U,.S. 218 (1973). Consent given on, the
basis of deception by the police (e.g., officer demands entry
claiming he has a search warrant but really no valid warrant)
is not voluntary.. Bumper v. North- Carolina, 391 U.S.:543
(1968).

The second issue concerns the nuthority.to consent. The
Supreme Court stated the general rule in. United States v.,'
Matioc, 415 U.S. 164(1974) holding that consent,may be
given by the defendititt or any third party with common au-
thority to the premises or property. Co on authority
means that the party has joint access to orontrol over the,
property. Thus in Matlock, a woman who lived with the de,
fondant could give consent to search the bedroom. However,
a hotel clerk has no common authority over a patron's room
and, cannot give consent to search the room. Stoner v. Cali-
fornia, 376 U.S, 483 (1964). A friend who shares a duffel bag
with a defendant-could give consent to search the bag. frazier
v. Cupp, 394 U.S. 731 (1969).

d. Other Exceptions
An emerging concept in the law of search and seizure is

the plain view rule. A combination of Supreme Court cases
indicates that, during a search with or without a* warrant,
evidence in the police officer's plain view may be seized. In
South Dakota v. Opperman, 428 U.S. 364 (1976), the Court
explicitly allowed seizure of such evidence during a warrant-
less search of an impounded vehicle. Language in Coolidge,
supra, suggests that during a search puisuant to a warrant,
evidente fiot described in the. warrant- but in the police
officer's plain view may be seized. Recently, in Colorado v.
$anninster, 449 U.S. 1 (1980), the Court upheld the search
and seizure of suspected stolen item hi a car which had
been stopped for speeding, noting thadhe police officer had
probable cause to search because during the stop the items
were in the officer's plain view.

An exigency justifying a Warrantless search has beentec-
ognizedoln the "hot pursuit" doctrine, In Warden v. Hayden,
387 U.S. 294 (1967), the Court held that when police officers
are in "hot pursuit" of a fleeing and dangerous offender they
(nay search the premises to which the offender has escaped,
However, in Payton v. New York, 445 U.S. 571 (1980), the
Court explicitly ruled that the Fotirth Amendment prohibits
police from making a warrantless, nonconsensual entry into
a suspect's home in order to make a routine felony arrest.
The opinion included the implication that this prohibition
also applied to warrantless, nonconsensual entries in order
to search.

e. Stop end Frisk
In another category of cases, the Supreme Court has

permitted the limited search of a criminal suspect without
probable cause to arrest, 'In a major case, Terry v. Ohio, 392



U.S.-1 (1968), the Court stated that if facts and circumstances
gave a police officer a reastrabie belief that "criminal activ-
ity may be afoot," and the officer had a reasonable belief
that the suspect is armed and presently dangerous, the

--officer can conduct a limited search (i,e..
"frisk") of the suspect's outer clotting to find weapons, and
can seize any weapons discovered. A related case, Adams v.
Will ns, 407 U.S4*3 (1972), held thai the police officer's
teas able belief.for the stop and frisk may be based on
reliable information' from an informer without the corrobo-
tation required. by Aguilar, supra.

The Terry-Adams stop and frisk rule has been tleit subject
of numerous court decisions. In Ybarra v. Illinois, 444 U.S..
135 (1979), the :Col rt held that police officers must have
specific facts showing a reasonable belief that the suspect
was armed and presently dangerous. The Court said that the
pat-clOwn search may only be for weapons and not for
evidence. In Pennsylvania v. Mimi. 434 U.S. 106 (1977), the
Collet noted the inherent danger to police during traffic
stops and ruled that an officer who directed a traffic
offender to stop tnay order. the driver out of the car. In a
recent case, United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 41 (1981),
the Court first rioted that in determining the legality of a
stop, the "whole picture': would be ,taken into account;
second, such a stop would be upheld where the police offi-
cers had a specific basis for suspecting wrqngdoing:

4. The Exelusionari Rule
For severel years, the cdurts have been eoncerned about.

Methods to protect citizeMgainst unreasonable searches
and seizures. In orde o control the excesses of ihw enforce-
ment, a judicially crew doctrine, known as the exclusion-
ary rule has been imp sed. In Weeks v. United _States, 232
U.S. 383 (1,914), the S pretne Court ruled that evidence ob-
tained by federal officers conducting an illegal search and
seizure of a defendant or his property cannot be used in
criminal proceedings against him. Although many states
applied this rule in state proceedings, not until the decision
in Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961) (also discussed in the
Cases for Students section) was the exchisionaty rule uni-
formly applied to all state proceedings.

The exclusionary rule has continued to be a source of
controversy. Those in favor of the rule argue that it deters
police abuses in searches and seizures, protects the integrity
of the courts by-prohibiting judicial ,ratification of illegal
practices, and insures that governmental illegality will be
challenged. Those against the rule argue that since both the
ippgally seized evidence and the "fruits" thereof (evidence
directly or indirectly derived from the illegally seized evi-
dence) are excluded relevant evidence becomes inadmissi-
ble because of the technically illegal seizure, thus allowing a

r guilty defendant to go free. Other arguments against the rule
are that it engenders widespread ptiblic disrespect for the
judicial pirocess and has not been shown to be a deterrAt to,
police abtises in searches and seizures.

Limitation§ on the exclusionary rule have developed that
allow for the admissibility of "tainted" evidence. In Wong
Sun- v. United States, 321 U.S. 471 (1963), the Supreme
Court said that the "fruit" of the illegal searches admissible

whitre the releti nship between it and the illegally seized evi-
dence is,"dissi ted of the taint" of illegality (e.g., police ar-
rest a suspect nd illegally search his car but lawfully search
the suspect an find a gun in his pocket). Also, courts will look
at the circumstances of a case to determine if a party oontest-
ing the legal ty of a search has a legitimate interest in the
property or remises that were searched. If the party does
not have such an interest, then he has no "standing" and
'cannot request the exclusion of the illegally seized evidence.
`Finally, ill gaily obtained evidence may be used to discredit
a defendayit's testimony,

5. Search and Sequre and Young 'People i.

Goner Ily, the Fourth Amendment prohibition against
unreaso able searches and seizures appii6 to youths in the
same nner that it applies to adults.:However, it should be
remembered that young people have a special status in law
as recognized by the juvenile justice qstein. (See CRIMI-
NAL,/ JUSTICE SYSTEM Section). Also, there are special
circumstances involving youths, e.g., the school setting, cur-
ftw laws, parental supervision, etc. Thus the courts must
consider these factors when analyzing.. search and seizure
issues involvingtyouths.

For ekample, if a youth is taken into custody fora curfew
law violation, may the_ police conduct a Warratitlesq. search
incident to the arrest? Courts are diyided. Some courts have
said yes based on a stated necessity to search any person
upon custodial arrest. State v. Smithers, 256 Ind. 512 (1971).
Otheecourts-have said no- because when a-youth is taken
custody for a curfeviviolation, it is for the protection of the
youth and thus not an arrest. In re B.M. C., 32 Colo. App. 79
(1973).

Most courts have ruled that parents may consent to the
search of their child's personal area of the home (e.g., the
bedroom) notwithstanding the_ - child's refusal to consent.
The here is deference for broad parental a uthoty.
Vandenberg v. Superior Court, 8 Cal. App. 3d 104 (1970).
However, aiMichigan court refused to follow this rule, stat-
ing that paramount consideration must be given to the
youth's legitimate privacy interests under the Fourth
Amendment.. People v. Flowers, 23 Mich. App.,523 (1970).

Other areas involving special circumstances are scho
locker searches and searches 6f students while in schoo
"Kansas court held that the Fourth Amendment provided no
protection for the student's privacy le school lockers
because school administrators must have the authority to
inspect lockers in order to maintain discipline and protect
the welfre of all students. In the balance between the stu-
dent's privacy interests and the maintenance of
court tipped it in favor of the latter consideration.
Stein, 203 Kan. 638 (1969). However, a New York cou
that the Fourth Amendment did apply in the school setting.
Thus ,a warrantless search of a student without sufficient
cause was an unreasonable search in violation of the Fourth
Amendment. People v. Scott D., 34 N.Y. 2d 483 974)
(included in Cases for Students), The above decisions dem-
onstrate the conflicting attitudes that also permeate the
juvenile law area regarding concern for th6yelfare ofyoung
people and the extension of rights to them:Consequently,
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'where special factors involving youths are present, the
courts are much more likely,to engagca balancing approaciV
between the young person's welfare and his or her privacy
interests.

C. CONFESSIONS

1. Voluntariness
In most:Criminal investigations, the police will question a

supect to obtain a confession. Because of the incriminating
nature of confessions and the potential for abuse, limita-
tions have been placed on law enforcement to insure the
reliability of confessions and prevent abusive practices in
obtaining statements.

Thio.Fiftli Amendment, states, "To person shall be con-
* peltedpelted tn any criminal case to be a witness against himself."

involuntary or coerced confessions have long been held in
violation of the Fifth Amendment in federal courts and in
violation of due process under the Fourteenth Mendinent
in state courts. Brown v. Mississippi, 297 U.S47 1936). i if

),,i

Brown, confessions obtained through phygcar brutality
were held to be clearly involuntary. The modern rule con-
cerning voluntariness is that statements '''-'ven by a criminal
suspect must be the product of a free aft i,i ional choice asi

determined by a totality'of the circtImstarices, e.g., warning.
410 of.constittitional rights, duration of detention, etc. Green-

Wald v. Wisconsin, 390 U.S. 519 (1968).
ts,

2. Warnings
According to many courts, the voluntariness standard has

been considered inadequate to control some police practices
involving subtle coercion and intimidation. Also, the courts
have found that,many criminal suspects were iggoicant of
their rights and of the criminal law.

The Supreme Court began to develop a 1iew approach in
its +attempt to resolve these problems. In Escobedo v. o-
wls, 378 U.S. 478 (1964), an emerging concept unfolded
which was based on the Sixth Amendment right to counsel:
The -Court held the confession was ina missible if during
a criminal investrAtion the suspect wa inuously inter-
rogated after' being denied his reque totonsult with an
attorney. In 1966, the Court clarified the concept created in
the Escobedo decision. In Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436t
(1966) (included in the Cases for Students section), the
Court announced that pursuant t6 the Fifth Amendment
privilege againV self-incrimination, before any custodial
interrogation of criminal suspects, the police must warn
suspects: (1) that they have the right to remain silent; (2) that
any statements made may be used

to
evidence against them;

and (3) that they have a right to have in attorney, either
retained or appointed, present at the interrogation. The
Court described a custodial interrogation as lioestioning a
person in custody or depriving one of `freedom of action."
Any waiver of the outlined rights would have to be made
voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently; and if the suspect

'coed that he or she wished to consult with an attorney,
the interromition would have to end.

The tionale of the Miranda doctrine is intended, to
preVent police from taking advantage of the suspect'signor-

once or psychological weaknesses, to reduce the likellhobd
of a coercive or involuntary forfeiture of thetsuspect's rights,
and- to give police uniform guidelines for condlcting custo-
dial interrogations.

Critics of the Miranda doctrin6 have charged that it pun-
ishes law enforcement for unintentional; technical errors in
procedure; allows confessed offenders to go free based on
these technical procedural errors; and confuses rather than
clarifies law enforcement procedures. Congress attempted,
to overturn Miranda in the Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act of 1.968 making voluntariness the sole
determinant of the Admissibility of confession, The Supreme
Court has yet to address the constitutionality of this
legislation.

Later cases have attempted to answere unresolved
issues concerning the Miranda doctrine. Mriminating
statements obtained in violation of the Miranda rules' arc
admissible against the defendant for impeachment pur-
poses. Harris v. Nev.'', York, 401 U.S. 222 (1971). The asser-
tion of the right to remain silent at . one custodial
interrogation does not bar later interrogation about another
criminal matter. Michigan v. Mosley, 423 U.S. 96 (1975).
But once the accused asserts his right to have counsel present
at one custodial interrogation, he may not be subjected to
further interthation the next day without-counsel being
present. Edwards v. Arizona, 451 U.4. 477 (1981). A
conversation between police while transporting a suspect to
the police station concerning the whereabouts of a gun was
not an interrogation even thoughthe suspect interrupted the
conversation .and led the officers to the gun, since the offi-
cers did not know that their conversation was likely to elicit
a resp 'qnse from the suspect. Rhode !slowly. Innis,446 U.S..
29,1(1980), If a suspect has been illegally detained and given
the Miranda warnings-his confesSion may be excluded based'
upon such factori as the time between the arrest and th#
confession; intervening circumstances, and flagrant police
misconduct. Dunaway v. New York, 442 U.S. 200 (1979). If
a suspect in ou'stody fails to expressly waive his right to
counsel after the police have given him the Miranda warn
ings, exclusion of the suspect's subsequent incriminating
statements is not required. North Carolina v. Butler, 441
U.S. 396 (1979).

3. Unnecessary Delay
In two dicisions, the Supreme Court bast fashioned

another rule to insure the reliability of confessions, In
McNabb v. United Slates, 318 U.S. 332 (1943) and Mallory

.' v. United States, 354 U.S. 449 (1957), the Court,held that-
statements made by a detained suspect during a period of
unnecessary delay betweethe time of arrest and the time of
arraignment must be exclilded because such practices would
violate ferlet-a,1 criminal procedure rules requiring prompt
arraignments. Unnecessary delay is usually described in
terms of oppressive circumstances., The McNabb-Mallory
rule only applies in federal courts, but many states have
adopted similar speedy arraignment rules.

Congress .attempted to overturn the McNabb-Mallory
'rule as it tiid the Miranda doctrine in the Omnibus Crime
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Control and Safe Streets Ant of 1968. The Act provides that
statements made voluntarily within six hours after the arrest
and detention are admissible oven though the defendant has
not been arraigned. Under the Act, Voluntariness is the

--determinative factor: The Supreme Court has not directly
ruled on the constitutionality of this statutory provision.

D. IDENTIFICATION

Law et)forcement officers often conduct lineups of crimi-
nal suspects for identification purposes. Such identification
procedures are subjett 'to constitutional rules to prevent any
unfairneis that may result in mistaken identity due to sug-
gestive pacedures. A defendant has the right to have coun-
sel presMat a lineup conducted after formal charging or at
a preliminary hearing where identification is to be made, but
there is no right to d'6 counsel present at a lineup before
formal charging. M re v. Illinois, 434 U.S. 220 (1977),
Kirby v. Illinois, 406 .S. 682 (1972).

The defendant's due process rights are violated where the
identification procedure is so suggestive as to create a real
and substantial likelihood of mistaken identity. Stovall v.
DennQ, 388 U.S. 293 (1967). The courts look at the totality
of the''circnnistances involving such factors as the witness'
degree of attention at the time of the identification, the
length of-time between the crimp and the identification, and
the witness' certainty in making an accurate identification.
Manson v. Brathwaite, 432 U.S. 98 (1977). Idendfications
made from photographs, or "mu_g shots," have been
Approved and a suspect has no right to have coasel present
at sucttidentifications. United States v. Ash, 413 U.S. 300
(1973).Vit-

E. ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE AND ENTRAP-
MENT

t Law enforcement utilizes controversial techniques involv-
electronic surveillance and informers to gather evi-

dence against suspects of crimes, especially in sophisticated
operations of organized crime and 'twhite collar" crime. The
Supreme Court has applied Fourth Amendment restrictions
to this form of surveillance, which usually involves covert
wiretapping or bugging to intercept communications
between parties.

As the law first developed, the Court held that wi24,,,rolap-,
ping did not violate the Fourth Amendment unless theWvai
a "trespassory invasion, into a constitutionally j,rotected
area." Goldman v. United States, 316 U.S. 129 (1942). In
Katz v. United States, supra, the COurt ruled that the Fourth
Amendment "proteeied people, not places," and a person's
private communications should be protected in "an area
wherein privacy normally would be expected." Therefore,
most forms of electronic surveillance require prior judicial
authorization to meet Fourth Amendment requirements.
However, one party to the communications may consent to
interception of the communication without prior court
Approval since the Fourth Amendment requirements are not
Applicable. United States v. White, 401' U.S. 745 -(1971)
0040 in the Cases for Students section). In national

twh.976.
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security matters involving domestic organizations, the
Fourth Amendment applies so that electronic surveillance
of such organizations requires prior court authorization.
United States v. United Mates District Court, 407 U.S. 297

(1972),
Although the Katz decision applied the Fourth Amend-

ment to electronic surveillance by law enforcemat, federal
law allows for the interception.sof private communications
within statutorily prescribed procedures. The federal
Wiretap Act of 1968 permits interceptions by wiretaps pur-
suant to authorization by a federal or state- court order
where probable cause is shown. This Act was approved in
United States v. Donovan, 429 U.S. 413 (1977). Recently, in
Dolla v. United States, 441 U.S. 238 (1979), the Court held
that under the Act a court order for electronic surveillance
may permit a forcible covert entry into a private premise far
the purpose of installinca listening device.

Frequently, law enforcement utilizes informers to gather
evidence and information in criminal investigations. In
Hoffa v. United States, 385. U.S. 293 (1966), the Supreme
Court rejected the appellant's constitutional challenges to
the use of an hiformer'S testimony concerning confidential
incriminating communication between the appellant and
the informer.

The basic limitation on law enforcement's use of
infortliers is the defense of entrapment. This defense allows a
defendant to prove no impermissible police inducement
'rather than the defendant's own conduct led to the commis-
sion-of-a-crime: lethe-prosecution proves that the
was predisposed to commit the crime despite the induce-
ment, then the defense fails. Hampton v. United State, 425
U.S. 484 (1976). The recent "Abscam" investigation of
members of Congress demonstrates how entrapment issues
may arise as a result of aggressive law enforcement.

F. CONCLUSION
As' a result of the many landmark cases handed down by

the Supreme Court during the 1960's, many commentators
refer to the period as the "Criminal Law Revolution.," Court
decisions such as Mapp, Miranda, and Katz provide the
foundation for a contemporary interpretation of issues in
criminal procedure. The emphasis then appeared to focus on
regulating law en( a ement conduct with an expansive

a4,

interpretation of tti fights of an accused in the criminal
process.

Some argue that the period of the 1970's involved a reeval-
uation of the controversial horizons reached by the Court in
the 1960's. Evidence of this shift may be Observed in current
cases where exceptions have been carved out of the exclu-
sionary rule and the Miranda doctrine. Nevertheless, even
with a change in emphasis, cases indicate that the court
remains cautious in its evaluation of these significant cases
and vigilant in sareguaraing the basic privacy interests of
citizens as protected by die Fourth Amendment.

4,
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3. Free Expression
Ctscs for Students
A. Speech Advocating Unlawful Conduct

9randenburg v, Ohio, 395 U.S. 444 (1969)
Can a state prohibit speech advocating' unlawful conduct?

B. Student Expression
:Tinker v. Des Moines School District, 393 U.S. 503 (1969)
Do public school students have the right to wear armbands during school hours to protest against ti\e Vietnam Wail?

C. Regulating Detnohstrations
Adderly v. stigriela. 385 U.S. 39 (1966)
Do demonstrators have the right to conduct their demonstrations on the grounds of th4- local jail?

13, The Unpopular Speaker
Feiner v. Ifew York, 340 U.S. 315 (1951)
Does a speaker making a controversial speech on a public street have the right to continue the speech even though
his audience disapproves? A.

E. Press Coverage of Criminal Proceedings
Gannett Co., Inc. v. DePasquak, 443 U.S. 368 (1979)
Does the press have a right to cover pretrial criminal proceedings?

.4

Summary of the Law for Lawyers and Teachers
A. Introduction
9. Speech Advocating Unlawful Conduct: The Consequence Test

1. The "Clear and Present Danger" Test-
2. The Imminently. Requirement
3. Rejection of the Imminency Requirement
4. Return of thelmminency Requirement

C. Symbolic Expression
eD. Student Expression

E. Time, Place, and Manner Restrictions on Expression
F. The Qualitative Approach: Obscenity, Defamation, and Commercial Speech

1. ObsceliitS,
2. Defaniation
3. Commercial Speech

C. The Press and the Courts
1. PriOr Restraint
2. Access to Information
3. Free Press-v. Fair Trial

t
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3. Freedom of Expression
Cases for Students

A. SPEECH ADVOCATING UNII,AWFUL CONDUC1:
Brandenburg v. Ohio (1969)

s

Facts
- Mr. Brandenburg, a Km Klux Klan leader, invited atelevi-
sions reporter to a Klan rally. The reporter filmed the rally
and later broadcast it on television.

The film showed persons wearing hoods over their heads
gathering to burn a cross: Stateftits aboin "niggers" and
"Avis" were continually madis demanding that they be
forced to leave the country, with violence if necessary.

prandenburg remarked that "personally, I believe the
nigger should be returned to Africa, the Jew returned to
Israel." Brandenburg was arrested for violating a state law
prohibiting "advocating sabotage, violence, or unlawful
methods of terrorism as a means of accomplishing reform."
He was convicted and appealed to the United States Su-
preme Court,

Issiikfor Discussion .

I. 1,14 *r. Brandenburg's speech advocate unlawful con-
duct? What-unlawful conduct?

2. Should the state be alloWed to prohibit a rson's
speech advolating unlawful conduct when there is n imme-
diate danger that such conduct will occur? What if there is an
immediate danger of unlawful activities?

3. Can a person be arrested for or prohibited from mak-
ing insulting remarks about others?

I
-

NOTES:
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Decision of the United States Supreme Court
Speech advocating unlawful conduct cannot be prohib-

ited except where the *each is directed at,produeing imme-
diate unlawful conduct and it is likebr to produce such
conduct. Thus the state law is uneonstitiktional; and the

.

defendant's conviction is reversed.

Reasoning of the Court
The First Amendment to the Constitution provides that

Congress shall make no laW . . . abridging the freedom of
speech; or Of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the. Government for a redress of
grievances,"

In this case, the Court found that the state law punished
the general advocacy of certain actions. The Court reasoned
thai speech advocating particular actions could not be pun-
ished, if it was not immediately dangerous. If the speech was
not immediately dangerous, than the person was protected
by the First Amendment's guarantee of freedom to express
one's ideas.

-0
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B. SiUDENT EXPRESSIONt Tinker v. Des Moines
ScAool District (1969)

Facts
- A group of students decided to wear black armbands to

school as a protest against United Sates participation in the
Vietnam War, When principals of/the Des Moines public
schdOls heard of the plan, they immediately adopted a policy
.prohibiting students from wearing armbands during school
hours.

Knowing the new rule, seven studeAts wore the armbands
anyway. When they attended classese there were no disrup-
tions of regular clash activities' nor were there any demon-
$rations. Some angry remarks were directed at the students
wearing the armbands.

In the afternoon, the principal told the students to remove
the armbands, but they refused. The .principal suspended
them frotn school. Mr. Tinker, a parent of two of the pro-
testing students, sued theschool system, claiming is child-
ren 'were denied the right of free expression.

Issues for Discussion
Was the wearing of armbands a form of expression?

2, Would the First Amendment protect one of the pro-
testing students in making a speech against the Vietnam War
in the middle of mathematics class?

3. Would it affect your decision if the principals had
adopted a policy ten years ago prohibiting the wearing of all
armbands, buttons, or other items not related to school
activities?.

4. How would your dicision be affected if students in
favor of the Vietnam War caused a disruption in school
because the protesting students wore the armbands?

50.
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Decision of the United States Supreme Court
into wearing of armbands to express opposition to the

Vietnam War Is a form of expression protected by the First
ArnettdMent.

Rumpling of the Court
The Court first decided that students and teachers had a

right of free expression in school. It was noted that the
wearing of armbands by the students was a form of symbolic
speech similar to speech entitled to full constittttional pro-
tection. Also, the Court ruled that the principals' new rule
was aimed at prohibiting the students from expressing their
views. Therefore, the 'mks violated the students' right to
express their views. The Court found no evidence that the
students' action harmed schoolwork or the rights of other'
students. However, the Court said if students' exottssive
conduct directly, and tubstantially interfered with the opera-
tion of the school, then such conduct could be prohibited.

Justice Black dissented on the grounds that the school
authorities should have the power to determine disciplinary
regulations fbr the schools. He found that the policy against
wearing the armbands was a reasonable school policy to
prevent disruptive and distracting activities in the schools.

51
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REGULATING DEMONSTRATION& Adderley v. I NO
.;. Florida (1966)

Facts
Nearly 200 students from Florida A. & M. University

#

staged a demonstration at the county jail to support other
students who had been arrested the day before for, protesting
against racial segregation. During the demonstration at the

-..-- -jail,- the students were asked by a deputy sheriff to move
away from the jail entrance. When the students did move,
some partially blocked a driveway to the jail which was used
for official purposes only When the sheiriff arrived, he told
the students they were trespassing on jail property and
would have to leave. Most of the demonstrators .did not
leave, and they were arrested for trespassing.

Iss9fs for Discussion
1. Was the demonstration forum of free expression?
2. Should the demonstration have been allowed on the

jail grounds? Why? To protest the jailing of the students on
the previous day, where could the 4enionstrstors have their
demonstration?

3. Under what conditions should government authorities
be allowed to regulate dCnionstrations or gatherings on
public property?

1

122
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Decision of the United Stake Supreme 6urtft NOTES:
Since the law enforcement authorities bad the power to

control the use of the jail grounds, the demonstrators had no
constitutional right to demonstrate on the property.

Reasoning of the Court
The main bash of the Court's decision.was that the dem-

onstration was subject to control by the law enforcement
authorities because of its location.. Thus the demonstrator?
constitutional right to peace011y assemble was limited. The
Court fochsed on the evidence indicating that demonstra-
tors we /oh the jail grounds blocking the passage of the
drivewa it was emphasized that the driveway was not
opened k the public but used for official purposes only. The
Court sid the jail grounds were not for general public use \
becaus security had td be maintained at thb jail.

In a dissenting opinion, Justice Douglas held, that the jail
group s were the proper place to exercise the demonstra-
tor's 4onstitutional rights. He believed that the state authori-
ties were using the trespass law to penalize the
demonstrators for exercising their constitutional rights.

56
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D. THE UNPOPULAR SPEAKER! Feiner v. New York
(1951)

Facts
Feiner began making a speech while on a city street

corner, He wanted to publicize a. political meeting to take
place that evening. A crowd of about 80 people had gathered
along with two police officers.

In the speech, Feiner referred to Or FreSi4P01.40* "bunk,"
and he called the mayor "a champagne-sipping bum:" Then
heSitid that "Minorities don't have equal rights; they should
risq up in arms and fight for them."

As Feiner continued, there was some pushing and shoving
jn the crowd. One listener told the police officeri that if they
did not get Feiner "off: the box," be would do it, The police
officers told Feiner to stop, but Feiner continued anyway.
Feiner was arrested for disorderly conducts

Issues for Discussion
1, Was Feiner's speech likely to produce an immediate

danger of disorder?
2. Wilo were the polka officers protecting? einer him-

self? Feiner's expression? The general public? ,
3. Who should have been arrestedFeiner or the listener

who made the threat?

V
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Deets loa of the United States Supreme Court NOTES:
Law enforcement authorities may require a speaker to

stop making a speech on a public street when the. aVorities
determine that the speech is a clear danger to plliserving
order,

Reasoning of the Court
the Court believed that Feiner's speech passed the limits

of persuasion and instead was an incitement to riot. Because
there was a clear and immediate danger of riot and disorder,
the Court held that the officers must be allowed to order that
Feiner stop making his speech. According to the Court, it
was the duty of the officers to maintain order on the streets.
Looking to the particular facts of this case, the Cohrt Rid
that because Feiner encouraged hostility among, the
audience, interferel with traffic on the public streets, and
ignored the officers order to stop talking) his conviction for
disorderlyikriduct did not violate his constitutional right of
free expresron.

Justice Black strongly disagreed in a dissenting opinion.
Tht justice shifted his focus to the unpopular speaker.
According to Justice Black, 'Feiner had been arrested for
expressing unpopular views.;He asserted the police officers
had a duty to protect Feiner during his speech rather than to
arrest him, since Feiner was exercising his constitutional
right of free expression. In his view, it was the duty of law
enforcement authorities to protect a person exercising his
constitutional rights from those who threatened to interfere.

A
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E. PRESS COVERAGE OF CRIMINAL PROCEED-
INGS; Gannett Co., Inc. v. De Pasquale (1979)

Waits
Two Rachel:4w, New York, newspapers, the Democrat dt

Chrobicle and Te Times-Union, both owned by the Gannett
Company, had written a series- of stories concerning Ihe
investigation of a murder in the area. Both papers irontinue
to cover the story after two suspects had been #pprqhende
and accused of t ying. The two suspects were 'subse-
quently indicted econd degree murditr, robbery, and
grand larceny, and oth men pleaded not guilty to the
charges. Before the criminal trial on the charges, a hearing
was held before Judge DePasquale to determine if certain
evidence should be admitted at the trial. At this hearing,
attorneys for the defendants requested that the public and
the press-be excluded from attendance because the prior
publicity about the case was banning the ability of the
defendants to receive a fair trial. The prosecutor did not
oppose the exclusion and neither did the newspapers' repor-
ter who Was present. The next day the reporter wrote a letter
to the j.udc asserting a right to cover the hearing and.see the
record of the hearing. Judge DePasquale responded stating
the bekring was completed and reserving decision on review-
ing the record, Later`, the judge held that the interests of the
press in covering the pretrial hearing were outweighed by the
defendant's right to a fair trial, He therefore denied the

< _reporter's request to review the record of hearing. The ne*s-
paper owners appealed Judge DePasquale's decision to the
United States Supreme Courk

Issue,' for Discussion
I. How can the press affect a criminal defendant's right to

a fair trial'?
2. Should the public and the press have therright of access

to all criminal- proceedings?
3. What special circumstances would call for the exch.*

sion, of the public and the press,,from criminal trial
proceedings?

56
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Decision of the United_States Supreme Court'
The press has no constitutional right of access to pretrial

criminal proceedinge

Reasoning of the Court
Every defendant in a criminal case has a right to a fair

trial, which includes the right to be free from 'negative p b-
licity before the trial. This latter right profeetp a defen t
from being tried by jurors who have already decide the
defendant's guilt because of what they road or heard rom
the media.

Justice Stewart, writing for the majority, believed that the
publicity concerning the hearing posed a risk of unfairness
because it may have influenced public opinion against the
defendant and informed potential jurors of incriminating
information.

Justice Blackmun wrotera dissenting opinion concurred-
in by three other justices. In his view the Sixth Amendment
guarantee of a fair trial protected the right of the public and
the press to attend criminal proceedings. According to Jus-
tice Blackmun, only where substantial harm would be done
to the defendant's rights could the press and the public be
excluded from the criminal proceedings.
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Summary. of the Law for Lawyers and Teachers

A. INTRODUCTION

The First Amendment states that "Congress shall make
no taw . . abridging the freedonLof speech, or of the press:
or the right of the -people. peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Oovernment for a redress of griances." These

T guarantees have been recognized as protected liberty inter-
ests under the concept of due process of law in the Four-
teenth Amendment. Since the Fourteenth Amendment is
applicable to the states, the incorporation of First Amend-
ment rights into the concept of due process of law make
these rights applicable to the states.

It has been said that the right of free expression is the
cornerstone of a free society. This right assures.that acontin-
ual means of communication will exist between citizens and
their government. It icrotects the right of citizens to
enlighten themselves and remain informed of ideas and
events, around them.

But the right of free expression is not absolute. It is subject
to restriction by the government in order to protect the
public interest in peace and order. A speaker dots not.

'44\ always have the right to say what he-wishes, where he wishes,
and when he wishes. Jiiistice Holmes' famous statement
reflects this notion when he said in Schenck v. United States,
249 U.S. 47 (1919), ".. . free speech would not protect a man
in falsely shouting fire in a theatre and causing a panic."
Thus, it has been recognized that the state's interest in pre-
serving peace and order is superior to an absolute right of
expression. It is this balance between the/sfate's interest and
the right of expression that is the central focus of this dis-
cussion.

H. SPEECH ADVOCATING UNLAWFUL CONDUCT:
THE CONSEQUENCE TEST

One of the central problems regarding free speech is the
advocacy of unlawful conduct that may have particularly
harmful consequences: Over the years, the Supreme, Court
has formulated a test to scrutirtize regulation*of speech
advocating unlawful conduct which looks at the likely don-
sequences of such speech and the context in which it was
made. Many times a speech advocating unlawful conduct
was critical of the- government during periods of national
stress. Other times, it was subversive speech advocating
radical change in the government or abolishing the
government.

I, 'The "Clear and Present Danger" Test
During the First World War, federal laws prohibited

causing "t}t attempting to cause insubordination in the
military service or advocating resistance to the United States
government, These laws were designed to forbid conduct
harmful to the war effort.

In Schenck v. United States, supra, the defendant was
convicted of violating these federal laws after circulating leaf-
lets advocating resistance to the draftl In Justice Holmes'
opinion, the defendant was properly prosecuted for violating

the f CMl laws because the leaflets had a tendency to induce
draft sistance and were circulated with that intent. Justice
Hol s said, "The question in 'ery case,is whcthey the
words used are used in such circumstances and are of such a
nature as to crelie a clear and present dander that they will
bring about the serious evils that Congreip has a right to
prevent." This was the first statement or the "clear and
present danger" test. Thus, in determining whether speech.
advocating unlawful conduct could be prohibited, the con-
text of the speech was to be viewed and a determination
made of the tendency. of the words to prodtice a "clear and
.present danger" Of a substantive evil.

2. The Imminency Requirement
Justice Brandeis added an important element to the "clear

and present danger" test in Whitney v. Califimtia, 274 U.S.'
357 (1927). He stated that three elements must be present
under the test: (1) the evil must be serious, e,g., the violent
overthrow of the government; (2) the evil is likely to occur,
e.g., a great potential iv rebellion; and (3) the evil must be
imminent: an immediate danger of rebellion. The
imminency rtitiirement was Justice Brandeis' important
addition. Ile believed that Speech advocating a remote
danger could. not be prohibited, since such a danger would
be speculative:,

3. Rejection of the Imminen$ Requirement
However, in Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494(1951),

the Court discarded the imminency requitement. The Smith
Act, enacted during the Second World War, prohibited
advocacy of the violent overthrow of the government and
knowingly being a member of an organization advocating
violent revolution. Several leaders of the Communist Party
were prosecuted under the Act, but during their trials there
was little evidence that any of them advocated violent acts or
specifically planned for a violent revolution. Chief Justice
Vinson wrote the Court's opinion stating, "the gravity of the
'evil' discounted by its improbability, justifies such an inva-
sion of free speech as is necessary to avoid the danger."
Therefmte, rather than look at the imminency of the evil, the
Court looked at the seriousness of evil. If the evil was
sufficiently crious, e.g., overthrowing the government, then
speech advocating such a serious evil could be prohibited.

4. Return of the Imminency Requirement
However, the Court in later yeah was uncomfortable with

the absence of the imminency requirement. In Brandenburg
v, Ohio, 395 U.S. 444 (1969) --(included in the Cases for
Stiidents), the Court held that a speech advocating the need
for violent condOct or the abstract teaching thereof could
not be prohibited "except where such advocacy is directed to
Melting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely
to incite or produce such action:" The Court 'construed
Dennis, supra,and other prior cases as tiqui ring "imminent
lawless action." Thus after Brandenburg, a speech nvolV-
ing the advocacy of unlawful conduct inabstract terms, e.g.,
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speaking to the need for revolution, could not be prohibited.
If the speech is made with an intent to produce imminent
unlawful action (e.g., "Let's burn down City Hall") and it is
likely to produce such action (e.g:, the mob is carrying
torches outside City Hall), then the speech itself could be
prohibited.

Although to Court has not agreed on a pcise formula-
- tion of the "clear and present danger" test, it will utilize this

approach when focusing on speech advocating unlawful
conduct. The Court will also engage in balancing the public
interest against the individual's right of free expression, but
the major consequence test is the "clear and present danger"

Consequently, some problems arise when the "clear and
present danger" test is used. For example, courts have diffi-
culty in determining how imininegt or serious the danger
must be. Also, courts have difficulty in employ the test in
a case-by-Mse fashion since the factual setting odic ch case is
different when viewing the consequences of theexpressive
conduct.

C. SYMBOLIC EXPRESSION

Under the First Amendment, speech is not only verbal or
written communication but may take a variety of forms
including symbols and gestures. For example, the wearing
of armbands as means of protest is a form of symbolic
expression. In Tinker v. Dew Al Ones School District, 393
U.S. 503 (1969), a case discussed below, the Supreme Court
held that symbolic expression "was closely akin to 'pure
speech' which, we have repeatedly held, is entitled tb com-
prehensive protection. under the First Amendment."

Another example of symbolic expression was,in Cohen v.
California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971). While in a local courthouse,
Cohen wore a jalket which bore the words, "F ". . . the
Draft" on the back. He was arrested and convicted of
disturbing the peace.. The Supreme Court employed a
balancing approach between the governmental interest in
preserving peace and Cohen's symbolic expression. The
Court held that n general fear of a breach' of the peace was
not sufficient to convict Cohen, since there was no showing
that Cohen's conduct was designed to instigate a violent
confrontation. Looking to the consequences of Cohen's
conduct, the Court found that he could not be punishedon
the vague basis that his conduct was generally offensive.

In United States v. O'Brien, 391 U.S. 367 (l908), however,
tlie Court held that the burning of a draft card on the steps of
a local courthouse to protest against the draft was not sym-
bolic conduct entitled to First Amendment protection.
O'Brien had been convicted of violating a federal law forbid-
ding willful mutilation or destruction of draft cards. The
Court found Nat the statute had nothing to do, with speech,
but rather related to the governtnent's legitimate purpose of
requiring draft registrants, to carry.their draft cards and not
destroy them. ,
D. STUDENT EXPRESSION

The beginning point of a discussion of free expression in
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the se\pols is the important case d linker v. as Milne.,
Schl District. supra (included in Cases for In
this case, the Supreme Court said, "It can hardly be argued
that either students or teachers shed their constitutional
rights to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse
gate." Thus the right of free expression applies in the'school
setting.

In Tinker, public school students active in the anti-war
movement decided to wear armbands to school to protest
against the Vietnam War. When the principals of the Des
Moines schools hoard of the plan: they adopted a policy
prohibiting the wearing of armbands during school hours.
Nevertheless, the students wore their armbands to school
and were suspended until they would return to school with-
out their armbands. In a constitutional challenge to the no-.
armband rule, the Court held that the prohibition was aimed
at the expreSsion conveyed by the armbands and thus consti-
tuted a restriction on the expression of studentiviews. The
Court said there was no evidence that wearing the armbands
disrupted school activities. However, the opinion implied
that two limitations on students' First Amendment rights
may be allowed: (1) school authorities may restrict expres-
sion if they can "forecast substantial disruption of or mate-
rial interference with school activities"; (2) it was implied
that a geheral prohibition etn the wearing of all controversial
symbols may be appropriate in explosive situations; (3) it
was also implied that the decision had no application to
student dress and grooming 'codes.

In Guzick v. Drebus, 431 F.2d 594 (1970), a federal appel-
late court upheld a long-standing school rule prohibiting the
wearing of all symbols. The court found that the wearing of
controversial symbols had caused substantial disruption in
the past and would have aggravated an already tense
situation.

E. TIME, PLACE, AND MANNER RESTRICTIONS
ON EXPRESSION

Implicit in the guarantee of free expression are allowances
for reasonable time, place, and manner reg is by theli p
government: A student cannot demand the ri to make a
speech on4legalizing marijuana use" during English class.
A citizen-cannot demand a right to have a "morality rally"
on Main Street during rush hour. The right of free expres-
sion must be balanced against the public interest in peace
and the maintenance of order. A neutrality principle is also
recognized regarding time, place, and manner regulations,
holding that the government must remain flexural toward
the content of the speech and apply , regulations
evenhandedly:.

In Adderly v. Florida, 385 U.S. 39 (1966) (included in
Cases for Students), the defendants were convicted of tres-
pass after they refused to comply with a sheriff's order to

-b leave an area outside the local jail where they were conduct-
ing a demonstration. The Supreme Court upheld theconvic-
don, stating shat the government was allowed to control the
use of its property for laWful
The Court noted that the defendants were not us g a public
fdrum but trespassed into an area not open to the public.
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In Greer v. Spock, 424 U.S. 828 (1976), the Court ruled
that political candidates, here a well-knoWn minot,-partys.
advocate against the Vietnam War, were subject to evenly

" applied military regulations denying political candidates
access to military bases since these areas were not considered
public forums.
.Another recuriing issue is whether one who wishes to

exercise his right of free expression has right of access to
private property which is open to the public. In' Marsh v. ,

Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946), the conviction ofa Jehovah's
Witness who distributed literature in a privitely owned
company town was overturned. The owners prOhibited the
distribution of any literature in the town. The company
town was found to be very similar to a municipality, and
thus the defendant has the same right to distribute literature
in the company town as he would along a public street in a
municipality.

Marsh was extended in Amalgamated Food EMployees v.
Logan Valley Plaza, 391 U.S. 308 (1968), which struck down
a' prohibition against peaceful labor picketing in a private
shopping center. Justice Marshall's opinion argued that the
shopping center was just like the busineis block of the
company town in Marsh. Another decision limited the
Logan Valley case. In Lloyd Corp. v. Milner. 40713,S. 551
(1972), the Court held that a shopping center could bar the

'.. distribution of anti-war leaflets. The Court distinguished
Logan Valley on the ground that in this case the leafleting
was unrelated to any 'activity within the center, and that the
leafleteers had adequate alternative means of ccymunicat-
ing their views. But in Pruneyard Shopping (Ater v. Rob-
ins, 447 U.S. 74 (1980), the Supreme Court held that the
First Amendment did not prevent a state from interpreting
its own power under the state's constitution so as to permit
individuals to exercise free speech and the right to petition
tzn propert,' of a privately owned shopping center.

In Hudgens V. NLRB, 424 U.S. 507 (1976), Justice Stew-
art Wrote for the majority in repudiating the rationale of
Logan Valley. Justice Stewart stated that the Logan Valley
rationale did not survive the Lloyd decision, and, therefore,
warehouse employees of a company which operated a retail
stare in a privately.owned shopping center had no First

er the shopping center for the pur-.-
trike against their employer. How-
d White, in concurring opinions,

Amendment right to
pose of advertising t
ever Justices P9,wel
held t Logan 'alley uld be distinguished from Lloyd
and the resent, : se on the basis that Logan Valley wasa
limited to the sit, '

t'
:tion of labor picketing a specific store for

the purpose.iof conveying information with respect to the
operation irAhe shopping center of that particular store. In
short, if Logan Valley has not been expressly repudiated by

*he court, it rests on a very tenuous foundation.
,

The distinction between regulating the content of expres-
sion and regulating the time, plate, and manner of expres-
sion is sometimes difficult. There is always the danger thattw

' government authorit,tes may use ,time, place, and manner
regulations as an excuse to regulate the content of expres-
sion. This issue arose in Feiner v. New York, 340 U.S. 315
(1951) (included in Cases for Students). In speaking to a

-14

crowd of black and white people, Feiner urged black people
to rise up in arms and fight for equal rights. A member of the
crowd told polite that if Feiner was not allenced, th he
would silence him. After Feiner refused tckdiscontin Ns
speech, the police arrested him and he was convicted Of
disorderly conduct. The Supreme Court upheld Feiner's
convictioq1, finding that the'police were attempting to pre-
vent distifEler, In a dissenting opinion, Justice Black argued
that the Court was allowing police censorship of unpopular,
speakers.

The Court adopted a different approach in Edwards v.
South Carolina, 372 U.S. 229 (1963). In this case, several
black students picketed the state capitol protesting racial
discrimination. A large, hostile crowd had gathered and
made threatening remarks in demanding that the demon-
stration end.,, Nevertheless, the picketers continued their
demonstration until the police intervened and arrested them
for breach of the peace. The Cottp reversed the convictions
of the denionstrators, distinguishing this case from Feiner by
reasoning that since the demonstrators were lawfully exer-
cising their First Amendment rights, they were entitled to
carry out their demonstration without interference.

F. THE QUALITATIVE APPROACH: OBSCENITY,
DEFAMATION, AND COMMERCIAL SPEECH

Looking to the quality and.character of certain forms of
expression, the Supreme Court has determined that certain
claTsses of utterances are of such slight social value that their
punishment raises no Constitutional issue. Such forms of
expression are "fighting words," i.e., those which by their
very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate
breach of,the peace, "the lewd and. obscene," e.g. porno-
graphy, and "the libelous," e.g., "Hill is a cheating and thiev-
ing scoundrel." But. the Court has said that expressions
involving the advertising of commercial or social interests are
of value in modern society. This qualitative approach con-
sidering the social value of expression has led to distinctions
between "protected" speech, i.e., speech receiving full First
Amendment protection, and "unprotected" speech, i.e.,
speech receiving no protection.

1. Obscenity
Regulation of obscenity is premised on'the protection of

fhinors and preventing offensive matter from being dis-
played to those who do not wiTh to view it. .

The Supreme Court has had difficulty in defining obscen-
ity. However, the Court's definition of obscenity contains
the following elements: (1) the average person, applying
contemporary community standards, Would find that the
work; tal(en as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest; (2)
the work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way;
sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state
law; and (3) the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious liter-
ary, artistic, political, or scientific value. Miller v. Cal(for-
nia, 413 U.S. 15 (1973), Potential problems occur in The
application of this obscenity concept due to the ,nebulous
meanings of "contemporary community standards,"
"appeals to the prurient interests," "patently offensive," and
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"serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value."
Because of the vague character of such terms, problems a risb
concerning the chilling effect such characterizations can
have on protected speech. Standards also may be elusivi
because they May vary from community to community.

Lesser restraints are sometimes pertnitted for material not
obscene but declared by the Court to have "lesser value." In
Young v. American Mini Theatre, Inc., 427 U.S. 50 (1976),
the Court utilized this approach in handling protected/ un-
protected speech problems. The Court upheld a zoning
ordinance which restricted the location of new theatres
showing non-obscene, but sexually explicit adult movies.
The opinion upheld general government regulation of this
non-obscene matter due to what some Justices noted to be
its "lesser" value than other forms of protected speech.

Also, in FCC v. Pacffica Foundation, 438 U.S. 726 (1978),
the Court's decisibn upheld the Federal Conuminication
Commission's power to regulate the content of radio broad-
casts which the FCC found to be indecent but not obscene.
This case involved it monologue .of social satirist, George
Carlin, discussing language which could not be used over the
public airwaves. The radio station began the broadcast with
a warning that some people might find the language sensi-
tive. However, a person who was listening to the broadcast
along with his fifteen-year-old son filed a complaint with the
FCC concerning the broadcast. The Court's decision rested
on the position that the content of media broadeasts was due
less constitutional protection when indecent Material was
involved because the unique quality of the broadcast media
allows for an intrusion into the individual's home and access
by unsupervised children.

2. Defamation
Defamation is generally defined fes a statement which

injures the reputation of another person or holds them up to,
public ridicule; it is called libel when the statement is written
and slander when spoken: The Supreme Court has included
defamation within the categories of expression beyond con-
stitutional protection, Nonetheless, since a distinction must
be made between protected expression and what is allegedly
libelous expression in defamation suits, constitutional issues
arise in such

In New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254,(1964), the
Court, ruled that libel suits against public officials were
barred except in cases where the libelous matter was inten-
tionally false (actual malice) or the defendant was recklessly
indifferent to its probable falsity. In later cases, the Court
applied this standard to "public figures." The Court said
that "public figures" are those who seek publicity or volun-
tarily place themselves in a Osition where publicity is
expected. Is a society matron a "public figurer' Is the fecip-
Lent of a government grant a "public figurer' No, according
to the Court in TYrne v. Firestone, 424 U.S. 448 (1976) and
Hutchinson v. Proxniire,.443 U.S. 111 (1979). .

Decently the Court, in Herbert v. Lando, 441 U.S. 153
(1979), held that she plaintiff, a public figure who was sub-
jected to

into
a television news program, -could

inquire into the program editor's state of mind in order to
prove "actual malice" in a defamation case. Dug the

pretrial fact-gathering process by the plaintiff, the program
editor had refused to answer questions about his conclu-
sions, opinions, intentions, or conversations concerning
people to be pursued for the broadcast and his toms for
inclusion and exclusion of certain materials from the broad-
cast. Although the Court held that no absolute privileic
prohibited a defamation plaintiff from inquiring into the
editorial process of a media defendant, it did hold that there
must be a balancing between this inquiry and protection
against any chilling effect on the publication of truthfid
information.

3. Commercial Speech
An emerging area of the law concerns whether the First

Amendment protects commercial speech and advertising. In
Bigelow v. .Virginia, 421 U.S. 809 (1975), the Court found
that speech uttered in a commercial context (a newspaper
advertisement about.the availability of out-of-state abor-
tions) is afforded some First Amendmenj protection when
the public interest in the speech outweighs tile states need
for regulation. Further limits were placed on the commercial
speech doctrine in Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v.
Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc.. 425 U.S. 748

.(1976), which held that a pttrely commercial advertisement
concerning ..the prices of medicine and drugs will .receive
some First Amendment protection. However, the Court
ruled that certain parts of commercial speech were subject to
regulation as to time, place, and manner, and as to fraudu-
lent or deceptive advertising.

Finally, in Bates v. State Bar, 433 U.S. 450 (1977), the
Court held that a. state may not totally ban newspaper
advertisements of prices for routine legal services. Employ-
ing the balancing test stated in Virginia State Board, Ole
Court found that the free flow of commercial information
outweighed any evils resulting from lestregulation of adver-
tisements concerning prices for routine legal services, It
appears that the Court will entitle some forms of commer-
cial expression First Amendment protection, and the Court
will use a balancing test between the public interest in com-
mercial or social information and the need for government
regulation.

E. THE PRESS AND THE COURTS

The press has historically utilized the judicial process to
protect and expand its First Amendment rights and, until
the late 1970's, the press won most of these courtroom
battles, Recently, however, the press in general has viewed
recent court decisions with concern as the courts began
defining the limits of press freedom, particularly where that
freedom conflicted with other constitutional rights.

1. Prior Restraint
Prior restraint refers to actions by government officials to

prbhibit or restrain speech or publication by private citizens.
Historically, prior restraint involved a system of licensing or
requiring prior approval from an administrative official
before a book, newspaper or article was published, The
Supreme Court has traditionally viewed prior restraint cases
with a critical cyc,
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A celebrated case raising the prior restraint issue is the
Pentagon 'Papers case, New York limes Co. v. United
States, 403 U.S. 713 (197p. The New York Times and the
Washington Post had received classified government docu-

-ments- OR U.S. involvement in'thc- Vietnam War from
former government employee. When the newspapers began
publishing these documents, the federal government sought
a court order to prey at further publieation on the basis of
national security int rests. The Court ruled that the govern-
ment had not cirri d its "heavy burden of proof' for the
enforcement of a prior restraint.

As a general rule, once the press has the information it has
the right to print or broadcast although this is not an
absolute right. In Landmark Communications v. Virginia,
435 U.S. 829 1978), the Supreme.Court overturned a deci-
sion wherein a newspaper had 'been fined under a state
statute for publishing confidential state proceedings. The
newspaper had argued that it had not received its informa-
tion by illegal means and that the information was accurate.
Would it have made a difference if the newspaper had
received the information illegally or if the information was
inaccurate? Those questions were left unanswered by the
Court.

Although the Court continues to disallow prim' restraint
once the press has the information, it approaches freedom
the press issues differently in situations involving obtain
the information and access to the information.

2. Access to Information t 4
Are there limitations on the freedom of the press to ether

and disseminate information to the public? Does t e First
Amendment grant the press more rights than the Wit so
that the press may inform the public? Although 'any press
advocates argue that the First Amendment implicitly
affords both the public and the press the right of access to
governirient-controlled information, the Su s reme Court
has not squarely decided4this issue. The Cot t ha's held ,in a
series of cases that the media have no speci fight of access
beyond that of the general pit. in the se of access to
prisons or prison inmates. Houc;in,s. v. OED, 438 U.S.
(108).

In, Zurcher v. Stanford Daily, 436 .S. 547 (1978), the
Court ruled that the Fourth Amendm nt, as applied to third
persons, and the Fourth Amenclmen as applied to the press,
does not prohibit searches ofpress mises far evidence of a
crime. The Court refused to carve tit a- special privilege for
the press undei the First Ame dment exempting it from
reasonable searches. However the Curt. did imply that
First Amendment considera ons shoo stn
determining whether the sea eh is reasonable.

Similarly, the contentio that the First Amendment
grants to newsmen a bro privilege to refuse to disclose
their sources was reject by the Supreme -Court in Branz-
burg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 5 (1972). Newsmen have invoked
the First Amendment, aiming a right not to discidse confi-
dential sources. The rgument has been that, without the
rredible promise of fidentiality, news sources would dry
up, and that with() the ability to gather information, free-
dom of the prits-s would be a hollow right. Among the

1:.

Court's arguments for rejecting the privilege was that ,the
suggested constitutional privilege should not be absolute,.
The reporter could be compelled to testify incases where the
state had a compelling need for the information. Thus,
sources could not know Whether their confidence would be
kept. They also emphasized the diffitulty of defining the
limits and .exceptions to the privilege._

Debate in Congress over the scope of a proposed federal
statutory newsman's privilege has emphasized the dilemma
highlighted by the Cotires Bmnzburg opinion. Would a flat,
unqualified newsman's . privilege deny the government
access to vitally needed information? On the other hand,
would a qualified privilege be so unpredictable that the
newsman's source could not know in advance whether the
privilege would be respected?

3. FraePress v. Fair Trial
How AM First Amendment rights balanced against other

constitutional rights when they come in conflict? Can direct
restraints be placed on the press to preclude comment on a
pending criminal trial which would interfere with the
defendant's right to .11 fair trial? The Court has set aside
convictions because of prejudicial pretrial publicity. Irvin v.
Dowd, 366 U.S. 717 (1961). Does one constitutional right
have priority over another?

In Nebraska Press vissociattort v. Stuart, 427 U.S. 539
(1976), the Court declined to give precedence to either right
by stating, "The authors of the Bill of Rights did not under-
take to assign priorities as between the First Amendment
and Sixth Amendment rights . [l]t H not for us to rewrite
the Constitution by undertaking what they declined to do."
However, the Court also stated that, "any prior restraint on
eiOression.comes to this Court with a 'heavy presumption'
against its constitutional validity."

The Court in Gannett Co., Inc. v. De Pasquale, 443 U.S.
368 (1979) (included in Cases for Students), did define limits
on press and public access to information, particularly in
criminal proceedings concerning the defendant's light.to a
fair trial and concluded that the defendant's right to a fair
trial outweighed the rights of the public and the press. The
Court noted that the Sixth Amendment guarantee of a
public trial was for the benefit of a defendant alone and not
for the public or press. The very next year, 'however, the
Court held, in itichmond Newspapers Inc., v. Kirginia, 100
S.Ct. 2814 (1980)4 that, absent an overriding interest, the
trial of a criminal case must be open to the public, thief
Justice Burger wrote the opinion holding that the First

mentguaranteed-the-right-ofthe-publicand thepress
to attend criminal trials. The Gannett case was distinguished

'as applying to the pretrial situAllon only.
Does the Court's distinction between pretrial and durink-

trial access give priority to one constitutional right over
another? Are pretrial court hearings as much a part of a
criminal trial as the actual trial itself? In protectinga defend-
ant's right to a fair trial by limiting potential jurors from
possible prejudicial pretrial publieWhas the court bal-
anced thescales in favor of the defendant's individual rights
over the public's general rights? 1
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H. "CONCLUSION

Whether we look at the consequences or the quality of
certain forms of expression, the courts provide vigorous
protection rot the right of fret expression. Even thotIgh this
right is not. absolute, it is fundamental to the preservation of
a.democratic society. The courts remain ready to safeguard
this important right even when the message is unpopular,
critical of the status quo,, or lacking in social merit The task
of the courts continues to be the careful scrutiny of limita-
tions and restrictions on free expression.

V
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.Ecitial Protection

Cases for Students
A. State Action

Moose Lodge No. 107 'v. Irv's, 407 U.S. 163 (1972)
Is the state licensing of a private club a state action under the Equal Protection Clause?

*41

Wealth and Education
San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez. 411 U.S. 1 (1973)
Goes the Texas system of financing public education illegally discriminate on the basis of wealth or illegally
interfere with a fundamental right under the Constitution?

C. Sex Discrimination and the Draft
Rostker v. Goldberg, 448 U.S. 306 (1980)
Is it unconstitutional sex discrimination to require men to register for the draft but not women?

D. Fundamental Rights
Police Department of Chicago v. Mosley, 408 U . 92 (1972)
Is a municipal ordinance that prohibits all pic wig near public schools except labor picketing violative of the
Equal Protection Clause?

C. Affirmative Action
Regents of University of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (1978)
Does a medical school special admission program which sets aside 16 of 100 positions to increase representation of
minority students violate the Equal Protection Clause or Title VI of the 1164 Civil Rights Act?

Summary of the Law For Lawyers and Teachers
A. Introduction
B. The State Action Requii-ewent

I. Private Performance of Public Functions
2. Significant, State Involvemerit in Private Activities
3. State Enforcement or Encouragement of Private Discrimination

C. Lo;v-Level ScrutinyThe Rational Basis Standard
D. High-Level ScrutinyThe Strict Scrutiny Standard

1. Suspect Classifications
a. Race

(1) Racial Discrimination in General
(2) School Desegregation

b. Alien Status
2. Partially Suspect Classifications

A a. Sex
b. Illegitimacy
c. Poverty
d. Preferential Treatment to Redress ast DiscriminationAffirmative Action

3. Classifications Affecting Fundamental Rights
a. Free Expression
b. Right to Travel
c. Right to Vote
d. Right to Privacy
e. Non-Fundamental Rights

E. Conclusion.
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4 Equal Protection
_ Cases for Students

A. STATE ACT1161%fftloose Lodge Arp. 107 v. Irvis
(1972)

Facts
MoOse Lodge No. 107 was a private club in Harrisburg,

Pennsylvania', which owned its own building. The lodge was
licensed' by the state of Pennsylvania to sell liquor which
was controlled by the State Liquor Control Hoard. Liquor
was sold only in bottles by state stores or by the drink in
hotels, restaurants, and private clubs. In Harrisburg, there
were 115 places licensed to sell liquor and no more licenses
could be obtained due to the limitation set by the Liquor
Control Boar

Id.
According to state law, private clubs with liquor licenses

had to abide.by their constitutions and bylaws in order to
keep their licenses. The Moose Lodge Constitution stated,
"The membership of the lodge shall be composed of male
persons of the Caucasian or White race above the age of 21
years, and not married to someone other than the Cauasian
or White race, who are ofgood moral character, physically
and mentally normal, who shall profess a belief in a
Supreme Being."

On Sunday, December 29, 1968, K. Leroy "'Nis, majority
leader of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives, was
the guest of a member of the Harrisburg Moose Lodge. Irvis
was refused service at the lodge solely because he was black.

Issues for Discussion
1. Should private clubs be able to select the kind of

people they allow into their clubs as members or guests?-
Why?

2. Was the State of. Pennsylvania participating or aiding
Moose Lodge in its racially discriminatory practices? Why?

3. Suppose a public school club had a membership policy
"for Whites only." Should the club be allowedto use school
elassrookAfor meetings after school? Should the club be
allowed to Ipe the school bulletin board to publicize club
activities? Should the club be allowed booth space in the
school auditorium on "Club Day" at the school? Where
would you draw the line between private discriminationand
state discrimination?

65.
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-Decision of the United States Supreme Court
The state licensing of a private club does not significantly

involve the state in the discriminatory practices of the club in
order to establish a violation of the Equal Protection
Clause.

Reasoning of the Court
The Equal Protection Clause States, No State shall . .

deny to'any person within its jurisdiction the equal protec-
tion of the laws." The Equal Protection Clause applies to
state actions only; that is, state must in some way be
involved in the denial of equirf protection.

Justice Rehnquist _stated in the opinion for the majoiity
that discrimination by private bodies does not violate the
Equal Protection Clause u*ss the state is significantly
involved with the discriminition. He found no significant
involvement by the State of Pennsylvania in the discrimina-
tory Practices of the private lodge. He stated that the mere
licensing of the private lodge for the purpose of selling
alcoholic beverages in no way involved the state in fostering
or encouraging racial disciimination because the State-
Liquor Control Board played no part in establishing the
club's guest -Policies nor was it a "joint partner" in the racial
disCrimination.

Jtistices. Douglas, Marshall, and Brennan dissented, find-
ing that since the availirbility of liquor licenses'was restricttd
by the state, the ability of black people to obtain liquor was
being restricted by the state. Therefore, there was sufficient
state action in the pattern of regulations d'std by the state to
control The sale of liquor.

ej
ti
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Bt. WEALTH AND EDUCATION: San Antoni' Irtde-
pendcnt School District v.- Rodriglatz (1973)

Facts
Public schools in Texas were funded by local property

taxes and grants from the state and federal governments. To
obtain local funds for educatiom, each school district
imposed a tax on property owned'ivi thin its district. Thus
funding for the schools lit each district was dependent °IN the
amount of money derived from the district property tax.

Some Mexican-American parentS with children in the
Edgewood school district, an urban.district in San Antonio,
Texas, sued school officials, claiming that .this system of
financing public schools was unconstitutional under the
Equal Protection Clause. In the suit, the Edgewood district,
the least wealthy district in the San Antonio area, was
compared to the Alamo Heights district, the mo
school district in the area. Edgewood was loca
inner city in a neighborhood with little eomm rcial or in us-
trial property; 90% of the students were Mcxi t n-American,
and 696-were black; the average property value s r pupil was
$5,960, and the median family income was $4, 6. c tax
rate was $1.05 per $100 of property, and the district spent
$356 per pupil.

Alamo Heights was a prosperous, residential community.
The schools were mostly white with only 18% of the students
being Mexican-American and 6% being black. The average
property value per pupil, was over $49,000 and the median
family income was $8,001. The tax rate was $.85 per $100 of
property and the district spent $594 per pupil.,Because
Alamo Heights had more expensive property, mdre money
was available for its schools at a lower -tax rate than in
Edgewood.

A federal district court ruled that the Texas system of
financing public- schools denied plaintiffs the equal protec-
tion of the laws, and the Texas school authorities appealed to
the United States Supreme Court.

Issues for Discussion
1. Does the Texas system of financing public education

discriminate on the basis of wealth? Who, if anybody, does it
disckiminate againit? Everyone, including any rich people,
in the Edgewood school district?

2. Does the Constitution imply that there is a right to
public education? At what level, if any, should such a right
apply? Elementary? High school? College?

3. Is the Texas system of financing public education a
'reasonable method of giving localities substantial control
over their own schools? Why or why not? .How could the
system be improved to guarantee both local control and
equal opportunity?, Should such improvements be the
responsibility of the state legislature or the courts?

4. In what ways, ifany, does a child's education depend
Upon the amount of money spent on his or her school?
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Deekdon of the United Stotts Supr'etne Court
The'Texas system of financing public education does not

diScriminate against any definable class of people on the
basis of wealth and, - therefore, is not stibject to strict judicial
Scrutiny. FUrihormOre, the system does net interfere with
any fundamental right which is subject to strict scrutiny
since education, is not a right protected under the Constitu-
tion. The syst'em has a rational relationship to the legitimate
state purpose of local control in the field n ducation and
therefore does not violate the Equal Protect n Clause.

ReasOning of the out
This case detnonitrates how the courts analyze equal

protection problems. When the courts analyze an equal
protection problem involving different treatment because of
a "suspect' classification (claslifications according to race,
national origin, religion, ot 'Menage) or different treatment
interfering with the exercise of a "fundamental' right (the
right to vote, right to travel, right to privacy, free expres-
sion), a stricter test is imposed to justify the state,, action
known as the strut judicial scrutiny testa When the equal
protection problem involves any other tz-tE6sification by a
state (for example: income' elassifit7ations in public welfare
regulations) the classification is judged according to a test of
-reasonablenessthe rationality test. SuspOt ciitssifications
are analyzed closely because of the possihility of disc*.mina-
tory,treatment. Classifications involving fundamental rights
are also analyzed closely because such rights haven constitu-
tional basis. However, courts only look for a reasonable
basis for other classifications made by states.

Justice Pt well wrote the opinion for the majority in this
case. He rejected the arguinents that daimed,there was an
identifiable class Or people in this case i,oho were discrimi-
nated against on the basis of wealth: The Justice found that
there Oas no evidence showing that all people in the poorer -
property districts were poor thernsdIve§. He also stated that
there was no absolute deprivation of education to the people
in the poorer-propedy districts. He concluded by indicating
that discrimination on theOasis of wealth alone was not a
"suspect" classification because the econgtibilly disadvan-
taged were not treated unequally, historically, or were they

politically poWorless against the majority of citizens.
Justice Powell admitted the importance of education, but,

found that the right to eduation was not guaranteed by the
Constitution. For this reason, he held that the 'right to
education was not a "fundamental" right and, therefore, the
strict judicial scrutiny test was also inapplicable here,

What was applicable was the rationality .test. ,Justice
Vowell held that the system of financing public edtication
had a rational relationship to die states purpose of provid-
ing basic education to each child while maintaining local
control over the schools. He found that the system preserved
local control over the'schools by allowing school districts-to
determine the amqiint of tives to fund their schools.

Justice Marshall wrote a dissenting opinion arguing that
"careful judicial scrutiny" should be applied in this case
based on the, itnportance of 'the interest affected
education--and the -,discriminatory qualitih of the
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classificationwealth. He would have faad that the right
to education was a "ftindairientar right because of its close
connection to the exercise, of constitutionally protected
rights, such as the right of free expression and the right to
vote. Based on this important interest of education, the
Justice applied "careful judicial,scrutiny" in finding that the
Texas system illegally .discriminated on the basis of group
wealth.
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President to require draft registration for "every male citi-
zen" between the ages of 18 and 26. The President recom-
mended that both men and women be required to register
for the draft, but Congress overruled the recommendation

!*. by Plissing a resolution requiring only men between ages 18
to 21 to register,

Several men subject to the draft argued that it was uncon-
stitutional iffiex discrimination to require men, and not
women, to register. The district court held that the draft law
was unconstitutional sex discrimination. The Selective Serv-
ice System, the federal agency responsible for administer-
ing the draft, appealed to the United States Supreme Court.

A
C. SEX DISCRIMINATION AND THE DRAFT:

Rostker v. .Goldbergy. (1981) ,

Facts
-Cco iaromory 23, 1980, after the Soviet Union invaded

Afghanistan, President Carter ordered draft registration for
military service. Pursuant to Co' tigress' constitutional power
"to raise and support Armies," federal law'authorized the

*, Issues for Discussion
1. Is it unfair to require only men to register for the draft?

To be drafted/ To fight in cottiball
2. Should men and women have the same obligation to

serve their country? Why?
3. Can a law that treats men and women differently be

feasonable? Can it also be fair and just? Under what circum-
stances, if'any, shoUld such a law be upheld by the courts?
When should it be declared unconstitutional?

r,
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Dedsion of the United State, Sopiesne Court_ 4

Congress acted within its constittftiopal a nthority..in auth-
orizing draft: registration of men, and hot 'women.thus the
district court decision was reversed.

Reasoning of the Cou
The court held tha Congress was entitled to broad

autltorl y when It cons: end matters regarding the national
deftheand military affairs. The Court felt that Congress ,

was the appropriate branch of government to deal with these
matters because the Constitution conferred this authority to'
Congress to raise and suppo t Armies" and "provide and
maintain a Navy." The Court id itwas not as qualified as

"Congrtis to judge military' at rs which Cqpgress had the
machinery to investigate an -

The Court noted that Coagresshad.thoroughly consid-
ered the issue of draft registratiecti for women and that
federal law and military policy generally excluded women ..
frorri combat. Therefore,'the Court said that Congress was
entitled to treat women differently from men for purposes of
draft registration, since the purpose Ofregistration Wfl. to .

fiprepare for a draft of combat troops.
Justice. Marshall dissented along with Justices. Tirttinan

and White. In Justice Marshall's opinion, the daft- laws
exclyded women from a "fundamental civic obligation,"
tralitaiy service to protect the national defense. Justice Mar-
shall would have an esqual protection analysis finding that
the different treatment of -Men and women on the basis of sex
was not substantially related to the achievement of the
important governmental objective of maintaining a military
force. Ile found that the registration of women would not
detract from the draft, since the Military did not need com-
bat troops only but other vital services which women could
provide.
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D. FUNDAMENTAL, RIGHT 'olive Department of°
Chicago, u. Mosley (1971)

Fsctc
For some- seven months, Ea Mos

entploypeN conducted a peaceful a
Jonq High School in Chicago. During
would walk along the public sidewalk cart:
stated, "Jones High School practices black
Jones High School has a black quota."

Thereafter, a municipal ordinance was'enacted in Chi-
cago in March, 1968 declaring,

"A person commits disorderly conduct when he
knowingly . (i)Pickets or demonstrates on a
public way within 150 feet of any primary or
setondary =hoot building while the school is in
session and" one-half hour before. the school is
in session and one-half hotii- after the school
session has been concluded, provided that this
siThsection, does not prohibit the peaceful picket-
ing of any school involved in a labordispute...."

The ordinance was to become effective on April 5. in the
meantime, Mosley called the.ChicagoPolice Department to
find out how the ordinance would affect his picketing, and he
was told that he would be arrested if his picketing contintied.
On April 4, Mosley stopped his picket. Later, he challenged
the constitutionality of the ordinance in a suit against the
Chicago, Police Department.

federal postal
n otif of

hours osley
ng a sign which

scrimination.

10

Issues foi Discussion
1.. What equal protection problem is created by the

ordinance?
2. Doei it affect bny important rights derived from the

eunstituti n? Which rights?
2, What fights derived from.the Constitution are entitled

to equal pr tection by the states? The right of free expres-
sion? The right to vote? Are there rights not mentioned in the
Constitution that are ;entitled to equal protection by the

- states? The right of privacy? The right to travel? The right to
education?

r /
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Decision of the United Stotts Supreme Court
A municipal ordinance that treat some picketing differ-

ently from others creates an impermissible distinction
affecting the fundamental right of Wee expression thereby
violating the Equal Protection Clause.

4

Ressonini of the Court
Because the ordinance excluded labor picketing from the

prohibition on picketing near schools,ethe Court held that it
made a classification affecting the fundamental right of free
exprhsion guaranteed by the First Amendment. By creating
an exception for labor picketing, the Court found that the
ordinance was treating some picketing differently froM oth-
ers because of the content of the message on the picket sign.
(For extimple, the ordinance would' allow a picket sign
stating, "Jones High School is unfair (o labor," but would
prohibit a picket sign stating, "Jones High School is"unfair
to black people.") The Court rejected the claim that the city
was serving a substantial governmental interest by attempt-
ing to prevent disruption at its schools. The Court noted that
there was no showing that peaceful labor picketing was any
different than peaceful nonlabor picketing nor that nonla-
bor picketing w40 more disruptive than labor picketing. The
Court emphasized that it was the discrimidatiOn based on
the content of the picket that was prohibited :by. the Equal
Protection Clause.

A
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Is

R. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: Regents of the University
of California v,lakke (1978)

Facts
In 1968, the University of California at tVis Medical

School opened with an entering class,. of 50 students
(increased to 100 students In 1971), of which) students were
Asian, but no students were black, Mexican-American., or
Native American. Itie next year, the school started a special'
admission program to increase representation of disadvan-
taged students in the medical school.

NitIn 1973, candidates for the special admission program
indicated whether they were "economieally and/or educa-
tionally disadvantaged" or members of a "minority group,"
which according to the spcial admission committee were
blacks, Mexican-Americans, Asians, and Native. Ameri-
cans. In 1974, the only categorization used was member ofa
`minority group.",

Candidates for the special admission program were
judged by a special admission committee.' Candidates f6r
general admission were judged by the school's regular
admission committee. Both committees judged candidates
by looking at their scores on medical school entrance exami-
nation and grades in college. 'However, candidates for gen-
eral admission had to have at least a "Cl" " grade average
from college to be considered for admission. Candidatesfor
the special admission program were considered for adtrls-
sion even if they had below a "C+" average. Sixteen posi:-
tions out of 100 were set aside for special admission. From
1971.4974, 63 minority students (but no white applicants)
were admitted through Special,admission, and 44 minority
students were admitted through general admission.

-Bakke, a white, male applicant, applied twice in 1973 and
1974 for general admission into the school but was rejected
under the general admission program. In both years Bakke
was rejected, applicants under the special admission pro-
gram had lower grade point averages and lower medical
school entrance test scores.

Bakke sued the University, arguing that the special admis-
sion program operated to exclude him on the basis of rEkb in
.violation of the:Equal Protection Clause and Title VI of the
1964 Civil Rights Act, which prohibitedthe excimsion ofany
person on the ground of race, color, or national origin from
participation in a program receiving federal financial aid.

issues for Discussion
I. Ithere any relationship between high grades and high

test scores and being a good medical school student and-a
good doctor?

2. What reasons, if any, justify a medical school's admis-
sion practice ,of- giv 4 special consideration to an appli-
cant's ethnic ha* tund? An applicant's sex? An
applicant's eponomio ackground? if such a consideration
was used, what,benefits might be gained by, the-school? By

'idle medical profession? By socity?
3. If minorities and ivoinen att. underrepresented in med-

ical schools and the medical profession bec'use of past
racial rind sexual discrimination, could their representation
be increased in this field without racial or sexual classifica-

t,

At..

tions? If such classifications are used to increase minority
and female reprosevition, should such classifications be
judged in the same manner as a law which prohibits black
people from using the same public"restroorns as white peo-
ple'? Why?

4. Suppose you were an admission officer at the Davis
medical school and 'assigned the job of increasing the repre-:
sentation of qualified "disadvantaged" and "minority" stu-
dents at the school. Would you use a method like the Davis
special admission program? If so, what changes or improve-
ments would you make? Now would you define "disadvan-
taged applicant" and "minority applicant?" Can you avoid
the use of racial classifications in your job?

NOTES:
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Decialon'of the United States Supreme Court
The Davis special admission program is unlawful under

Title- VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the Equal Protec-
tion Clause. 1-toivever, the race of an applicatAcan be considr.

ered in the school's admission process.

Reasoning of the Court
In an unusual grouping of many separate opinions by the

justices of the Court, it was Justice Powell's opinion which
represented the final decision. Justice Powell sided with four
other justices (Stevens, Burger, Stewart, and Rehnquist) in
holding the Davis spccia) admission program was illegal and
that Bakke was entitled to admission to the school. He then
sided with the othi.r four justices (Brennan, White, Mar-

s shall, and Blackmun) in,holding that the race of an applica-
tion could be considered in the 'School's admission process.

Justices Stevens,, Stewart, Rehnquist, and Chief Justice
Burger believed that the Davis special admission program
violated Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act because Bakke
was excluded from participation in the Davis special admis-
sion program simply on the ground of his race.

Justice Powell believed the constitutional issue of equal
protection had to he addressed since Title VI followed the
cdnstitutional standard of equal protection. He found that
the,I4avis special admission program involved classifications
based on race and, therefore, was subject strict judicial
scrutiny.Jhus the next issue for till Justice was whether a
compelling-state interest justified the use of the racial classi-
fications. He found that there was a compelling state interest
for the school in attaining a diverse student body, .which
would encourage a wide-ranging exchange' of ideas in the
school. However, Justice Powell believed that the Davis
special program im issibly violated the rights of Bakke
and that the pro: of the least restrictivs Method to
attain diversity. e D s rogram onlylOoked at
the race of an applicant in attaininging iversity, Justice Powell
looked at other aliernatives that considered the race of an
applicant along with other factors such as unique talents,
leadership potential, and ability to communicate with the
poorjhus, he spoke approvingly of programs that consid-
ered the race of an applicant as one factor among many
others.

Justices Brennan, 'White, Marshall, ark, Blackmun
agreed with Justice Powell that the race of an applicant
could be taken into account in the university admission
process. These justices wanted to make it clear that affirma
tive action programs Using racial standards were approved
of by at least a majority of the Court. Justice Brennan,
writing this opinion concurred in by the other three justices,
also would have approved df the Davis-special admission
program as a method of servin4lie important goal of
correcting past, racial discrimination in the American,
Society. He argued atilt setting aside a certain limber of
seats for qualified minority applicants was no different
from allowing the mace of an applicant to be considered in
admission decisionS where race was given special

consideration.
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Summary of the Law for Lawyers and Teachers

A. INTRODUCTION

The Equal Ferotectio i Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment states,

To State shall , eny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws,"

`llts constitutional provision mandates the equal treatment
by the states of one citizen in relation to another citizen. The
clause applies to the states only. Consequently, a case
involving equal protection requires some form of state
action. The federal government is prohibited from denying'
equal protection to citizens under the concept of due process
in. the Fifth Amendment.

Once state action is shown, the analysis of equal protec-
tidn problems moves to the type of review to be givetithe
various issues. The traditional review of different treatment
by static., governments involved a minimal scrutiny

i( standardthe rational basis test. If the different treatment
by the state had a rational basis, then such state action was
valid..Later, the analysis included a higher level of review-
the strict scrutiny standard. Here, when discriminating
treatment by the state was deemed suspect or when it
affected fundamental rights, courts required compelling jus-
tification by the state in order to be held, valid. Although the
analysis is not as rigidly applied as it is sometimes made out
to be, the courts attempt to adhere to its broad framework to
resolve equal protection issues. Since the concept of equal

,protection itself demands a balancing of competing inter-
ests, this area of the law often involves the most problematic
yet fascinata2g.jssues. The repercussions from the judicial
resolution of these issues frequently create major social
policy shifts throughout society. .

B. THE STATE ACTION REQUIREMENT

State action is clearly involved in a case arising from a
stater statute, local ordinance (since cities and towns are
created by the States), or actions of state government offi-
cials or agencies. Furthermore, state action is found in three
other instancescases involving private performance of -
pub* functions, cases where there is significant state in-
volvement in private activities, and cases involving state
enforcement or encouragement of private discrimination.
Here, arguably, private aotiduct is subjected to equal protec-
tion scrutiny because the state in some way aided and abet-
ted private discriminhtion, Although the connection
between different treatment and state action is more
strained in these instances, the courts hale nevertheless held
that they involve the necessary state action.

I. Private Performance of Public Functions
In Nixon v. Condon, 286 U.S. 73 (1932), the Supreme

Couet ruled that state practices by a private political party
denying black people eligibility to vote -in political party
primaries were unconstitutional. In ortdon, the bet io-
eratic Party of Texas adopted'a r olutioii pursuant to a

state statute which allowed the party's executive committee
to determine thectnembership rules for the party. The resolui
tion excluded black people from participation in the party'
primary, The Court found this pfactice to be a state action
under tht Fourteenth Amendment because the political
party was not acting in matters of merely private conterns
but in matters of high public interest. .

In another case, Evatts v. Newton, 382 U.S. 296 (1966),
the Court found state action in the private operation of a
public park once maintained by the local government. A
local resident gave the city of Macon, Georgia, a piece of
land for use as a park for white people only. The city had
been trustee of the park but was later replacedty priVate
trnstees. The Court found state action based on the facts
tat thescity managed and maintained the park.

2. Significant State-Involvement in Private Activities'
In Burton v. Wiltnington Parking Authority. 365 U.S. 715

(1961), the owners of a private restaurant admitted that they
refused to serve black patrons. The restaurant Was located in
a parking .facility ()Weed and operated by the Wilmington
Parking Authority, a state agency in Delaware. The agency
leased the restaurant facilities to these private parties. The
Supreme Court found sufficient state action constituting a
denial of equal protection because the state was involved in
the private discriminatory conduct to a "significant extent."
Significant state involvement was found based on the facts
that tlie restaurant was an integral part of the publicly
owned building, and mutual benefits were conferred to each
in the form of added business for the parking facility and
convenient parking for the restaurant's patrbns, Thus the
state became a "joint participant" in the private discrimina-
tory conduct.

However, the Court found no state action in a case involv-
ing a private lodge licensed to serve alcoholic beverages bya
state liquor control agency. Moose Lodge No. 107 v. Irvis,
407 U.S. 163 (1972) (included in Cases for Students). A
black guest of a member of the lodge was refused service at
the lodge, and the guest challenged this practice, claiming the
licensing of the lodge by the 'state ',constituted state action
under' the Equal Protection Clause, The Court first noted
that the distinction between a private action and a state
action would become noneiistent under the Equal Protec-
tion Clause if every private entity was subject to it because
the entity received any benefit or service from the state, The
Court then distingUished this ease from Burton, finding no
lessor-lessee relationship nor public setting here. The Court
stated that there was no joint venture here between the state
and the lodge Which was, therefore, involved in purely.
private conduct.

3. State Enforcement or Encouragement of krivsite
Discriminatio'
Prohibitive actions' under the Equal Protection ise

also Includes state enforcement or encouragement-of private'
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racial discrimination. In Shelley, v. Kraemer. 334 U.S. I

(1948), ne,ighborhood property owliers entered into an
agreement providing that occupancy of their separately
owned property would be restricted to white people on A

state supreme court ordered a state trial court to enforc,

agreement against a white resident of the neighborhood Who
sold his property to a .black person. The court reasoned that
the racially restrictive covenant was a private agreement not
subject to the mandate of equal protection. Although the
United States Supreme Court agreed that the covenant by
itself would not violate the Equal Protection Clause because
it involved .private conduct only, it held that state judicial
enforcement of such agreements involved state action pro-
hibited by the Equal ProteetiOil Clause.

In Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369 (1967), the Supreme
Court struck.down a state law that gave private citizens the
right not to Sell or lease property to whomever they chose.
The law was adopted in response to setral. recently enacted
state fair housing laws. The United Slittes Supreme Court
followed the reasoning of the California Sqpreme Court
which also held the state law invalid. The California court
had looked to the intent of the state law, noting that it was an
attempt to overturn state anti-discrimination laws and
establish a state constitutional right to privately discrimi-
nate. The California court, with the United States Supreme
Court agreeing, emphasized that adoption of the state law

would put the state in a position' of encouraging private
discrimination. Such'encouragement of private discrimina-
tory conduct was held to be state action and thus piohibited
under the- Equal Protection Clause.

CI LOW-LEVEL SCRUTINYTHE RATIONAL BASIS
STANDARD

Equal protection requires that states maintain an equality
in their actions regarding a variety of affairs. Following the
adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment, the courts recog-
nized that the various issues involved in classifications
affecting economic and social affairs could not be resolved
in the same manner as th difficult issues involving racial

;kipclassifications. In regulati connvic and social affairs, the

s. courts felt that the stitift were entitled to more deference in
managinouch activities: Therefore, in this sphir of vern-
mental actirity, state actions were entitled to Mkt Hying
presumption of legitimacy. From this backgrom d, the
courts developed a minimal scrutiny standard of review
based on a noti n of rationality. Primarily regarding ecot-

notnic and social (fairs, the rational basii standard stipu-
lated that elasst ations made by the stiles- had to be
rational and fu her a proper governmental purpose.

The first case to apply the rational basis standard in

striking down arbitrary classifications made by state legisla-

tion was Gulf Colo. & S.F. . v. Ellis, 165 U.S. 150 (1897).

Here, a state statute singul ly allowed for the recovery of
attorney fees in successful. uits against railroad companies.
A railroad company, which lost a suit and was ordered to
pay attorney. fees, challenged the legislation. The Supreme
Court, noting that corporations are considered "persons" in
law, held that classifications made by state legislatures could

not be arbitrary but must be based upon "sotne reasonable
ground some difference which bears a just and proper
relation to the attempted classification." The Court thus
overturned the state statute holding that there was no
rational basis for singularly penalizing railroad companies
regarding the recovery of attorney fees.

Although Gulf applied the rational bagis standard to
overturn state legislation, most cases decided under the
standard upheld the constitutionality of the legislation chal-
lenged on equal protection grounds. A good example of this
trend was in Lindsley v. Natural Carbonic Gas. 220 U.S. 61
(1911), which upheld a state statute prohibiting the pumping
of water containing carbonic gas from wells drilled in rock
but allowed the pumping of water from other wells. The
Court's opinion laid out the rational basis test, stating (1) the
exercise of a state's police power was subject to wide discre-
tion and only prohibited when the state action had no
reasonable basis 'and was purely arbitrary, (2) the rational
basis standard did .not demand equality made with
"mathematical nicety," (3) the burden of showing irrational-
ity was on the party challenging the state action.

In modern times, another area where the rational basis
standard has been applied is in the economic regulation of
public Welfare lirograms, In United States Department of
Agriculture v. Moreno. 413 U.S. 528 (1973), the appellees
challenged the constitutionality of a section of the Food Stamp
Act w ich excluded from participation any household con-
awing an individual who is unrelated to any other member
of the household. The -appellees argued Unit this section
created an unreasonable classification betwitn households
of related persons' and hourholds containing one or more
unrelated persons. The government argued that the section
was intended to make "hippy" communes ineligible for
assistance and to prevent fraud in the program. The Court
first found that there could be no legitimate governmental
purpose in singling out a socially unorthodox group for
unequal treatment under the Act. The Court then said that
the denial of assistance to otherwise eligible households
containing unrelated_members did .not "constitute irrational
effort" to prevent fraud in the program because in practical
operation the exclusion would affect only those persons
"who are so desperately in need of aid that they cannot even
afford to alter living arrangements so as to retain their
eligibility." Although the Court here expressly applied the
rational ,basis standard to the equal protection issues pre".
sented, it appears that the standard contains sufficient flexi-
bility to supply the courts with authority to accept or reject
statutory classifications based on a broad notion of ratio's&
ity. In sum, to uphold a law or regulation under the ratio al
basis standard, the state merely has to show some reasona-
ble basis for the classification that will accomplish a legili;
mate government purpose.

D. HIGH-LEVEL SCRUTINYTHE STRICT-
SCRUTINY STANDARD

As the equal protection analysis developed, certain classi-
fications made by the states were subjected to a higher form
of scrutiny by the courts. This strict scrutiny standard was
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applied to these classifications because they inherently
undermined equal protection. The courts employed this
standard where the state action involved a "suspect classifi -
cation" or a classification affecting a "fundamental right."
Such an action would only be valid if itwas necessary to
promote a "compilline state interest and it was the least
burdensome alter&ative available to advance that Musket%
As with the rational basis standard, rigid application of ths
strict scrutiny standard lias,not been possible because 61
intricate nature of the issues involved.

some permissible state interest independent of a racially
discriminatory purpose, then it was invalid.

In 1Vashingion v. Davis, 426 U.S, 229 (1976), plaintiffs
claimed that an entrance test for a police training program
had a racially discriminatory impact. However, the Court
said a showing that the state action (the-entrance test admin-
istered by the state) adversely affected members of one race

-.141 More than others would not be sufficient to prove a 'violation
of the Equal Protection Clause. To violate the Constitution,
the Court held that the plaintiffs must show that the state
intended to discriminate.,. Suspect Classifications

Classifications involving race, alien status, national
origin, and religion have generally been treated as "suspect,"
thereby requiring the strict scrutiny standard of review.
Variations in the application of the strict scrutiny standard
to these classifications can be observed in Supreme Colin
decisions discussed below, particularly regarding race and
alien status.

a. Race ,

a
(1) Racial Discrimination in General

Because of the continuous problem of racial dis,crimina-*
(ion in American society after the end of slavery, many equal
protection eases deal with state polieks that discriminate
against black people. Strauder v. Wes't Virginia, 100 U.S.
303 (18/9), was the first Supreme CourtIcase to hold that the
Equal Protection Clause was violated by a state law that
discriminated on the basis of race. Here, the state statute
provided that only "tvhite male persons" would be assigned
jury se(vice. In a constitutional challenge to the statute, the
Court said that .the law amounted to a denial, of equal
protection to black people. The case of Vick Wo v. Hopkins.
118 U.S. 35641886), involving'the discriminatory adrainis-
tration of state laws against ChineSe people, made it clear
that the Equal Protection Clause protected all races of
people.

In spite of these initial decisions, the Supreme Court in
1896 created the "separate but equal" ctbctrine authorizing
racial segregation do Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537
(1896). In this case, a Louisiana statute required all railroads
to provide "separate but equal" accommodations for white
and black passengers and imposed a criminal penalty on any
passenger insisting on accommodations in the area of the
other. race. The Court upheld the statute stating that the
Equal Protection Clause was not intended to abolish all
racial "distinctions" nor enforce "social"0 opposed to po-
litical equality. Thus racial segregation had the force of law
for almost sixty years until the Supreme Court decision in
Brown, v.. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954). infra,
struck down th "separate but equal" doctrine. .

In Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967), a case involving
an equal protection challenge to a state law prohibiting
interracial marriages, the Court discussed the modernadap-
tation of thestrict scrutiny standard. The Court found racial
classifications to be inherently suspect and, therefore, subject
to the "most rigid scrutiny." The Court said that if the racial
classification was, not necessary to the accomplishment of

(2) School Desegregation
The first area of attack against racial discrimination was

education. In Brown. supra, the Supreme Court invalidated
state-imposed racial discrimination in public schools. Not-
ing the importance of education and the detrimental effects,
racial segregation had on black children, the Court said,
"We conclude that in the field of public education the doc-
trine of 'separate but "aunt' has no place. Separate educa-
tional facilities are inherently unequal." In Brown v: Board
of Education (Brown II), 349 U.S. 294 (1955), the Court left
the task of desegregation of public -scho011i to the lower
federal courts. Because of the resistance to desegregation,
the process was slow and to this day remains a source-of
controversy.

In Swann v. Otarlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education,
402 U.S, I (1971), the Supreme Court agaiii entered the pro-
cess to press for speedier desegregation of tdual" school sys-
tems. These othoot- systems were primarily located in the
South where state-imposed desegregation created many one-
race schools: The Court held that m these "dual" school sys-
tems the racial composition of the schools could be taken into
account in determining the remedy for desegregation. The
Court also ruled that bus transportation and thqssignment
of students on the basis of their race could bcrutilized to
desegregate these school systems.

In the North and the West, most states had not mandated
segregated "dual" school systems as a policy. Nevertheless,
as a result of "unofficial" local policies and residential pat-
terns, segregated schools existed in many areas. Most current
school desegregation cases involve school systems of this
type. In Keyes v. School District,Aro. 1. 413 U.S. 189(1973),
the SupremcCourt stated that under, the Equal Protection
Clause a complainant would have to prove that segregation
in the schools 'was. the result of the intentional acts of the
school authorities,..but such a Showing of intentional segre-
gation in a substantial portion of tho schools would support
a p.-:siimption that the school district was operating a
"dual" system as in Swann' .*Atiother problem in desegregat-
ing these schools was the entrenchment of segregation
caased by "white flight"-2residential movement of white
people to suburban school systems creating more and more
eredominantly black Urban schools. In Milliken v; Bradle,
418 U.S. 717 -(1974), a federal district judge found that
school authorities in Detroit, Michigan; maintained a policy
of segregation in the schools. Because the Detroit school
system was overwhelMingly black, the judge ordered a deseg-
regation plan involving Several suburban school districts.
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The Supreme Court held that the federal district court could
not order such a plan unless it was shown that the racially
discriminatory acts of the state or suburban school districts
had been a substantial cause of the interdistrict segrerition.

Other recent Supreme' Court cases have discussed remc-
dice to desegregate the schools, In Pasadena Cit.v Board of
Education v. Spangler, 427 U.S. 424 (1976), the Court said
that lower court desegregation orders cannot require the
annual adjustments `of the racial mixture of public school
student populations. Two recent crises, Dayton Board of
EducatiOn v. Brinicman, 443 U.S_ 526 (1979) and Columbus
Board of Education v. Petrick,443U .S. 449 (1979), held that
systemwide relief in a school district was appropriate if the
district's school board deliberately segregated a substantial
portion of the school district in the past because a presump-
tion would be made that the current segregation 'of the
schools resulted COW-past school board policies.

b. Alien Status
As with race, the courts have held that alien status is a

suspect classification subject to the strict scrutiny standard
of review. In Sugarman v. Dougall, 4.13 U.S. 634 (1973), a
state law excluded all aliens from competitive civil service
employment. The Supreme CoLirt stated that\pnder the
strict scrutiny standard, classifications based on Atli status
were permissible only if necessary to achieve a substantial
interest and must be narrowly confined to the achievement
of that interest. Here, the Court said that the state law could
not withstand this scrutiny because the law was too broad in
application and unsupportable. by any ,substantial state
interest. However, the Court qualified its ruling stating that
certain appropriately defined positions within the state civil
service could be Maned to a qualification of citizenship. The
Court relied on this qualification in Foley v. Connelie, 435
U.S. 291 (1978), to uphold a state statute that excluded
aliens from becoming state police officers. The Court rea-
soned that the state had a legitimate interest in limiting this
employment because the officers directly participated in the
execution of public pOicy.

Even though the Courts have treated alien status as a
suspect classification like race, it appears that the substan-
tiality of the states' interests regarding classifications based
on alien status can be found in instances where similar
reasoning would be unacceptable regarding racial
classifications: I'

2. Partially Suspect Classifications
Because of vacillation in many court decisions, some

classifications must be categorized as partially suspect clas-
sifications, sometimes subject to high-level scrutiny or some-
times subject to a lowerlevel scrutiny. Such classifications
are sex, legitimacy,'and wealth.

a. Sex .4110'

The couridecihions involving classifications based on sex
indicate the difficulties the courts have had in applying a
strict scrutiny, rational basis, or other standard of review to
these classifications. In Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971), the
Supreme Court invalidated a state statute which provided
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that when two in a ividuals were otherwise equally entitled.to
-appointment as administrator of an estate, the male appli,

cant was to be preferred to the female. The Court seemingly
applied the rational basis standard here stating that this
classification based on six had to be reasonable and not
arbitrary anti must have a "fair and substantial relation to
the object of tie legislation." Although the standard applied
here was not the traditional formulation of the rationality
test (since it called for a substantial rather than rational
relationship between the classification and the governmen-
tal objective), the Court nevertheless said it wasAslying a

rationality test.
The Cowes decision in Fl-ontiero .v. Richardson, 411

U.S. 677 (1973), aroused more confusion. This case involved
a federal statute which allowed a male member of the armed
forces to claim his wife as a dependent whether or not the
Aife was dependent on the husband for suppOrt, but allowed
a female member to claim her husband as a dependent only
if he in fact was dependent on her for more than half of his
support. Justice Bren,qui wrote the plurality opinion, in

ssvhich three of the justice4concurred, stating that "classifica-
tions based upon sex., like classifications based on race,
alienage, or national origin.are inherently suspect, and must
therefore be subjeCted to stlct judicial scrutiny." Justice
Brennan -fonnd,that the classification, being "inherently

.suspect" could not be justified by the government on the
basis of "administrative convenience" under the strict scru-
tiny standard. In a concurring opinion by Justice Powell,-
joined by two other justices, he objected to the use of the
strict scrutiny standard, noting that sex was not a suspect
classification. He argued that the-rationality test of Reed
invalidated the statute here and found no support for the
view that sex was a suspect classification.

Since 'a majority of the justices would not agree that sex
was a suspect classification entitled to strict scrutiny, Justice
Brennan in Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190 (1976), urged the
Court to adopt an intermediate standard applicable to cla-
sifications based on sex. Craig involved a state statute Which,
prohibited the sale of 3.2% beer to males under age 21 and to
females under age 18. A male challenged the constitutional-
ity of the law, claiming it constituted a denial of the cqyal
protection to males 18:21 years of age. In another plurality 1

opinion by Justice Brennan, he argued that classifications
based on sex were "subject to scrutiny [but not strict scrut-
iny] under the Equal Protection Clause." However, the
justice made it clear that under this standard such classifica-
tions would only be upheld if they served "important'
governmental objectives" and were "substantially (elated to
achievement of those objectives." In other words, to justify
such classifications, more than a rational basis would have,
to be shown. Hence, the intermediate standard--something
less than strict scrutiny but something more than-
rationalit-was stated for the first time. Justice Brennan
found that the classification employed by the statute here
was not substantially related to the achievement of impor-
tant governMental objectives because there was no goof
that the statute enhanced traffic safety, as was argued by the
state.
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In the case of Orr v. Om 440 U.S. 268 (1979), a state
statute allotvcd awards of alimony to women but not men.
In Justice Brennan's majority opinion, he again applied the
intermediate level of scrutiny stating that the classification
was not substantially related to the achievement of impor-
tant governmental objectives because it used sex as a "proxy
for need" and was stereotypic in assuming that romen need
"special protection."

Recently, the issue of sex discrimination arose in the draft
registration case, Rosiker v. Goldberg. 448 U.S. 1306
(1980) (included in Cases for Students), Pursuant to Con-
gress' constitutional power "to raise and support Armies"
and "provide Andynaintain rkNavy," Congress rejected Pres-
ident Carter's recommendation to have both men and
women register for the draft and passed a:resolution provid-
ing that only men between ages 18 to 21 register. The.
.Supreme Court held that Congress acted within its constitu-
tional authority in authorizing draft registration for men,
and not women. The Court held That Congress was entitled
to considerable deference ittmilitary matters because of the
express prescription,in the Constitution and the Court's own
incapacity to effectively review national defense matters.
Relying on federal laws and military policy excluding
women from military combat service, the Court said that
Congress was entitled to treat women differently for the
purposes of draft registration, since the purpose of registra-
tion was to prepare for aldraft of combat troops.

Justice Marshall filed a dissenting opinion stating that he
would have applied the intermediate standard from Craig.
supra, to this case. He found that the sex classification was
not substantially related to the achievement of the impor-
tant objective of maintaining a military force. The Justice
said that registration of women would not detract from the
draft, since military needs were Rot solely for combat'
services.

This developing intermediate standard of review in the
equal pro.tectionAanalysis has been accepted by a plurality of
the Court. Whether this standard is to be wholly accepted as
part of the equal protection analysis will be detertnined in
future decisions. But many of the justices haveargued for its
a option in cases involving affirmative action and'classifica-
tiot based on sex, Legitimacy; and wealth.

b. tilegitimacy
How the Court will review classifications according to

legitimacy is another area in which the standard wavers. In
Levy v, .:Louisiana. 391 ,U.S. 68 (1968), a ;state statute
excluded illegitimate children from maintaining wrongful
death actions on the basis of their parent's death. The Court
clearly attempted to employ the rational basis standard in
striking down the state statute here bitk4bke of the invid-
ious nature of classifications based on legitintacy. In
Mathews v. Lucas, 427 U.S. 495 (1976), a provision of the
Social Security Act made certain illegitimate children eligi-

. blejor benefits based' on their dependency if it was shown
that the deceased wage-earner was the child's parent and, at
the time of his or her death was living With the child or was
contributing to the child's support. This showing was not
necessary for othor children because dependency was pre-

. ,
sumed. The Court first rejected application of the strict
scrutiny sta ndard here, instead applying a rationality stand-
ard. The Court fourld.that the. purpose of the provision was
to provide assistance. based upon, the dependency of the
child. Since the classification concerning illegitimate child-
ren was reasonably related, as an administrative conven-
ience, to the determination of dependency, the court found it
valid. But then, the Court talked of substantial relation
between the purp of the provision and the Classification47
indicating that mor . judicial sertnin), may be called for than
in the traditional rationality test.

e. Poverty
Is poverty a suspect classification? In the important case

of San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez,
4.11 U.S. 1 (1973) (ineltided in Cases for Students), the
victim challenged the Texas method of public school
financing. on the basis that expenditures per pupil varied
between school districts so that expenditures in low tax base
districts were much lower than expenditures in high tax base
districts. Justice Powell's opinion for the majority rejecttd
the challenge on account of wealth discrimination, noting
that there was no class &ideetifiably poor persons discrimi-
nated against under the system. TherefOreno suspect classi-
fication was found requiring strict scrutiny ,hy the Court. In
a dissenting opinion by Justice Marshall, he believed the
issue was discrimination on'the basis of group wealth and
that "careful Judicial scrutiny" of such a classification was
necessary. Here, such scrutiny showed that the classification
bore no relationship to t4Ve important governmerital inter-
ests of education.

In sum, the Court has indicated some characteristics uti-
lized in determining the "suspectness" of the classifications
discussed above. In Frontier°, supra, concerning sex-based
classifications, Justice Brennan looked to the visibility and
immutability of the classification. In Rodriguez, supra,
involving wealth discrimination, Justice Powell noted a
number of characteristics that typify the "traditional indica
of suspectness" --is the class "saddled with disabilities,"
"subjected to a history of purposeful unequal treatment,"
"relegated to a position of political powerlessness" or in
need of "protection from the majoritarian political pro:
cess." Finally in Mathews, supra, regarding classifications
as to legitimacy, Justice Stevens' dissenting opinion looked
at the customs and traditions iised to justify invidiotis
classifications'.

d., Preferential Treatment to Redress Past Discriminafion
Affirmative Action

It is a fundamental principle of the law that "where there
has been a wrong, there mustbe a remedy." What remedies
are to be designed for societal wrongs (past discrimination,
segregation, unequal 'opportunity) committed against
groups of people?' Will such remedies include classifications
which unconstitutionally in'fripgre on the rights of other? The
co&roVersy surrounding affirmative action pnd other anti-
discrimination programs has involved such issues.

These issues have arisen in cases involving federal laws
which granted some Native Americans a preference in
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employment ifi the Bureau of Indian Affairs (approved in
Melon v. Alarseari, 417 U.S. 535 (1974)--preference rea-
sonable becOuse "political not racial" and furthers Indian
self-govermnent); federal laws giving females a lolger
tenure of service in the Navy over males before mandaory
discharge for failure of promotion (approved in Schlesinger
v. Ballard, 419 U.S. 498 (1975):--rational purpose in corn-
pensrrting women for lack of opportunity in the past); and.
federal laws allowing women to exclude more low-paying
earning years than men in computing Social Security bene-
fits (approved in Ca lifan° v. Webster. 430 U.S. 313(1977)
served important governmental objectives and substantially
related to achievement of those objectives because "compen-
sated women for past economic discrimination"),

Recently, the Supreme Court was confronted with these
issues in Regents of University of California v.liakke, 438
U.S. 265 (1978) (included inCawsior Students). Here,
Bakke cliallengeclthe constitutionality of a special admis-
sion program at the University of California at Davis Medi-,
cal School.. Candidates ftir this special admission program
indicated whether they were "economically and/ or educa-
tionally disadvantaged" or members of a "minority group."
They were considered separately from general admission
candidates, and sixteen positions out of a total. of 100 Were
set aside for the special admission program. Bakke, a white,
male applicant, applied twice for general admission but was
rejected although applicants admitted under the special
admission program had lower grade point averages and
admission test scores. Bakke argued that the special admis-
sion program excluded him on the basis of race in violation
of the Equal Protection Clause and Title VI to the 1964Civil
Rights Act, which prohibited the exclusion of any person on
the grounds of race, color, or national origin from a pro-
gram receiving federal aid.

With an' unusual alignment of many opinions, it was
JUstice Powell who represented the final decision of the
Court. Justice Powell sided with four other justices (Ste-
vens, Burger, Stewart, and Rehnquist) to hold that the spe-
cial admission program was illegal and that Bakke should be
admitted into the school. He then sided with four other
Justices (Brennan, White,. Marshall, and Blackmun) to
hold that the race of an applicant could be taken into
account in the admission proces.

Although they would agree with Justice Powell that the
Davis special admission program was illegal, Justices Ste-
vens, Stewart, and Rehnquist, and Chief Justice Burger also
believed that the program violated Title VI of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act because Bakke was excluded from the,special
admission program solely because of his race, Thus these
justices based their decision on the federal statute and did
:not reach the constitutional issues.

Justice Powell-utilikzed an'equal protection analysis and
founchthat the special admission program made classifica-
tions based on race: He found no merit in the argument that
because the classifications applied to a white male they were

not suspect He held that all racial classifications were inher-
ently suspect and, therefore, were subject to strict scrutiny.

'Justice POwell then considered whether a compelling
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interest would, justify the use of these racial classifications.
He found that the race of an applicant could be considered
as a lacier in the admission process based on the compelling
interest in attaining a diverse student body. However, he
found the Davis approach violated the Equal Protection
Clause because racial classifications were the sole factor in
excluding white applicants from the special admission pro-
gram, and less exclusive alternatives were available which
allowed' race to be considered as one factor among other
equally valid factors contributing to diversity.

The Brennan opinion, with Justices White, Marshall, and
Blackmun concurring, first agreed with Justice Powell that
race could be taken into account in university admissions.
They endorsed race-conscious ,ffirmative action programs
in general and also would have approved the Davis speci61
admission program in particular. Justice Brennan would
have applied the intermediate level of scrutiny to the Davis
case as in Craig, supra. He felt that ,thu., classification
involved here was not suspect because white Males did not
meet the criteria of suspectncss, i.e., as a class, they were not
subjected to a historyof discrimination and inferior treat-
ment nor were they stigmatized as a politically powerless
segment of society. He said if the classification could be
justified as serving important governmental objectives and
shown to be substantially related to the achievement of
those objectives, then such a classification was valid, Justice
Brennan found that the DaVis Tecial admission served the
important governmental objective of remedying past socie-
tal discrimination, which resulted in substantial minority
underrepresentation in medical schools.

In sum, the rule coming from the Bakke case states that
where affirmative action programs, at least in education,
give special consideration-to the race of an individual, such
programs may be valid so long as race is not the exclusive
and determinative factor.

In another important case, this time involving a congres-
sionally enacted affirmative action program in the con-
struction industry, the Court, in Fullilove v. K!utznick. 448
U.S. 448 (1980), dealt with the issue of preferential treat-
mem to redress past discrimination. In the Public Works
Act of 1977, Congress included aprovision requiring that at
least 10% of any construction contract involving business
with the federal government be setaside for "minority busi-
nesS enterprises"minorities being defined as "Negroes,
Spanish-speaking people, Orientals, -Wiens, Eskimos, and
Aleuts." The requirement could be Waived..where the con-
tractor demonstrated that it would be 'unfeasible because of
a lack of minorities in the area. In tlit Chief Justice's opin-
ion, Congress did not have to act in a "color-blind fashions'
whtn attempting to prevent public expenditures from perpet-
uating the effects of past discrimination in the construction
industry. He found that the 10% set aside was reasonably
calculated to accomplish legitimate remedial objeCtives and
would pass either the'rationality or strict scrutiny test. Jus-
tice Powell concurred applying his Bakke approach. to
uphold the provision because Congress made sufficient find-
ings 'of past discrimination in the. construction induStry.

.Justices Marshall; Brennan, and Blackmun found the provi-
sion acceptable under the intermediate equal protection
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standard. Justices Stewart and Rehnquist. dissented because
the government had acted to the detriment of many persons
because of race.

Regarding affirmative action in the area of employment,
F.14 llilove indicates that racial quotas may be used when
findings of post societal discrimination by Congress sup-
port its race-conscious remedial action.

3. Classifications Affecting Fundamental Rights
A counterpart test under the strict scrutiny standard

involves classifications that have deleterious effects on "fun-
damental" rights. In this area, the courts have primarily
been concerned with a determination of what are the "fun-
damental" rights that are-protected by the Equal Protection
Clause. The determinative factor demarcating these rights is
whether such rights arc explicitly or implicitly guaranteed
by the Constitution.

a. Free Expression
The Court in Police Department of Chicago v. Mosley.

408 U.S, 92 (1972) (included in Cases for Students) applied
the strict scrutiny test to a, local disorderly conduct ordi-
nance that prohibited picketing near a public school but
exempted picketing involving a labor dispute. The appellee
had sine), conducted a peaceful picket outside a high school,
claiming it practiced racial discrimination. When told he
would be arrested under the ordinance if he continued pick-
Ming, he filed a suit claiming the ordinance punished actillify
protected by the First Amendment and denied him equal
protection by exempting labor picketing from the general
prohibition. The Supreme Court held the ordinance to he
unconstitetional in making an impermissible distinction
between labor picketing and other peaceful picketing. The
Court said that although states were allowed,to regulate
picketing in the public interest, such regulations were sub-
ject to strict scrutiny and must serve a substantial govern-
tnental interest. The Court found that the ordinance allowed
forbidden discrimination toward different means of expres-

s sion based mi.:the content of the expression.

b. Right to Travel
In - Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 (1969), the

Supreme Court invalidated a state statute requiring resi-
dency in, the state for at least one year in order to become
eligible for public welfare. The Court reasoned that the
statute created two classes of residentsneedy residents
residing in the state fdr a year or more and needy residents
residing in the state less than a year. Applying the strict
scrutiny standard, the Court found that'suCh a classification
penalized the exercise of the right. to travel between states.
Such a right, according to the Court, was implicitly guaran-
teed by the Constittit.ion, and classifications impinging upon
such a right could only be justified if necessary to promote a
compelling governmental interest. The Court found that.the
state had no compelling interest in deterring the migration
of indigents into the state since thi§!,would burden their right
to interstate travel.

In Memorial Hospital v. Mdric*opa County; 415 U.S. 250
(1074), the Court similarly struck down a onelyear residency

requirement in order to receive non-emergency medical care
at the public's expense. The Court implied that the infringe
meat on the right to travel wits buttressed by the significance
of the governdiental benefit (welfare assistance and medical
care assistance) involved.

c. Right to Vote
In an important equal protection case, Reynokis v.

Sims. '377 U.S. 533 (1964), the Court applied the strict
scrutiny standard to state legislative apportionment invali-
doting a state plan which did not provide fair and effective
representation for all citizens. The Court found that, appor-
tionment bed on geographical rather than population
criteria often disproportionately affected large urban dis-
trigtti in favor of small urban districts. The Court held that
the right4o vote was a firdamental interest, and apportion-
ment plans based on anything but population "one per-
son; one vote"---could not be justified as advancing any
compelling governmental interest.

Harper v. Virginia Board of Elections. 3g3 U.S. 663
(1966) involved a challenge to the constitutionality ()fa state
poll tax which required all citizens to pay a $1.50 fee in order
to vote. The Court held that qualifying the right to vote on
the ability to pay the fee was unconstitutional because the

'light to vote was a fundamental' right that could hot be
burdened by classifications according to wealth.

Dunn v. Rhnsteih, 405 U.S. 330 (1972), involved a state
requirement that a voter be a resident of the state form least
one year and the County for at least three months in order to
register to vote. The Court applied the strict scrutiny test
holding that the durational residence requirement would be
invalid unlesS necessary to meet a compelling state interest.
The Court struck down the requireinent on two counts as an
infringement on the right to vote and the right to interstate
travel, both being fundamental rights.

d. Right to Privacy
The Supreme Court has recognized a right of personal

privacy implicitly guaranteed by the Due Process Clause. In
Roe v. Wade. 410 U.S. 113 (1973), the Court 'held that a
woman's decision as to whether to terminate her pregnancy
was within, her constitutionally protected right of privacy.
Therefore, the Court said that during the first trimester of
pregnancy, the state could not unduly interfere with a wom-
an's "abortion decision."

After the controversial decision in Roe, cases arose
.involving the right to make the "abortion decisipn" and
equal protection. In Maher v. Roe, 432 U .S. 464 (1977), the
issue was whether the Equal Protection Clause required a

state welfare program to pay the medical expenses incident
to indigent women's nontherapeutic abortions when it paid
for medical expenses incident to childbirth. A federal dis-
trict court invalidated the regulation, holding that the state
was`discriminating against th,,Oe seeking to exercise a funda-
mental light based on the iffilte's own notion of morality
since it singled out this among many expenses arising from
pregnancy. The Supreme Court reversed the district court,
stating that Roe did not stand for a "constitutional right to
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an abortion.""The Court said the fundamental right pro-
tected in Roe was the woman's freedom Of choice. Here, the
Court found that the state regulation did not infringe tiRen a
woman's freedom of Choice becault the state could legiti-
mately fh-vor 'childbirth over abortion in its administration
of public funds. Based on pis same interest, the Court

_,upheld the regtilation under the rationality test,

C. Nonfundamental Rights
T4651.1prenit Court has also had to make difficult distinc-

tio ns Tietwu-en constitutionally protetted fundamental inter-
.,ests and important but notifundamental interests.
Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U,S. 471 (1970), involved a state
regulation that placed a financial ceiling on the total amount
of public assistance a family could receive under the state
welfare program. The regUlation was challenged on the basis
that it discriminated against large facilities with needs greatly
in excessof the maximum limit on benefits. The Court was
unwilling to find a fundamental right to receive public wel-
fare since such an interest had no explicit constitutional
basis. Because the regulation involved here was in the fttld
of social welfare, the t ourt held that the rationality stand-
ard Applied and the regulation was upheld.

T
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In Rodriguez, supra, the Court held that education was~
not a constitutionally protected fundamental right under the
Constitution and thus Withhold "'application of the strict
scrutiny standatd to tIns interest. The Court noted the:.
importance of education but found no constitutional basis
to hold education to bo a fundamental right, The Court's
concern wa that such a holding would put it in a legislative'
rather than judicial role.

I. CONCLUSION

Because of the socially sensitive issues confronting The x
courts in the area of equal protection, the reoccurring prob-
lem regarding judicial review of such issues remaips one of to

.the most difficult assignuients for the Stipitue, Court. As .4
the ultimate arbiter of constitutional standards of review, it
will be interesting to see if the Court, as a whole, accepts the
trend toward injecting an intermediate level of review in the
equal protection analysis or develops a novel naulti-leyei
standards.
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Religion and Constitutional Law
'by' David ii-Larnsei ,

Cases for Studen ts.
A, SctiO)1 IFr;yer and Bible Reading

Abington' School District v. Settempp, 374 Y.S. 203 (1963)
IS, it uneollstitiOsiional to require prayers or Bible readilig in public schools?

B. Conflicts Between Religious Practices and the Law
People v. Woody;-61 Cal. 2d 716 0964)
Do members of the\ Ishttive American church have the riFlitto use peyOte in their religious ceremonies?,

C. Teaching About Evolution
Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97 (1968)
Is it unconstitutional to prohibit schpols from teaching about .evolution?

D.'rCompulsory Education and the Amish
Wisconsin v: Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972).
Con' eht.state_corapel students to go to schoof if schooling violites.their religious beliefs?

E.- The Ten Cohimandments in School.
Slime.v. Graham', 449 U.S. 39 (1980)
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5. Religion anddConstitutional Law
ra

Cases for Students .

!.

A. SCHOQL PRAYER AND BIBLE READING:
Abinguin v. Schernpp (1963)

IsFacts
Roger and Dohruk Schempp, students in rphsylvanita's

Abingtonlfigh School, believed that readingthe Bible and
reciting the Lor'd's Prayer during opening exercises at the
school violated their First Amendment rights. Each day, ten
verses from the Bible were chostn and broadcast -over the
intercom system without comment' by students. This was '
followed by the Vord's Prayer, the -Bag salute, and
announcements. The law that required the Bible reading
also alip?red students to be excused upott the written request
of their parents: Mr. and Mrs. Sthempp considered having
their childten excused but fekbst that this would result in their
being considered'oddbdlls" and perhapS "un-American
atheists." Therefore, roger, Donna, and their parents felt
the sc'hool's "religious activities" violated their fights, an
they took ,heir tease to court. ,

Issues for Discussiok
I. What specific part of the Constitution is relevant to

this case? Does the First Amendment apply to
Pennsylvania?

2. Does the Pennsylvania Bible reading lawconstitute an
."establishmept of religion?" Does it interfere with the

/ ,,Schetupps' religious freedom? Eveti if it does, would3rt,tht
option to be excused solve the problem? .4'.* .

%What about the rights of those who`want to ,"pray?
dShouldn't they have as much freedom as those who don't?
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Decision of the United States Supreme Court
A state law requiring the reading of the Bible and the

recitation of the Lord's PA-flyer at the openintof the school,
day, violates the Establishment and Free Exercise Clause of
the First Amendment.

ti

Reasoning of the Court
On behalf of the Court, Justice Clark explained that the

First Amendment, which prohibits Congress from making
laws "respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting
the fret exercise thereof," alsio prohibits state governments
from makinkisuch laws. This is because die Supreme Court
has, ruled that the "liberty" mentioned in thee Due Process
Clause of the Fourteeflth Amendment incorporates the free-

. dom'l-sguarantted in the First Amendment. ,
Justice Clark ikrote that tho Establishment Clause rests

on the belief "that aunion-of government andreligion tends
to destroy government and to degrade religion." When the
government'aids one form of religion, it incurs "the hatred,
disrevect, and even contempt" of those who hold contrary
belief?. Therefore, the gcrvernmenteust be neutral in mat-
_ters of religion; it should not prefer one religion over
another, nor should it prefer religion. over non-religion;
Sirnilarly, the Free'F.xerCise Clause of the First ArenZltnent
recognizes the right of every person to freely choose his own
religious training and obs4vaitee, free of any influenc by
the gov Vitnt. To guarantee' this neutrality, the gov
mein ci .-pass,aqy laws unless they have a "sect
purpose" cl their "primary effect neither advances nor
inhibits religion."

Applying 4ese principlA to the facts of the Schempp
case, tge Caul found that the state violated' the First
Amepdme"nt. bocauF state law required ktudents
to- attend. school and requirett the reading of.the Bible and
the recitation of the Lord's Prayer under the supervision:pf

d. school authorities. -The Court found that these. opening
, gxerei:ses were loCkligiouS, cerembny", and that the laws
requiring them violated the right% of the Schempp children
and their parents.

The fact that'parents could excuse their children from the
reitigions exercises did -not save-the law. In an earlier case, the
Court wrote that whcn the power, prestige, and suppot of
The go'vertiment is plaIed behind a particular religious belief
o ,,practice, the indirect coercive pressure upon religious
nAnoritics -td conform'' to the piemiligg "officially
approved" religious practice is plain.

Finally, the Court emphasized that thisidechdon, wtlich
protects the rigli! of Schempp family, /foes not interfre
with the religious free otn+ of. the majorily. While the Free
Exercise Claiilse rohibits.goyer
their right,to fige ilom of religio
majorityould u.e the machiner
belief." As Jostle Clark noted;
Rights was to pia certain fundamental liberties such as
religious freedom '`beyond the regch of mhjorities apd offi-
cials and to establikh tl)etnyis legal principles to be aPpliitd

by thecourtg "
4

tat from denying anyortr
, "it has never meant th4t a
of,the.Stateto practite,itt

e purpose of the Bill' of

tI

't

Ina dissenting' opinion Justice Stewart wrote that if
religious exercises are prohibited in schools, then secularism
is favorcd,and religion is placed at a "state-created disad V8 W.
tage.'t.Accordimg to Justice Stewart, a position of neutrality
on.th urchltate issue would allow but not require reli-
giop vities.

r
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B. CONFLICTS BETWEEN RELIGIOUS PRACTICES NOTES:
AND THE LAW: People v. Woody (1964)

Fads
Qn April 28, 1962, group of Navajo Indiqns met in the

California desert, to perform a religious ceremony which
included the use of peyote. Police ckfficers, who ohserved the
ceremony, arrested Jack Woody,and several other Indians
because their use of peyote .(which causes halktcinations)
violated state taw.

Peyote plays a central role in'the ceremony and practice of
the Native American Church. Members believe that peyote
embodies the Holy Spirit and that thoge who use it enter into
direct contact with God. It serves as a sacramental symbol

. similar to bread and wine in Christian churches, and its ils'e
for non-religious purposes is sacrilegious.

Woody claimed that prohibiting members of his church
from us.inveyote restricted their freedom of religion. The
prosec.suiiori argued that police could not effectively enforce
narcotics laws if *exemptions were granted io anyone who
eta-Oiled he was sing peyote for religioui purvosei.

Issues for Discassion
Did the enetirceittent of California's law against using,

peyotl interfere with WAody's.religious beliefs-and praCtic-
es? Should the comets rohibit the enforcement of these
laws against lndilns? Against anyone who uses drugs for
religimis mei-roses?

2. Should all religious beliefs and practices be protected
by'Athe Ccinstitution? Or should beliefs receive more protec-
tion than practices? .

3. M'es there any circumstances In' which police should
onforct laws-Nt restrict religious practices or ceremonies?

J 4'
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Decision of the Cs lifor9is Supreme Court
religious practice by the Native American Church

involving use of peyote is protected by the First Amendment
and, therefore, exempt from enforcement of a state's narcotic
In ws.

Reasoning of the Court
The court found that the statute against using peyote

seriously interferbd with the religious freedom of members
of the Native American Church since the "sacramental use
of peyote composes the cornerstone" of their religion. But
this finding did not resolve the case because it dealt
religious practice, not belief. While the Constitution's "pro-
hibition against infringement of religious belief is absolute."
governments can restrict religious practices if the restric-
tions serve a "cyrnpelling state interest.".

According to the court, the state did not have compelling
reasons-to enforce the laws against mate which restricted
Woody's religious freedom. Evidence indicate0 that Navajo
children never used peyote, that its use'eaused no permanent
injury, that it was only used duringtreligious ceremonies,
that other states allowed Indians to t9e,peyote for sacramen-
tal purposes, and that this-did not prevent those states frOm
effectively enforcing their narcotics laws.

In view of this evidence, the court weighed the competing
arguments of Woody and the prosecution "on the symbolic
scales of constitutionality." On one side they placed the
weight of fre*dom of religion; on the other, the weight of the
state's "compelling interests," Since the use of peyote was an
essential' part of Woody's religious experience, 'greater
weight is given to the- religious practice. Since granting
members of the Native American Church an exetnptiab
from the enforcement of the narcotics laws presents only a
slight danger to the state, the second weigkt is relatively
light. Thus the court concluded that "the scale tips in favor
of constitutional protection."

4
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C. TEACHING ABOUT EVOLUTION: Epperson v. b NOTES:
Arkansas (1968)

Facts
As a result of support by certain religio*,groups, tbc

Arkansas Legislature passed an "anti-evolutlon",statute-in
1928, The law prohibited any state-supported school 611i
teathing the theory that "rnankind'ascendecl . . from a
lower order of animals." In 190, Susan Epperson, a young
zoology teacher in a Little Rock high KIWI, wanted to use a
new 'biology text that contained a chapter on Darwin's
theory of evolution. Because Epperson feared that her use of
the-text would violate state law and result in her dtstnissal.,
she asked an Arkansas court to declare the anti-evolution-
law unconstitutional..The trial court held that the law vio-
lated the First Amendment, but the Supreme Court of
Arkansas upheld the law as a reasonable exercise of the
state's power Co specify tie curriculum in public schools.
Epperson appealed to the United States Supreme Court

Issues for Discussion
1. Does the anti-evolution law violate the First Amend-

ment? Does
some

teaching of evolution violate the religious
btliefs of some citizens? What reasons or evidence supports
your view?

2. What. is the purpose of the Arkansas law? Does it aid or
support any religious belief?

3. Even q:a religious-group cannot control the curricu-
lum, does a state have the authority to decide what is and is

taught? Are there limits to this authority?

.11
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Decision 0 nited States Supreme Court NOTES:
A state law prohibiting the teaching of,the theory of .

evolution in public schools violates the Establishment
Clause of the First Ampndment.

Reasoning of the Court
On behalf of the Courtlu,.stice Fortas outlined the princi-

ples- to be applied in this case. Under the Constitution, the
getvernment may not adopt programs or practicakin itS
Schools which "aid or oppose" any religion. The First
Amendment "does riot permit the State to require that
teaching and learning must be tailored to the principles or
prVhibitions of any religious sect or dogma." Government
should not be involved "in protecting any or all religions
from views clistasitefulIo them." Thus the state's "undoubted
right" fo determine the school curriculum does not carry
with it the right to prohibit the teaching of a scientific theory
"where that prohibitiOn is bitsed upon reasons that violate
the First Amendment."

In this cast Arkansas prohibited its teachots.from dipcus-
sing the theory of evolution becauseit is contrary to the belief
that "the Book of Genesis must be the exclusive sotirce of
doctrine as to the origin of man." The fundamentalist reli-
gious views of some Arkansas citiztps "is the law's reason
foitexistenee." The purpose Ilf the law was ."to suppresskthe
teaching of a theory which, it was thought, 'denied' the
divine creation of man." The law does not prohibit all
discussion of the origin of man, only a particular theory that
seems to conflict with the Biblical account. Therefore, the
law cannot be defended "as an act of religious neutrality"
and clearly violates- the First Amendment. .
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D. COMPULSORY EDUCATION AND ME AMISH:
Wisconsin v. Yoder (1972)

Fowls P
Jonas Yoder and several other Amish parents believtd

that high school attendance was contptry to their religion.
There. Ore, they refused to .send their 14- and 15-year-old
children to school after they graduated from the eighth
grade. Although They were convicted of,violating Wiscon-
sin's compulsory school attendance law (which requires
schooling until 16), they believed the law violated their First
Amendment rights and. appealed their conviction.

The Amish dc-emphasize material success, reject competi-.
tion, and believe drat salvation requires life in a church
con.mttnity separate from worldly influences. They object to
high lichools because of the values they teach--
compOtivenesit, peer group conformity, worldly- sticeess,
anti technical knowledge. These values conflict with the
Amish 'ay of life and "alicnotte man from God.' Tbc Amish
do not Object to sending thiglr children to the local elemen-
tary school bee' use they believe children shOuld have basic
education to enable them to- read the Bible, to be good
farmers and citizens, an., to deal with'non-Amish people,
when neccAary. The state argued that compulsory educa-
tion was necessary to prepare citizens to be self-reliant and
to participate effectively in our political system-.

Issues for Discussion_
I. Xre there good reasons for laws compelling students to

attend school? Should Amish children be exempt from such
laws? Are there other childrtn who should also beexe.npt?

.2. What criteria should be used to decide who should and
should not he required to go to school? Who should make
this decisicT the students, the parents, educators, or the
courts?

S ,q
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Decision of the United States Supreme Court
A sincere and long established religious group will be

exempted from a state's compulsory school attendance. law
where such a law would endanger or destroy the free exercise
of the group's religious beliefs.

Reasoning of the Court
The Court began by noting that while a state has the

power to regulate the "duration of basic education," its
power is not absolute when it restricts other fundamental
rights such as freedom of religion. In such cases, courts must
balance the rights in conflict. To compel school attendance
in this case, Wisconsin must show that its law does not
significantly restrict religious belief or that its interest in
compulsory education is of compelling importance.

Based on the evidence in this case, the Court found that
compulsory secondary schooling "would gravely endanger
if not destroy" the free exercise of Amish religious beliefs.
Nevertheless, Wisconsin argued that compulsory education
was necessary to protect children against ignorance and to
equip them for life outside theAmith community if they
wished to leave. However, Justice Burger wrote that the
Amish are "productive law-abiding members of society"
who are self-sufficient, pro,kide for their own dependents,
and accept no public`welfare, "This," he wrote, "is strong
evidence that they are capable of fulfilling the social and
political responsibilities of itizenship without compelled
attendance beyond the eighth grade at the price of jeopardiz-
ing their free exercise of religious belief." .Justice Burger
emphasized that this decision in favor of the Amish would
not apply to any group of parents who defied a state's
compulsory education laws. It would apply only to sincere, 4
long-established religious groups who can prove they arc
se. iously threatened by such laws and who provide adequate
'alternatives for their children's education.

In a partial dissent, Justice Douglas argued that a case like
this should not be cleated without weighing the vier of the
Amish children. According to JtiStice Douglas, if a.child is

,"harnessed to the Amish way of life",by his parents, his
edtration will be truncated and "his entire life may be
stunted and deformed ",./

,t9
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E. THE. TEN COMMANDMENTS IN SCHOOL: .Scone
v. Graham (1980)

Facts
In 1978, the Kentucky legislature passed a law requiring

that a copy of the Ten Commandments, purchased with
voluntary contributions, be displayed in every public school
classroom. The law also required that the following notation
appear below each copy: "The secular appliyttion of the Ten
Commandments is clearly seen in its adoptibn as the funda-
mental legal code of Western Civilization and the Common
Law of the United States." But a group of citizens chal-
lenged the law in a Kentucky court. They argued that it
violated the First Amendment which prohibits the govern-
ment from making a law "respecting an establishment of
religion" which does not have a secular purpose. Although
divided, the Kentucky Supreme Court upheld,the law. The
citizens appealed to the Unite Statq Supreme. Court.

Issues for Discussion
1 Do you think the Kentucky law violated the First

Amendment?
2. Did the law have a secular legislative purpose? If the

legislature says the purpose of this law is secular, does that
make it constitutional?

3. Is the Ten Commandments a secular or religious docu-
ment? What do the first four commandnients command?
(See Exodus 20:12-17 and Deuteronomy 5:16-21 in the
Bible.)

4. If the Ten Commandments are religious, would this
mean they can never be read in school? Or is it sometimes
permissible to study excerpts from the Bible and other reli2
gious literatnre? .

5. Even if it were uncongtitutional for the schools to
copies of the Ten Commandments, mayrthey bedisprayed if
pqrchascd with private, voluntary contributicks?

4

46.
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Deds it linked States Supreme Court
A state w requiring the posting of the Ten Conrirnand-

merits in lic schools violates the Establishment Clause of
the First Amendment.

Reasoning of the Court
, A. majority orthe Court ruled that the Kentucky law had

no secular purpose and was therefore unconstitutional.
According to the Court, the purpose of the law "is plainly
religious," and "no legislative_ recitation ofa supposecksecular
purpose can blind us .to that fact."

Don't the Commffndments, contain secular legal princi-
ples that are relevant to all citizens? No, they are not simply
universal rules prohibiting murder, stealing, false witness,
adultery, and covetousness. Rather, the first part of the
Commandments are primarily concerned with theological
beliefs and religious obligations. ibey command us to wor-
ship the Lord God alone, not to use the Lord's name in vain,
to observe the Sabbath day and keep it holy, and to avoid

. worshipping idols.
Does this mean-that students can never read the Bible or

study the Ten Commandments in school? On the contrary,
the Court suggeits that the Ten Commandments may he
integrated into the school curriculum and that the Bible may
be used when presented objeciivery as part ofa secular study
"of history, civilization, ethics, comparative religion or the
like." But the posting of religious texts in classrooms serves
no such educational function. According to the Curt, its
purpose is "to induce the schoolchildren to read, meditate

.--upon, perhaps venerate and obey the -Commandments."A

Although the First Amendment certainly protects the runt
of individuals to, post 'religious. texts in their homes and
church schools, it .clearly prohibitS the government from
doing this in the public schools.

The fact /hat copies of the Commandments are purchased
by private, voluntary contributions, does not make the law,
less objectionable. The posting of the copies under the ans.:
pices. of the legislature provides the official support of the
state government that'the Establishment Clause prohibits:

rr
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Summary of the Law for Lawyers and Teachers

A. INTRODUCTION

I. Historical Context
As history texts remind us, many early settlers clinic to the

New World to escape religious oppression. They left coun-
tries ivhere citizens were expected to accept the beliefS of the
established church, where people whose religion was differ-
ent were considered disloyal, and where religious persecu-
tion was supported by the government. But after they
act ieved religious freedom in AmerIlla, many colonists
became intolerant of those whose faith was different from
their own. in some colonies, citizens were legally persecuted
for witchcraft, and dissenters were dfiv,rn away. 11n others,
"equal tolerance" of all beliefs meant tolerance only for
Christians or even just for Prbtestants. Religious discrimi-
nation' was often enforced by law.

To prohibit these Old World practices from continuing,
the framers of the Constitution wanted to insure that the
government would not establish Or support any church and
would protect the right of all citizens to practice their reli-
gion freely. This goal was incorporated into the First
Amendment in these words: "Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the
free exercise:thereof." This chapter exvnines how the courts
have interpreted these words in relation to schools and
communities. In the process'', judgeskhave been forced to rule
on school prayer, the teaching of evolution, aid to religious

..schools, drug use, and other sensitive and controversial
issues that continue to divide us in the 1980's.

2. The Intent of the Framers
When the precise meaning of a constitutional or statutory

provision is not obvious, judges muo consider the intention
of its authors. What then did the framers mean by their
references to religion in.the First Amendment?

There arc several schools of thought that influenced the
drafters of the Bill of Rights. First was the Jeffersonian view
that only the Complete separatio4 of religion frOm polities
would protect the government from religious institutions.
He, therefore, urged a strict "wall of separation between
church and state:: Second was the view of Roger Williams
Who saw separation as a way to protect the churchesagainSt
state control and "worldly corruptions." Third was the
Madisonlan view that both religious and governmental
interests would be advanced and protected best if each were
left free from the other. American constitutional Law, Lau-
rence H. -Tribe, Foundation Press (1978), pp. 816-17.

3, The Religion Clauses
Based on the iews of men like Madison, Jefferson, and

Williams, the framers of the First emendment drafted two
"religiOn clauses": the Establishtlknt Clause ( "Congress
shall make nO law. respecting an establishment of religion")
and the Free Exercise Claude ("or ,prohibitin-g the free
exercise thereof.") While these clauses only appear to res-
trict-actions of the federal government, they have been

4.

incorporated into the .Fourteenth Amendment by the
'Supreme Court and therefore apply equally to state action.
Cantwell v. State of Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296 (1940). In
some cases, the two clauses overlap; in others their focus is
different.

The Establishment Clatise is often used by citizens object-
ing to government action that they believe unconstitution-
ally promotes religion such as laws aiding church schools or
prohibiting work on Sunday. The Free Exercise Clause is
usually asserted by individuals who believe that the govern-
ment has unconstitutionally rekstricted their religious' prac-
tice, e.g.. by requiring school attendance or prohihiting drug,.
use. This secti6n examines both of these clauses and some of
the. major cases decided under them.

B. THE ESTBLISHMENT CLAUSE: A THREE-PART
TEST

The Supreme Court has developed three tests to be used in
deciding whether a law, which is alleged to violate the Estab-
lishment Clause, is constitutiona t. 'First, "the state must
have a secular legislative ,purpose. Second, its "primary
effect must, bb one that neither advances nor inhibits reli-
gion." Third, the law "must not foster an excessive govern-
ment entanglement with religion." Lemon v. Kurtzman. 403
U.S. 602 (1971).

1. Secislar Purpose
In two highly publicized cases, the Supreme Court has

used the secular purpose requirement to declare state educa-
tion laws unconstitutional. The first was the Arkansas "anti-
evolution" statute, and the second was a Kentucky law
requiring the posting of the Ten Commandments in
classrooms. . ,

In Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S:97 (1968) (included in
Cases for Students), the C.ottrt struck down a 1928 law that
prohibited teaching evolution in public schools or uniVersi-
ties. According to the Court, "the statute was a product of
,the.npsurge of 'fundamentalist' religious fervor of the t wen-

leos" was an adaption'of the famousTennesSee "monkey
lawl';. ch was upheld in the celebrated Scopes trial in 1927.

"GoVerntnent in our Democracy," w ?ote the Cowl, "must
be neutral ip matters of religious. theory, doctrine and prac-
tice." It .may not promote one religious theory against
another or even against non-religion.on. But the Arkansas law
prohibits the teaching of one theory 'tor the sole reason that
it is deviled to conflict with a particular religious doctrine:
that is, with a particular interpretation of the Book of Gene-
sis." The record of the case indicated no secular purpose for
the law and seemed to be justified'only by "the religions
views" of some citizens. Because the law route not be justi-
fied as "an act of religious neutrality;" it violated the First
Amendment.

.6Could states require that schools teaching about evolu-
tion also teach the Biblical view of creation?.Or would this
tie unconstitutional under Epper,fon? There is not yet a
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Supreme Court ruling on this issue. Although the purpose of
Ikrequiring the Biblical account would probably he religious.
wit has been argued that schools have an obligation to fairly

'prestrit both sides or controversial issues and that by pres-*
enting both theories, the government would not be support
ingu religious view but would be maintaining nerrality. On
ihe other hand, the Sixth Circuit declared a Tennessee law
unconstitutional which prohibited anytext that-referred to

the creation of man and his world unless (I) it specifically
states that evolution is a theory and not a scientific fact and
(2) "commensurate attention is given to other theories,
"including but not limited to, the Genesis account in the
Bible." Daniel v. Watery, 515- F.2d 485 (6thicir. 1975).

41:nutlet-in ore. in a 19 &1 California case, the judge refused to
order schools which teach about evolution to also teach the
Biblical view of creation. Segrave.r v. State of California,
No. 278978, Superior Court, County of Sacramento, June
12, 1981.

In the recent case of Stone v. Graham, 449 U.S. 39
( WO) (included in Cases for Students), the secular purpose
req ement was also decisive. In Stone. the Supreme Court
overturned a 1978- Kentucky law which required the. posting
of the Ten Commandments in all public school classrooms..
Despite a statement by the legislature about the secular
application of the Commandments to Americanlega I codes,
the Court ruled that the purpose of the law "is plainly
religious:, and "no legislative recitation of supposed secular
.purpose an blind us to that fact."

On the other hand, in non-school settings, the Court
seems to he more liberal or generous in applying- its secular
purpose .requirement. Thus in McGowan v. Marivland, 366
U.S. 420 (1961), the Court refused to find Sunday closing
laws unconstitutional, although their origins were clearly
religious, the day is of special significance Co certain reli-
gious groups, and some laws refer to Sunday as the "Lord's
Oay" and the:Sabbath." A lengthy majority opinion
detailed the many secular reasdns for a state providing its
.citizens with one uniform day of rest as A "time of mental
and physical recuperation from the strains and pressuresid
their ordinary labors."The fact that the law may confer 'X'
"remote" and "incidental" benefit to religious institutions
and that Sunday is day of particular significance for the
dominant Christian sects, does not -bar the State from
achieving its secular goals."

2, Secular Efact
Even if a government policy has a secular purpose, it

would violate ft Establishment Clause if its primary effect
is to support religion. in Committee.for Public Education v.
Nyilui.sl, 413 U.S. 756 (1973), the Court held that a New
York law which provided tax relief for the parents of non-
ptiblic schoolchildren was unconstitutional because 85% of
the students who benefited went to church-affiliated schools,
and the primary effect of the law was to "subsidize and
advance thtt religious'mission of sectarian schoolk."

This doeSnot mean that a law would be aconstitutional
simply because its secular effects also assists religious insti-
tutions. Thus the Court upheld a New Jersey law which
reimbursed all parents for the money they spent sending
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their children to a public, private, or parochial school on
public buses. In Everson v. Hoard of Education, 330 U_S.
I (1947), the Court ruled that a law which encouraged all
student% to ride public buses to school rather than run the
risk of traffic and other hazards incident to walking or
hitchhiking did not .violate the First Amendment. "That
Amendment," wrote Justice Black, "requires the state to he
neutral in its relations withgroups of religious believers and
non-believers: it does not require the state to he their
adversary."

Similarly, the Court has upheld laws which exempt
churches and religious schools from taxation because the
primary purpose and effect of the laws was to grant tax relief
tb all educational and charitable' nonprofit institutions
including hospitals, libraries, scientific, professional, histo--1
ical, and patriotic groups. Walz.v. Tax t'ornmission, 397
U.S. 664 (1970). On the other hand, the Court noted that
eliminating tax exemptions for religious institutions codld
"expand the involVemebt of governnient tin religious
affairsYby giving rise to tax evaluation of church property,
tax liens, tax foreclosures, and the direct confrontations and

' conflicts that follow in the t MITT of those legal proceedings."

3. No Excessive Entanglement .

This requirement reflects Madison's concern that secular
and religious authorities not interfere excessively in each
other's spheres or both could be corrupted. "A union of
government and religion," wrote the Court, "tends to destroy
government and degrade religion. ;' Engel vt. Vitale, infra.

One form hi forbiddeit goverttment .tntt*Iement.
involves excessive state supervision of religious institutions
and personnel. This myuld occur if the government had to,
police the expenditure of tax money by parochial schools to
insure, that such funds wele only spent for secular purposes.
In Lemoi v. Kurtzman, 453 U.S. 602 (1971), the Court held
that Rhode Island could not provide salary wz* tents for't,
teachers in religious schools since such teachers ere not
providing a clearly separate secular service and might incul-
cate religion. To avoid violatkrg the Establishment Clause,
Ale state must engage in continuing "inspections and evalua-
tign" of the subsidizO teachers and their work in church-
related schools. This, wrote Chief Justice Burger, would
retoilt in the kind of "excessive and enduring entanglem'ent
between state and church" that is forbidden by the First
Amendment. On the, other hand, the Chief Justice empha-
si7ed that not all government expenditures for parochial
schools would involve excessive entanglement. In fact, prior
Supreme Court decisions have permitted states to provide
church-related schools with "secular, neutral, or nonideo-
logical services, fadlitics or materials" such as "bus trans-
portation, school lunches, public health services, and
secular textbook'ssupplied in common to all .students." In
cases such as these, the relatively formal and limited con-
tacts between church and state do not involve an excessive
entanglement which would, violate the Establishment,
Clause.

In short, to uphold a statute challenged under the Estab-
lish9ent Clause, the state must show that the law has a
sect* purpose, that any effect that benefits religion is

, . /
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indii-ect and incidental, and that it involves no excessive
entanglement' between the government and religious
institutions.

C. THE. FREE EXERCISE USE
Cases under this Clause us y arise, when an indivislual

or group asserts that a Retie r .tncts the tree exercise Of their
religion and, therefore; should not -apply to arm.. Thus
citizens have argued that they should be exempt frontlaws
concerning taxes, drugs, mail fraud, compulsory:eductikion
and public health. How should these eases he decided?'
-Sh uld judges consider whether the religion is tryc or
ab e?In United States v. Ballard. 322 U.S. 78 (1944 ), eSu-
premc Court ruled that judges-should noexamine the truth
'a( at person's faith. ,Railard,imio)ved a mail fraud charge
against a group that claintcd to have:ttiperriatir powet's to
heal incurable diseases. Despite.sktpticistn ahout.theg;oup's.
claims, Justice Douglas warned against government bffi-
cials inquiring into the validity vf religion ..bc_liefs.:"Men
may believe what they canno pro e," he c.
experiences which are as refers 1; 91)-sol'ne tare be.incom-
preherisible to others." If one could ad because a
jury found his faith tubefalse, "little indee0woold be left of
religions freedom."

Dots this mean that courts shotild simply accept a per-
sQnss word concerning religious exemptions?)f.so. the Free
Exercise Clause could become an excuse for avoiding the
requirements of any law. to minimize the illcgiiimatc use of
this clause: judges cp whether'thewhethehe plaintiffs are sincere
and whether the lairs interfere with a central aspect df their
religion. If so, the court will balance the rights of the believ-
ers against the interests of society in determining whether to
grant an exemption in the pending case.

1:1Sinterify
..

, . Although the.goverturtetit cannot challenge the validity or
I.. truth of people's faith when they.claim exemptions based on..

religious rounds, their sincerity can be questioned. In such ...
situations,, he governmentjuust base its challenge on objec-
tive, extri lc, and neutral eyidence.In Ballard. for exam-
ple, the prosecutor might have shown that the defendants
I ad composed- testimonials from nonexistent persons
claiming to be healed and that they did not call themselvesa

religion until they were indicted. Similarly, a district court .....
denied an exemption frpm federal drug regulations to the
Neo-American Church when evidence showed that the
claim of religion wasAn Insincere tactic. Mempers of the
church were .known as. oolloos, its seal was a three-eyed

- toad,' and its song w "Puff.the Magic Dragon." tittlf
States 'Kuck 288 F. Supp. 439 (D.O.C. 1%8). ..-.---

$ .--

:-Z

A- 2,. Centrality-
. In addition to being "sincere," believers seeking to be free
from government regulations must show.that such regular
Lions restrict a central or essential aspect of their faith. In .

Peop/e v. Woody, 6.1 Cal.2d 716 (1964)(included itkCases.for '
Students)' the California Supreme Court. Oiled' that prohib-
iting Navajo Indians Cron), wxit* pOote (4 "hallucinogen"),
Would restrict thefree exereise.of'their religion. Evidence ..

.41
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indicated that the use of neVote was centrao the Navajols
religious tradition. According to the court, "It is the cola
means by which defendants were able to:dxperielice their
religion; without peyote, defrodlints cannot practice their
faith."

In contrast. a federal appeals court -rejected the claim of
br Timothy Teary that he should he free of federal laws
restricting the transportation and use otnaniftiana. fiar r.
United Static. 383 F.2d 851 (5th Cir. 1467). Leary_ . who was
converted to Hinduism, claimed that he used marijuana for
refiglOus illumination and medita_tiotl11-ke-many other Hin-

, dus,J.Ite court distinguished this case from ;Voca because
i.he use ormariivana was not essential to belief and
praeljee. In It`oody, that point said "the sacramental use of
peyote compbseS the cornerstone" of the Native American
Church. .

3. A Balancing Test
When a law seriously restricts the free extreise of II sintere

religious belief, the courts balance the. First Amendment
rights of the citizensagainst the compelling interests of the
state Oft the symbolic scale of C011StiattIOIMI ittS.tiCC. let
Woody, the court weighed the eorirpeting rights of thelndi-
ans and the state, in these words:

Since the use of peyote incorporates the essence
of the religious expression, theA first weight is
heavy. Yet, the Use of peyote presents only slight
danger to the state, and to the enforCement of its
laws; the secsmt weight is tdlatiyely light. The
scale tips 4in favor.. Of-'-the Constitutional
prottctqn.

Siinilarly, in Wisconsin Yoderf406 U.S.. 205 (1.972)..
(included in: .Cas4 for °S.tuderits), the Supreme. COttrt
protected theright'of Amish .parents to practice ...their

IlliditIon free from the state's retfuireinetitllut all
'sbildreh must go to Lchalol 6niil 16 years .of, age. The Amish

`sts.kbo'wed that' compulidry schooling beyond the eighth grade
woul haven serious,- detrimental impact on their basic

beliefs. While the Court recognized the. state's legit-
imate interest in universal Oucation, it could not be.rfree
from a balancingproeess when it impingeson(other)fiiiida-

,jnental rights and interests such as those specifically pro--
tected by the tree Exercise ClanSe." Since the enfortement'
of the compUlsory, education law,after the eighth grade
"would gravely endanger.,-if not 'lest soy, the free ex&rcise of
respondents' religioys beliefs, the Court held thlt such
education was hardly necessary in thii case' Similarly, the
Court exempted students who were Jehovah's Witnesjis
from the i'equirement. of the flag salute and the pledge of
allegiance since tbde 'rituals seriously.interfered with the
students' religioms :beliefs, while freeing them from this
requirement would' tY01 seriously harm the state. -Wen 1.'irgi-
nia Board of Education Barnette, 319 U,S. 24 (1943).

.CoUrts, however, bay& established tlear limits to religious
practices, especially those.which endangei the public health,
safety, or welfare. Thus,' in Rewlds v..United States,98U.S...
145, (1878), the Supreme Cow. denied Mormon(' an excep-
tion to the anti-biga,myllaws. According to the Court, poly-.

4
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gamy was a matter of gravest concern and could lead to the
destruction of our democratic society. The coat wrote that
while laws may not "interfere with iiiere religiims belief and
opinions, they may with practice," To permit individuals to .
engage in unlawful tfhtivior simply because of their reli-
gious belief world beto permit every citizen to become law
unto' himself." Similarly, compulsory vaccinations have,
been upheld, despite constitutional objections, in the inter-1P
estsof protecting the public health. Jacot)spri v. Massachu-
\sells, 197 U.S. 11 (1905)..As the Court has noted:-'"The right
to practice religion freely does (lot include liberty to expose
the community . . . to communicable disease." Prince v.
hiiissachusetts, 321 U.S..158 (19441. And lie recent decades,'
courts have required children to receive blood transfusions
and other essential 'medical treatment despite religiOusly
motivated parents who did not believe in such medical care.
Jehovah's Witnesses v. King County Hospital, 390 U.S. 598

, (1968).

D. RELIGION IN SCHOOL

In the 1980's, political candidates and religious groups
have revived -the concept of vollintary prayer in the public
schools as well as Bible reading and religious, education.
Whether such a revival will be successful may depend on the
Supreme Court's willingness to follow or overturn their
prior decisions on these issues.

1. Bible Reading
In Abington .School District v. Schenipp, 374 U.S. 203

(1963) (included in Cases for Students), the Court con-
fronted this question: Could states require public schools to
begin each day with readings from the Bible? The answer,
wrote Juste Clark, is no. This is because compulsory
Bible readings "are religious exercises" that violate the prin-
ciple that "the -Government maintain strict neutrality,
neither aiding nor opposing religion." Since objecting stu-
dents could be excused, shouldn't the majority have the right
to read from the Bible? Does a ruling prohibiting such exer-
cises restrict the majority's right to their free exercise of
religion? Again, the Court said no. While the First'
Amenthinent "prohibits the use of state action to deny the
rights of free exercise to anyone, it has never meant that a
majority could use the machinery of the State to practice its
beliefs." The Court noted that "the very purpoie of the Bill
of Rights was to withdraw certain subjects" from political
debate, and to place them "beyond the reach of majorities
and officlal's."In prohibiting Bible reading in the schools,
Justice Clark concluded that "we have come to recognize
through bitter experience" that "in the relationship between
man and religion," the State must be firmly committed to a
position of neutrality."

2. School Prayers
INew York, a local school board required that a nonde-

nominational prayer be recited by students at thp beginnia$
of school each day. In Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S 421 (1962),
the Supreme Court ruled that the prayer requirement vio-
lated tilt Constitution. Some people have asserted that pro-

hibiting payer in school indicates a hostility toward religion
and prayer. "Nothing," wrote Justice Black, "could be more
wrgng." The Bill of Rights tried to put an end to goYernmen-
tai control of religion and prayer, but it "was-nqt written to
destroy either." The Court concluded that "it is neither
sac&ligious nor anti-religious to say that each senorita
government in this country should stay out of the business of
writing or Sanctioning.officia 1 prayers and leave that purely

_religious function to the people themselves."

3.1yranseendental Meditation
During the 1975-76 school year, five New Jersey schools .

offered optional'\:oiirses in Transcendental Mditation to
reduce student stress and imprOve health. But inWalnak v.
Yogi, 592 F.2d 197 (3d Cir. 1979), the court ruled that the

course violaIed the Establishment Clause. Although the
course had a secular purpdse, much of the class time and text
taught about religious concepts, and students were expected
to attend a brief religious ceremony during the course. The
court ruled that these religiou§, means of effecting secular

rals were prohibited by the Film Amendment. It also ruled
lot state funding of the course constituted an "excessive

government entanglement in religion."

4. Silent M_ editation or Prayer
In 1976, a group of Massachusetts Orents challenged a

state law that requires teachers ':in all grades in all public
schools" to observe a minute of silence "for meditation or
prayer." In Gaines v, Anderson, 421 F. Supp. 337 (D.Ma.
1976), the court ruled hat the law did not violate the Estab-
lishment Clause. Ju ge Murray observed that ...the law does
not require prayer, it only requires students to be silent,
Moreover, the law might serve legitimate secular purposes;
it might "still the tumult of the playground, help start a day
of study on a calm note, and help students learn self-
discipline." The court also ruled that meditatiop does not
advance religion; it alFows students to reflect on a subject
that may be "religious, irreligious or nonreligions,"

Does meditation as a time for silent prayer indicate state .
support for religion? While requiring silent prayer would be
unconstitutional, the law simply allows meditation pr
prayer. It accommodates those who want to use the moment
of silehce for prayer as well as thoie who wish to reflect on
secular matters. Thus, it takes "a neutral position that
neither encourages :nor discourages prayer." The oourt
acknowledged that the line separating "the permisfible from
the impermissible in this area is elbsive," but it held that the
law requiring silent meditation or prayer did not conflict
with the Constitution.

5. Release Time
Can public schools relesase students during the school day

to go to religious centers for religious ingructionl.ThiS was
the,issue confronted by. the Sitpreme Courtin the New York
case or Zoreteti v. Clawson, 343 U.S 306 (1952).

Selkral years earlier the Court held. that an Illinois release
time program, in which public school classrooms, were
turned over to religioui inktrAktors, violated the Establish-
ment Clause. But; in Zoraeh the Court ruled that the New
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York program was riot unconstitutional. On behalf of the
Court, Justice Douglas wrote that the First Amendment
'does not say that in every and all respects there shall be a
-separation of church and state." He suggested that the state
and religion need not be "hostile" and "unfriendly."We can
preserve neutrality and separation without going to
"extremes CO condemn the present law on constitutional
grounds."' Allowin school authorities to adjust student
schedules to VOlu arity attend religious instruction away,
from school at no ublic expense "accommodated the public
service to their sp tual needs." 115 prohibit such a practice,
wrote Justice 111.) uglas, "would be preferring those who
believe in no religion over those who do believe."

6. Invocati6ns. and Bene dictions
Is it unconstitutional-for public high schools to include a

religious invocation and benediction in their graduation
ceremonies? No,Naccording:16 a federal...district court in
Virginia. In Grossberg v. Deusebio, 380 F.Supp. 285 (E.D.

14,Vir. 1974), the court found t the invocation would be
"brief, transient" 'and inciden 1 to the degree awarding
ceremony. According to the judge, "neither the primary
purpose nor the primary effect of the invocation in its grad-
nation context" was.sufficient to violate the Establishment
Clanse. This was distinguished from the school prayer cases
which were characterized- by regular repetition designed to
".indoctrinate." in contrast, the "short" and "fleeting" invo-
cati-on in this case is similar to those that have clotted tilt
history of public events and ceremonies in the United States.
The court acknowledged the sensitivity of the invocation,
issue, but'nqted that an Establishment Clause violation was
a matter of degree. "The question is not whether there is any
religious effect at all, but rather whether.that effect, if pres-
ent. is substantial." in this case the .court concluded it was
not. , /

On the other hand, another federal court ruled that stu-
dents in a public school could not hold their graduation
ceremony in a Catholic iihurch. Even though the seniors
'voted fell- the location and the ceremony, was voluntary,
sortie participantS could not attend without violating their
Consciences. "Graduation," wrote the court, "is an impor-
tant event for students" and "it is cruel to force any individ-
ual to violate his conscience in order to participate in such.an
important event." Lemke v. Mack, 376 F.Supp. 87 (ED.
Wise. 1974). .

, . , ..-
E. STUDENT QUESTIONS

Students often ask about the apparent inconsistencies in
the way the Establishment and Free Exercise Clauses are
interpreted by the courts. Why does our money say "In God
We Trust" if there is supposed to be a clear separation of
church and state? Why can students be- .asked to say the .
Pledge of Allegiance (which refers to God) but are pkftib-
ited from voluntarily praying to the same God in the.same
classroom? Why can clergymen give invocations in the U.S.
Senate and at th4 president's inauguration but can't teach
religion in the ptiblic schools? While the legal principles and

It aSes outlined above 'should help' answer these questions,
.`three additional points may .be useful.

,. IP..

1. No Complete Sepaiation
Despite ..kffVrson's hope that Americans would erect a

high wall of separation between the government and reli-
gion, this has not been required by the Supreme Clirt. As
Chief Justice Burger pojntcd out, in Lximm,...s.14pra,"Our
prior holdings do not call- for total separatiov bqttveen
church and state; total separation is not possible in an
absolute sense . . Judicial caveats against entanglement
must recognize that the line of separation, far from being a
'wall' is a blurred, indistinct 'and variable barrier depending
on all the circumstances of a particular case."

2. Stricter in Schools
While the barrier of separation between church and state

may vary, it is -clearly higher and more'distinct in east&
involving public school students. The Establishment Clause
May not be offended by opening prayers in Congres or by
tax exemptions for churches, but it is clearly offended by
opening prayers in public schools or the use of tax money to
promote religious education. This is because of the central
and delicate role of the public schools in American life,
because such students are compelled to attend, and because
they are at a formative and impressionable age. Thus a
teacher would not violate the EstablishmiA Clause by
preaching his religious beliefs in a piiblic park but would
clearly violate the Constitution by doing the same thing in a
public school.

3. Teaching about Religion
The .courts have been careful to distinguish between

teaching religion, which is prohibited in the public schools,
and teaching about religion, which is not. In a decision
prohibiting school prayer and Bible reading at opening
exercises, the Supreme Court acktIctivledged that a person's
educatikn may not be complete "without a study ofcompar-
ative religion or the history of religion andts relati8nship to
the advancement of civilization." In Schempp,,supra, Jus-
tice Clark even endorsed the study of the Bible in the public
schools "for its literary and historic qualities." Althbligh the
Bible could not be used in religious exercises, the court
emphasizeNd that the "study of the Bible or of religion, when
presented objectively as part of a seculhr program of educa-
tion" would not violate the First Athendment.

F. CONCLUSION

Unlike freedom of speech-sor press, the words" eedom of
religion" are not mentioned in the Constitu I n. Instead
there art fwo clauses 'that were 'designed to protect the
religious freedom of Americatls,the _first prohibits in.
'establishment of religion;" the second guaiantees "the free ,

exercise thereof." Courts hive interpreted the Establishment
Clatise to require governments to be neutral in matters of
religion. Thismeans that the government should not pro-
mote one religion over another or favor religion over non-
religion. When laws ire challenged under the Estaashment
Clause, they must pass a thtrpart test. They must have a
secul purposetheir primary .cffect must not advance or
inhibit religion, and they must not foster an excessive
government entanglement with religion.
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'Citizens cao challenge government regulations whi It res-
trict their religious practice under the Free Exercise Clause.
if they are sincere and. if the laws,interfere with a central
aspect of their faith, then the courts will balance the rights of
the 'citizens against the interests of the state. Where the
interference is substantial and the state interest is not, reli-
gious citizens ditty be exempted from certain g6vernitent
regulations. While insisting on neutrality, the courts have
not required. an absolute seliaration bejween church and
state. Thus, certain religious ceremonies and symbols have
been permitted, such as the motto "In God We Trust" on our
coins and, invocations at public events. On the other band,
the courts have tended to be stricter in cases concerning the
public schools, prohilziting goVernment support of prayei-s,
Bible reading and religious education.

)
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6. Filthily Law-

Casesfor Students
A. The Right to Marry

Loving v.. Virginia, 388 U.S. I (1967)
Is a stare statute prohibiting lintercial marriages constitutional?

B. Cohobitsitibn
c

Marvin v., Marvin, 18 Cal. 3d 660 (1976)
Should courts enforce agreemedts between unmarried partners living together?

C. Child Custody
Betio v. Patenaude. 410 N.E. 2d 1207) 1980)
Can a natural parent regain custody of her child after she has relinquished custody to a 'guardian? Should it make
any difference if the parent is a homosexual?

D. Adoption
Doe v. Keller. 6 Mint L. Rptr. 3011 (1980)
Does a married couple who pays a woman to hear a child have a right to adopt the child immedn itely after birth?

E. Abortion
H.L v. Matheson. 450 U.S. 398 (1981)
Is it state statute requiring doctors to notify the pa -tits of an unemtincipated minor seeking an abortion constitu-
tional?

Summary of the Law for Lawyers and Teachers
A. Introduction
B. Marriage

I. Constitutional Status
2. State Restrictions Regarding Marriage
I Remnant olthe Past-- Common Law Marriage
4. Contemporary Legal Issues: The Status of Cohabitation and the Prohibition Against Gay Marriages

a. The Status of Cohabitation
b. Prohibition Against Gay Marriages

C. Divorce
I. Fault-Based Divorce
2. No- Fault'Divorce
.3. Financial Aspects' of Divo rce: Spousal Support, Property Divisioneand Child. Support

a. Spdusal Support
b. Property Division
c. Child Support

it Child Custody
D. Adoption
E. Birth Control and Abortion

,s F. Conclusion

p
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6. Family taw
-Caires For StudentN

A. TUX RICHT TO MARRY: Loving v. Virginia (1967)

Facts
In June, 1958, Mildred Jeter, A black woman, ang Richard

Loving, a white man, decided td get married. -I/hey were
both residents of the state of. Virgit)ia. They (liter went to

.4
Washington, D.C., where they were legally married. There-
after, they returned to.Virginia to live as husband and wife.
...Virginia laws piohibited marriages between pe ons of
different races whether obtained in ovoutside the . te. Mr.
and Mrs. Loving were charged with criminally v King the
laws and they pleaded Any to the offense. The trial court
judge suspended their jail sentence's° long as they left the
state and did not return.Aftel moving to Washington, D.C.,
the Lovings appealed the trial court judgment on the basis
that the Virginia laws were unconstitutional.

Issues for Discussion
I. Do citizens- have a right to marry whomever they

.choose? Why? v

2. What interests dOes a state have in regulating marital
relationships?

3. What restrictions, if tiny, s uld a state be allowed to
place on the entry of marriar Racial restrictions? Reli-
gious restrictions? Age restrictions? Health restrictions?
Why?

4. Should a state be allowed to prohibit marriages
between persons of the same sex? Why?

A.

0
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Decision of the United States Supreme Court
State statutes that deprive citizens of the fundamental

right to marry on the bads of racial discrimination are in
Violation of the flue Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment. T4 Court also held that the state statutes
violated the Equal Protection Clause.

ReaSoning pf the Couit
The Court regarded the deprivation of the fundamental

right tq marry as a violation of the Due ProceseClause of the
Fourteenth Amendment, whrich prohibits a state from
depriving a person of IA, liberty, or prtwerty,without due
process of law. The Court ,noted that the freedom to marry
wits one of the "basic civil rights of man" and ap important
personal right essential to a free society. Thus state statutes
that deny thikindamental right on the unsupportable basis
of racial discrimination infringe upon the liberty interests of
citizens in violation of the Due Process Clause..

4
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O. COHABITATION: Afarrin r. Afaryin (1976) NOTES:

Facts
After meeting while making tr film together in June, 1964,

Ms. Michelle Triola, a night club singer, and Mr. Lee Mar-
vin, an actor, decided in October, 1964 to begin living
together without getting matricd. Shortly thereafter., Mr.
Marvin purchased a house in'whieh he and Ms. Triola
together. According to Ms. Triola, she and Mr, Marvin
orally agreed that while they live(' logitther they would
combine their efforts nd earnings and would.shaitsequally
any and all property accumulated as a result of their individ-
ual orjointefforts. Also, according to Ms. Triola, part of the
'oral agreement was that she would be a companion, home-
trtaker, and housekeeper for Mr. Marvin: Although Mr.
Marvin Almitted that he and Mi. Triohi lived tooth§r, he
denied that any oral agreement ever existed.

During the relationship, Mr. Marvin was employed as an
actor in several successful movies. Ms. Triola,was infre-
quently employed, instead accompanying Mr. Marvin on
numerous trips and oaring for. the house. Mr. Marvin pro-
vided.for Ms. Triola's living expenses while at home and
while traveling together. All property acquired during the
relationship was taken in Mr. Marvin's name.

In May, 1970, aftea six-year relationship, Mr. Marvin
told Ms. Triola that he would provide her limited financial
support if she would leave his household. Ms. Triola did
leave and Mr. Marvin provided her with the financial sup-
port until a dispute arose betven them. Thereafter, Ms.
Triola filed a suit against Mr. Marvin claiming that she was
entitled to half of Mr. Marvin's property and financial
support from him on,the basis of the oral agreement between
them at the beginning of their ielationship. After hearing
arguments from both parties, the trial court dismisied the
suit, ruling that it was without legal merit.

Issues for Discussion ,

I. Is Ms. Triola entitled to any of Mr. Marvin's property'
or financial support after their relationship ended? Why?

2. If agreements between unmarried persons living
together were enforced by the courts, would sucki enforce:

'`meat of these agreements discourage marriage? Why?
3. Should a state have a public policy that favorsoar-

riage and disfavors, cohabitation by unMarried persons?
Why? e

4. Suppose two gay people lived together and agreed to
equally divide their property if their relationship ended. If
the ttlationship uld a court enforc such an
agreement? Why?

..e
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Decision of the California Supreme Court
- Agreements between unmarried Partners can be enfirced
by the courts so long as the ag n is not solely based, on

illicit sexual services. Courts determine whether
there is an express agreement tween the -unmarried
partners or whether the conduct between the partners5Iern-
onstrates an implied contract between the partners. Courts
may-also use any other equitable remedy to fulfill the mason-
able expectations of the parties to a nOnrnarital relationship.

,.

Reasoning of the Court
014The court reasoned that adult, unmarried partners who

voluntarily lived together were its capable as anyone in
making contracts between thenOselves regarding their earn-
ings and property rights. So long arthe agreement between
the partners was not solely to Tay for the performance of
sexual services, that is, a contract in the nature of prostitu-
tion, the courts should uphold such agreements between
unmarried partners. The court blised its opinion on the fact
that many unmarried couples now live together as a way of
modern life notwithstanding traditional moral considera-
tions. -..

Just as in any other contractual relationship, the court
stated at the reasonable expectations of the unmarried
partne s s to their property rights should be carried out. If
thepar ers agreed to divide property upon separation, then
courts should enforce such agreements as they do any other,
contract.

The court held that a varier of remedies would be availa-
ble to the partner seeking,to et orce an agreement with the
other partner or seeking to ob in what was reasonably
expected from the other partner. These remedies included a
division of the jointly acquired property or recovery of
comp4nsation for homemaker serAtes provided during the
relationship.

1
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C. CHILD CUSTODY: Berk) v. Parenaude (1980).

Facts
Brenda Bezio wits the mother of one girl and was pregnant

with another child. In 1974, she was experiencing coMplica-
tions with the pregnancy, so Ms. Bezio asked her friend, Ms.
Magdalena Patenaude, to care for .her daughter during the
pregnancy. After the birth of the second child, Ml s. Bezio
continued to experience both emotional and physical prob-
lents, so she made arrangements with Ms. Patenaude to have
custody, of the children troth time to time until her condition
improved.

In 1976, Ms. Patenaude a sked Ms. Bezio if she w ould
allow her to become the legal guardian for the children so
she could obtain medical care for them, stnd Ms. Bezio
consented to the request. Thereafter, problems developed
between Ms. Patenaude, and Ms. Bezio concerning Ms.
Bezio's visitation rights. In February, 1977, Ms. Bezio filed A
petition in court to regain custody of her children. During
one visit, in July 1978, Ms. Bezio decided to take the children
from Ms. Patenaude in Massachusetti to Vermont, where
they stayed for over two years. Ms. Bezio,Nsas arrested for
taking the children who were returned to the custody of Ms.
Patenaude, tpeir legal guardian.

Finally, during the court heating onwMs. Bezio's petition
to regain custody of her children, Ms. Bezio stated that she
wanted the children to live with her while she was living with
another woman in a lesbian relationship. M. Bezio con-
tended that it would be wrong to deprive a natural parent of
custody of he children unless it was shown that the parent
was unfit. The judge ruled that the "environment in which
[Ms. Bezio] proposes to raise the children, namely, a lesbian
household, creates an element of instability that would
adversely [a]ffeet the welfare ottheItthildren."
that Ms, Patenaude should retain custody of the children,.
the judge stated that since Ms. Patenaude had provided the
children with an "excellent home," it was in the children's
best interest to remain in her care.

Issues for Discussion
1. In a custody case, what factors should be considered in

determining the "child's best interist?" Now much weight
should the judge give to the child's own views? Should
children ever be able to make their own custody decisions?

2. Under what circumstances should a child be taken
from the natural mother? When the evidence indicates that
the guardian would provide .a better home? Or only if the
natural mother is "unfit"?

3. What makes a parent unfit? Should the sexual prefer-
ence of a parent be considered in making this decision?

t'
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Decision of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
A natural parent will inot '0* denied custody of his or her

child unless that parent is una to further thechild's welfare.
A parent's sexual preference, in and of itself, is irrelevant to a

corlsideration _of his or her parenting skills.

Reasoning of the.Court
In a custody determination between the natural parent of

a child and a guardian, the court here stated a strong prefer-
ence foV the natural parent. The court found that such a
preference creates normal family relations ipeknd supports
the integrity of the family. Custody by guardian would
only be considered where the natural p ent Vats currently
unfit to further the welfare of a child.

In this case, the court held that because Ms. Bezio was
unable or unwilling to care. forherchildren in the past did
n t support a conclusion that she was presently unfit to

in custody. The. court also held that Ms. Bezio's'sexual
reference did not render her unfit as a parent based upon
alai science evidence submitted at the hearing, which indi-

ct that the sexual priference of a parent had no detrimen-
tal impact on children.
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D. ADOPTION: 'Doe v. Kelley (1980)

Facts
[In this case, fictitious names were given to the panties to

protect them from adverse notoriety.]
Mr. and Mrs. Doe were Iriband and wife. Mrs, Doe wits

biologically incapable of bearing.children. Mr. and Mrs.
Doe proposed to Mary Roe that Mary conceive a child with
Mr. Doe by means of artificial, insemination administerea
by a physician. As part of the proposal, the Doesvould take
custody of the child after his or her built, and Mary would
consent to the adoption of the child by the Does. 'Also,
Mary would receive $5,040 plus medical expenses, from the
Does for surrendering custody of her child to the Does and
for 'consenting to the adoption.

Before the plan was.carried out, the local prosecutor and
state attorney gen6ral brought criminal proceedings against
the Does and Mary Roe for violatitig a Michigan stpte
that prohibited a person from offering, giving, or receiving
any money or other item of value in connection with an
adoption except where approved by a court. The Does and
Mary Roe sued to have the statute declared unconstitutional
and to stop the criminal proceedings.

Issues. for Discussion
1. What problems could possibly arise if the Does and

Ms. Ro& were allowed to carry out this arrangement?
2. ilithis cast, would your decision be affected if the Does

were only to pay for Ms. Roe's medical expenses attributa-
ble to childbirth?

3. What alternaltives are availa ble for people who want to
have a child but fire physically incapable of conceiving a
child?

4. Should the 'Constitutional right to privacy regarding
family relationships include the right to adopt a child?

.4
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Decision of tht Wayne county, MiChigan, Circuit Court
The right to adopt a child based upon payment of $5,000

is not a fundamental right withinThe constitutional right of
privacy under the Due Process Clause, Furthermore, the
state statute is not so vague as to violate the Due Process
Clause.

Reasoning of the Court
A state statute that prohibits conduct in terms so vague

that a reasonable person flirt guess as its meaning is in
violation of the Die Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment because such a statute may irap an innocent
person without fair warning and allow for arbitrarftnforce-
mart. In this eve, the judge found Mit the state .statute.vDas
sufficiently specific to give fair no to reasonable. persons
otarding the meaning of "money br other item of value" in
connection with an adoption.

The. judge also held that the fight to AdQpt a child based
upoitvayment of $5,000 was not a fundamental right
because the parties in this case wanted to take advantage of
the protective aspects of theadoption.laws without comply-
98.vith the prohibition_on commercialism in adoption
Miitters. Furthermore': the judgelaid that a stale has impor-
tant interests in regulating adoption procedures. One such
irettagst was to prevent corrivITICalism from affecting a
mother's decision to con,sent to the adoption of-her child.
The judge referied 'to this prohiitesl act as "baby barte'ring"
involving the buying and setlifili of alchild. The judge ruled
that such a practice was inhereetrtly against the state's public
policy. ..
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ABORTION': H.' L. 'v. 111014;,so.n (198 ..

Facts
abbreviation was used to protect Ingo rty from

adverse notoriety] was an unmarried, 15-year-old giitiving
with 'her parents ittpUlak and dependent on them for her
support. In the spring of 1978, H.L. discov4ed 'the Vas

She-discussed her Teondition witlh a social worker
and a. doctor.. The doctor adviSed H.L. that an aboton
would. be in her best medical interest mid avoid posnle-
hazardous complications ig donnection with her pregnancy.

Alluwever the doctor refused to perform the pbortion.wini-
1:
'Out first notifying H.L.'s parents as required by a Utah
statute.

-The Utah statute provided that in conidering a possible
Abortion,Ahedoetor shall "notifyrif possible, the parents or
guardian of the woman upon-whom thc abortion s td'be
performed, if she is a rninor . " Both H.L er social
worker believed that H.L. shOuld proceed with the abortion
without notifying her parents because of personal reasons.
H.L. sued toave the state statute declared unconstitutional
and to stop enforcement of the statute by state officials,

issues for Discussion .,.

N. Does the. Utah statute violate H.L.'s constit
' right of givacy?:Why? What interests, if any, does th

. have in acting the notification requirement? Would
decision be affected if it was. proven that H.L. was m
and indeperkdent pf tigr parents?
i 2. Should the'constitutiorial right of privacy be extended
to a woman's decision whether to terminatcher pregnancy?
Why? Should Fourteenth Amendment protection concern=

g "persons" be extended tc) the unfibrn? Who should.deter-
ine when the' unborn are capable of independent life? The

in ividuar? Doctors? State legislatures or Congress? The
Suprefne Court?

L
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Decision of:tliteAlnited State* Supreme Court
A state stNute that requires doctors to "notify, if possible,"

the parents of an unmarried female who seeks an abortion
does -net violate the constitutional right of privacy vhen
applied to an immature minor dependent on her parents.

Ressonin* Of the Court=
Chief Justice Burger. in writing the Majority opinic;n,

emphasized the point that this case is distinfuished from
CAWS involving mature minor ferriaki who no longer depend
on their parents for support. The Court had 4previbnsly held
that a state statute requiting prior parental tonsent before a
mature. letnale minor could ',obtain an abortion was an
'unconstitutional burden on the minor's right of privacy in
deciding whether to terminate her pregnancy. Since this case
involved parental notification and not parental consent,
Chief Justice Burger held that the statute as applied to
immature and dependent female minors was justified by
important state interests (i.e., the statute would protect
adolescent females and the integrity of th5 family.) Accord-
ing to the Court, the state reasonably determined that parent-
al consultation was in the best interest of the immature
minor i1 deciding whether to terminate her .pregnancy.
Also. the statute would provide an opportunity for parents
to give essential medical and other information to a doctor.
The Chief Justice stressed the importance of such informa-
tion. considering the serious and lasting consequences of an
abortion when the patient is immature.

Justice Ma rshaJ1 wrote a dissenting opinion joined by two
other justices. He argued'that the statute unconstitutionally
burdened the minor's right of privacy in deciding whether to
terminate her pregnancy. The Justice found that the statute
did not say anything that would encourage parents to pro-
vide information to the attending doctor. Furthermore, he
found that the statute did not specify the kind of informa-
tion that would aid a doctor in his or her medical decisions.
Since consultation betiveen, the minor and. her parent was
not and caul(' not be required, the Justice could not see how
the statute. aided the minor, especially where the parent-
minor relationship was poor.
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Summary of the 'Law for Lawyers and Teachers

V0,

A. INTRODUCTION

Family law, sometimes more specifically labeled domestic
relations, is basically concerned with state regulations

--- affecting familial arrangements, or the state's attempt to
resolve conflicts within the family. No serious commentator
would, dispute the fact that over the last 20 or 30 years
societal ideas about the American family have changed
.draMatically. Because of this continuing trend, the status of
the law in this area remains in a state of flux. Changing,
opinions about marriage; divorce, and the family itself,
along vtitth fresh ideas about and among women and young
people, haVe generated fundamental challenges to formerly
static notions about family relationships. Many times these
issues find their way into state legislative debates or court
decisions. The purpose of this section is to briefly examine
the role of the law in deali4With these challenging issues as
they pertain to family relationships.

11

B. MARRIAGE.

In the United States, the states have derived certain,
limited powers to regulate the marital relationship with
respect to its entry, status, conditions, and termination. This
authority is based on the traditional proposition that the
state has an interest in the civil and harmonious stabilization
of relationships between rneti and women. Since this rela-
tionship may,include the bearing of children, it was recog-
nized early that such stability was a necessity for civilization
or society would perish.

1. Constitutional Status
What limitations have' been placed on state actions

regarding marital relationships? in Loving v. Virginia; 338
U.S. 1 (1967) (included in Cases for Students), the Supreme
Court invalidated a Virginia statute that prohibited Mar-
riage between people of different races. Although most of
the Court decision dealt with equal protection, issues, the
decision contained important language outlining an-individ-
ual's right to marry the person of his or her choice:

The freedom to marry has long been recognized
. as one of the vital personal rights essential to the

orderly pursuit of happiness by free men . . .

Marriage is one of the basic civil rights-of man,
fundamental to our very existence and survival.

In Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965), the
Supreme Court recognized aright of privacy protecting the
marital relationship from state interhrence. Although the
Justices disagreed about the origin of the right of privacy, a
Majority did agree that this right protected the marital rela-
tionship from state interference regarding the use of contra-
ceptives, As to the right of marital privacy, the Court said,

We deal with a right of privacy older than the Bill
of Rights-:-older than our political parties, older
than our school system. Marriage is a coming

together for better or for worse, hope Breridttr-
` ing, and intimateto the degree of being sacred. It

is an association that promotes a way of life, not
causes; a harmony.in living, not political faiths; a
bilateral loyalty, not commercial or social pro-
jects. Yet it is an association for as noble a pur-
pose as any involved in our prior decisions.

What can be gleaned from this sampling is that constitu-
tional protection will be affo
marry and a right of privacy w
itself. If a state action infringes u
must be able to justify such interfe
pelling interest accomplished by the le
available. These considerations should
regard, to the discussion below.

2. State Restrictions Regarding Marriage
In law, marriage is viewed as a contractual relation ip of

a special nature. Because of its personal and intimate na re,
the marital relationship is different from any other contra
trial arrangement. However, just as any other contractual
relationship, the status of marriagID mposes certain rights
and obligations on the parties involved.

From the civil contract of marriage, the states derive
certain powers to regulate it, Many times, the state-imposed
formalities regarding marriage are in the nature of restric-
tions. All states require the issuance of a marriage license by
a prescribed public official before the performance of the
marriage ceremony. Most states also require a blood test 'or
physical examination as a condition for obtaining the mar-
riage license to protect marital partners and curtail the
spread of diseases. Many states also require solemnization
of marriages. Under these lawp, marriages may be solem-
nized by ministers, priests, rabbis, or such public officials
a justice of the peace.

Most states impose two other restrictions on persons
seeking to enter into marriage. First, states generally prohibit
marriage between persons closely related to each other by
blood or marriage. The liform Marriage and Divorce Act
(hereinafter UMDA), a model act adopted by a national
commission on uniform state laws and increasingly being
recognized by many states, prohibits marriages between an
ancestor and a descendant, a brother and a sister, an uncle
and a niece, of an aunt and a nephew. UMDA § 207. Partly
based on biological evidence, such laws have a policy seek-
ing to prevent the birth of genetically weak chldren and
reducing tensions within the family.

Second, all states prescribe an age below which an indi-
vidual may not marry. Typically, state statutes are like'
UMDA §§ 203 and 205, which provide that the marriagea-
ble 'age is .18, or 16 if both parties have the consent of their
parents, guardians, or court approval where the party has no
paren pable of consenting, or whose pampnt or guardian
has dIr consented. The policy behind such age limits is to
promote marital stability and prevent marriage between

ed to an inctividttafs right to
in the Marital relationship

I it these rights, the -state
cc based upenn cour-

t restrictive means
kept in mind in
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:pr intably immature people. Formerly. many states pres-
crt lower age limits for females on the questionable
ground that females physically and mentally mature faster
than males. However, 'almost all states have moved away
from this policy due to its doubtful validity under the Eaual
Protection clause, and states now have established age
limits equally applicable to males and (dilates.

3. Remnant of the PastCommon Law Marriage
From old English law, some American slates recognizec

an informal marital arrangenient known as common law
marriage. The hardship of traditional life made recognition
of the common Jav;, Tacriage a necessity. Common law
marriages were legally recognized' marital relationghips
entered ifitO without a civil or ecclesiastical ceremony.

Today, 13 states and the District of Columbia still recog-
nize common law marriages. Usually, a common law mar-
riage will be recognized in these jurisdictions if it is

established' that the marital partners agreed to'enter into
marriage, represented themselves to the publicas husband
and wik,, and cohabited as husband and wife. Also, it is
usually required that the partners live under these condi-
tions for several years. If these requirements are met, the law
of these jurisdictions will treat the partners as being validly

\Married and subject to the same rights and responsibilities
thcident to marriage.

4. Contemporary Legal issues

a. The Status of Cohabitation
Changing social attitudes have given rise to.the wides-

pread practice of cohabitation. It is reported that in 1970,
ei4hi times as many unmarried couples lived together as in
1960, and in 1979, six times as many unmarried couples lived
together as in 1970, and this trend is growing. National Law
journal, vol. I, No. 31, (April 16, 1979) p. 14. This signifi-
cant development has had a profound impact on society and
the institution of marriage. Fornicatjon laws, although
rarely enforced in modern tinges, proscAbed sexual partner-
slips between unmarried persons. In response to changing
social attitudes, most states now have abolished this statu-
tory impediment to such relationships. Furthermore, the
'courts have currently become the forum to determine other
legal implications of cohabitation. Asa result of these devel-
opments, the following issues require resolution by the
courts. Are there any rights and duties between unmarried
partners living together? Is the cohabiting relationship anal-
ogous to any contractual relationship? If so, should the
courts enforce any obligations between cohabiting partners
upon separation?

The California Supreme Court dealt with these issues in
the highly publicized case of Marvin v. Marvin, 18 Cali, 3d,
(1976) (included in Cases for Studetits), where the plaintiff;
Michelle Triola Marvin, appealed the dismissal of her suit
against actor Lee' Marvin to enforce, what she termed a
contractual relationship between them. Over a seven-year
period, Ms. Marvin lived with Mr. Marvin without marry-
ing. During this period, she cared for their mutual house-
hold and was his companion at home and while traveling,

but all property acquired during the perio'd was taken in his

Oneonta!, the California Supreme Court held that lower
courts should enforce epress contracts between unmarried
partners so long as the contract is not for illicit sexual
services. The pours reasoned that cohabiting adults should
have the same capacity to make contriiets respecting their
property as did any other iyerson. AdditionallA the court
declared that in the absence of an express contract, lower
courts should look at the conduct of the parties to determine
whether such conduct demonstrated an implied'contract,
agreement, or tfilderstanding between them, Accordingly,
lower courts were empowered with the authority to utilize
numerous equitable remedies to achieve equity between the
partners. .

tii. On remand to a California lower court, it was he ,tha
o- -Ms. Marvin had not proved the existence of an agreement

between her and Mr. Marvin, but she was. allowed an
alimony-like award for her economical rehabilitation in the
amount of 104,000. 5 Family Law Reporter (RNA) 3077
(April 24, 1 79). More recently, a California appeals court
deleted the' 'rehabilitative award" but affirmed the princi-
ples of the lower court decision. Court of Appeals of the
State of California, 'Second Appellate District, Division
Three, 2D Civ. No. 59130 (August.11, 1981).

It has been reported that 17 states have followed Marvin
to some extent and four states have rejected it. National Law
Journal, supra. In Carlson v. Olson, 256 N.W. 2d 249 (1977),'
the Minnesota Supreme Court held that a cohabiting
partner of 21 years, who with her partner,held themselves
out as husband and wife and yaipd a son, was entitled to
one-half of the property acquired over those years based on
to implied contract between the Outliers. (Is this a rebirth of
common law marriage? Some states have employed the
common law marriage doctrine to justify Marvin-type reme-
dies in the modsrti cohabiting relationship. See, MeCullon
v. MeCullorz, 410 N.Y.S. 2d 226 (1978).) However, the
Georgia Supreme Court in Rehak v. Mathis, 239 Ga. 541
(1077), rejected all Marvin-type remedies even though an
unmarried woman had cohabited with and cooked, cleaned,
and eared for her Unmarried,male partner for some 18 years
while also making partial payment for their mutual home.
The Georgia Court denied all relief to the woman finding
that the relationship was illicit; therefore, any agreement
was unenforceable as against public policy. Contrary to this
Georgia ruithe it seems that most courts will follow the
trend to enforce some explicit and implicit obligations
between cohabiting partners. .

b. Prohibition Against Gay Marriages
136es a state have an interest in prohibiting persons of the

same sex from marcyirig? Why might two members of the
same sex wish to marry? Obviously, tlitse questions touch
upon the personal interests of individuals. lint when the
state prohibits certain personal activities among individuals
because of their lifestyle preferences, legal issues are brought
into question.

There is little doubt that public attitude toward homosex-.
utility has substantially changed over the last few years.
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Many iittiesconcesning gay people have been litigated in the
courts, some regarding family law as to the righp of gay
people in child Custody matters. For instance, in Berk) v.

Patentmde, 410 N.E. 2d 1207 (1980) (included in Cams for
Students), a Massachusetts court held that a mother's sexual
preference, by itself, was irrelevant to a consideration of her
parenting skills, and in Arrnanini v. Artnanini, 5 Family-Law
Reporter (DNA) 2501 (1979), a New York court similarly
held that-a mother's sexual preference in itself, did,not make
her unfit to retain custody-4 four minor children. Yet no
state has legally recognized the marriage between two per-
sons of the same sex. t

In .84ker v, Nelson, 291 Minn. 3)0 (1971), the Minnesota
Supremo Court rejected the constitutional challenge of two
male, who sought a marriage license which was denied by a

courtti)clerk solely because they wertlhof the same ,scx. The
peti oners' challenged the clerk's action- claiming that it
denied them the fundamental righ \ to marry and the equal
protection of the laws. The court found that a state restric-
tion upon.the right to marry as to the sex of the parties did
not irrationally or invidiously discriminate againstthe peti-
tioner because the institution of marriage could by defini-
tion,' be reserved for members of the oppoiite sex. The court
ruled that any comparison to Loving, supra, was inapprop-
riate since that case involved marital restrictions based upon
race rather than "the fundamental difference in sex." The
U.S. Supreme Court rejected the petitioners' appeal, finding
no substantial federal issues -involved in the lower court
decision, 410 U.S. 810 (1972).

Implicit in Baker is a notion that it is rational to allow-the
states,to reserve marriage for Members df the opposite sex.
Is it rational to reserve Marvin-type remedies, admittedly
based on contract law, to cohabiting heterosexual partners
but deny relief to cohabiting gay partners? Somc c. arts are
facing this issue in current litigation.

C. DIVORCE

Under traditional English law and the Church's strong
influence, the institution of marriage was viewed as being
divine and thus, indissoluble by mortals. Divorce, as it is
khown today, was unobtainable except by special act of
Parliament; an annulment could be obtained in limited
instances, but this doctrine declared that no valid marriage
between the parties had ever existed. Much of this hostility
to divorce, grounded in religious doctrine, permeated Amer.
ican laW. Although slowly disappearing in American law
today, only serious and particular fault-based conditions
within a..marriage were allowed as the legal basis to dissolve
a marriage.

1. Fault-Based Divorce
In order to obtain a fault-based divorcel one of the marital

partners had to prove that the other partner was in some way
at fault in bringing about the marital breakdown based on a
statutorily-prescribed ground. These fault-based grounds
for di'vorce usually included adultery, cruelty (physical and
mental), desertion, or abandonment, in addition to insanity,
criminal conviction, or habitual drunkenness. Under a fault-.

based divorce system, kcourt could only grant a divorce
upon proof by ope of the marital partners that the other
partner was guilty of the wrongful conduct.

The fault-based divorce process was attlieked on several
fronts as an unrealistic anachronin in regard to'the modern
matitai relationthip. The Most frequent criticism was that it
was unrealistic to ascribe fault-to one marital partner and
innocence to the other Partner concerning the marital fail-
ure. Anothericriticisin was that the enumerated grounds for
divorce in state laws were t.Oro limited 'in expressing the
complexity of a marital failure,In tandem with this criticism'
was the argument that it was both unfair and unneasonible to
force people to remain married where a stipulated ground
for divorce Gould not be proven even though the marriage
had comnlenily failed. It was alr argued that a finding of
wrongful conduct on the part of divorced parents would
adversely affect the 'relatiotishins with their children.

Many courts concurred in these criticisms and began a
practice of dc- emphasizing or ignoring fault-based grounds
for divorce by granting divorces upon proof of a serious
marital failure. By the late 1960's, state legislatures began
effoi-ts to reform divorce laws through the adoption of
"no-fault" divorce laws. Today, in only two states Illinois
andSo'uth Dakota ---arc the divorce statutes without at least
one no-fault ground for divorce. Divorce in the Fifty States:

44A An Overview as of August 1, 1980. Doris Freed and Henry
H. Foster, 6 Fans L, Rep. (BNA) 4043.

2. No-Fault Divorce
State legislation regarding divorce defines the no4ault

divorce grounds in 'a variety of ways. Most states have
adopted the concept of "irretrievable breakdown in the
marital relationship" as either the sole ground or no-fault
ground in addition to the traditional grounds. Some states
use thesimilar concept of "incompatibility" as the basis fora
no-fault divorce, meaning that the marital partners can no
longer live together in harmony because a their irremedia-
ble differences. Another approach used in other states is that
the marital partners have "lived separate and apart" for a

- prescribed period of time, such periods usually being from
one to three years; Under this approach, a divorce is allowed
after the marital partners have lived separate and apart
during the period either voluntarily or pursuant to a separa-
tion decree..

Being the major .no -fault basis for divorce today, "irre-
trievable breakdown" is explaitted in IJMDA §305- as
follows:

(a) If both of the parties by petition or otherwise
have stated under oath or affirmation that the
marriage is irretrievably broken', or one of the
parties has so stetted and the other has not denied
it, the court, after hearing, shall make a finding
whether the marriage is irretrievably broken.
(b) If one of the parties has denied under oath or
affirmation that the marriage is irretrievably

. broken, the court shall consider all relevant fac-
tors, including the circumstances that gave rise
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to filing the petition at the prospect of reconci-
liation, and shall:
(1) make a finding whether the marriage is lyre-,
trievably broken, or i

-*(2) continue the matter for further hearing not
f-ewer than 30 nor more than 60 days later: or as
soon thereafter as the matter maybe reached on
the court's calendar and may suggest 40 the
parties that they-seek counseling. The court, at
the request of either party shall, or on its own
motion may, ordef a conciliation conference. At
the adjourned hearing the court shall make a
finding whether the marriage is irretrievably
broken.
(c) A `finding of irretrivable breakdown is a
determination that there is no reasonable pros-

. pect for reconciliation.
The 30 to 60 day period in the Uiiifort Act is know as a
"cooling off" period which gives the parties a final o por-
trinity to reconcile differences and preserve their mar jaw.
Such periods are commonly provided for in state divorce
laws along with the option for marital counseling.

In practical operation, the faultless divorce statutes have
been interpreted as removing most of the major state-
imposed impediments to divorce. Considering the 'histori-
cal, social, and legal framework concerning divorce, the
policy shift toward no-fault divorce will have a far-reaching
impact on the institution of marriage and the state's role in
regulating the marital relationship.

3. Financial Aspects of Divorce

a. Spousal Support
The movement toward equality of the sexes has had its`

most significant influence on this area of-family law.'Womep
as well as men have obtained beneficial results in the trend
toward equal treatment of the sexes. Alimony was formerly
viewed as the monetary allowance which a husband was
compelled to pay to his former wife for her support. Under
the fault concept of divorce, alimony was a form of cotnpen-
sailor' to the wronged spouse denied or decreased if the
wire was guilty of marital misconduct, or punitive in orienta-
tion if the husband was guilty of marital midconduct. Sub-,
stantial changes have occurred in state laws regarding
spousal financial obligations upon. termination of the
marriage.

In Orr v. Orr, 440 U.S. 268 (1979), the Supreme Court
ruled that state statutes imposing alimony obligations on
husbands but not wives violated equal protection. .Tike
Court found that sucja a statutory gender classification did
not serve important governmental objectives and was not
substantially related to the achievement of such objectives.
The Court rejected the state's assertions that sex was a useful
indicator of the financial need of a divorced wife. Justice
Brennan, writing for the`majority, noted that such stereo-
typic devices in the nameof "protecting" womep could not
be utilized when they could make an individual determina-
tion of need without relying on sex classifications. He
"No longer is the female destined solely for the home and the

rearing of the Wittily, and only the male for the marketplace
and world of ideas."

Not withstanding Orr. most- states had already removed
all gender-based classifications from their marriage and
divorcelaws. Furthermore, most states have now minimized
the importance of marital misconduct in awarding alimony
by expressly excluding it from consideration or not men-
tioning it within the criteria for alimony awards. Also, the
term "alimony," with its common law sexual bias as an
allowance for:wives only, has been replaced in most stoic
statutes with the term "maintenance." Under the concept of
maintenance, moil states provide a statutory criteria far
courts to use in determining the level of maintenance which
generally recognize And) factors as the length of the Mar-
riage, the age and health of the parties, the educational level
of each spouse, the homemaker services and cont0butions
to the career of the other spouse (an important change that
accounts for the contributions in homemaking and child
care by homemaker-spouse), the earning capacity of the
spouse seeking maintenance, and the needs of the spouse
seeking maintenance. Finally, it should be mentioned that
the courts are beginning to base maintenance allowances on
a concept of "rehabilitative" support rather than permanent
support in appropriate cases. The concept of rehabilitative
support is based on providing economic support to a spode
only until such spouse can provide for himself or herself,
while considering the earnings or earning potential for the
spouse seeking maintenance. In Ferdon v. Ferdon, 5 Fam,
L. Rep. (BNA) 2243 (1978), a Florida court expressly
approved of an allowance of rehabilitative support onl.y.to a
divorced wife noting that she was clege-educated and
capable of future employment.

b. Property Division
States have a variety of statutory formulas to distribute

the property of the marital partners upon divorce. Most
state laws require an "equitable distribution" of the marital
property upon divorce. The marital property is usually the
property accumulated during the marriage although some
states allow property acquired before the marriage to be
considered as marital property. Various means are
emplo.yed by state laws to attain an equitable distribution of
the marital property. Some state laws set out criteria similar
to the factors considered in determining.mainteriance allow-
ances, and the court distribute the marital property based
on these criteria. Other states either reqUire an equal split of
the marital property or leave it to the broad discretion of the
courts to determine an equitable distribution.

In nine United, States jurisdictions, "community property"
laws originating froM the civil law are recognized. The ration,.
ale for community property laws is that the marital property
is acquired from the efforts of both spouses and, therefore,
should belong to both parties upon divorce. This doctrine
avoids the inequity of the common law notion that the
marital partner with title to the property, usually the hus-
band, should remain owner upon divorce. In operation,
community property laws are similar to equitable distribt1-
tion so that in some community property states the marital
property nutYyhe distributed ina manner the court finds just.
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c. Child Support
Traditionally, Most state laws provided that the father

had the 'primary duty to Support the children of the marriage
upon divorce. Today, with the Movement toward equality of
the sexes, most state statutes impose the obligation of child
support on both parents. Courts are to apportion child
support'between parents according to their financial abili-
ties, In many states, a statutory criterion ii Used in determin-,

7 ing the level of child support based 'on such,factors as: the
'ncial resources and needs of the child, the custodial
test, iiiid the noncustodial parent; the standard of living

the child would have enjoyed but for the divorce; and the
physical and emotional condition of the child.

A. Child Custody
. Aipen parents are divorci'd, court involvement is neces-
sary to determine who the child or children shall live with.
Separation of the parents and custody determinations affect
the emotions and' relationships between child iiiid parent as
well as between parents themselves. Because of the serious
personal nature of child custody issues, they have been an
area of the law rife with conflicts.

In every state, custody decisions upon divorce are to be
determined in accordance with the "best interests of the
child." Although this standard is an obviously worthwhile
objective its nebulous character militates against an easy
and simple determination of what is best for the child. In an
attempt to crystallize the "best interest" standard, man))
state statutes have copied from UMDA §402 listing the
following factors to guide the courts in determining what is
best for the child: the wishes of the parents as to custody; the
wishes of the child as to his or her custodian; the interaction
and interrelationship of the child with his or her parents,
siblings, and any others who man'significantly affect the
child's beet interest; the child's adjustment to his home,
sthotil, and community; and the mental and physical health
of all individuals involved..

Although mdst state statutes account for the .child's
wishes in custody decisions, some states have even gone
further in allowing.an older child's choice of the custodial
parent to be controlling unless the court finds the parent
unfit. The rationale behind such legislation is that mature
children and able to determine their own 'best interests.
Another major changein the law regarding child Custody is
the desexification of statutory language and custody deter-

.: mination. The majority of states have equalized parental
rights to child custody. Many bonds formerly favored giving
custody of children to the mother, especially in contested
cases, based on the stereotypic notion that women were
more capable of Ming for children. An explicit example of
this bias is the "tender years" doctrine, Now rejected in most
states, the doctrine provided that a mother should be pre-
ferred in custody determinations involving childten.. of
"tender " i.e., Infantyears, Although old norms change
slowly, More and- more courts ha e been granting 'custody of(
,children to fatheni-when it is det rmined that it is in the best
interests of the childretl, Devine v. Devine 5 Pam, L. Rep.
(RNA) 2195'(1981). .

In another major change, the Massachusetts Siipreme

Judicial Court held that the fact that a mother was living in a
lesbian relationship was "irrelevant to a consideration of her
parenting skills" in a child custody dispute, Dezio v. rate-
nasIde, supra_ Many courts have been disinclined to accept
this ,positionlnstealkholding that the sexual preference of a
parent may be a factor to consider in child custody
decisions.

Finally, a novel approach regarding child custody has
been adopted in some states where both parents will be
awarded custody of the children. tinder a joint custody
arrangement, usuallyagreedjo by the parents, the child or
children are allowed to live part of tlie time with one parent
and part of the time with the other parent. Although joint
custody is statutorily authorized in only a few states, the
trend seems to be growing. In the majority of states where
there is no join., t custody, the noncustodial parent is usually
entitled to visit the children regularly, and in many states,
this visitation right has been extended to grandparents.

D. ADOPTION

Adoption is the legal procedure by which the status of
parent and child is conferred upon persons who previously
had no such relation, The adoptive parents incur all parental
rights and respOnsibilities with regard to the adopted child,
and the parental rights of the natural parents or legal guard-
ians are terminated. Persorfs seeking to adopt a child usually
begin by contacting an adoptiiin placement agency. Arran-
gements for the adoption of a child are made through a state
licensed and regulated public or private agency having the

# responsibility of .placing.children. Such agencies make a
thorough and detailed investigation regarding thesuitability
of the adoptive parents and the background of the child,
State statutes usually provide that the adoption is to be
made only in the child's best interest and upon court appro-
val granted in the adoption proceedings.

The tJniform Adoption Act §§ 2-3 provides that any
individual may bt adopted (child or adult) and allows an
unmarried adult to adopt. In most instances, the consent of
the natural mother and father of the child to be adopted
required. Some statutes also require the consent of the child
when he or she is above a prescribed age. Usually, the
natural parents of the child to be adopted may withdraw
their consent to the. adoption before entry of the decree of
adoption and retain parental rights over the child: This
limited right is usually conditioned upon court approval.
For a long time, many state adoption statutes only required

. the consent of the*natural mother of an illegitimate child
about to be adopted. In Caban of 110,hamtned, 441 U.S, 380
(979), the Supreme Court held that a New York statute that
required the consent of the mother, but not the father, as' a

prerequisite to adoption of an illegitimate child was sex dis-
crimination in violation of 'equal protection.

An interesting case was recent decided by a Michigan
lower court, In Doe v. Kegley, 6 'am. L. Rep, (BNA) 3011
(1980) (included in Cases fbr Students), Mr. and Mrs. Doe
proposid to have Ms, Rod conceive a child throughartificial
insemilation administered by a doctor. After the birth of the
child, the Does were to have custody of the child, and Als.
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Roc was, to consent to adoption, and receive $5,000 plus
medical expenses. AU three pirties were charged with violat-'
ing two,,state laws-which prohibited the payment of money .
without court approval in adoption proceedings. The Does
sought to have the two state laws declared unconstitutional.
The .Michigan court ruled that the adoption of the child
based upon the partient (*money was not within the consti-
tutional protection of the right of privacy and was net a
fundamental personaPright. The court reasoned that the
parties could not simultaneously abrogate.tire statutes and
then utilize the protection of the same adoption laws. Fur-
thermore, the court found the parties' attions violative o(the
public policy against "baby bartering.",

BIRTH CONTROL AND ABORTION

The courts have been in the center of the controversy
surrounding contraceptives and abortion. The legal con-
troversy began with the Supreme Court's decision in Gris-
wold v. Connecticut, 381' U.S. 479 (1965), which struck
down a 'Connecticut law forbidding-the use of contracep-
tives. The -Court enunciated a, constitutionally protected
right of marital privacy and ruled that the state law uncon-
stitutionally intruded upon that right. In Eisenstadt v.
Baird, 405 U.S. 438 (1972), the Court extended the consti-
tutionally protected right of privacy to all individuals,
whether married or single. The-Court held that Massachu-
setts law prohibiting distribution of contraceptcs to single
persons intruded upon their constitutionally protected right
of privacy. In Carey v. Population Serviceskiternational,
431 U.S. 678 (1977), the Court found that a New York
statute, which prohibited the distribution of any contracep-
tive to a minor wider age 16, imposed an unconstitutional
burden on an individual right of privacy in deciding whether
to bear children because there was no compelling state
interest justifying the prohibition:

It was this right of priviky that protected the woman's
right to terminate her pregnancy in Roe v. Wade 41Q U.S.
113 (1973). In the Roe decision, the Court held that the
Texas criminal abortion statute violated a woman's right of
privacy in deckling whether to terminate her pregnancy. The
Court said that although a state could not deny this right, it
did have an interest in protecting the pregnant woman and
the "potentiality" of human life. Therefore, these mandates
were laid dowregarding the state's interest:

(a) During the first trimester of pregnancy, the
abortion decision must be left to the pregnant
woman and her doctor
(b) Following the end of the first trimester of
pregnancy, the state may impose reasonable reg-
ulations on abortion procedures to protect the
pregnant woman
(c) Subsequent to viability, the state may if it
chooses, regulate or proscribe abortion except
where necessary to preserve the life or health of
the mother.

In Roe, the Court expressly held that the Fourteenth
Amendment language concerning "persons" did not apply
to the unborn. Nevertheless, many questions were left

unanswered by Roe. in Planned Parenthood v. Dariforthi
428 U.S. 52 (1976), the Court struck down a Missourilaw
that required the consent of a husband, in the CRS° of
marrieri woman, and of the parents, in the cav of an unmar-
ried woman under age 18, in order to effectuate an abortion
during the first trimester of pregnancy. The Court noted that
the abortion decision was solely the decision of the pregnant
woman and her doctor during the first trimester...,

However, in Maher v. Roe. 432 U.K 464 (1977) and
Poelker v. Doe, '132 1J.S. 519 (1977), the Court ruled that
state or local governments ate not constitutionally required

-hither to pay the cost of nontherapeutie abortions for
women who crtnot otherwise afford them or to provide
abortion servic in city hospitals that provide such services

krffor childbirth.11Bese limitations on the constitutionally pro-
tected right to make the abortion decision have been critic-

\ .Ind oh the basis that such limitations practically deny poor
women their constitutional rights. Nevertheless, di federal
law prohibiting u of federal funds for abortions except
where necessaryyo save the pregnant woman's life or to
terminate a pregnancy caused' by rape or incest was upheld
against a constitional attack in Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S.
297 (1980). The Court' reasoned that the Due Process
Clause, from which the right of privacy originates, does not
require that the federal government affirmatively fund abor-
tions; rather, &se process restricts the federal government
from interfering with the exercise of the right of privacy,

Recently, in ILL,. v. Matheson, 450 U.S. 398 (1981),
(included in Cases for Student's), the Court upheld a Utah
statute requirinA a doctor to notify the parents of a minor
fethale seeking an abortion. The Court carefully distin-
guished this situation from the prohibited practice of requir-
ing -parental consent sr) that a minor female may obtain an
abortion. The Court said that the statute irtvolved here
protects the minor female and family integrity.

F. CONCLUSION

The primary observation that must be made regar'cling
family law is the dramatic impact of social attitudes on the
law. As evident from the summary above, the courts have
been and will probably continue to be quite responsive to the
social change in attitudes about the family and family rela-
tionships. As the law c5ntinues to recognize new and liberal-
ized ideas aboUt marriage, divorce, and the family, the period
of change both socially and legally' will continue.
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Consumer Law
(),

Cases for Students r

A. Defective Products and Limitations on Warranties
Hemingsen,v. Bloomfield Motors, Inc., 32 N.J. 358 (1960)
Is a manufactuter or seller of an automobile liable if someone is injured because the automobile is not fit ror
ordinary use'?

B. Unconscionability: Unfair ComMercial Transactions.
Williams v. Walker-Thomas Furniture Co., 350 F. 2d 445 (1965)
Should courts enforce a contract written by the viper that gives him the right,p take hack all itetbs.purchased by aconsumer until all items are fully paid?

.

C. Gathering Information About the Consumer for Credit or Insurance Purposes
Millitone v. allanlon Reports, Inc., 383 F.,Supp. 269 (1974)
What are the duties of a consumer reporting agency in gathering information about a consumer?

D. Abusive Collection Practices
Duty v: General Finance Co., 273 S./. 2d 64 (1954)
Is a creditor or collection agency liable for damages when thOf engage in collection practices that result in mental
anguish or physical injuries to the debtor'?

E. Retaking the Goods Upon Default
AFuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67 (1972)

Is a statelaw that allows a creditor to seize a debtor's proftrtji before the debtor has notice and an opportunity tobe hetNl cOnstibutional?

Sumthary of the Law for Lawyers and Teachers
A. Introduction

-B. Buying or Leasing Goods and Services
Defective Products

2. Limitations on Warranties
3. Unfair and Deceptive Advertising
4.' Unconscionability
S. Home Solicitation
`IS. Referral Sales

C. Paying for Goods.and Services
1. Cash
2. emdit

_ 3. Disclosure .

4. Rate Regulation
5. Fair Credit Reporting and Equal Credit Opportunity
6. Security Interests
7. Credit Cards

D. Collecting CmisunteK Debts
I. Inform-Al Debt Collection'
2. Attachment
1 Garnishment
4. Replevin and. Repossession

E. Consumer Rights to Redress Grievances



7. Consumer Law

Cases for Students

" A. DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS AND LIMITATIONS ON
WARRANTIES: Henningsen v. Bloopnfield Motors,
Inc. (1960) 4

Facts
On May 7, 1955, Mr. .and Mrs. Henningsen visited

Bloomfield Motors, a Plymouth automobile dealer, to look
at new cars. Mr. Henningsen told the dealer that he wished
to purchase a car as a gift for his wife. Mrs. Henningsen
chose a new Plymouth sedan, and Mr. Henningsen pur-
chased it by signing his name on a one-page preprinted
purchase order.

The front of the purdhase order form contained blanks to
be filled in with a description of the car purchased, included
accessories, and financing arrangements. In different and
smaller type near the bottom of the form, one paragraph
stated the signer of the form agrees that the front and back of
the form contains all the promises made between the buyer
and seller. The next paragraph, just above the space for.the
buyer's signature, stated that the signer had read and agreed
to the matter printed on the' back of the form "as if were
printed above my signature."

On the back of the form and in.fine print, a paragraph
near the bottom of the page stated,

The manufacturer warrants each new motor
vehicle (including original equipment placed
thereon by the manufacturer except tires), chas-
sis or parts manufactured by it to be free from
defects in material or workmanship under nor-
mal use and service. Its obligation under this
warranty being limited to making good at its
factory any part or parts thereof which shall,.
within ninety (90) days after delivery of such
vehicle to the original purchaSer or before such
vehicle has been driven 4,000 miles, whichever
event shall first occur, be returned to it with
transportation charges prepaid ling which its
examination shall disclose to its satisfaction to
have been thus defective . . .

This paragraph also stated that the above warranty was the
only'warranty that would be honored by the manufacturer
or the dealer. The dealer never called Mr. Henningsen's
attention to these peragraphs on the front Or back of the
form nor did Mr. Henningsen read these paragraphs.

.Mrs. Henningsen picked up the car on May 9, 1955. The
owner service manual was in the car, and the manual listed
the same warranty protection quoted aboye except that the
term "dealer" replaced the term "manufacturer." Mrs. Hen-
ningsen drove the car for 10 days then on May 19, 1955,
While driving at about 20 miles per hour she heard a loud
noise from the bottom of the car thatsounded'as if some-
thing had cracked. Tie steering wheel spun around, and the

car veered sharply to the right crashing into a brick wall.
Mrs. lienningsen suffered personal injuries as a result of the
accident.

An insurance inspector who examined the car stated that
something went wrong with the steering Inechanism of the
car as a result of a mechanical defect or failure.

Itsues for Discussion
1. Should auto maker be able to sell cars without a

warranty? Should they be able to limit warranties any way
they wish?

2. Why would a manufacturer or seller give a warranty to
buyer? Should warranties always be in writing?
3. Should a manufacturer or seller of products who gives

warranty protection to a buyer be able to limit that warranty
protection in any way? Why or why not? If so, how should
the. manufacturer or seller bring such limitations to the
attention of the buyer?

4. Why might some written parts of a contract be in small
print or be on the back of the contract form?

5. When a manufacturer makes or a seller sells a new car,
do either parties impliedly promise without putting it in
writing that the car will not break down in,ten days?

6. Should Chrysler Corpbration (the manufacturer) or
Bloomfield Motors (die seller) be held responsible for Mrs.
Hennifigsen's personal injuries resulting from the accident?

NOTES:

-t
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Decision of the New Jersey Supreme Court.
A manufacturer or seller of a car will be held responsible

for personal injuries resulting ftom the fact that the ear is not
fit for ordinary use, and any attempt to limit this responsibil-
ity for personal injuries is void as a matter of public policy.

C
Reasonini of the Court -

In consumer law, a warranty is a promise concerning the
product which impo.ses a duty on the part making the
promise to fulfill it. In many cases, the law imposes an
implied warranty of merchantability meaning that the seller
promises that the product is fit for ordinary use.

In this case, the court ruled that a manufacturer or seller
should be heldfCsponsible for the personal injuries arising
from a violation ? of this implied warranty when their prod-
ucts are unfit or defective. The court reasoned that a .car
manufacturer or seller violated a duty owed to the public
when their unfit or defective product caused physical inju-
ries to a perpn.

Here, the manufacturer and seller attempted to exclude
(disclaim) the protection of the implied warranty of mer-
chantability by offering an express warranty in lieu of the
impliea warranty. Unlike the implied -warranty which is
im6rosed by law, an express warranty is a promise concern-
ing the product directly made by seller. In this case, the court
nullified the disclaimer because the buyer had no bargaining
power concerning the warranties in the preprinted contract
supplied by the seller arid, at no time during the transaction,
was the buyer fully informed about the disclaimer of the
implied warranty or the limited express warranty.

A

ID

NOTES:
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B. UNC I
T' SA t' 1

Fur ure

CIONABILITY: 111FAII1R COMMERCIAL
v. Walker-Them

0.11' 65)

tact* . it. ---..---,

Ms. Williams wAi-as" ilig p rent 'seven child' n who
ver a
who,.

received public assists ce to help-Iiipport her faintly. ii
five-year period, Ms.. illiams had purchased several; /Luse-
hold items on a special installment plan from , ! .4-

Thoralts Furniture Company.
Every time Ms. Williams made 'a purchase "from the 't

Walker ii homes Company under the special installment
,,i. plan'she ould sfgn a preprinted form cont(ac that said the

store- wa easing the purchased item for a monthly'Vental
4...,

payment. n very complicated, legal language, the contract
explained that the Walkir-Thomas Company would be thek
legal owner of all items ever purchased until the monthly
payments for all items previously purchased had been paid.
Thin, as long as Ms. WilliamsPwed any money to the store,
everything still was the property of the store no matter how
much money had b n paid on items previously purchased.
The contract al rovided that if the purchaser failed to,
make monthly pay nts then the 'store could take back all
items previously purchased.

_.

On April 1962 Ms. Williams purchased a stereo set
from the sto

i
nder the special installment plan. Before this

purchase, she owed the store $164.00-for all prior purchases.
Ms. Williams had already OW $1,400.00 for all previously
purchased items. Soon after purchasing the stereo pet, Ms.

fWilliams f y ed to make further payments on the. special
installme9 plan, and the store went to court for a court
order tolake back all items purchased since 1957.

Issues for Discussion
1. Was.the store's special installment contract fair? Why?
2. Should the store be allowed to take back alLiteins

purchased under the special installment contract?
3. Suppose Ms. Williams said she never read any of the

contracts each time she made a purchase. Should she still be
obligated under each contract? Should purchasers be freed
of contract responsibilities if they do not- read their con-
tracts? Under what special circumstances, if any, Should Ms.
Williams be relieved of the obligation?

4. If Ms. Williams wanted to contest the store's actions,
where could she go?

z

1

NOTES:



Decision of the United States SUprente Court
A contract that gives one party no real bargaining power

and which is unreasonably fiVorable to the othOr party is
unconscionable and will not be enforced by a-court.

Ressoninvof the Court
The court began by stating that ordinarily when a party

signs a contract without full knowledge of its terms, that
party will have assumed the risk of entering into a one-sided
agreement. This rule usually applies because parties to a
contract are allowed considerable freedom in making their
agreements. This rule applies in most contract situations
where the parties stand in an equal bargaining position.

However, uneonscionability is the exception to this rule.
Especially concerning contracts involving ordinary consum-
ers, a merchant will ask a consumer to sign a form contract
printed by the merchant. The consumer has no freedom to
bargain for various terms in the contract but must sign *hat
is offered in the merchant's printed contract. Since the con-
sumer has no bargaining power, if the merchant's contract is
unreasonable according to ordinary business practices and
the consumer had no knowledge of the terms of the contract,
the court will fiid that the contract was unconscionable.
This concept means the contract was so unfair that the court
should not hold the consumer bound to it
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ilk C. GATHERING INFORMATION ABOUT THE CON-
11 SUMER FOR CREDIT OR INSURANCE PUR-

POSES: Millstone v. 01:19nlon Reports, Inc. (1974)

Facts
Mr. Millstone was assistant imaging editor of the St.

Louis Post-Dispatch, a.. nationally prominent newspaper.
He had worked for the newspaper since 1958 and had been a
Washington, D.C., correspondent' for seven years before
receiving the assistant editor position.-

Upon return to St. Louis in 1971, Mr. Millstone's inde-
pendent insurance agent obtained automobile insurancefor
him through,Firemen' Fund Insurance Company. After the
insurance policy became effective, Mr. Millstone received n
letter informing him that a ibutine personal investigation
would be made in connection with the new insurance policy
to verify his -good character for insurance purposes.

On Decetber 20, 1971, Mr. Millstone was informed by
his insurance agent that his insurance policy with the Fire-
men's Fund Insurance Conipany would, be cancelled. The
next day, the insurance agent protested the cancellation
decision and the Firemen's Fund Insurance Company re-
versed the cancellation. Nevertheless, Mr. Millstone decided
he did not want insurance through the Firemen's Fund
Insurance Company, but he did want tOknow, why he was
cancelled. An agent with the Firemen's Fund Insurance
Company told him he was cancelled because Of a damaging
report from %Hanlon, Reports, Inc., a corporation that
investigated consumers for insurance purposes. O'Hanlon
RepottS" would be paid a fee by insurance companies to
gather information concerning the character and reputation
of insurance company customers to protect against false
dishonest insurance claims.

On December 22, 1971, Mr. Millstone went to the office
of O'Hanlon Reports, Inc. and spoke to the office manager.
The office manager told Mr. Millstone that he was entitled
fo know what was in the report but that he would have to
give advance notice before getting the information. When
Mr. Millstone complained, the office manager called
O'Hanlon Reports' New York office. Mr, Millstone was told
that the report was in New York when in fact it was in St.
Louis.

Mr. Millstone went back to O'Hanlon . Reports on
December 28, 1971. The office'manager read the one page
report to Mr. Millstone but would not allow Mr. Millstone
to examine it.

The report covered the time when Mr: Millstone lived in
Washington, D.C. The report stated that Mr. Millstone was
"very much disliked" by his neighbors, was considered a
"hippie-type," and "housed anti-Vietnam-War demonstra-
tors." It also said that Mr. Millstone waS"strongly suSpectfcl
of being a drug user by neighbors but they could not posi-
tively substantiate these suspicions."

Mr. Millstone questioned virtually everything in the
report but the office managersaid that he could not answer
any questions;'he would only note any complaints from Mr.
Millstone. Upon O'Hanlon Reports' reinvestigation of Mr.
Millstone's background, most of the information gathered
was found to be false and misleading.

t
%IF .?

4

The procedures used to gatifer this information about Mr.
Millstone were as -follows. An employee of 011anion
Reports. in the Washington, D.C., areacontacted four of Mr,

,Millsttiate's former neighbors in Washington, D.C,Three of
the fdur neihbors gave -no information to the O'Hanlon
employee. All. of the information in the original report Was
obtained from one neighbor in half- -hour discussion.
O'Hanlon Reports nevermade any attempt to verify damag-
ing infOrwmation in the original orotinvostigation. report.,

During this period, Mr. Millstone suffered significant
amounts of anxiety over the allegationS, in the reports and
sued O'Hanlon.Reports for using unreasonable investiga-
tiVe procedures.

Issue's (or Discussion
I. ;pia O'Hanlon Reports use reasonable procedures to

'assurit the accuracy of information in its report about Mr.
Millstone? If not, howcould re procedures 11 improved to
guarantee accuracy?

2`.-'Should insurance companies have the right to investi-
gate a Consumer's character, reputation, personal character-
istics, or mode of living when the consumer is seeking

-.insurance? Why? If so, what specific type of infer nation
shotild be used for such purposes?

3. Should creditors have the right to investigate a consum-
er's credit worthiness or credit capacity when the consum-
er is seeking credit? If so, what specific type of information
should be used for such purposes?\\

4. Should a, consumer. have a right to see his or her
consumer report concerning character or credit worthiness?
Why? Should a company like O'Hanlon Reports be required
to inform the consumer of thelnature, substance ,and source
of the information in his or her consumer report? If the
consumer report contains, false or damaging information,
what rights should a -consumeehaveito change or explain
information in the report?

40TES:,
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Deeirdott of the United States- District Court
Whelk a consumer reporting agency willfully violates its

legal duty to use reasonable procedures in assuring maxi-
Mum accuracy in its:reports and continually fails to disclose
the nature and substance of information- in its files, thee
agency is liable for both actual and punitive damages to the
consumer.

t,0

Reasoning of theCourt
The court fecund that O'Hanlon Reports willfully violated

the. Fair Credit Reporting Act in making the consumer
report on M. Millstone, The Act provides that a consumer
reporting agency t st use reaso ble procedures to assure
maximum possible acc in reporting information con-
cerning a consumer. the Act requires that a
consumet.tporiing agency ust disclose the nature and
substance of all information pertaining to a consumer when
that consumer makes such a request!'

Because (Manion Reports never vejified the information
it gathered on Mr. Millstone and knowingly used false
information about M. Millstone in its report, the court
found O'Hanlon Reports to be in willful violation of the
Act. O'Hanloit Reports also violated the Act by continually
failing to inform Mr. MillptO'ne of the nature and substance
of information in the report. Mr. Millstone was awarded
actual damages to compensate him for mental anguish, and
he waft awarded, minitive damages as a punishment against
O'Hanlon Reports to prevent future willful violatioins of the
Act.

.1
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D. ARUSIVE COLLECTION PRACTICES: Duty v. NOTES:
General Finance Company (1954)

FRets

Mr. and Mrs. Dtity obtained a loan from the General
Finance Company and agreed to pay back the loan by
monthly payments. After Mr. and Mrs. Duty failed to

it

make several monthly payments, General Finance and a
collection agency employed by General F used the
following practices for sevesilmonths to collect the Duty's
debt.

Daily. telephone calls were made to Mr. and Mrs. Duty
about payment. The creditor and the collection agency
threatened to "blacklist" Mr. and Mrs. Duty, with a local
creditor association so that they could not obtain credit. The
creditor and the collection agency repeatedly used harsh
language in calling the Dutys and referred to them as4'dead-
beats" in the calls and to their neighbors. The creditor and
the collection agency made numerous calls to Mr. and Mrs.
Duty% employers requesting that the employers require
them to pay their debt. On one occasion, the creditor called
Mr. Duty's mother asking about payment of the debt. On
another occasion, Mr. Duty's brother was called and ask&I
about Payment. Special delivery letters and telegrams were
sent to Mr. and Mrs. Duty on several occasions, Sometimes
at midnight, demanding payment.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Duty alleged that they suffered serious
emotional distress, severe headaches and nervous indiges-
tion, as a result of the creditor's and collection agency's
actions. Mrs. Duty was dismissed by her employer because
of the repeated phone- calls while she was working and
inability to do her work.

Mr. and Mrs. Duty sued General Finance and tile collec-
tion agency chhming that the defendants', Vioiis caused
them mental anguish and physical injuries. The trial court
dismissed the suit stating that the Dutys had nq legal basis to
sue the defendants.

Vo

Issues tor Discussion
I . Should Mr.. and Mrs. Duty hitN;e The legal right to sue

the creditor and the-collection agency for damages? Why? If
So, how should a court determine their damiiges for the
'alleged physical inj6ries? The alleged "mental anguish"
injuries?'

2. Should a creditor or collection agency be allowedlo
make repeated calls to onpaying debtors about their,debt?

:i.Should a creditor or collection agency be alloirmd to call a
'nonpaying debtor's employer or relatives about the debt?
What about a young debtor's parents? In what specific
situations would iyoui label a creditor's Or collection agency's
,practices "abusive" or "harassing?"

Suppose you do not have the money to pay one
monthly 41. What should you de Ignore the overdue
notice and wait until you get the money to pay the bill? Call

'the creditor to explain your situation and Make other ar-
*rigements? Ask an attorney to file for batN(9160y?

w
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Decision of the Texas Supreme Court NOTES:
In attempting to collect a debt, when a creditor or those

acting on the creditor's behalf engage in a course of conduct
with 40 intent to cause the debtor groat mental anguish that
results in physical injury and the loss of employment, the
creditor and the agents are liable for damages to the debtor.

Reasoning of the Court
T kurthere did not want to allow suits based simply on

menl guish. The reason for such a rule is that nonphysi-
cal injuries resulting from mental anguish are very difficult
to prove. Unlike physical injuries (e.g., fractured wrist, loss
of an eye) where the loss to the plaintiff can be objectively
determined, nonphysical injuries (e.g., emotional distress,
psychological suffering) usually can only be determined by
subjective impressions.

Therefore, the court found that in this case where the
mental anguish cabsCd by the defendants resulted in the
plaintiffs' physical injuries and loss of employment, the
defendants would be held responsible for the resulting dam-
age to the plaintiffs. Thus, the creditor and collection agency
were held iable for using abusive collection methods in this
Case that exulted In the debtors' physical suffering.

e
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E. RETAKING THE GOODS UPON DEFAULT:
Flientes v. Shevin (1972)

Facts
Ms. Fuentes purchased A stove and later purchased a

phonograph from a Firestone Tire Company store, which
was in the business of selling automotive items and -home

__.appliances. Both purchases were made on conditional sales
contracts in which Ms. Fuentes would make monthly pay-
ments. The stove and phonogniph cost $500,00 together
with a finance charge of over $100.00 for both contracts.
Under the contracts; Firestone remained ttiejegal owner of
the goods until the contracts were paid in full, and Ms.
Fuentes could keep the goods unless she failed to make the
monthly payments.

Ms. Fuentes made her payments for over a year. Then she
stopped paying when a disagreement developed with Fire-
stone over--servicing the stove, even though only 200.00
reinained to be paid on the contrats. As a result, a Firestone
representative went to sntall claims court requesting that the
court clerk issue an order to take back the stove and phono-
graph because Ms. Fuentes stopped making payments.
Before Ms, Fuentes received any notice of Firestone's
actions, the court clerk gave the Firestone representative a
paper ordering the sherifko seize the stove and phono-
graph. On the same day, a deputy sheriff and FireStone
employee went to Ms. Fuentes' home and removes the stove
and phonograph. At this time, neither Ms. Fuentes nor any
judge had seen the paper that authorized Firestone and the
sheriff to take the stove Rod phonograph.

Issues for Discussion
I. Why would Firestone want to take back the goods

without informing Ms. Fuentes? What special circumstan-
ces, if a fight justify a seller in immediately taking back
goods 'a er has not yet t-paid for under a conditional sales
contract? Should an automobile seller have the right to take
back a car that the buyer has not yet paid for under a
conditional sales contract without notifying the buyer or
Without court approval? Why?

!sit fait to allow a seller to take back goods that the
buyer has not' yet paid for under a conditiOnal sales contract
befoi-e the buyer has any notice from a court concerning the
matter? Why? Is it fair if there has been no court hearing on
the seller's, right to take back the goods? Suppose in this
lame situation the buyer signs a contract that states,. The
seller reserves the tight to take back the goods under this
contract if the buyer fails to make the agreed payments."
Would this fact affect your opinion? Why?

)
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.41 Decision of the United States Supreme Court
A state law that.-ftllows a creditor to seize a debtor's

property violates the due process requirement where the
debtor is given no notice or opportunity to be heard in court
before such seitzunz.

Reasoning of the Court
Due proceiS orlaw requires that eveil, person be given

notice and an opportunity to be heard in court before that
person can bcdeprived of his or her property. The reason for
this requirement. is to assure that the seizure of property is
accomplished only where a party has a legal right to take
another person's property.

tven though Ms. Fuentes had not yet paid for the prop-
erty and thus Was not the legal owner, the Court reasoned
that a debtor has a property interest in the goods purchased
because the debtor has possession and has,made 'partial
payment. Therefore, Ms. Fuentes was entitled to receive
official notifictition that her property may be seized; and she
was entitled to have a hearing in court to determine whether
Firestone had a legal right to seize the goods before the
seizure couldtactually be accomplished.

The Court noted That there may be "extraordinary shua-
tions" where the seizure could be accomplished before offi-
cial notification and the court hearing. Although the Court
did not specify what-these "extraordinary situations" Were,
it was implied that situations involving automobile pur-
,chases would qualify because of the debtor's ability to trans-
port the vehicle before paying for it.

The Court also denied Firestone's. claim that it had a right
to take back the goodsbecause Ms. Fuentes waived her right
to a prior hearing by sAgning the contracts which stated that
the seller had the right to take back the. goods: The Court
said that a person must be made aware of any Giver of.a
constitutional right and such a waive? must bellear.

c
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Summary of the Law foi Lawyers and Teachers

A. INTROMJCIIION

In earlier days, with 'less industry and less commerce,
'transactions in the marketplace between sellers and buyers
were relatively simple. The law focused on business and ,.
trade between commercial buyers and sellers rather than the
simple transactions involving ordinary buyers of consumer
goods. With the simplicity of the marketplace and the fact
that there were fewer consumer goods, the buyeand seller
could negotiate purchases and sales from equal bargaining
positions. From this equality of positions, the law recog-
nized the doctrine of caveat emptorlet the buyer
beware`

But with the growth of manufacturing industries and a
:marketplace oriented toward consumers, the complexity of
transactions between buyers. and sellers increitsed;and the
seller, as ultimate master of the production' process,
assumed a superior position in the marketplace. As most of
America became a "consumer society" in the 1950's and

"1960's; the doctrine of caveat eniptor would no longer suf-
fice because of the disparity in bargaining positions between
buyer a rid selkr.

With the.advent of a "consumer society," the law became
cognizant of these changes, and the focus shifted to protect-
ing the consumer against the abuses of unscrupulous mer-
chants. This section will examine the case and statutory
developments in law as it pertains to consumers, looking
at the buying or leasing of goods and services, the payment
process, and the collection process.

B. BUYING OR LEASING GOODS AND SERVICES:

I. DeTtctive PrOduets
Many: provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code

(UCC) govern consumer transactions. The UCC is a codifi-
cation of the laws regulating the field of Comtnerce and is
applicable to mostcornmercial dealings in the United States.
Concerning defective consumer products, three code sec-
tions are particularly important. Section 2-313 defines
express warranties as affirmations, promises, samples, or
descriptions of goods made by the seller or made part of the

s con-
. form to such affirmations, promises, samples, or descrip-
tions. Express Warranties differ from implied warranties in
that the former, are created by the seller whereas the latter
are imposed by law. Section 2-314 outlines the implied
warranty of merchantability stating that a- seller who is a
merchant impliedly warrants that goods sold "are fit for the

( ordinary purposes for which such joods are:used." Section
2-315 describes the implied warranty of fitness which pro,
'ides that if the seller has reason to knoW any particular
purpOseior which the goods are required by the, buyer and
the buyer relies on the seller's judgment o provide such

:;'goods, then the seller inahliedlY warrants that the goods will
be fit ,.for such 'purposes. In these -last two situations, the

implied warranties by law make a commercial seller liable to
a consumer Tor defects in the product.

A questitin arises as to what is a defectiVe product. Is a car
Which is fit for the ordinary purpose of driving defective if it
is unsafe in collisions? In Larson v. General Motors Corp.,
391 F.2d,fq,5 (19§8), the plaintiff claimed that in a head-on
collision the steering mechanism of a Corvair Would be
pushed into the dr' ?r's head, The court held that an auto
manufacturer had a duty to design cars in a manner that
would protect the occupants in case of collision since it was
foreseeable that many cars would be involved in collisions.

Two theories have been employed to make the seller liable
to 'a consumer for damagei resulting from' defects in the
productone theory based (in contract law and arising
from the implied warranties outlined above,_the other theory
based on tort law end embodied in the concept of strict
edterprise lia blility. The latter theory is stated in the Restate-
ment (Second) of Torts §402A which states,

One who sells any product in a defective condi-
tion unreasonably dangerous to the user or 'con-

.
sumer orio his property is subject to liability for
physical harm thereby caused to the ultimate
user or,cOnsinner, or to his. property, if (a) the

pitseller i gaged in't he business of selling such a
"prodif , and (b) it is expeeed to and does reach
the user or consumer without substantial.thange.
in the condition in which* is sold.

As the two theories have developed, the courts have chip
el away many of the major distinctions between them.
Under each theory, faith On the pact of the seller is. not a
factor since the seller will be held liable for a defect in the
,product at the time of the sale. Disclaimers-or warranties
and lack of prifityof contract (no duty is owed to one not a
party to the contract) can be obstacles in cases involving the
implied warranties, but some courts have employed the
doctrine of ut%conscionability to set aside disclaimers and
privity allegations. See, Henningsen v. Bloomfield Motors,
Inc., 32 N.J..358 (1960) (included in Cases for Students);
Santor I;. A. and M. Karagheusian, Inc., 44 N.J. 52 (1965),
infra. Since disclaimers and privity are concepts of contract
law, they have no application to.the strict enterprise liability

eery.
.

However, a major issue under both theories is what losses
are recoverable by the consumer. These issues were

addressed in two leading cases: In Santor v... A. and M.
Karagheuslan, Inc., supra, a consumer purchased certain
retail carpeting manufactured by the' defendant. After the
carpet was laid in the consumer's home, unusual lines devel-
oped in the' carpet. After finding out that the retailer had
'gone out of business, the consumer sued the manufacturer
for damages for breach of the implied warranties{ The New
Jersey Supreme Court held that the manufacturerwas liable
under both theories for breach of the implied warrantiesand
strict liability in tort The court reasoned that when a manu-
facturer presents goods for sale to, the public he must also



repeosent that such .goods are safe and suitable for their
intended use. ,The court ruled that under either theory, a
consumer could recover losses for personal injuries or prop-
erty damage. In Seel v. White Motor Co., 63 Cal. 2d 9
(1965), a consumer purchased a truck manufactured by the
defendant When the consumer drove the truck for his haul-
inOusiness, the truck would bounce vi9lently. Even though
the consumer took the truck to the defendant to be repaired:,
the bouncing continued for 1I months until one day the
truck overturned when the defendant attempted to turn a
corner. The consumer was not injured in the accident but
sued the defendant for the cost of repairs, money already paid
on the purchase price, and lost business profits. The Califor-
nia Supreme Court allowed the award of damages for
money already paid on the purchase price and lost business,
profits based on a breach of warranty that the truck was free
from defects. The court refused to allow an award of.darn-
ages for the cost of repairs claiming that such damages were
an economic loss not covered under the strict liability'
theory.

Courts have also analogized the buying of defective pro-
ducts to the leasing of defective products. Therefore, liabil-
ity has been imposed, upon the 'lessor of the defective
products based ,on.ti breach of, warranty theory or strict
liability theory. Cintrora v. Hertz Truck Leasing & Rental
Service. 45 N.J. 434 (1965). Liability has also been imposed
upon the seller of services for the defective rendering of such
service's. Newmark v. Gimble. Inc., 54 N.J. 585 (1969).

Defective products have been the subject of federal legis-
lation as represented by the Consumer Product SaTety Act
Of 1972, IS U.S.C., §2051 et. seq. The Act established a

eirsumer Product Safety ,Coinmission with the authority
to ban hazardous products and promulgate consumer prod-
uct safety standards, the violation of which is subject to-
civil or criminal penalties.

Mt)

2. Limitation on Warranties
Although merchants may be liable for damages caused by

their defective products, under the UCC they may limit or
disclaim their warranty liability. Section 2-316 allows a
merchant to limit or disclaim the implied warranty of mer-
chantability if language is used which specifically mentions
in4rchantabitity and, in case of a writing, the language is
conspicuous, i.e., noticeable print in larger type or a differ-,
ent, color. The implied warranty of fitness can be limited or
disclaimed only by conspicuous,- written language.

Regarding consumer transactions, the courts have disfa-
vored disclaimers of the implied, warranties. Henningsert,
supra. is a good., example 'cif this trend. Here, the auto
manufacturer expressly warranted that the plaintiff's car
was free from defects and if any part wasloundtdefective,
such \part would be repaired or replaced within 90 days after
delivery of the car or before it was driven 4,000 miles. This
warr4itty was made expresily ifi liett.of another Warranties.
The Plaintiff gave the car to his wife as a gift, and 10 s

later When she drove itoshe was injured in an auto a
OOth Ued the auto manufacturer for negligence a breac
of war ratfty claiming that the car's defective stet ng mecha-

nism caused the occident. Tcte New Jersey Supreme Court
ruled that the plaintiffs were entitled to recover damages for
personal injuries resulting from a breach of the implied
warranty of merchantability. The court held that the dis-
claimer was void as a matter of law because of the unequal -e

bargaining positions between buyer and seller as a result Of
the seller's use of a standardiz6d, form contract and the
inconspicuous disclosure of the warranty.

Concerning the disclosure of warranties, Congress
entered the field with the Magpuson -Moss Warranty Act of
1975. Under th .Act, manufacturers or sellers using written
warranties in co nection with the,sale of a product costing
more than $5 in st fully and conspicuously disclose in sim-
ple language th terms and conditions of such warranty. If
the product costs more than $10, all written warranties must,
be designated as either "full" or "limited," clearly and con-
spicuously. Sellers and manufacturers who given full war-
ranty most fix a defective product within a reasonable time
and without charg nd if repair efforts do not correct the
defect, the consu a is entitled to choose between a refund
or replacement wit out charge.

1 Unfair and Deceptive Advertising
At common law, the consumer was only protected against

false advertising with a remedy in tort known as deceit (Kin
contract for breach of Warranty. Today, the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), charged with the responsibility of pro-G,
tecting-the public from unfair or deceptive acts or practices
in commerce, regulates advertising practices. Many states
also have their own unfair commercial practices legislation.

A cording to FTC guidelines; deceptive advertising is
thanith a capacity to deceive; it need not be false. One
deceptive practice prohibited by FTC guidelines is"bait and
switch" advertising. This practice involves an item being
advertised at a very low pOce, but when thoconsumer comes-
to the store, the seller attempts to-sell the consumer another
more eXpeasive item. Such practices are found where the
seller refuses td show the advertised item, speaks poorly of
the advertised item, fails to have a reasonable quantity of the
advertised item, or refuses or fails to deliver the advertised
item. In Tashof v. FTC, 437 F.2d 707 (1970), this practice
was prohibited where a seller advertised eyeglasseS at a $7:50
price and sold less than 10,pairs, but sold almost 1,400 pairs I

of other eyeglasses at .a higher price.
Although the tnajor method Of enforcing FTC regulations

has'been cease and desist orders, a modern devel Pment has
'-' been the impiCsition of corrective 'advertising., In a major

administrative case, In re Warner Lambert Co., FTC No.
8891 (1974), after ti finding that the makers 'of Listierine
mouthwash falsely advertised that Listerine oevents and
cures colds and sore throats; and FTC 'Mini istrative Law
Judge 4rdered the company to make lhe loll wing disclo-
sure in all Listerinadvertisiment for two ye rs: "Contrary
ito prior adrrtising, Listerine will not prevep or cure colds
or sore throtZts, and Listerine will not be be ieficial in the
treatment -44 cold symptoms or sore throats.' The extent to
which,this,controkiersial enforcement inetho is utilized will
be determined by future actions of the FTC nd the courts.
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4. tinconscionebility
Courts ,skill sometimes refuse to enforce consumer con-

. tracts found to be Unconscionable. The doctrine of uncon-_
scionability was recognized in common law and was restated
in the UCC. Althoughlhe concept is not expressly defined,
UCC *2-302 allows a court to refuse enforcement of uncon-
scionable contract provisions. -or unconscionable contracts
altogether.

Williams v. Walker,Thotnas.Purniture Co., 350 F.2d,445
(1965) (included in Cases for Students), is the classic cam on
unconscionability.- Here, the 'consumer purchased some 16
items totalling $1,800.00 from one merthant over a period of
about five years. A form contract for each purchase allovlied
the merchant to retain a security interest in all items pre-
viously purchased until every item was paid in hilt' thus,
when the consoler default1 on the last item purchased, the
merchant attempted to repoSsess all of the items purchased.
In the famous opinion by Judge J. Skelly Wright, the contract
'could norbe enforced beCause it was unconscionable at the
time itlwas made, According to Judge Wright, the concept of
unconscionability had a broad interpretation focusing on
the absence of meaningful choice by one of the parties to the
contract and terms unreasonably favorable to the other
party. This situation dften arises in consumer transactions t
where the buyer must sign the seller's.standardized, form
,contract upon purchase. Judge Wright's formulation of the
unconscionability test was whether "fir terms are so
extreme as to appear unconscionable according to the
Irnores and business practices of the time and place."

Courts have also found contracts to.be unconscionable
when there is a gross disparity between the value of a
consumer product and its price. In Jones v.,,..Star Credit
Corp., 298 N.Y.S. 24 264 (1969), the consumer purchased a
freezer on credit with a purchase price of $900.00 to . be
financed at a credit price of $1,234.00. The freezer actually
was valued at no more than $300.00. Based on the disparity

.%between price and value, the-limited resources of the consum-
er, and the consumer's lack of bargaining power, the New
York Supreme Court held that the contract was
unconscionable,

5. Home Solicitation
consumers have been afforded protection in the area of

home soliciation sales, more commonly known as door-to-
' kloor sales, The theory behind this protection was that con-

smilers are much more susceptible tokeleceptive practices in
home solicitation sales because the buyer is usually a captive
audience of the seller, Sellers utilizing these practices aim
high-pressurscl sales at the Poor orIhe elderly; In these sales,
the buyer litOks the power of comparative shopping,

Many stStes lutN't adopted. legislation based on the Uni-
forinConsitrner Credit Code provisions to givie..the consumer
a IneastOettlprotection in these sales. The UnifoMi Consu-
mer Credit Code (UCCC) is a codification of laws pertaihing
to consumer credit outlining guidelines states can use in
driftIng legislation. State legislation modeled on the UCCC
.provisions regarding homeljalt5itation'salei usually applies
'to 'credit sales Only and requires,that both the solicitation
and 'the signing of the contract oceur at the consumer's"

t

home. The consumer is then entitled to a 72-hour "cooling
off" period in which the sale may be cancelled and the
consumer need not 'give trweason for the cancellation.

FTC regulations go furtlan many state:laws in mu-..

lating home solicitation sales and, because the supremacy of
federal law supersedes state laws, FTC regulations apply to
all home solicitation sales whether cash sales or credit sales.
It is a deceptive trade Practice it) fail to give a consumer th,M0
days in which to cancel, ny home solicitation sale. The FTC
regulations also require that the door-to-door seller give the
consumer oral and written notice of the right to cancel-
within a three-day period.

6. Referral Salts
Another sales practice susceptible to abuse is the referral

sales scheme in which the consumer enters into oneagree-
ment for the purchase of go4.i...or services and anotIter
agreement in which the seller agrees to compensate the
consumer for each new customer referred to the seller. In
unscrupulous referral sales, the price of the goods or services
are often very high with the promised inthicetnent of large
discounts for each referral. But with the discount being
promised in another agreement, the seller receives the
inflated purchase price and the buyer has the difficult task of
enforcing the other agreement for compensatioa from
referrals.

For example, 'in one agreement, the seller offers a 'stereo
(generally retailing for $100.00) to the consumer at the
inflated price of $300.00.-But, in another agreement, the
seller also offers the promised inducement of giving the
consumer a $100.00 discount on'the stereo purcha price
for every person the buyer can refer to the seller and who
also purchases a $300.00 stereo. The seller receives- his
p00.00 under the first agreement, but the buyer must got his
$109.00 discount tinder the sepitrate, second agreement.

Malty states have adopted legislation based on the UCCC
provision prohibiting referral sales schemes in which com-
pensation to the consumer is conditioned on the occurrence
of an event after the time of the sale, i.e., if the compensation
a dependent on a. referred customer actually buying the
product or service.

C. PAYING FOR 01000S AND SERVIkES

There are basically two mays in which consumers can pay
for goods or services. They can arrange to pay the full
purchase price by cash payment or defer payment of the full
price pins any interest or finance' charges by a credit
a rrangrent._

I. Cash,
In commercial transaVons, cash payment usually means

payment by check. In paying4or goods and services by
check; the consumer has the irtiVrtant right to stop pay-
ment of the check immediately after the purchase by.calling
the bank and requesting a stop order on the check. The stop
order may he a useful device when the consumer has pur-
chased a defective product or one fraudulently misrepres-
ented.



The stoporder doei not release.the const Omar pitying by
check from ilby liability, but it does force th seller holding
the Om' k to come to the consumer for p ment. At this
time, the consumer can inform the seller of any complaints
and request adjustments rather than enfo e any rights by
way of suit after payment.

2. Credit
. A consumer may pay for goods and sc
usually,involving one of the three followin
instalhnent purchase, the consumer pays th
phis a 'finance charge in equal installment
period of time. The consumer may utilize a
account in which purchases are paid for on
without a finance charge if paid in full o

rvices by credit
methods. In an
purchase price
over a sphcifie
volving charge

a monthly basis
with a finance

charge if paid in installments. Finally, the consumer may use
a threelmrty credit ford like Master Card or American
Express which are accepted by merchants Who receive pay-
ment for purchases thr ugh the credit card company which
thou-tills the cardhold rtpurchaser.

3. Disclosure
One of the major problems facing consu

!

ers in the 1950's
:'ntid 1960's was the diffe nt,kinds of info tionsiven them
about credit transac s. Especially regarding the rate of
interest to be charg n consumer credit kransactions, the
absence of uniformity 'lowed crditors to{ state the rate of
it in a variety of ays. For example three merchants
advertise the same shred on sale for $500.00 with "easy
credit terms." One me hant states "financing at 1!6% per
month" another "doll: r add-on financing only $7.00 per
$100 per year," the of r "$7.00 per year discount on a $100
financing" available. f mummers, while kinowing they were
setting the same stere s for $500.00, had no way of.compar-'
ing these various sta ements of the rate of interest being
Charged to finance t e purchase. -

Congress moved to resolve tills problem with the Consum-
er Credit. Protection ct of 1968. A5 U.S.C. 1601, et seq. A
major component o this legislation wad, the Truth in Lend-
ing Act which requi es that a creditor extending consumer
credit disclose esse tial credit terms. A general disclosure
requirement of the Truth in Lending Act is that all disclo-
sures be Made "clearly, cdrispicuottslk, and in meaningful
sequence." Concerning closed end credit (transactions like
consumer loans, installment purehaseS, etc. where credit is,
extended for a spebific -period), the two most important
disclosure requirements are disclosure of all cosh included
in the finance charge and disclosure of A uniform determina-
tion of the rate of interest known as the annual percentage
rate. With tir annal percentage rate, consumers can com-
pare interest rates offered in credit. transactions.

The Act requires somewhat different disclosures for open
end credit (transaction like revolving charge account pur-
chases, three-party credit, card purchases; etc. where the
consumer has the optjon to pay he installments or pay the
full balance). An initial disclosure is required before the first
transaction is made on the account stating when the finance
charge will be imposed, the balance on whit% the'finanot
charge will beitnposed, and a "nominal" annual percentage

rate. Since in open,end credit arrangements the actual
finance charge and annual percentage rate cannot be deter-
mined at the outset because the account is opened before any
purchases, disclosure requirements for the initial statement
basically are to inform the consumer how these amounts will
be determined. Another disclosure ,requirement is the period-
ic statement. Periodic statements from the creditor on an
open-end credit account must be sent to the consumer at the
end of each billing cycle.(usually a Monthly basis) disclosing
the previous balance, amounts and dates of each purchase,
the actual finance charge, the actual annual percentage rate
and the new .balance.

4. Rate Regulation
The cost of credit has traditionally been regulited by

usury laws. In earlier times, usury laws usually prohibited
lender from making a lchn charging interest above 6% per
year. However; as consumer credit expanded, it was recog-
nized that lenders could not profitablyiend money to consu-

--mere-af 6% interest because consumer: loans Would be small,
over short periods of time, and risky ventures in general.

Two methods were used to remove consumer:credit tran-
sactions from the purview of state usury laws. One method
was the adoption of stet laws We'd on the Uniform Small
Loan Law which. allowed lenders of less than $300.00 to
charge no more interest than 3IA% per month. The other
method was the judicially created "time-price" -doetrino.
This doctrine stipulated thaf a retail credit sale was not a
loan but a sale with two prices: one price if payment was
made on the date of purchase and another price if payment
was to be made at a later time. Since the sale was not a loan,
it was not subject to the state usury laws.

Once consumer credit was taken front the purview of
antiquated usury laws, some rate regulation was requitid in
the consumer credit industry to allow for reasonable but not
extortionate profits by creditors. Some states regulatedcon-
sumer credit interest rates by updating old usury laws so
such laws would be applicable to modern consumer credit
transactions. Courts in other states applied usury laws to
consumer credit transactions, even open-end credit transac-
tions such as revolving charge accounts. State v. J.C. Pen-
ney, Co., 48 Wis. 2d .125 (1970). Other states adopted
legislation modeled on the UCCC, which imposed high
ceilings on interest rates for various consumer credit transac-
tions instead of 'actually setting rates. For revolving charge
accounts, the UCCC provides fora limit of 24% for balances
of $500.00 or less, and 18% for balances of more than
$500.00. For revolving loan accounts and other closed end
credit transactions, the limits are as follOws: 36% for balan-
ces to $300.00; 21% for balances from ;300,00 to $1,000.00
and 15% for balances over $ I ,000.00 or 18%overall..Consid-
ering the current impact of inflation on interest rates,"tate
regulation may well be subject to reconsideration once
again,

k Fair Credit Reporting and Equal Credit Opportunity.
Tvi othen components of the Consumer Credit Protec-

tion Act are %Oath noting. The Fair Credit Reporting Act of
1970 regulates the practicespf the credit reporting industry,
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More extending credit to a consumer, most creditors will
order a credit report from it credit agency which compiles
financial and other related information on individuals who
have previously been granted credit, Practices in the credit
reporting industry sometimes led to the reporting of inaccu-
rate or misleading information or an encroachment on the
consumer's pkivacy. For exaraplel an unfair practice would
.invoLv,e inform' g creditors that the consumer was a "dead-
beat" based i unverified inforoation received from a

. "nosy" nei or.
Under th Act, consumer credit reports can only be used

for five purposes: (1) credit; (2) insurance; (3) employment;
(4) obtaining a government license or benefit; Or (5) other
legitimate business needs involving the consumer. The Act
iequitts that credit reporting agencies rriaiqtain reasonable
procedures to prevent 'obsolete and inaccurateinforniation
in consumer credit reports. When a consumer credit report
is used to reject a consumer for credit, insurance, or employ-
ment, the user of such report must notify the consumer of
the name and address of the credit reporting agency which
made the report. A consumer has a right to information in a
consumer credit report concerning the nature and substance
of such information, the source of the information, and the
name of any recipients 'of the report: A credit reporting
agency has a duty to investigate a consumer's claim that the
repprt is inaccurate or incomplete, and a consumer may file
a written statement with the report stating the nature of the
claim when any dispute is unresolved,

The Equal Credit Opportunity Mt of (975 was enacted by
Congress to alleviate discrimination. against women in the
granting of credit. The Act specifically prohibits evaluating
credit applications on the basis of sex or marital ottus or
changing the terms of redit solely because of a change of
name or marital statu A former practice in granting credit
would allow a husbai to obtain credit on his own but not a
wife unless her hush nd was a party to the transaction. In
1976, the Act s amended also prohibiting discrimination
in a Credit trans ction on the basis of race, color, religion,
national origin, age.

4. SecpritY Wiriest
Creditor often sick some degree of security to insure that

consumers repay debts. For instance, before lending money
to a consumer, a bank might require that the consumer give
the bank certain rights to property of the customer. The
property becomes collateral for the loan and the bank has a
security interat in the property. If paymellt is not inad.Ohe
bank may take the collateral to get proceeds for payment of
the debt. Sometimes creditors will secure payment by taking
a security interest in the good he consumer is buying e.g.,
an auto, stereo, or T.V., which gives the creditor the right to
take back the goods if payment is not made.

States have enacted legislationsegulating creditor practic-
es in taking security interests. SoMe states ditiallo'w'a relit-
or's security interest in the debtor's real property to seture
consumer loans and purchases, Other States only allow pur-
*Me money security interests In consume-I- transactions,
et,g) security interests in goods sold by the creditor or pur=
Chased with loan money from the lender.

7. Credit, Cards
Consumer use of credit cardsrfwas become a way of mod-

ern life. A cardholder has credit extended without the neces-
sity of establishing a good credit rating for each purchase.
The cardholder's creditworthiness is &tern-tined by the card
issuing company before the card is issued. Merchants
honoring the card receive payment from the curd issuing
company which. then bills the cardholder.

two issues of corkern to the consumer using a credit card
are within the purview of the Truth in Lending Act. One
issue, especially in regard to three-party credit cards,
whether the consumer can assert any defenses against
card issuing company when a defective product is porch sed
from a, merchant honoring the card. The Act states that. a
consumer can assert such defenses against the card issuer
when the merchant is closely associated with the card issuer,
when the sale involves more than $50.00 and the consumer's
address is in the same state as the merchanestusiness, or is
within 100 miles of the merchant's business, or When the
card issuer includes the merchant's advertisements in billing
statements and urges use of the card for the erchant's
products.

The other issue concerns the cardholder's liability for
unauthorized use of his or her credit card. The Act limits the
cardholder's liability to $50.00 for unauthorized use. Fur-
thermore, the card issuer can only collect up to $50.00 for
unauthorized use when all the following conditions are met:
(I) the card was accepted by the cardholder; (2) notice of
potential liability was given to the cardholder; (3) the card
issuer provided addressed notification which the cardholder
may return in the event of loss or theft of the credit card; (4)
unauthorized use occurred before the cardholder notified
the card issuer of lois or theft of the credit card; and (5) the
card issuer provided a method of identifying the unautho-
rized use such as signature verification.

D. COLLECTING CONSUMER DEBTS

For various reasons, a consumer may be unable or unwil-
!info° pay off debts. When consumers do not Make Ihe
required payments for an obligation, they are in default.
Upon default, the creditor ha's a number of remedies in
seeking payment. These remedies and their limitations will
be discussed below.

1. Informal Debt Collection
Before einplqying any judicial efforts to collect consumer

debts, creditors frequently use informal means in seeking
payment such as oral or written communications with the
debtor or the 'use of collection agencies. Although these
methods are- relatively simple and inexpensive, they often
have led to abusive collection practices.

In 1978, Congress added the Fair Debt Collection Practio-
es Act to the Consumer Credit Protection Att. The.new law°
established comprehensive restrictions on the practices of
those engaged in the business of debt collection. The At
prohibits debt collectors from communict4itig with a debtor
at unusual timCssand places. It also Inantlates use of validat-
ing proceduret for the consumer debt in order to verify its
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accuracy. The Act prohibits debt collectors from the use or
threat of violence, the use of obscene la,inguage, the publica-
tion of a list of defaulting debtors, a ndiepeated telephoning
-with an intent to harass. The debt collector IS also prohibited
from contacting third persons unless for the purpose of
finding the location of the debtor or contacting the debtor's
employer in connection with a judicial action.

2. Attachment ,

Upon default on an obligation, a creditorean sue the
debtor to obtain personal judgment fbr the amount of the
debt. Because. of the time and expense of this collection
method, many creditors will utilize remedies s able prior -
to a court judgment. One rsuoh remedy is at chment in
which a writ cif, execution is issued by a court to seize the
personal property of a debtor to hold such property pending
the outcome of a suit for a personal judgment or to satisfy a
personal judgment already obtained. Therefdre, the remedy
of attachrhent is available to the creditor prior to or after
judment.

The creditor may attach any nonexempt personal prop-
erty of the debtor. Almost all state laws exempt certain
personal property from the creditor's reach, such as cloth-
ing, furniture, personal items, etc.

3. Garnishment
Another important method of attachment' is garnishment.

The remedy is sometimes available: before judgment and
usually allows the creditor to receive a part of the debtor's
wages. After the creditor files suit for a personal judgment,
the creditor may obtain a court order requiring that the
debtor's empitayer- pay part of the 'debtor's wages to the
creditor until the suit has been tried, Jf the creditor wins, the
wages collected are used to satisfy the judgment, but if the
creditor loses, the wages are returned to the debtor.

Prejudgment garnishment allows, a creditor to attach the
debtor's assets before a judicial determination of the.deb-
tor's liability. In Sniadach v. Family Finance Corp., 395
U.S. 337 (1969), the Supreme Court ruled that a Wisconsin
prejudgniett wage garnishMentlaw was unconstitutional
becatylit violated due process in depriving the debtor of his
property without giving him notice and hearing on whether

07 the creditor was entitled to recover againSt the debtor.
Since Sniadach, many states hiVe abolished prejudgment

wage garnishment laws altogetheir or amended the laws to
afford the debt otice and hearing on the merits of the
wage garnis ent before attachment. Also, under the Con-
Minter Cr It Protection Act, a creditor can take no more
than 25% of a debtor's disposable weekly earnings or an

,, amount by which disposable earnings exceed thirty times
the federal minimum hourly wage. The Act also prohibits
the discharge of any..ernploYee hecapso his or hcrearnings
have been garnished far "any wine indebtedness."

4. Reptevinand Repossession!
Like .afgehment, another: prejudgment remedy. is

replevin, if :a creditor has an interest in specific property", Le.,
property purchased from the dreditor(not any nonexempt r

.c ,

personal property of the debtor as in the case of attach-
ment), upon filing suit for a personal judgment and obtain-
ing- a court order, the creditor may seize this specific
property until resolution of the suit. The same problem that
existed in Sniadach with reference to prejudgment wage
garnishment also existed in cases involving prejudgment
replevin actior the creditor took the debtor's assets
before a judicial determination of the debtor's liability. In
Fi4entes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67 (1972) (included in Cases for
Students), the Supreme Court held that such prejudgment
replevin statutes violated due process in allowing seizure of
the debtor's property without notice or hearing on the valid-
ity of the creditor's claim,even where the sales contract gave
the creditor the right to repossess upon default. Following
Sniadach and Fuentes, most states have now strictly limited
a creditor's right to prejudgment remedies or abolished them
altogether in consumer transactions.

A similar remedy even more controversial than replevin is
repossession. Repossession differs from replevin in that the
former is accomplished without a court order but through
the "self-help" measures of the creditor or his or her agents,
The remedy of repoasesion is embodied in UCCC §9-503
which provides,'"Unless otherwise agreed a secured party
has on default the right to take possession of the collateral.
In taking possession, a secured party may proceed without
judicial process if this can be done without breach of the
peace . . ." A breach of the peace is usually interpreted to
mean an act likely to. produce violence, eg., where the
creditor or his or her agents attempt to sei the collateral
while the debtor is present and protesting.

The most common case of self-help repo ession iswhere
the secured creditor seizes the car of the defaulting debtor.
Some states have placed limitations on the remedy of self-
help repossession such as limiting thdoreme"qy to the seizure .
of cars upon default, Most courts have held that the consti-
tutional limitations of due process concerning notice and
hearing as applied in Shiadach, supra, and. Fumes, supra,
do not apply in the case of self-help repossession since
without court involvement there is not state Action.

After repossession, the debt6r can only reclaim the seized
property by paying the total amoupt due plus the cost of ,

repossession. If the debtor does not reclaim the property, the
creditor may resell the property fora commercially reasona-.
ble price and apply the oproceeds from the resale to the
unpaid debt and the cost of the resale. Although the cccditor
may seek a deficiency judgment where the proceeds from
resale are insufficient to pay off the debt, many states have
adopted provisions modeled on the UCCC linfitinig,the right
to a deficiency judgment UCCC §5.103 prohibits deficiency
judgments in cases where the price of the repossessed goods
was $1,000.00 or less.

,

E. CONCLUSION: CONSUMER RIGHTS TO RE-
DRESS GRIEVANCES

One significant problem in consumer protection- is the
complicated maze of applicable laws and regulations that
give consumerS no direction in redressing their complaints,
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However, this concluding passage suggests some avenues
consumers Should follow.

The consumer first should address any problems to the
seller or Creditor. The vast majority of merchants wish to
satisfy their customers in order to continue business with
thikrn. If a dispute develops and goes unresolved, the consu-
mer may wish to seek outside assistance. PPvate consumer
oj btsiness organizations such as the Consumer Credit
Counseling Service or the Better Business Bureau may be
able to provide needed assistance. The local media may also
be.a source of assistance through speCial programs dealing
with consumer problems. Next, the consumer may enlist the
services of local, state, or federal government agencies. Most
local and state governments now have consumer affairs
agencies to assist consumers in resolving complaints. Also,
consumers may solicit assistance from state and local
governmental agencies that regulate or license many busi-
nesses and professions such as doctors, lawyers, insurers,
realtors, etc. On the federal level, many governmental agen-
cies have. jurisdiction over specific areas of consumer affairs
and some have already been mentioned such as the FTC and
the Consumer Product Safety Commission.

Before resorting to individual legal action concerning
minor problems (product defect, inaccurate billing, etc.), the
consumer probably should seek assistance through one of_
the above sources. Regarding individuallegal actions, most
Mates have established small claim courts to handle cases
involving small sums of money, i.e., ,1sually up to $1,000.00

* $2,000.00 limits. Usually, a consumer does not need an
attorney in small claims court. informal procedures are used
in such courts and staff may be available to assist the consu-
mer in properly filing his or her suit. However, kgal action
in a regular civil court may be necessary in more serious
instances (e.g., injuries caused by defective products, wage
garnishment, adverse personal ludgments). Here the servi-
ces of an attorney are necessary. Although the cost of legal
services may be expensive, many consumer protection stat-
utes provide that the successful consumer litigant may rec-
over reasonable attorney fees from the defendant.

Finally, if consumers have so many debts as to render
them insolvent, they may file for bankruptcy, under the
federal law. Bankruptcy is a procedure whereby a debtor can
discharge his or her debti in order to start over and build a
new economic life. Once the debtes petition for bank-
ruptcy is accepted by the bankruptcy court, the debtor is
discharged of his or her debts, and any assets owned,by the
debtor at that time are taken and divided among creditors.
Certain property determined by state law is exempt from
being taken by creditors such-as clothing, household goods,
and the home. The Federal Bankruptcy Act was substan-
tially revised and streamlined in 1978 but has been the
subject of considerable controversy as a result of claims that
it is too lenient in allowing declarations of bankruptcy.
Nonetheless, some experts advise bankruptcy only as a last
resort because of adverse consequences affecting credit
worthiness and future purchasing power.
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ntroductioin

section- includes a sampling of currently published
and widely Used law-related education (LRE) materials,
derived from eight different sources. They supplement and
broaden the topics and methods used in Part I. Thi

__introduction explains why they were chosen and how they
can be used.

4.

, .

1, C,0 Dispute Settlement, The Adversary,Systern, and Law-
tyers, bespit the wide range of high quality LRE materials
now available, many student texts take the basic structure of
our judicial system for granterkiZew consider alternative
Ways to settle disputes outside of court or the problems as
well as the advantages of the adversary system: Nor do they
deal adequately with the questions that .students (and
teachers) frequently ask about lawyers: When do I need one?
And how can I find One? This selection confronts these
griticp1 issues. They are the kinds of topics with which law-
yers can be Apecially helpful in discussions with students,

2. What is a ContraCt? Many teenagers hive part-time
jobs and. most of them have bought or sold bikes, stereos,
sports equipment, jewelry, or other personal property.
Therefore, they are appropriately concerned With when a
promise is a legal contract and when they can "get out of a
,Contract" they think is unfair. Since contracts are nbt
directly covered in Part One, this .selection ,is included
because cOxplains the basic elements of a contract irfelear
and simple language. In addition, it illustrates a wide variety
of methods that can be used to teach this topic, including
field activities, discussion questions, hypotheticals, stories,
and actual cases.

3. Corrective Justice. Although law schools focus on sub-
stantive subjects suelvas torts, contracts, or property law,
some law-related educators prefer an approach that focuses
on legal concepts such as authority, freedom, privacy, or
justice.This excerpt on corrective justice illustrates the con-
ceptual approach to teaching about law in secondary
schools. It gives students a set of "intellectual tools" to use in
dealing with issues of corrective justice and asks students to
apply these tools to a hypothetical case involving govern-
ment corruption.

4. The Right to. Petition. Although Part One discusses
several First Amen ent freedoms, it does not focus
directly orw.alt g t of citizens to petition the government
'for-redress of grievances. This excerpt examines that funda-
mental right through the use of two important
Suprerhe Court -cases: Thia First Amendment freedom is

,. prat in its historic context and thisiesson illustrates the
wa tire course can be built around,significant decisions

of the High Court.

5 Mock Triaktind Appeals. These simulated court pro-
ceedings are among the most popular teaching devices used in

_otidar)i *drool*. This excerpt .uses a landmark Suprente

Court case concerning student four of speech, and it
gives specific instructions on how to .run a Mock trial or
appeal in the classroom. Lawyers can beeSpecially helpful in
assisting teachers with this simulation and, in helping-them- (\:"
find and adapt other efotrcases for classroom use.

6. Students and the Bill. (15-Rights. Often:students are
taught abdut the Dill Of Rights as if it only applied to adults
and as .if there were no relationship between' rights and
respopsibilities. This excerpt suggests that t,',6stitritional
rights apply to students as well as adults and that there isan
important and close relationship between a student's rights
and responsibilities. It Ilso includes a "fa ntasy" :cierage that
is useful in helping stnilents consider which constitutional
rights are most important to them and why.

,,,,
7. Due Process in Public Schogis.Theie are many coati-.

sions concerning due' process in the public schools. Some
students mistakenly believe that they have the same due
process rights in school disciplinary proceedings as they
have in court, Others do not, understand-whar duy process
means or how it applies irt cases of suipensionOr expulsion.
This excerpt tries to clarify these issues througtqlieuse of,
landmark Supreme Court case on the subject and an exami-
nation of the scope and limits of student due process.

8, The Case Method Although-almost all law student'
have been-exposed to the case method, few have reflected
upon its-many possible usekiff teaching secondary studeints..
Aherefore, we include this excerpt to giye readers a broader wgf
-awareness of the arse method: the ingredients of the methOd,
it multiple purposes and features, how and why to bask
',ebbing 'questions, a variety of ways to use the method, and
a handout to assist discussion.

,We wish to give special thanks to the publishers of the
excerpts contained in, this section for their permission to
reprodtiee these selections.
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On Dhintte SettleMent,.the Adversary Systetn,- and. Lawyers
.,,)::. . from Street I/nv, West Publishing Co 1080

l'' This'365-page student text is designed "t6 provide practical information and problem solving opportunities" and to develop
"the knowledge and skills necessary for survival in our law-saturated society." The text includes activities such as case studies,

-, moat trials; role plays, small group exercises, opinion polls, and visual analysis activities. It consists f six sections: An
Introduction to the Law and the Legal System, Criminal and Juvenile Justice, Consumer Law, Family La ousing Law, and

. ,
Individual Rights and Liberties. In addition there is a comprehensive 298-page Teacher's Manual to supple ent the text. Both
volumes are available from West Publishing Company, 170 Old Country Road, Mineola, N.Y. 11501, (516) 248-1900.

---The'fblieWing 'exCerpts are from the Street Lai, student text, Introduction to Law and the Legal System, and from the
.,6,

. Teacher's Manual. (Photographs have been deleted.)

From. Street Law Student Text

SETTLING DISPUTES OUTSIDE OF COURT

. Many problems that arise in eferyday life can be settled
without going to court. In fact, there are sometimes disad-
vantages in taking a,ease to courts Because of backlogged
cases and complicated rules and procedure courts are often
quite slow. Furthermore, the total cost n attorney, pre-
trial discovery, witness fees, and oth court expenses may
be more than the case is worth'.'

Most people solve both simple and complicated problems
on their ovn without going to court. If a person's dog barks
all night Ad disturbs a neighbor, the neighbor will Ovbably
complain to the dog owner before considering going to an
attorney. It would be difficult fpr society to function if
people had to hire attorneys and go to court every time they
had a problem or a dispute.

Despite the important role of courts id our legal system,
there are a number of other ways in which people can settle.
disputes. Among the most common methods for solving
disputes outside of court are negotiation, arbitration, and
mediation.

Neglitiation simply means that the parties to a disglte
talk to each other about their problem and try to reach a
solution acceptable to all. Sometimes people cannot settle a
dispute on their own and hire attorneys to negotiate for
them. For exaniple, people involved in auto accidents some-
times hire attorneys to.negotiate with the insurance corn-
pony over payments for injuries or damages to their car.
People who hire attorneys4to negotiate for them must
approve any 'agreement before it becomes final. In some
situations, attorneys will file a case in court and then attempt
to work out a settlement so that the case never actually goes
to trial A large number of civil cases are settled this way,'
saving both time and money.

Another method for resolving disputes, mediation, takes '
-place wfien a third person acts as a go-between who tries to
persuade both parties to settle their problem. For example, a
parent Who sees two children arguing over which TV thaw
to watch acts as a mediatot by persuading the children to
agree on a program.

In many places mediators help people solve regal prob-
lems or disputes. For example, consumer agencies often
teletiettle disputes between consumers and store owners by
acting as a mediator or go-between.

le bird. Method for-settling disputes outside of court is
called arbitration. This takes place when both parties to a

dispute agree to have a third party listen to their,arguments
and make a decision. Arbitration differs from mediation
because a mediator helps the parties to reach their own
decision while an arbitrator makes a decision for the parties.

Problem 9

Consider each of the- situations below and decide the best ,

method for settling the dispute. In each case decide whether
the problem would be best handled by an informal discus-

o between the parties, negotiation mediation, arbitra-
tio to court, or by some other method. Discuss the
reasons for your answer.

a. A parent agrees to pay all of his daughter's college
expenses but later changes his mind.
b. A stereo you bought broke after two weeks And the
salesperson refuses to fix it.
c. Anandlord will not make needed repairs because he
believes the tenant caused them.
d. A labor union and an employer disagree over the wages
and conditions of employment. ,

c. A married 'couple 'wants a divorce.
L The Internal Revenue Services sends you a letter stating
that you Qwe another $200 in $txes. You disagree.

THE ADVERSARY SYSTE

The trial system in the United States is an adversary
process, which means it is a contest between opposing sides,
The theory of this process is that the trier ofifact (judge or
jury) will best be able to determine the truth if the opposing
parties present their best argumehts and attempt to discredit
or to shoW the weaknesses in the other sidesOase

If a criminal case goes to trial, the prosecution has the
burden or responsibility' of proving the defendant guilty
beyond a reasonable doubt. In a civil case the burden is on
the plaintiff to prove his or her case by a prepbnderance of
the. evidence (greater weight of evidence). The standard of
proof is more difficult in a criminal case because of a belief
that more evidence should be required,to take away a per-
son's freedom.

The adversary Process is not the only method for handling.,
legal disputes, and, in fact,. many countries have systems
differing from our own. Moreover, the adversary process is
sometimes criticized.as not providing the hest setting for the



discovery of truth with respect to the facts of a specific case..
Critics believe that .the. adversary prodess is no more than a
brittle in which lawyers behave as enemies, making every
effort 7101 to resent all the evidence they know, In this view
the goal of Hal is "victory. not truth or justice." .,

At On the her handobe adversary process has long served
as the cornerstone of the American legal system, and most
attorneys believe that approaching the same set of facts fro
totally different perspectives and objectives will uncover
more truth than would other methods.

Problem 10

a. Which of the 'viewpoints concerning the adversary pro-
cess do you flivor? Why?
b. Do you agree or disagree with following statement:
"It is better that ten guilty persons go free thari that one
innocent pers6n suffer conviction." Explain your answer.
c. In a criminal case, should 41 lawyer defend a client whom
he or she knows to be guilty? Discuss . .

Problem II omitted.

LAWYER$

There are over 450,000 lawyers in the United States and
almost 325,000 attorneys in active practice. Law firms and
lawyers in private practice account for about sixty-five
percent of the lawyers in the United States. Around fifteen
percent are governixiept lawyers who work for the various
federal,,state or local agencies. Another fifteen percent work
for various corporations, unions, or trade association. A
smhll number of lawyers work for public interest or legal aid
organizations. 'An even smaller number are law professors,
judges, or elected officials.

Contrary to popular.,belief, most lawyers rarely go to
court.,The practice of law usually involves giving advice,
drafting legal opinions, negotiating settlements, or other-
wise providing out-of-court legal assistance.

Some lawyers do, however, go to court. In a civil 'case%
lawyers stand in place of.their clients ancl act as advoca
for their clients' positions. Likewise, in a criminal case the
lawyer for the defendant has a duty to do anything possible
(without violatingli code of professional ethics) to secure the
release and acquittal of his or her client.

When Do You Need A Lawyer?

One of the most important things a person needs to know
is when to get a lawyer. Many people thitidc of seeing an
attorney only after they get into trouble, but perhaps the
best time to consult an attorney is before the problem arises.

Priventive advice is one of the most important services a
lawyer can provide. You should .coritider consulting an
attorney about a number of common situations, including
the following:

-
Buying or selling a home or other real estate

40 Organizing a business or making a Major purchase
. Changinq your family status (e.g., by divorce or adoption)

Making a will or planning an estate
Signing a large or important contract
Handling accidents involving personal injury or property
damage
Defending a criminal charge or bringing a civil suit

Of course, there are limits to the services a lawyer can
provide. If your problem is one that requires a business or
economic decision, a good busioe,ssperson maybe a better
adviser than a lawyer:Tor many other problems a teacher,

.doT)r. or friend may be a better source ofadvice.

Problem 12

Each of tlarfollowing examples involve situations in which
an attorney may or may not be needed. For each sisation
discUss the reasons why you may or may no need an
Attorney.

ya

a. You run into another car in a parking lot. Your insurance
agent indicates the company will pay costs for bodily injur-
ies and property damages.
b. Yeu borrow your brother's car without his knowledge
and he reports it to the police as stolen.
c. Ybu buy a new stereo for$300. At a party onemonth later
the receiver and speakers blow out. You return to the store.
and they tell you theyare sorry but their stereos only have a
two-week guarantee.
d, You decide to trade in your old car and buy anew one.
e. Your friends are caught robbing a local store, and, they
name you as one who helped plan the robbery..
f. The Principal suspends you from school for two days
because of an article you wrote for the student paper criticiz-
ing the school dress codes.
R. You apply for a job and arc turned down. You think you
are rejected because of your sex.
h. You do not want your family to inherit the $10,000 you
have saved. Told you will dieLwithin a year, you want the
money to be used for cancel hsearch.
i. You and your mate find that yotl can no longer get along.
You want a divorce.
j. You earn $5,000 working in a restaurant (tiling the year.
You want to file your federal income tax return.

Now Do You Find A lAiwyer?

If you think you need a lawyer, how.do you find one who
is right for you and your particular problem? Perhaps the
best way to find an experienced lawyer is through the redlom-
rnendation of someone who has had a similar legaLproblem
and whose lawyer resolved it to his or her satisfaction. You,
might also ask your employer, members of the clergy, buSi-
nesspeople, or other professionals for the name of a lawyer
they know and trust.

You can always fina lawyer by looking under "Lawyers"
in the Yellow Pages of your phone book, In addition,
Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory, available in your pub-
lic library, lists most lawyers in the United States and pro-
vides some general information about theirs education,



professional honori, and the typeof cases they handle. As a
result of a recant U.S. Supreme Court rulinglawyers are
now permitted to advertise their services. Depending upon
where you live, advertisements fOr lawyers may be found in
-neWSpiPers_and milkazines or on radio or television.

Another way to find .a lawyer is to contact a lawyer
referral service in your community. Local attorneys often
organize into bar associations and maintain a list ofiaWyers
Who %specialize in certain Riviis:Many of these lawYers are
willing to consult and advise clientsut a special rate. Anyone
who calls the referral service will becitold the amount of the
initial consultation fee and will be given the name ofa lawyer
for an appointment. lfadditional legal service is needed, the
fee is subject to agreement between the lawyer and the client.

A person who is unable to afford the services of a lawyer
may be eligible for free legal assistance,at a legal aid, legal
service, or public defender office. These offices are usually
listed in the Yellow Pages under."Legal Services." You may
also contact the Legal Services Corporation or a-local bat
association or law school for the address of the legal aid
office nearest you.

From Street Law Teachers Manual

SETTLING DISPUTES OfiTSIDE OF COURT

Objectives 4E0 pages 20-21):

After completing this section, students will be able to:

list, describe, and distinguish three methods for settling
disputes 'outlide of court;
2. analyze disputes in order to determine which method the
parties should use to resolve the conflict.

Perhaps because of the emphasis in the media, lay persons
tend to see courts as the principal means of solving disputes
in our society. Many people criticize using courts to solve
certain types of disputes and feel that Americans are too
litigious. This section gives students an opportunity to
eXamine other alternatives whiCh either presently Or might
in the future exist to solve disputes. Using Special Pyoject 6,
Dispute Resolution Organizations in Your Community may
a'ssist in teaching this section.

Problem 9

In discussing each problem, students should realize there
may not be one "best answer' Other variables which stu-
'::dents should consider include: the availability of arbitrators
and mediators, the presence of complicating issues (such as
whether the couple wanting a divorce has a custody dispute),
and ,time and money factors. See also (ife special project on
dispute resoltion at the end of this chapter.

a, This situation might best be handled by informal discus-
sion between the father and daughter, or mediation by
soineone whodknOws and cares for both of them(e.gmother
o other relative), Since-open communication is an essential

element of healthy family relations, it might pAve detrimen-
tal to involve an outside third patty or a formal legal mecha-
nism. Furthermore, since a parent usually has no obligation
to pay a child's college expenses if the child is no longer a
minor, the daughter probably would not have a basis for
legal action.
b. Before going to an outside agency, it would be adVisable
to speak directly to the store's ownet for the salespersOn's
supervisor), If this Is unsuccessful, attempt to locate a constt-
hrr prote ion agency which can mediate the dispute. If this
aSsistan s not available, you may need. to go to small
claim; court. Some courts have arbitration' programs for
cases involving less than a. certaiteamount of money.
c. The landlord and tenant should tryto solve this problem
through informal discussion or negotiation. if this proves
unsuccessful, the next logical approach would be to request
that a housing inspector,investigate. If thii does not resolve
the dispute, check to see if your area has an agency which
performs a mediation service. The landlord or tenant could
also go to court or to a landlord/ tenant commission if one
exists in the area.
d.' Labor disputes are often handled by arbitrators or nego-
tiations between both sides. In some instances, the union
and management will agree beforehand to submit disagree-
ments to binding arbitration.
e, A couple desiring a divorce:usually works out a nego-
tiated settlement on their own or with the assistance of a
lawyer. However, a divorce must ultimately be granted by a
court. , .

f. You %Light begin your dispute settlement with the IRS
through informal discussion. IRS has established proce-
dures for settling disputes involving federal tax rows. If'.
these procedures do not prove satisfactory, you might wish
to hire an attorney. However, unless you qualify for legal
aid, the attorney's fees might be more than the $200 in
question.

THE ADVERSARY SYSTEM

Objectives (text/pages 21-25):

After completing-this section students will be able to: k:
4 1.

1. explain the different burden of proof required in a civil
case and in a criminal case
2. state at least two arguments in favor of andragainst the
adversary process
3. list and describe the steps in a OW
4, distinguish between the role of judge and jury
5. explain the process of selecting a jury.

An understanding of our adversary syst.cm of justice will
be important throughout the course. This isa topic you may
wish to return to, in later chapters. For example, the lay
public may be critical of an attorney who represents a
"guilty" person, However, the system requires that lawyers
zealously representAheir_clierits and not take on the roles of
judge or jury.
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4 Problem 10 e,

a. There is no right answer to this question. The text lists
' several considerations for,and against the adversary system.

in- addition to the-points which are mentioned, students
should think about the fact that the adversairy system rests
on the ptestimption that opposing lawyers are evenly
matched.. Since the outcome of the trial depends greatly on
the skill and time commitment of the individual lawyers.
involved, and since lawyers' fees often depend on these two
factors, the party with greater financial resources often has
an advantage: On the other hand, the American system is
designed to provide skilled representation to litigants, an
objective third party (judge) to resolve disputes, a well devel-
oped set of procedural rules which attempt to finoLtune
trials to achieve fairness, and an opportunity.to appeal many
decisions.
b. Make certain that students understand the quote. Theti
ask them to take. a position (iOrf or dissigree) and to
support their position with react fns: In practicat terms, the
criminal justice' system, with its very substantial burden of
proof, operates in a mann consistent with the quotation.
Guilty persons, technically o. not go free, because a person
isn't guilty unless n4,unti . proven so (though, of course,
some persons who dommit criminal acts plead or are proven
guilty and then are sentenced to probation or ft suspended
senteng). The quotation probably refers to defendants who
are filtRA out of the'criminal justice system some point
(e.g., police stop but do not arrest the person, an indictment
is not retOned, probable cause is not proven at the probable
cause hearing). It is clear that some 'morally guilty" persons
go free. Relatively few totally innocent persons suffer
convictions.
c. The Sixth' Amondmept requites effective asstsiance of
counsel in criminal case An attorney should not represent
a client whom he or she feels incapable of representing
effectively. However, it is for the criminal process, not the
lawyer, to determine the defendant's guilt. Lawyers should
serve-as advoCates, not judges. *The decision to represent
should rest on issues other than the defendant's possible, or
even Rrobable, guilt.

Problem 11 omitted.

When DO YotK A Lawyer?

While Street Law is designed to help students identify and,
in some cases, resolve legal, problems, students should
remember, that certain situations require,the assistance of
counsel. In some instances it Will be important to retain
counsel early enough to avoid aggravating a. problem once it
occurs (e.g., an arrest).

This section also'introduces the concept of careful shop-
ping, in this case for legal assistance. This concept is devel-
oped more fully in Chapter 3. While consumers sometimes
have'. probleMs with. goods they purchase, ley may also
,experience problems with services such as legal assistance,

The material in this section should make students more
careful, effective, and assertible consumers of legal services.

411)Problem 12
a. So long as your insurance company agrees to handle the
cost of all personal injuries and property damage, there is
probably no need to retain counsel. If you are sued for more
than your insurance coverage, you may ,wish to hire your
OV41 attorney.
b. This problem can\ probably be resolved informally. Your
brother can explain the situation to the police. However, if
the police arrest and book you before the situation is clari-
fied, you may want to retain an attorney for the purpose of
seeking an expungernent of your arrest record.
c. As students will learn in Chapter 3, the law implies a
warranty which may run beyond the term of the written
guarantee. The buyer in this case can seek assistance from
local oonsumer protection agencies or sue in small claims
court. An attorney is probably not required to secure
redress.
d. Car buyers need good advice, but not necessarily from an
attorney. AsSistance in reading the contract of sale and the
financing agreement may be available at your bank. A good
mechanic's advice may also be invaluable.
e. You would definitely want an attorney in this situation
since you will probably bet charged with a serious crime.
Evn lionsh you did not take pact in The robbery, if the .

chaYges are true, you \may be liable for criminal conspiracy,
or as an accessory. .

f. You don't have a constitutional right to.an attorney in
school suspension cases and you may not believe a two-day
suspension is a serious enough matter to warrant an attor-
ney. However, you may still want to him one or find out if.a
Legal Aid Society or the American Civil Liberties Union

, will assist you. You'll also need to find out whether your
school.isystetti will. allow a lawyer to be present at the
boating.
g. Before hiring an attorney, you should contact EEOC (see
index of student' text) or a local human rights commission.
They, may be able to mediate a resolution of the problem. If
they are unsuccessful, op attorney can. help you bring suit,
h. You should go, to a lawyer specializing in wills. If you do
not have a valid will specifyipg that you want the money to...
go to cancer research, your estate will be distributed accordl-'
mg to your state intestacy laws, v)hich may result in your
family's inheriting your savings.
i. If there arc .contested issues involved, such as child sup-
port, custody, alimony, or property division, you' should
consult an attorney. If there are not, you may wish to handle
the divorce yourself. You should ask your family court clerk
whether youlcan file the divorce papers pro se (in your own
behalf).
J. You do not need a lawyer for filing your income tax
return. If you have questions and want some free assistance,
you can contact the Internal Revenue Service. In addition,
several businesses offer tax preparation assistance for a
charge.
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What Is a Contract?
from (WO frobtlee, the Constitutional Rights Foundation and scholastic Book Service, 1978

This'224-page student text (with its companion volume Criminal Justice) explores "the concepts and processes of our legal
system from the- teenager-'s point of view." -Civil -./turier is built around five sections, on Consumer Law, Contracts: Houilng
Law; Family Law, and Damages, Injuries, and Insults. This illustrated text includes suggestions for action Orojects, field
activities, the use of resource people, and a glossary. A teaching guide set oripirit masters" are available for each volume.
The .texts are published by Scholastic Book Service: 904 Sylvan Avenue, EnslewoodCliffs,'N.J. 07632, (01) 567-7900.

The Following excerpts arc from Civil-Justlee, Chapter 5: What is a Contract? and from tht Teaching Guide. (Illustrations
have been deleted.)

WHAT IS A CONTRACT: .-

'Ill give you twenty dollars for that saw!"
"Done!"

pi 4
"Only sl.V. a week for two quara of milk delivered to my
home%, SoAds good. I'll take it."

41f you let .me have all the peaches I can pick from your tree
today, mow your lawn every week for a month,"

"You're on!"

What do those three short scene&have in common? They
are all examplevof contracts. A contract is a promise that is
backed by the law.

The buyer promises to pay $20 for the saw and the seller
agrees. Under the law, both the buyer and the seller must
now carry out their agreement.

The dairy promises to deliver two quarts of milk a week to
the customer's home. The customer accepts and must pay
1I.50 a week in return for the service.

A teenager promises to mow the lafivn every week for a
month in return for fresh peaches. The neighbor agrees. The
lawn must be mowed and the peaches must be given.

As you can sey contract doesn't always have to be written
down. There don't have to be lawyers around. There don't
even have to be any witnesses. All a contract takes is two
partiesthat is, two people who make a special agreement.

Is any promise a contract? Can you make contracts even if
ytiu are under 18? What happens if you have second
thoughts about a contract? What can you do if someone
breaks a contract with you? These are some of the questions
we will explore in this unit.

AGRIEMENTS AND THE LAW

A contract is an agreement that usually, involves money,
goods or services. Like the three examples above, most
contracts in everyday life are simple. They don't involve a lot
o,f money, an often nobody minds too much if the contract
is broleen,

A friend offers to swap a record albiun with you, and you
agree. Later, the friend calls you and says he's changed his
mind. Maybe you're a bit annoyed, but you just shrug your
Shoulders. You don't think of calling lawyer.

Still., even simple contracts are backed by the law. And
each party can insist that the contract be kept. For example:

You offer a neighbor $25 for his old CB radio. He accepts
vim offer, You give him $5 and go home to get the rest of the

money. When you return, the man says he wants to sell the _

CB to someone else who will pay $50 for it.
The contract you have made with the neighbor protects

you, Since he agreed to sell the CB to you, he cannot just
change his mind. If he does, you have the right eo take legal
action,

Field Activity

Make a list of ell of the agreements you observe ortake
part in during any one day. Write these headings on a piece
Of paper: Location (where the contract was made);
Description, Parties (the people making the contract). For
example: "Drugstore. Someone orders milk shake (that is,
promises to pay for it). Customer and drugstore clerk."

Look at the examples of contracts on page 59 and com-
pare them with the agreements you have listed. Which of the
agreements on your list do you think are legal contracts? Put
a check mark agAinst each of these.

2. WHAT MAKES A PROMISE A CONTRACT?

Do all promises form contracts? No only some do. In
both stories below, a promise is given. But one of the prom-
ises becomes a contract while the,other does not. See if you
can tell which is which

Story No. 1
Larry is excited. "We're moving to the west coast," he tells

his best friend Jerry. "I can't take a lot of stuff with rime SO I'll
give you my fe0r(Ite011eCti011."

"I ACC", r," Jerry says happily. He is sorry Larry is leaving
but the some great LPs in the collection.

"By the ay," Larry adds, "do you think you can come by
on Saturday and help me pack? You, can. pick up the records
then."

"Sure thing," Jerry answers, "And thanks, Larry."

Story No. 2
Larry is excited. "We're moving to the west coast" he tells

his best friend Jerry. "I can't take a lot of stuff with me so I'll
give you my record collection if you'll come over and help
me pack on Saturday:"

"I accept," Jerry says happily. "And thanks, Larry."
Which of the two stories do you think contains the con-

tract? Why?
Story No. 2 is the one with the contract. In both stories,

Larry offers Jerry his record collection- and asks Jerry to
help him paolcRut only in No. 2 does Larry ask Jerry to help

BEST COPY AyAll.ABLE
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hlyfn pack in return for the regards. When Jerry accepts this
o er, there is; contract. .-

1 In most cases; a contract must contain three things:
a n .offer;

1 at
a consideration (something in return).
i 'On the following pages we will find out more about each
lof these.

The offer
!iNn offer is a prdmise to do something in exchange for

something else. .
"I'llgive you my record collection," is not an offer. No

! exchange is triVolved. In Story No. I, Larry simply makes a
gift of his records. He asks Jerry to help him pack and Jerry
agrees. But that is not a condition of the gift. Larry says he

I will give the records to Jerry whether he helps pack or not..
, So there is no legal obligation on either of them.. Larry can

change his mind and keep the recordseven if Jerry 'helps
him pack. Or Jerry can accept the records even if he does not
help with the packing.

"I'll give you my record collection if you help me pack," is
more than a. promise. In Story No. 2, Larry promises to give
Jerry the records only in exchange for Jerry's help. This is an
offer. When Jerry accepts it, a contract is made. If Jerry
helps him pack; Larry has a legal obligation to give him the
record collection as promised.

Suppose Larry had said to Jerry, "Maybe I Atonic, give
my record colleellon to someone in return for tkelping me
pack. If I decide to do that, would you be interested?"
Would that be an offer? No. If Jerry said, "Yes," Larry could
still change his mind and not make 'the offer. To create a
contract, an 'offer must be definite.

Now suppose Sally offers to sell Karen her bike for $15
and Karen says she wants to think it over. Salty also thinks it
over and phones Karen that evening.

"Sorry, Karen, but I've decided hot to sell my bike after
all,"

"That's too badrsays Karen. "I'd just made up tnyimind
to buy it."

But Karen is too late. Sally has withdrawn her offer, and it
no longer holds good. An offer can be withdrawn any time
before it is accepted.

Suppose Karen had called first, accepting the offer. sin
that case, it would be too late for-Sally to change her mind.
Onde an offer is accepted, it can no longer be withdritiVn.

An offer May include a time limit. Sapy could have'said:
sell you my bike for $15. But you have to let me know by

eight o'clock this evening." If Karen doesn't call untilfive
past eight, the offer no longer stands.

Your turn
Look at each of the examples of offers given below.

Decide nett of these offers could form a contract if
accepted and which could not.

I. Mr. Jones says to Mr. °yawn, "I will* sell you all the
tools in My garage for $200."

2. Janice says to Lots, "I've been thinking about selling
my. skis. I( I decide to sell; theni for $25, would you be

154

interested. in buykng .them? yr

3. Marilyn says to David, "I'm gOing to give you.my old
geometry book. Will you' take it?" /

4. Mrs. Arlis says to Lois, "I'll; pay you $2 an hour to
weed my inirden."

Look again at each of the yffers' which could not form a
contractvjf accepted. What changes would turn them into,
contractual biters?

The acceptance
When there is an offer, it must be accepted as is to make a

contract. In other words, the offer must be accepted on all its
terms. For example: 1, .

Mary Ellen receives ; letter in the mail. The letter reads:
I will sell you my goat for $30. Let me know (fyou wish to

buy it.
Mary Ellen decides to buy the goat and writes imme-

diately to say so. She accepts the offer at is and a contract is
* made. The owner mist sell the goat for $30 and,,Mary Ellen
must buy it for that amrnt.

Suppose 'Mary/Ellen had answered the letter differently,
like this:

like the goat and will pay you $30 but I wapt a month's
feed thrown in too for that price. Enclosed is my check for
)10.

Would there be a contract? No, because now Mary F.Ileh
tioes not accept the offer as is. An offer cannot be accepted in
part. It must be accepted exactly as is or else it is rejected,

Mary Ellen is making what is called a "counter-offer."
This creates a new contract situation, one in which Mary
Ellen makes. the offer. She is offering $30 for the goat and a
month's worth of feed. It is now up to the owner to decide
whether to accept her offer..

Meeting tdi conditions
An offer may contain various conditions. It may say how

soon an answer must be given, or how soon payment'must
be made. A person accepting the offer must also accept all of
these eonditions, or else The offer is rejected. For exarnple:

Suppose the owner of the goat had said, If you wish to
accept my offer, yOtt must be at niy farm in person at.3:00
p.m. on Tuesday, November 14th, with $30 in cash." Mary
Ellen would have had to follow all of these terms. If not, she
would have rejected the offer.

However, suppose the goat owner had simply asked Mary
Ellen to let himnow by return mail. In that case, she could
probably reply by any equally quick (or quicker) means. It
would' probably be all right for her to telephone her accep-
tance or to go directly to the goat owner's horde.

Your turn
Look at each of the examples of acceptances given below.

Decide which of these would create a contract and which
would not.

I. Janice sends a telegram which read, "As you requested,
I am cabling My acceptance o ur cr. I agree to pay $75
for your freezer,"

2, Ms. Smith offers to 'sell Mr. Willis an interest in her
land if he accepts in persqn at her office by 10:00 a.m.

143
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htit4tlay, linstlad, Mr. Willis mails a letter of acceptance,
late Wednesday evening.

Louise saysp Anna, "Yes, I agree to help you with your
math in return for a dinner at 'Le Gout-mebut I wonder if

_____yeted consider throwing in that brown dress you don't wear
anymore, too?'

4. Mrs. Wandaman asks Mr. Jones to let her know by
return mail whether he adeept4 her offer to sell her sofa. Mr.
J,ones. indS. a _messenger with an acceptance and a eheek as
soon as the offer is received.

Look again at those acceptances which do not lead to a
contract. Why not? What changes would make them lead to
a contract?,

The consideration
We have seen that an offer is a promise to do sorrathing in

Ar.exchange for something else. This "something else" is
known as consideration. After an offer is accepted, consid-
eration must be given or there is no contract.

Consideratiop may be money, goods, work, or some other
action. But the person accepting the offer must, now or, later,
give or do something of value_ Otherwise the èrson making
the offer does not legally have to keep his or tier promise.

Some examples will make this clear. When Mary Ellen
accepted the offer of a goat; the consideration wits money- -
$30 which she paid later. When Jerry accepted Larry's offer

f ,the record collection, the. consideratfon was work
$l fig Lorry to pack on the following Saturday..
Here's. another example. Mrs. James says toiher 16-year-

old son, "You are old enough to have a driver's license. But
I'd feel happier if you didn't drive until you are older. I will
buy you a car when you are 21 ifyou don't drive until that
time." Her son accepts and does hot drive for five years. Is
his mother legally bound to give him a car? Is there a

'Contract?
Yes. The consideration is the son's action °friardriving.

This is something of value of his mother. It is also something
he can choose not to give if he does not wish to.

The person accepting the offer must. be able to choose .
whether (A\ not to give the consideration, If there's no choice,
there's no contract. For example:

Suppose Mrs. James says, "Son, you are now 16 years old.
Because of the help you've given me over the years with the
other children, I'm going to give you a car."

Mrs. James Would be offering her son a gift in return for
Something he had already done, There is nothing now he can
choose to give or not give. So there is no legal riOntract.

Now simpose the person to whoni the_oromise is made has
to give the consideration anyway, Again, there is no choice
and 'no contract. For example:

Suppose Mrs. James puts her offer a little differently. She
says, "Son, if you obey the traffic rules and don't get any
tickets until you are 21, I will buy you a new car on your vat- %;
birthday.'

In this case, Mrs. James is asking for something her son
alread9 has to do under the law, With or without her prom-
ise, he must obey traffic rules, so Mrs. James would not be
Legally obligated to buy him a car.

Your turn
Here arc some examples of offers. Look at the considera-

tion involved in cacti. On the basis of what' you have just
read, decide which offers could.4kniake.a legal.contract and
which could not.

I. Don says to Anna, "I will pay you $3 if you will take my
car to the car wash before fi4 this afternoon." Anna agrees.

2, Mrs. Williams says to Lois, "Because you have such a
nice voice,. I promise you will he the one to sing a solo at
graduation."

3. Mr: Grant says to his daughter, "Ifyou promise not to,
drink alcohol until you are legally ofage, I will send you on a
trip to Europe for your 21st birthday."

4. Mrs. Moore says to Lewis, "You've always done a
good job on the lawn, so if you mow it for me before 3:00
p.m. today I'll give you $5"

Look again at those examples which have the wrong kind
of consideration for a contract. What changes wbuld'tnake
them the right kind?

1 IS THERE A CONTRACT?
4.

Each of the following is an actual contract case. Read each
to decide whether yolithin a legal contract does or does not
exist. Rememtaer, a cont must contain:

I. a definite offer;
2. unconditional acceptance;
3. the right kind of consideration.

Scott v. People's Monthly
People's Monthly, a magazine, announced a "Word

Building Contest." The contest offered a first prize of $1,000
to the person who created the largest list of words from the
letters in "determination."

A liSt of rules went with the contest offer. Contestants
could not use certain kinds of words, such als abbreviations,

.Mrs. Scott sent in the longest list of words. Yet she did not
win the contest or the $1,000 prize. She took People's
Monthly to court. She argued that she created the longest.
list and was therefoie entitled to the first priie.

People's Monthly agreed Mrs. Scott's list was longest.
However, it pointed out that some of her words fell within
the word types prohibited by contest rules. It therefore
argued that she was not entitled to the first prize.

Your turn
I. Do you think it contract exists in this case? Why?
2, If 'you were diciding the case, would, you decide hi

favtiMrs., Scott or People's Monthly? Why?

Homer v. Sidway
A wealthy MOM promised to pay his nephew $5,000 if he

did not smoke or drink until he was 21. The nephew agreed.
Although he was legally entitled to smoke and drink, he did
not do so untit he was 21. Then he asked his uncle for the
$5,000 promised. The uncle refused to pay. The nephew
sued.

The uncle aligned that his nephew had not exchanged
anything of value in return for the promise. In fact, he
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Claimed that the nephow had actually gained a benefit by not
smoking or drinking. That meant there was no considera-
tion and th#refore no contract;

The nephew disagreed. Helirgued that he had given up
something of value in return fktlie promise of $5,000. This,
"something" was his legal rightt), smoke and (trial,

Your turn
Do you think a contract exists? 1f you were a judge, how

would you rule?
Your teacher -can tell YOU the decisions in these cases.

Prey are on page 157 of the Teaching Guide.

Another look
Now that you know more about what makes a contract,

look at the list.of agreements you were asked to maki pn
page 151 Check your examples carefully. Which of thorn
actually include offer, acceptance, and consideration?
Which do not? Strike out those agreements whieh' you do
not consider to be legal contracts.

4. WRITTEN CONTRACTS

A 1 contracts may be put in writing, but most, are legal..
even if they are not written down. In our daily lives, con-
tracts are usually spoken, A .pizza parlor would lose time
and business if it asked its customers to put their orders in
writing.

Howeveri Eertain kinds of contracts must be in writing. As
we will see, there aro good reasons for this.

Before the late 1600's there were no laws in England or the
American colonies requiring written contracts. So people
could claim that they were parties to contracts which did not
exist, and there was often no way to prove them wrong.
These claims could involve large atnounts of money or land.
They could cause a lot of trouble to.many people.

In 1677 the English Parliament paSsed a law known as the
Statute of Frauds. This statute is the basis of many of our
state laws today. Under these no legal action can be
taken on certain contracts unless the parties have signed a
written agrettnent.

What kiii'ds of contracts must be in writing'? Usually,
those that involve large amounts of money or goods. For

oexample, in -most states a contract must be in writing if it
involves:

the sale of goods worth more than a certain amount
(ustailly from $50 to $500, depending on the state); Or
the sale of real estate,
In addition, contracts with certain complicated terms

must be in writing. These Usually inelude contracts which:
cannot be completed in less than ohe year;
promise to pay thedebt,of another person.

From Civil Justice Teaching Guide

CHAPTER 5: WHAT IS A CONTRACT?

Objectives
After readingthis chapter, students should be able to:

I. identify and explain the essential elements of a legally
enforceable contract;

identify And explain examples of contracts arising in
daily life;
3. distinguish between contracts, simple agreements, and
promi*s!
4. analyze specific situations to determine whet here legally
enforceable contract exists.

Getting Started
Write each of the three short scenes presented in the

introduction to Part Two of the student text on the chalk-1
board. Explain that each is an example of a contract. Then
guide students in developing a tentative definition of con -:'
tract by asking them to compare and contrast the three"
scenes: Now is each of the scenes alike? JThw is each of the
scenes different? Students should determine that in each a,
proinisc is made by one person and itcepted or agreed to by

-another, although each concerns ,a different subject and
different people. Ask students to suggest examples of coin,-
mon contract situations in their own lives. They may suggest
simple contracts involving parents and children, teachers
and students, buyers and sellers. Explain that while we often
think of such contracts as simple agreements, many are
legally enforceable, and that in the following pages they will
find out more about what makes a lega lly binding contract.

Agreeinents and the Law
Ha* studynts read the section to themselves, Why Might

it be necessary to make certain contracts legally enforceable?'
What might happen If no contracts were enforceable in a
court of law?

Field Activity
The. field activity is designed to help students. identify

some of the areas in which contracts arise in their daily lives.
After the field activity, divide the class into small dikes-,

sion groups to examine each of the contracts listed by the
students. Encourage them to decide which of those listed are
examples of legal contracts and which are not, Ask each
group to present its examples to the class so that they can be
discussed, compared: and contrasted. Keep a record of the
students' lists of contracts, as they will have the opportunity
later in She chapter to check their examples and tentative
decisions...

What Makes a Promise a Contract?
r Ask students to read and compare the two stories. How
are the two stories alike? How are they different? Why do you
think Story No. 2 contains a contract while No. 1 does not?
Stu,denti may suggest that the second story involves some-
thing -in -return while the first does not.There are three
essential elements in a contract-- offer, acceptance, and con-
sideration (something in return)and theseare dealt with in
turn in this section. 'What is an offer? What is meant by a
definite offer? When does an offer end: Ask students to
cdnsider individually, as a ClasS, or in small group discus-
sion, which of the examples preS'Ca;ted under Your Turnon
page 154 of the student text would, form valid contracts if
accepted. Some students should be able to determine that
examples 1 and 4 would create valid contracts ifaccepted,
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2 would not 1*, valid because it is not definite;

Example li,vould not bevlid offer becatise a gift ie being
given and- frothing is asked in return. What is accalicince?
a person basically accepts an offer bra wishes to mike afew
conWiloris,ti the acceptance valid? At what point Is qffer
.aceepted? ,Ask students to consider the examples in Your
Thrn on page 154.. Examples t and 4 are valid acceptances.
Example 2 could be a valid acceptance if it meets with Ms.
StniT04ipproVal. FlOweVerif she chose to she could prOlia-
biy hold Mr. Willis to the specific terms of acceptancestated
in the offer. Example 3 is not a vali&hcceptance because the
offer is. not accepted unconditionally, In fact, a counter-
offer is made. What is consideration? What is an example of
Consideration? What is an exarlple of non-:consideration?
Ask students to consider theVatnples under Your nom
page 156. Examples I and,4 include sufficient consideration.
Example 2 shows no valid consideration becatise there is no
choice; Lois does not have to give up anything of value, She
hasbeen selected on the basis of her detnonstrated ability. In
example 3, Mtn: Grant proMises to reward his daughter for
doing something she is legally obligikted to do. She has no
choice. Therefore, there is no consideration.

Is There a Contract?
At this point, students should be able to apply their

understanding of offer, acceptance, ands consideration to
two actual court cases (Scott v. Peoples Monthly, Blamer v,
Sidway) to determine, I hether a valid contract exists, and
2) how each case should be decided. You may wish to dis'cuss
and decide each case as a ClasS activitiy, a small group
activity, or an individual written exercise. Both cases are
also suitable for role-playing.

The Outcome: Scott v. People's Monthly. The court
decided the case in favor of People's Monthly, There was
never a valid contract because Mrs. Scat failed to accept the
terms Of, the offer unconditionally. Therefore, she was not
entitled to the prize regardless of how many words her list
contained. The conditions of the ofrer required that certain
types of words not be used. She used some of these word
types. Therefore, she did not accept the terms of the offer.

The Outcome: Hamer v. Sidway. The court decided the
case in favor of the nephew. The nephew accepted the uncle's

ri

offer and as consideration gave tip something otvaluehis
legal right to smoke and drink. Regardless of whether giving
up these things Was beneficial to his health, he made the
choice and met the conditions.of the offer. 1-1e was therefore
legally entitled to the money promised him by his uncle.
There was a binding contract.

After students have decided and discussed the two cases,
adVise them to refer back to the Field Activity "list of
contracts." Ask them to review -and correct their lists in the
light of tlie new information they have about what consti-
tutes a valid 'contract.

Written Contracts
This section introduces the Statute of Frauds (a -law

passed by the English Parliament in 1677. and basically'
followed in almost all of the states today) which requires
that certalp types of contracts must be in writing to be valid.
These includecontracts involving I) the sale of goods worth
More than a specified amount of money, 2) the sale of real
estate, 3) contracts which cannot be completed 'in less than
one year, 4) promises to pay the debt of soothe .

What Kind of Contract is Needed?
Students are asked to. analyze four contract situations to

decide what type of contract might be reqtared or desirable
for each situation: This is sellable for anindividual written
exercise, a small group activity, or a clais activity. While a
written contract would be required under the Statute of
Frauds in most states for example 2 (cannot be completed in
less than a year) and e*ample4 (promise to pay off the debt
of another), the type of contract desirable in the remaining
situations is a matter of personal preference.

Resource Person
As a supplementary act, your students may wish to

invite an attorney specializing in contracts to visit the class-
room. Local bar associations often have lists of attorneys
who are involved with student groups. Well in advance of
the visit, send the attorney the list of questions, or topics
which will be the -locus o('the visit. Encourage 'students to
formulateiheir own questions which reflect their own inter-
ests and concerns,
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.corrective Juitice:,A.Conceptual Approach
fromJustlee; Law in a Free Society, 1979

The Lawn a Free Society (IFS) curriculum is based on eight concepts considered fundamental to our democratic society:
Authority, Privacy, Justice, Responsibility, Participation, Property, Diversity, and Freedom. LFS is developing multimedia

-instructional units on each of those concepts which "progress sequentially in scoKand complexity through six levels, from
Level I for kindergarten/ grade 1 to Level VI for grades 10-12." The curriculum is designed to increase student understanding of
the legal and political institutions and values of our constitutional democracy. Eac)i multimedia unit includes color filmstrips
with audio cassettes, ptudent books., and a teacher's edition. The materials may be obtained from Law in a Free Society, 5115
Douglas .Fit Drift, Suite 1, Calabasas, Cal. 91302, (213) 340-9326.

LFS materials on Justice illustrate t conceptual approach to law-related education and focus °nth ree areas: Distributive
Justice, Corrective Justice, and Procedural Justice.. The following excerpts concerning Corrective Justice are (tom the Level
VI, Teacher's Edition for grades 10-12.

APPLYING THE INTELLECTUAL TOOLS TO AN
ISSUE INVOLVING' GOVERNMENTAL, CORRUPTION
(from Teachers' Edition)

Le-tgOe Overview
This lesson provides students an additional exercise that

requires applying intellectual tools to a hypothetical situa-
tion involving an issue of corruption in local government; it
is followed by a brief evaluation exercise. Students read a .

case in which city inspectors and building contractors are
involved in bribery and illegal payoffs, Using the chart On
Intellectual Tools (p. 162) to guide their analysis of the
situation, students arelisked to develop and support posi-
tions on proper responses to the resulting wrongs and in-

juries. Alternative teaching procedures include individual
completion of the exercise or the role playing of hearings
before a mayor's task force established to investigate the
problem and develop proper responses.

The evaluation exercise requires students individually to
develop writtert positions on any of the issues of corrective
justice contained in.the unit or on other issues that may be
identified and selected with the approval of the teacher.

'

Lesson ObjeCtives
Given a situation involxing governmental corruption and

a chart containing the intellectual tools, students should be
able to

1. Fill in the correct information on the Intellectual Tools
chart (p. 162) u g the information contained in the selec-
tion.

2. Devel4 port, and evaluate positions on proper
responses to the wrongs and injuries contbined in the.
selection.

1

Student Materials
Student Book, Unit Three, Lesson 12: "A Scandal," (p. 160)

4

Teaching Procedures
Reading and Discussion: identification and A na(ysis of
Wrongs and Injuries, and.Development of .Positions on
Proper Responses

Have students read the directions and the selection, "A
Scandal," in Lesson '12 Of the Student Book. Then use one of
the qlternative teaching procedures suggested below to
implement the lesson.

Alternative A., Individual and Class Work
Have students read the selection individually, then use the

first step on the chart to guide them in the identification and
analysis of wrongs and injuries it contains. List thotke identi-
fied on the board. Next, use the chart to direct students in a
step-by-step analysis of the situation as the basis for a class
discussion of proper responses. As a variation on this
approach, students might be asked to individually write
their positions on proper responses after a suitable class
discussion.

Alternative 0, Role-Play of Hearing
In preparation for role-playing a hearing before a mayor's

task force established to investigate and develop proper
responses for the problem, students may be dividedintO four
groups. One group should be assigned to play the part of the
task force. The remaining three groups should each be
assigned the responsibility of using their charts to develop
positions to present td the task force on what they think
would be the most proper response to the wrongs and injur-
ies contained in the selection. After suitable preparation
time has been allowed, spokespersons for each group should
make their presentations to the group role-playing the task
force, Members of the task force should be allowed to ques-
tion presenters at any time during or after their presenta-
tions. After presentations have been made, the task force
should deliberate and, in consideration of the preparations
made, develop and support a position on the issue.
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Lesson 12 ("Ii.om Student Book)

WHAT WOULD RePROPER RESPONSES TO THESE
WRONGS AND INJURIES?

4 .

Scondal M City Government
Directions: Read this selection; then:
ny to identify what wrongs and injuries were caused by
somesome of the officials of the Bay City government,
Use the chart that will be provided to develop positions on
what responses would be desirable.
You may be asked to report your positions Independently

or the class may be divided intogrOops to role-play meetings
of a mayor's task force assigned the responsibility of invest!-
gating the scandal and recommending what should be done.
Instructions to the rnayor's.task force are givenfollowing the
newspaper article.

News Item In Bay City Gazette

EXTRA EXTRA EXTRA

WIDESPREAD CORRUPTION UNCOVERED
IN BAY CITY

A Gazette Exclusive

Bay City 7- The Gazette has learned of widespread corrup-
tion on the part of BO City officials. Dozens of incidents
involving bribe-taking and illegal payoffs to city inspectors
have been documented. City departments involved include:
the Fire Department, the Building Code Office, and the
Health Commission. Also implicated are a number of state-
licensed building contractors.

In order to investigate the rumors of corruption, the Gazette
provided funds and authorized reporter Myrta Ramirez to
purchase a run-down snack shop. She completed a few
repairs, but left many serious building and health code viola-
tions. Then, the reporter contacted Robert Manning, a
state-licensed building contractor.

Ms. Ramirez asked Mr. Manning if he could arrange the
necessary inspections to satisfy the city's building, health,
and safety codes.

Mr. Manning told her that'he would be glad to "run things
through the city" if she first paid him his "fee." After Ms.
Ramirei paid Mr. Manning a sizable amount in cash, he
gave her some of his busines§ cards. He explained that
whenever an inspector came to the premises, she should put
$100 in an envelope along with his business card and give it
to the inspector. "If you do that, you won't be hassled," he
promised.

The first inspector to come to the shop was from the Fire
Department. Ms. Ramirez gave her an envelope and she
checked its contents. Then, ignoring a number of serious fire

:4444,4
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hazards; the inspector d out a department form stating
that the snack shop was safe for ofcupancy.

Ms. Ramirez followed the same, proc.edge each time an
inspector came to the shop. Each supplied the needed verifi-
cation once he or she was giver an envelope. Not one of
these city employees conducted a though inspection or
ordered Ms. Ramirez to make any thanes in the conditions
of the limp.

After the events described above, the Gazette invited the
heads of each of the departments-involved to meet MS.
Ramirez at the snack shop. Each depa[tment head was
asked to make a thorough examination Ofihe shop for code
violations. They mute detailed inspections and timed a total
of thirty-eight serious code violations. The department
heads who participated in the inspection agreed that the
snack shop constituted "a serious hazard to public health
and safety."

Instructions for Role-Playing a Meeting of a Mayor's Task
Force

Within a week after publication by the Gqzette of the
story about corruption in Bay City government, the mayor.
appointefeia task force to examine the problem and make
recommeniations about what responses should be made to
the wrongs by the mayor's officepr other government agen-
cies. If yoiir class is divided into groups for this lesson, each
group, fittiw,iptt-task force, should:

1. Riad the Gazette article,
2. 'toad the witness summaries below.
3. Recommend what response should be used for each of

the persons described in the witness summaries.
4. Be prepared to explain recommended responses to the

entire class.
The following witness summaries were taken from trans-

cripts of hearings already held by the mayor's task force:

Robert Manning, Testimony taken February 4. Afternoon
session. ,

The witness is 62 years old, married, and the father of four
children ranging in age from 11 to 26 years old. He is the
possessor of State Contractor's License #15683-A. He has
been a state contractor for nearly 35 years.

Mr. Manning acknowledged that he has personal assets in
excess one million dollars, but would not give details as to
how theseovere acquired.

State records indicate that Mr. Manning was suspended-
from contracting activities in 1950 fora period of six months.
The suspension resulted from his supplying faulty building
materials on a housing contract. There are no other prior
criminal or professional violations.

In giving his testimony, Mr. Manning admitted he had
done what was described in the news Article, but seemed
genuinely surprised at the uproar resulting from the Gazette
seriest, He expresed the belief that his conduct was not in any
way unusual, "It's just BAT City," he said. "I've been a
contractor here for over 30 years and that's the way things
have always been done and always will be,"
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Gila Duchinsky, Depnrtment Head, Bulkily,' CCode.
Met. Testimony token February 5. Morning oession.

Mr. Duchinsky is 47 years old and divorced. He has been
, employed by the city for 17 yeari. He has held his present

position for the last eight years. His current salary is. $24,000
per, year.

Mr. Duchinsky has a goik'civil service record and was
fated as "excellent" in his last personnel evaluation. He has
no prior criminal record.

In hii testimony, Mr. Duchinsky stated, "1 knew nothing
about the alleged acts of people in my office. Maybe I should
have known, but. I didn't,"

T Mr. Duchinsky was reminded that last year the
ma or had asked him to look into complaints about bribe-
tak rig by building code inspectors. The department head
sh ugged his shoulders and said "I asked a few of my people
about it. They said no one wps. taking bribes. When you've

n in city government as long as I have, you learn not to
k too many questions."

amine Lepere, Bay City Fire Officer. Testimony taken
February 5. Morning session.

Officer Lepere is 23 years old and the mother of two
children. Her badge number is 352436. She has been an
inspector with the Fire Department for two years,. Her per-
sonnel record with the department is veitgood. She has n&
prior criminal record, but was once suspended from Bay
City High for two weeks for cheating on an exam. -

in her testimony, Officer Lepere admitted that she had
taken bribes. "Look," she said, "1 know:it's wrong. When
startettwith the department, I never took a bribe. But then)
paw the other inspectors taking them and: nobody seemed to
care. I'm alone and I've got two kids to think about, and a
Fire Department salary doesn't go very ficio I figured that:
if I took bribes my kids would have decent clothes to
Wear."

During the February 6 morning session, Officer Lepore
delivered a Lotter to the 'task force. The letter stated that she
would testify about bribe-taking by other inspectors if the
task force would recommend that she not berosecuted for
taking bribes.

fr)

Whet Do You Think?
1. What ItsponsellPid your group recommend to the

Maydr's task force and the city council?
2, Did all the groups agree on the same responsesfor the

wrongs and injuries described in the Gazette article?,
3. How fair are the suggested responses?' Justify.
4. Will"the responses suggested correct the wrongs or

injuries?
5. Will the responses suggested prevent further such

wrongs or injuries?

Alternative C, Panel Hearing (Jkom Teachers' Edition)
Alternative B may be followed, with the exception being

that the task force may be composed of quits from various
occupations invited to the class for this purpose. such per-
rons might include members of a local government agency,
social scientists, attorneys, housewives, local business per-
sons, and employees.

Optional Activities
For Reilforcement, Ea terscied Learning, end Ertridtment

1. Have students research other examples of issues of
corrective justice in relation to officials in public office, and
ask them to identify the wrongs or injuries and evaluate the
responses made.

2. Ask students to attend a court trial session- at a time
when sentencing is to be imposed and report the experience
to the. class.
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lecival Tools to be Used In Dealing with issues of Corrective Justice
.

.
Wrong or Injury ,

. ,,
Possible Responses

_

I. Identify the Wrong or Injury
a. What was the wrong, if any?

, What wax the Injury, if any?
b. How serious was the wrong or injury?

(1) impact: How extensive was the impapt? How
Many people were involved, how much property,
how much land, how many plants, animals, or
other things of value were affected?

(2) Duration: Over how long a period of time did the
wrong or injury take place?

(3) -Extent.' How great an effect did the wrong or
injury have? (scratc1\ or loss of life or limb?)

(4) Offensiveness: How offensive was the wrong in
terms of your sense of right and wrong, human
dignity, or other values?

, .

.

.
.

.

. .

2. Identify the Relevant Characteristics of the Person Caus-
ing the Wrong or Injury ,

a. State* of Mind:
a Or

(I) Intent: Did the person,act,intentionally or purr
nosey to the wrong or injury?

(2) Reckkssness. id the person deliberatply or con-
sciously ignore obvious risks in causini the wrong
or injury?

.

(3) Carelessness: Did the person act in a thoughtless
manner, paying inadequate attention to the pos-
sibility of a foreseeable wrong or injury?

(4) Knowledge of Probable Consequences: Did the
person know, or should the person have known
that what he or she was doing might cause a wrong
or injury? .

(5) Control: Did the person have physical /mental
control over his or her actions? -

(§) Duty or Obligation: Did the person have a duty
*obligation to act, or refrain from acting, as he
or she 4

:$(7) Mitigating Circumstances: Did the person have
mdre important, values, interests, motives,. or
responsibilities that caused him or her to act in a
certain way?

4. Past History: What facts about the person's past his-
tory are relevant to deciding upon a proper response?

c. Character and Personality Dolts: What, facts about
the person's character are relevant to deciding upon a
proper response? ,

d. Feelings After Causing a Wrong or Injury: What
were the person's feelings after having caused the
wrong or injury, e.g., sorrow, remorse, pleasure,
apathy?

e, Person's Role in giusing the ,Wrong,or Injury: Did
the person act alone, as a leader, In accomplice, an
unwitting accomplice?

,

, .

.
,

.

.
.

,

.

,

,

.
. .

, .
.

, re ..,
.

.

.
,

1111h

.

.

,

06 ,
.

. .

1
..

f .

, ,

,
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NOTE: Law in a Free Society grants to users of these materials the right to kepaduce the pages of this chart,
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. Wrong or Inj ry . .,

. .

Possible ResPonsei
.

'':°'
. .

.
. , .

. ',3. Identify Relevant. Characteristics of the PerSOn Wronged
or Injured

,

a. Contribution: Did,the person contribute to causing the
wrong or injury he or she suffered?

b. Ability to How able is the person to recover .

from the wrong or injury?

-

.-74..."

4. ItIntify Common RespOnses to Wrongs and Injuries and
Their Purposes -

a. Inform: Should the person be infortnad of what he or
'she did that was wrong or injurious?. Why?

b. Overlook or Ignore: Should the wrong or injury be
overlooked or' Ignored? Why?

c, Forgive or Pardon: Should the person be forgiven or
pardoned for causing the iVrong or injury? Why?

d. Punish: Should the person be punished?
c. Reitore: Should the person be required to restore

what was ,taken or damaged?
f. Compensate Should the person be required to corn-

pensate in One way or another for causing the wrong
' or injury?

,
g Provide Treatment or Edycation; Should treatment

or educatiOn be provided? Why?

, ,

,

.
.

, .

.

,,

'.
..

.

r

.

.

tt

A

,
5. Consider Related Valiies and Interests

a. Corrective Justice: What responses would result in a Aiti
correction'Of the wrong or injury?

r
b. s terrehce and / or Prevention Which responses-

ay deter the person from causing further wrongs-and
injuries,and prevent others frotn similar acts? A?

c. Distributive Justice: What responses have been made
to others who have caused similar wrRngs or injuries?

d.. Human Dignity:''What beliefs a,bourhuman dignityi 4
Should be taken into account in dOding what. would-
be a, proper response?

e. Preservation of Human Life: What responses not be
moil likely to. preserve the life of the wrongdoer and
the lives of members of society? Should the life of the
wrongdoer be 'taken to preserVe and protect the lives
of others? ,

f. Efficient fife of Resources: How costly a re various re-
sponses in terms of available resources?

g. Freedom: How do various responses affect the free- .
don of the wrongdoer and other members of society?
Hav Olin limitations on the freedom of the wrongdoer- -

be justified?
h. Proportionality: What responses would be reason-

able in relation to the seriousness of the wrong or
injury? , , ,,

i: Rsvenge What responses might satisfyThe desire for '.
'.0Venge?

.
Q__

i .
A

,
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a

_ .
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.

.
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.

,
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.
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.

.

.
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,
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What Do You Think?,

I. What would be proper response(s) to the
'injuries ident(fied?

2, Are the responses you suggested designed :to correct
the wrong or injury?

3. Are theresponse.s you suggested designed to prevent
further wrongs or iqiuries?
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The sight to Petition the Governmen or Redress of Grievances
from The kka of Liberty: First .Amendment Freedoms, Isidore Starr, West Publishing Co., 1978

...
.

This 34-page student text presents schf;larly material in a ormat that is being used in high schools. Featuring the case
,."-.11-ittti. to e4boOk examines each phrase of the First Amendinent through great cases the United States Supreme Court has

.

1',decided.lfhus as six sections explore the meaning of separation of church and state, treligiotis freedom, freedom Akteech,
freedom of press, the right to assemble peaceably, and the right to petition for redress of grievances. The sections include
historical halground material, information abta ading justices of the Court, and questions for classroom discussion, TheAt

ble from West Publishing Co:; 170 Id.Country Road.: MineOla, N.Y. 11501', (516) 248-1900.
g excerpts arc from Section VI, The Right to Petition the Government for Redress of Grievances.

(1

----book
The fo

SECTION VI: THE RIGHT TO PETITION. THE
GOVERNMENT FOR REDRESS OF' GRIEVANCES

Iptroduction
Petitions are a common method cif protesting conditions

and requesting government cooperation. People have peti-
tioned local, state, and national government on such matters
as traffic lights: parks, busing of students, taxes, environ-
Menial problems, consumer affairs, nuclear plants, foreign
.pdlicyi and a variety and multiplicity of other issues. Peti-
tions have taken the forin of written statements, delegations
of citizens, and protest marches.

The right to petition, for redress of grievances, like the
other First Amendment 'Rights, was not handed down to ufi
on a silver platter. There were times in history when such

repetitions were gardeeas seditious and cAminal: In some
countries today citizens would not think of petitioning for
redress of grievances !cause to do so would invite the heavy
hand olgovemmetital retaliation.

Even for Americans, this right ifi not always welcomed or
used. For example, Irving Brant, in his book on The Bill of
Rights, relates that on July 4, 1951, the capital ?Imes, a
newspaper in Madison, Wisconsin, the home of the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, decided to try an experiment to test the
attitude of Citizens toward a great American docrnent. A
petition was lepared declaring that those who' it
believed in the 'Declaration of Independence. Reporters -then.
asked people on the street chosen at random to sign the
Petition. Only one person agreed to sign out of 112 inter-
viewed: What reasons did they give? Many feared that they
would :lbse their jobs, or be called Communists, or that it
was a subversive document.

When the New.. York Post tried it, only 19 out of 161 were
willing to sign. Among the reasons given were "suspicion,
distrust, and hostility."

Iris unfortunate that so fa Ameri.oans know the history
of this great right. Stated in the Magna Carib of 1215, one of
,the f6undation stones of the iberties of Englishmen, this
right to petition was used ainst King iyharles I in the
famousdocument, Th tition of Right. In 1689 the right
to petition was incorporated into the English Bill of Rights
With these resounding words:

That- it is the' right of subjects to petition the
,King, and all commitments and prosecutions for
such petitioning are Megal.

The American colonists, appealing ,to the rights of'Eng -'
. lishmen, used the right to petition to protest theirgrievances

against George and Parliament. When the Declaration of
Independence was written, one of the grievances against the
British Government was stated as follows:

Our repeated Petitions have been answered only.*
by repeated injury.

Incorporated into the First Amendment of the Bill of
Rights, this right has been used throughout American his-
tory by those who have understood the uses of this form of
protest. As we have seen above, some---perhaps too ma ny,--
people regard the placing of their name on a document of
this type as an act fraught with dire consequences, In some,
communities this may be so. As we shall see, however, more
and more people seemto be resorting to thb mass protest"'
and the mffrch as a more effective and less threatening means
than signing a petition:

Two sensational historic examples of the right to petition
were Coxey's Army and the Bonus March. Coxey's Army
was a "living petition" of several, hundred unemployed who
marched to Washington, D.C., in 1894 to Persuade the
government to supply jobs for the unemployed. The Bonus
Army of uneMployed' veterans marched to Washington,
D.C. in 1932 to petition Congress for immediate payment of
Their promised bonuses. Both marches were,tinsuccessful.

Two .points should, be noted. Originally the right peaceably
to assemble was joined to the righf to petition for.the redress
of grievances. As we havt seen, in time the right to assemble
peaceably became recognized as a distinctive right with
justification for the recently recognized constitutional right
of association. The right to assemble peaceably is also inti-
mately connected with freedom of expression. Inevitably, all
the riiits in the First Amendment are interconnected since
they represent the touchstone of sincerity relating to respect
for The dignity and integrity of the individual.

Today, the right to petition often' takes the form of
lobbyingtrying to persuade governnient officials to pass
laws favorable to- the lobby or to kill bills harmful to the
lobby. Lobbying is a lawful activity and in some jurisdic:
tions lobbyists have been required to identify the interests
they represent.

Case 73: A Sit-In in a Public Librfry
The public library in Clinton, Louisiana, was segregated.

On March 4, 1964, Brown, and four other blacks decided to
-protest this "discriminatorpolicy by "sitting in." They sat
down in the library and refused to leave' when the librarian
asked themlo do so. When fhelisheriff arrived, -about 10-15
minutes after ttic sit-in had started, and asked them to leave,
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they aiain refused and were arrested and convicted of the
breach of the peace law which read:

Whoeler with intetit to provoke a breach of the
peace, or tinder circumstances such that a breach
of the peace may be occasioned thereby: (I)
crowds or congregates with others ... in ... a ...
public place or building . . . and who fails or
refuses to disperse and move on, when ordered
to do so by any law enfdrcement officer . . . or
any other authorized person ... shall he gtailty of
disturbing the peace.

The library is a place for reading, study. and conteMpla-
Hon. Should this type of protest he allowed? The State
contended that Brown and his friends were loafing and
making a nuisance of thfrnselves. This can be very distract-
ing. What do YOU 'think?

Case 75: Dick Gregory Marches to Mayor Daley's Home
Dick Gregory and a group of about 85 -followers had

become dissatisfied with the Superintendent of SchOols in
Chicago because he had not moved speedily enough. to
desegregate the public schools. Believing thatMayor Daley
had the flower to remove the Superintendent, the Kroup
decided to march from City Hair to the Mayor's Ileac., a
diMance of about five miles. A police lieutenant, four police
sergehnts, about forty policemen, an assistant city counsel,
and the marcher? Attorney accompanied the group.

When the demonstrators began marching around the,
Mayor's home, a eroWd of more than 1,000 of the Mayor's
sympathizers appeared. As was to be expected, the language
became rough and threatening:Threats and obscenities, as
well as rocks and eggs, were hurled at the marchers.

When, in the judgment of the Commanding Officer, the
situation became dangerous, he asked Gregory. and his
marchers to leave the area. When they refused, they were
arrested and charged with violating, Chicago's %disorderly
.conduct Idinance, which provided:

All persons who shall make . . or assist in
making any improper noise, riot, disturbance,
breach of the peace within the limits of the city;
all persons Who shall collect in bodies or crowds
for unlawful purposes, orfor any purpose, to the
annoyance or disturbance of tithe f persons . .

shall be deemed guilty of disorder1.9conduct and
upon conviction thereof, shall be severely fined
not less than one dollar nor snore than two
hundred dollars for each offense.

Gregory and his group were convicted.
Were the arrest and convictionjt4tified? Would it make

any diffefence to you, if the charge we disobeying the
order.of a policeman? Explain.

Case 73.: Brow Oisisiana, 383 U,S. 131, 86 S.Ct. 719,15
L.Ed.2d 637( 4 )

The Court was badly split. A bare maj6ritY of five rev-
ersed the convictions, while the four dissenters were livid
with rage.

Justice Fortas announced the judgment of the Court in an
opinion in which Chief Justice Warren and Justice Douglas
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joined. The five black young mei had been convicted for
sitting in the library rom 10 tO There15 minutes. The was

nothing in the breach o eace law which Allude this conduct
unlawful. This, however, said Justice Fortes, is not the point
of this case. What really is at issue here is a fundamental
right.

We are here dealing- with an aspect of a basic
constitutional rightthe right under the First
and Fourteenth Amendments guaranteeing free-
dom of speech and of assembly, and freedom to
petition the Government fora redress of grievan-

.ces . . . As this Court has repeatedly stated, these
rights are not confined to verbal expression.
They embrace appropriate types of action which
certainly include the right in a peaceable and
orderly manner to protest by silent and
reproachful presence, in a place where the pro-
testant has every right to be, the unconstitutional
segregation of public facilities . . .

In this case, the Louisiana statute was used deliberately to
frustrate this right.

. . . The statute was deliberately and purposefully
applied solely to terminate the reasonable,
orderly, and limited exercise of the right to pro- -----1.,
test the unconstitutional segregation of a public
facility. Interference with this right, o exercised,
by state action is intolerable under-our Constitu-
tion . . ,

It is unfortunate, says Justice Fortas, that the stage of this
drama,should have been a library. It is doubly unfortunate
that the drama dealt with racism.

It is an unhappy circumstance that the locus of
these events was a public librarya place dedi-
cated to quiet, to knowledge, and to beauty; It is
a sad commentary that this hanged place in the
Parish of East Feliciana bore Woigly stam of
racism. It is sad, too, that it was a public librar
which, reasonably enough in the circumstances,
was the stage for a confrontation between those
discriminated against and the ,representatives of
the offending parishes. Fortunately, the 'circurn-
stances here were such that no claim can be made
that use of the library by others was disturbed by
the demonstration. Perhaps the time and
method were carefully chosen with this in mind.

eWere it otherwise, a factor not present in this
/case woold have to be considered, Here: there
was no disturbance of others, no disruption of

7 -' library activities, and no violation of any library
regulations.

-Justice,Brennan concurred on the ground that the Louisi-
ana statute was too broad and therefore, unconsfitutional.

Justice White's concurring opinion concluded that, if the
students had been white,,hey probably would not have been
arrested. Since they were black, he concludes tht# the con-
victions deny them the Equal .P.rotiktion of the taws,

Justice Black's dissenting opinion was joined by Justices
Clark, Harlan, and Stewart. The first point to observe,



declares the opinion, is that a littary is not a public street
and not subject to the saint regal. ns.

A tiny parish branch librar , staffed by two
womcn,.is not a department store . . . nor a bus
terminal . . nor a public thorOtighfare as in
Edwards v. SOW/1 Carolina . . Short of physical
violence, petitioners could not have more com-
pletely upset the normal, quiet functioning of the
Clinton branch of the Audubon Regional
Library. The state courts below thought the dis-
turbance created by petitioners constituted a

violation of the statute. So far as the reversal
here rests on a holding that the Louisiana statute
Was not violated, the Court simply substitutes its
judgment for that of the Louisiana courts as to
what conduct satisfies the requirements of that
state statute . .

Justice Black finds the majority ruling a new departure in
constitutionn*law and a dangerous precedent.

In this case this new Constitutional principle
means that even though these petitioners did not
want to use the Louisiana public library for
library purposes, they had a constitutional right
nevertheless to stay there over the protest of the
librarians w4o hail lawful authority to keep the
library orderly for the use of people who wanted
to use its books, its magazines, and its papers.
But the principle espoused also has a far broader
meaning. It means that the Constitution, the
First and the Fourteenth Amendments, requires
the custodians and supervisors of the public
libraries in this country to stand helplessly by
while protesting groups advocating one cause or
another, stage "sit-ins" or "stand,ups" to dram-
atize their particular views on particular issues ..
. The States are thus paralyzed with reference to
control of their libraries for library purposes,
and I suppose that inevitably the next step will be
to paralyze the schools. Efforts to this effect have
already been made all over the country . . .

. , . I am deeply troubled with the fear that
powerful private groups throughout the Nation
will read ttle Court's action, as I do- -that is, as

'granting them a license to invade the tranquillity
and beauty of our libraries whenever they have
quarrel with some state policy which may or may
not exist. It is an unhappy Circumstance in my
judgment that the group, which more than any
other has needed a government of equal laws and
,equal justice, is nokv encouraged to believe that
the best way for it to advance its cause, which is a
worthy one, is by taking the lawrintO its own
hands from place to place and from time to time.
Governments like ours were formed to substitute
the rule of law for the rule of force. Illustrations
may be given where crowds have gathered
together peaceably by reason of extraordinarily
good discipline reinforced by vigilant officers.,

"Detnonstrations" have taken place without any
manifestations of force at the time. But I say
onceNtn ore that the crowd moved by noble ideals
today can become the mob ruled by hate and
passion and greed and violence tomorrow. If We
ever doubted t ltri4 we know it now. The peaceful
songs of love can become al stirring and provoc-

stive as the Marseillaise did in the days when a
noble revolution gave way to rule by successive
mobs until chaos set in. Ate holding in'this case
today makes it more necessary than ever that, we
stop and look more closely at where we are going

Case 75: Dick Gregory v. ClO, of Chicago, 394 U.S. 11 1,89
S.Ct. 946, 22 L.Ed,2d 134 (1969)

It Was a unanimous decision. Chief Justice Warren deliv-
ered the opinion of the Court, declaring the convictions
unlawful. He regarded the case as such a simple one that it
warranted only a brief opinion. In a few well-chosen words,
he declared:

Petitioners' march, if peaceful and orderly, falls
within. the sphere of ,tonduct protected In, the

A First Amendment . .. There is no evidence in this
Record that petitioners' conduct was disorderly.
Therefore . . . convictions so totally devoid of

. evidentiary support violate due process . . .

However reasonable the police request may have
been and homever laudable the police motives,
petitioners were charged and convicted for hold-
ing a demonstration, not for a refusal to obey a
police officer.

For Justices Black and 'Douglas, this issue warranted
more detailed consideriition because it involved a very
important case. Justice Black's concurring opinion, in which
Justice Douglas joined, focuses on the promises of the
Constitution.

[This case] in a way tests the ability of the United
States to keep the promises its Constitution
makes to the people of the Nation. Ainong those
promises appearing in the Preamble of the Con-
stitution are the statements that the people of the
United States ordained this basic charter "ii
Order to . . . secure the blessings of Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity. . . ."

The First Amendment, continues Justice Black, fulfilled
that promise in writing by guaranteeing the rights of free
speech, press, peaceable assembly, and petition. Beginning
with the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education desegregation
ruling, these rights were put to the acid test when blacks
sought to speed up desegregation through picketing and
mass demonstrations. The anticipated reaction, by those
who favored the status quo was emotional and determined.
The re§ult was confrontation, and the sparks flew upward to
the Supreme Court. Where should the Court draw the line
between lawful and unlawful assembly and petition?

justice Black recognizes that cities have the power to pass
ordinances regulating demonstrations, but such laws must
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. be narrowly drawn so as to protect First Amendment free-
doks, In his judgment, the Chicago ordinance might bete?
be described as a cneat-ax ordinance, gathering in one com-
prehensive definition of an offense a number of words which
haVen multiplicity of meanings, some of which would cover
alp ivitY spetifically protected tt the First Amendment."

t, he asks, for example, is t% moaning of "improper,"
"un awl\JI purposes," "annoyance or disturbance."

The testimony showed that GregOry hid his group "in the
face of jeers, insults, and assaults with rocks and eggs .

'maintained a decorum that-speaks well for their determine-

r

11

tion simply to tell their side of their grievances and com-
plaints.' Nevertheless, the jury in the case was told to ignore
acts of violence committed by the crowd of Onlookers and
attempts made by police to arrest troublemakers. Since it
mai very well be that the' jury convicted the accused by a
literal reading of the ordinance, the conviction was1/4n
unconstitutional violation of First Amendment freedoms.

A narrowly drawn statute specifying clearly the types of
conduct which are forbidden is permissible. The Chicago
law does not fall within. this minissible category.
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-5, Mock Trials and Appeals: The Tinker Case
Juvenile Justice. Institute for Political and Legal Education, 1978

This 193-page curriculum is designed to provide both teachers and students with Mformation on school lawn the juvenile
spletn, and to help them realize that constructive change apd.eqiial justice are possible "through the sj,stemalf citizens

act responsibly. The curriculum features a wide range of teaching methods and materials and focuses on the federal and state
court Si stems for adults and juveniles. It has been used nationally for over six years, .was revised in 1978, and can be obtained
from the Institute for Political and Legal Education, Delsea Drive, RD (14, Box 209, Sewell, N.J. 08080, (609) 228-6000,

The following excerpt is from Section 111--- Youth in School, and illustrates how the Cases for Students in Part Ji can be
adapted for mock trials.

HOW MUCH FREEDOM OF EXIESSION DO YOU
HAVE INSIDE THE SCHOOLHOUSE DOOR?
Tinker v. Des Moines School District, 393 U.S. 503 (I%9)

Wherein the First Amendment rights of children and of
trehers are held not to be "shed at the schoolhouse door"
but are to be protected unless their expression is the cause of
substantial disruption.
Facts

John F. Tinker, 15 years old, and Christopher Eckhardt,
16 years old, were high-school students in Les Moines, Iowa.
Mary Beth Tinker, .John's sister, was a 13-year-old student
in junior high school.

In December 1965, a group etf adults and students in Des
Moines held a meeting at the Eckhardt home. The group
determined to publicize their objections to the hostilities in
Vietnam and their support for a truce by wearing black
armbands string the holiday season and by fastinaon
December 16 and New York's Eve, John, Mary, Chris-
topher, and their parents had previoty engaged in similar
activities, and they decided tt) participate in the program.

The principals of the Des Moines schools becait aware
of the plan to wear armbands. On December 14, 1965, they
met and adopted a policy that any student wearing an
armband to school would be asked to remove it and if he
refused would be suspended until he returned without the
armband. The students were ifWare of the ulation that the
school authorities adopted,

On December 16, Mary Beth and Christopher core black
:armbands to their schools. John Tinker wore his armband
the next day. They were all sent home and 'suspended from
school until they would come back without their armbands.
They did turn to school until after the planned period
of wearing ands had expiredthat is until afterNew
Year's f ay.

Cha tha'f their First Amendment right to freedom of
expres XI had been abridged, the , students sought an
injyneffon in 1DisfAct Court prohibitihetheir school board
filth carrying out the suspensions. A hearing wai held to
determine whether there was sufficient evidence to warrant
such an injunction. Students in the school had been permit-
ted tós wear ordinary political buttons and even an iron
Cross (a traditional emblem of Nazism),, SP the Tinker's
lawyers argued that the school was restricting the free

ssion Of a particular point of view, i.e., opposition to
the'vietnam War.

The District Court upheld the position of the school
authorities on the grounds that the armbands might have
tended to "create a disturbance" in the school, An Appellate

Court supported the District Court decision, and then the
Supreme Court agreed to hear the case on final appeal.

ACTIVITY: Tinker v. Des Moines, A Mock Trial*

(NOTE: If the activity outlined below is used in class, it
should precede any discussion of the actual Supreme Court
opinion which has been included at the end of the Tinker
simulation.) .1

The following simulation is designed to acquaint students
with the functioning of the Federal court system and to hatve
them experience first-hand involvement with the issues of
symbolic expression dealt with in the Tinker case. Full
direction's and role assignments are as follows:

Assigninent I: Designation of Roles
Role descriptions begin on page 35).

One or two lawyers for Tinker
One or two lawyers for School Board
John F. Tinker
Christopher Eckhardt
Mary Beth Tinker
Dennis Pointer
Aaron McBride
Andrew Burgess
Leonard Carr
Leonard Tinker
Court Officer
Chief Justice Earl Warren
Justice Hugo Black
Justice William 0. Douglas
Justice John M, Harlan
Justice William Brennan
Justice Potter Stewart.
Justice Byron White
Jhstice Abe Fortas -

Justice Thu ood Marshall
The teacher sh Id assume the role of District Court

Judge Stephenson nd renderthe decision 25$ F. Stipp, 971
(966). He/she may wish to locate this decision in the law
library and cop"), it to hand out to students it§ the basis for
appeal.

Roles should be assigned to students one week in advance

)

The simulation is adopted from one developed for the
Institute for Political-and L4a1 Education by Edward T.
Muniey of Phillipsburg (New Jersey) High School, a
teacher-coordinator in the IPLE program.
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of the beginning of the simulation: Allow sufficient time for
them to research their roles and at least one day of small
group discussions to alleviate any problems.

Alignment ilk Conferences
The lawyers, during the first two days Ind the Justices,

thereafter, have the most difficult roles. It will be beneficial
if the time can be allotted to review wit each of these
individuals their perception of the way in Wide . hey should
portray their roles,

The students who will be witnesses should meet with their
respective lawyers to discuss what information each will
contribute at the hearing. (If an attorney is available, he
could best be used on this day.)

Assignment III! Evidentiary Hearing
United States District Court (or the Southern District of
Iowa, Central Division

Judge Stephenson presiding.

The lawyers' instructions contain all the information
necessary for the trial. Sec Role Descriptions and 2.

The teacher should allow the lawyers represetiting Tinker
to present their witnesses first. The lawyers for the school
board may then cross-examine the Tinker witnesses. The
Ticker lawyers may, of course, cross-examine any witnesses
presented by the school board.

Assignment IV! Oral Argument Before the Supreme Court
Before the-Supreme Court the lawyers may present no

witnesses but must present a concise legal argument
grounded on available legal precedent and the lawyer's
knowledge of what might atSpeal to at least five justices.
Although the facts of the case are obviously material, they
have already been deter dined at the trial level. Appellate
courts decide points of law; they do not determine the facts.

The objective before the Supreme Court is to build a
minimum winning coalition of five justices.

Duridg the oral argument, either the Chief Justice or any
of the associate justices Imay, at any time, interrupt the
lawyers for the purpose Of clarification of any point being

'offered.

Atsignment V: In Camera or Conference Session of the
Supreme Court

In the conference session (held in camera, that is in the
justices' chambers) each justice first gives his opinion of (1)
what are the relevant facts of the case, (2) what are the issues
involved in the case, (3)how4the conflict should be resolved
(should the injunction be granted), and (4) what reasoning
should be contapeel-in the opinion.

The justices give their View of the case by order of senior-
ity (the Chief Justice, is Always considered the most senior
justice).

The oriler of seniority in this case is as follows:
1. Chief Justice Earl Warren
2, JOstice Hugo Black (appointed to the bench in

1937)
.Ph
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3. justice William O. Douglas (1939)
4. Justice John M. Harlan (1955)
5. Justice William J. Brbnitan, Jr. (1956)
6. Justice Potter Stewart (1958)
7. Justice Byron R. White (1962)
8. Justice Abe Fortes (1965)
9. Justice Thurgood Marshall (1967)

After the justices give their interpretation of the way in
which the case should be decided, the Chief Justice decides
the issues which will be voted upon.

Votes which might be taken, for example:
I. Should the injunction be granted?
2. Should the case be decided on First Amendment

grounds?
3. Should a "test" for this type of.situation be con-,

structed?
When voting, the justices vote by reverse seniority, from

the most junior justice to the Chief Justice.
The in camera discussion shotticl be conducted using the

"fish bowl" technique, with other participants in the simula-
tion having a chance to observe without joining in and then
evaluate the proceedings.

Assignment VI: "Debriefing" the Tinker Case
After a decision has been rendered by the Supreme Court,

the debriefing process can begin. It is important that suffi-
cient time be allocated for it. One class'period would cps-
tainly not be excessive. Discussion should center on (he
effectiveness of the arguments for each side, on the realism
with whichAe roles were played, and finally on an evalua-
tion of the outcome of the actual Tinkercase through exami-
nation of the excerpted decision,

j DISTRICT COURT

Judge Witness Chair
Colin Officer

Tinkers & Counsel Counsel for School Board
Witnesses

ORAL ARGUMENT

Mershiall, White, kgretrituni, Douglas, WARREN, Ohmic. Harlan, SterearN'orto.

Counorl for Tinker. Compel for School Board

"IN CAMERA" SESSION

Warren
Marshall Douglas

Harlan Fortes
Brennan

Stewart
Black

White

Role 1: Lawyer(s) for Tinkers
This role may be shared by more than one participant.
Your purpose is to convince the District Court judge that

he should grant an injunction that will restrain the authori-
ties of the Des Moines Independent Community School
District from disciplining Our clients.
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During the evidentiary hearing (similar. to a trial court
proceeding), you must not only cite the relevant law but also
establish "the faRta" of the case.

In. citing the law, the fctilowing cases may be helpful:
Oriole v. Nen) Yo Fk, 2611U.S. 652, (1925) wherein it was
determined by the Supreme Court that an individual's right
of free speech is protected against state infringement by the
due prom clause of the Fourteenth Amendment; West
Virginia St te Board of Education v. Barnette. 319 U.S. 624,

;1

(.1943) the school flag salute case cited earlier; Stromberg v.
People of State of California, 283 U.S. 359, (1931) wherein it
was established by the Supreme Court that the wearing ofan
armband for the purpoSe of expressing certain views is a
stmbolic act and falls within the protection of the First
Amendment's free speetila use.

In particular, you are seeking an injunction under'42
U.S.C. § 1983 which permits a person whosecivil rights have
been abridged in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment to
sue for redress. Y

Since the facts of the case may he as important as the law,
you must use those witnesses, and only those who are most
likely to establish the facts you would like on the record.
You, therefore, would want to call John, Mary Beth, and
possibly Leonard Tinker (father), and Chris Eckhardt. You
might also consider Chris' father, William, and John's
American History teacher, Aaron McBride (fictional
character).

In calling these witnesses, you need to stress the fact that
your clients acted out of deeply felt convictions and by no
means did they wish to display contempt for ichool author-
ity or did they wish to cause a disturbance.

During your period of cross- examination of the defendt
ants' witnesses, your purpose is to show that the school
authorities singled out a particular, type of speech concern-
ing a particular topic (the Vietnam War) to prohibit. Your
chief concern into show that the regulation was unreasona-
ble, or could not reasonably be defended as being necessary
to the functioning of tke school system.

Other cases you may rely, upon are Burnside v, Byars, 365
F2nd 744 (5th Cir., 1966) and Blackwell v. Issaquena
County Board of Education. 363 F2nd 749 (5th Cir., 1966),
wherein it was held that a school regulation prohibiting the
wearing of "freedom buttons" was not reasonable: The
Court stated that school officials '-!. . . cannot infringe on
their students; right to .free and unrestricted expression as
guaratiteed to themunder the First Amendment to the
Constitution where the exercise of such rights in the-school
buildings and school rooms do not materially and substan-
tially interfere with the requirements of appropriate disci-
pline in the operation of the school." Burnside v. Byars,-
supra.

Role '2: Attorney(s) for School District
Your purpose is to convince the District Court Judge that

he Mould deny the plantiffs request for an injunction.
At the evidentiary hearing (similar to a trial court pro-

ceeding); you must not only cite the relevant law but also
establish "the facts" of the case.

g

"-

In citing the law, the following cases may be helpful:
. Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494, (1951); Nea1. v. State
of Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697, ,(193I); Pocket Books, Inc. v.
Walsh, 204 F. Supp. 297 (D. Conn. 1962), wherein it was
established that the protections of the fret speech clause are
not absolute and United States v. Dennis, 183 F. 2d 201,212
(2d Cir, 1950), wherein it Was asserted that "In each case
(courts) must ask whether the .gravity of the 'evil,' dis-
counted by its improbability, justifies such invasion of free
speech as is necessary to avoid the danger,"

Since "the faCts" of the case may be as important as the
laws cited, you must make every effort to insure that the
record displays those facts which you wish to Iwo on the
record. In light of this, you would want to call Dennis
Pointer (Mary Beth's math teacher), Andrew Burgess (the
high school principal), Leonard Carr (the school board
president), and perhaps others.

Your prime concern on examination Of your witnesses is
to display the fact that "there was reason to expect that the
protest would result in a disturbance of the scholarly, disci-
plined atmosphere within the classroom and halls of your
schools."

On cross-examination of the plaintiffs, your purpose is
only to ascertain if they were aware of the regulation.

Role 3: John F. Tinker
You, your parents, and your friends have been against the

American involvement in the Vietman War from the begin;
ning. You feel that there is, no justification for American
participation in a foreign "civil war."

You have participated in anti-war protests in the past and,
along with your parents and friends, you decided to wear a
black:armband to school to display your support for the
continuation of the Christmas truce and your grief for those
who have died in Vietnam.

Mary lleth and Chris wore their armbands oh Monday,
but you were a little hesitant. Howev , after Mary Beth and
Chris were suspended, you decided t wear your armband
on Tuesday. You felt self-conscious b cause. of the/stares
your armband drew, but you felt determi d that it was your
right to express your views in this way; After third period,
you were called to the principal's office, Upon your refusal
to take off the armband, you were suspended.

Role,qhristopher Eckhardt
A plaintiff, age fifteen, who attended Roosevelt High

School.
You Wore an armband on Monday, the first day of the

demonstrations. You are, perhaps, more than the Tinkers,
vocal about your opptesition to the war. (See role for #3,
John F, Tinker.)

Role 5: Mary Beth4inker
A plaintiff, age thirteen, who attended Warren Harding

Junior High School. (See role for #3, John F. Tinker, and
#4, Chris Eckhardt.)

'Role 6: Leonard Tinker
Yoil are the father of John tigd Mary Beth Tinker and

completely support their ieelings in regard to the Vietnam
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War, (Sec role sheet #3, John F. Tinker; and,#5, Maiy Beth
Tinker.) For further referetice, see Justice!" Hack's dissent.

Role 7:, William Eckhardt
You are the father of Chris .0khardt and completely

support his feelings in regard to the Yietnam War,
You and your wife gave Chris the idea to wear the black

armband. After the school authorities dechired.the wean
of armbands illegal, you were the first. to see the possibilities
for a test case on "Tree speech" grounds. (Sec also the roles
for #3, John F. Tinker and #4, Chris Eckhardt.)
Role 8: Dennis Pointer.

You are Mary Beth Tinker's math teacher. Mary Beth
entered your room on the Monday ot. the demonstration
wearing her armband. The armband caused a discussion of
the War; it lasted all period and completely disrupted your
class.

Role 9: Aaron McBride
You are John Tinker's history teacher. The wearing of the

armbands caused no disruption in your class; and you
believe that this form of symbolic protest is akin to "pure
speech" and as such is protected by the First Amendment.

John is one of your best and most hard-working students;
you believe the school board should never have prohibited
the armbands.

Role 10: Andrew Burgess
You are the principal of North High School. You heard

about the upcoming armband demonstration and called an
administration meeting to head off the problem. The ad-
ministrators, fearing a disruption of the school program,
decided to ban the wearing of armbands;

Role 11: Leonard Carr
You are the president of the Des Moines school board.

You support the decisio'h of the school administrators
because the community is deeply divided on the wathnd you
fear any disturbance will lead to a major conflict.

NOTE: Students assigned the roles of the Supreme Court
Justices may wish to do further research. A great deal of
material on each justice should be available at any library.
Role 12: Hugo Black

Justice Black is a "New Deal" Democrat and is sometimes
termed a populist. .

Black was very much apart of the'constitutional revolu-
tion of the Warren Court, but to brand Black as a liberal and
associate him with Justices Douglas or Brennan would be to
oversimplify the case and lead to error in interpretation.

' Justice Black fought for his entire:judicial career for

st tes through the "due process" clause of the FourtOenth
4 .ncoTporation" (making the Bill of Rights applicable to the

A endment). This struggle often led to his agreement with
the liberals. For example, in the censorship cases, Douglas
andplack took the same absolutist position that the First
Am udment allows no censorship at all.

The justice from Alabama departs from the portitions
usually taken by the liberal bloc when questions of equality
aro reviewed by the Court. The equality category of cases
commonly includes poverty lay, 'indigents, 'and protest

`demonstrations. 0
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"Black was a self-styled strict constryctionist. in dis-
cussing the Constitution he explained: '1 believe the
Court has no power to add or subtract from the proce-
dures set forth by the founders...1 shall not at any time
surrender my belief that the document itselfshould be
our guide, not our own conceptiof what is fair, decent,
and right.' ".

Role. 13: Byron Whitt .... _

Byron R. White is the first native of Colorado to become a
justice. When he was first named to the Court in 1962 by
President Kennedy, rtiofig-time friend, his accomplishments
were Fonsiderable: Phi Beta Kappa, Rhodes Scholar, All-
American football starr, professional football player,
member of the Football Hall of Fame, decorated naval
officer, lawyer, major assistant in a presidential election
campaign and deputy attorney general, On the Court, he haS
aligned himself with the conservative element to the surprise
of many who believed he would vote consistently with the
liberal bloc.

The son of the mayor of Wellington, a small town in
Colorado, Justice White achieved an outstanding academic
and athletic record at the University of Colorado and was
named an All-American halfback. To earn money for his
law training, . played for the Pittsburgh Pirates (now
Steelers)" in 193 and was the leading ground gainer in the
National Football League. Then followed a period at
Oxford University as a Rhodes Scholar, interrupted by the
beginning of World War II. Justice White entered YakLaw
School, and played in 1940 and 1941 for the Detroit Lions at
the same time. He served in the Navy in the Pacific, where he
renewed his. acquaintance with John F. Kennedy, whom he
had met in England. Completing law school after the war, he
was law clerk to the late. Chief Justice Vinson and then
established a practice in Denver, Colorado, eventually han-
dling considerable corporation work. He took little part in
politics until 1960, when he went to work with the Kennedy
forces, and was credited with delivering 27 of Colorado's 42
convention votes for Kennedy. He then rani the Citizens for
Kennedy organization during the 1966 campaign, and after
the election was appointed deputy attorney general.

Role 14: John Marshall Harlan ,

Born in Chicago in 1899, Harlan was the grandson and
namesake of a Supreme Court. Justice. He gradilated from'
Princeton in 1920, oxford in 1923, and New York Law
School in 1924. He was admitted to the bar in 1925, prac-
ticed law in New York City, and was appointed to the
Supreme Court by President Eisenhower,. in 1954.

Although his dissents from the decisions Of the activist
Warren Court won him a reputation as a conservative, he
may more accurately be described as a firm believer in the
strictly judicial nature of the Court's fuection. He consid-
ered it his duty to decide each case according to the law,as
the law had been determined.

*From a short biography of Justice.Black in The Suprenie
Court and Its Great Justices, by Sidney H. Asch, Arco Pub-
lishing Co., Inc New York, 1971.
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Role 15; elle( Justice Earl Warren
" T4e, ycaf that Earl:Warren presided on the Supreme

Court were years of legal revolution. The Warren Court set
new path in race relations (Brown v. Board of Education of
Thpelca, Kansas), discrediting the legal basis for discrirnina-
tiOn and, as it happened, helping to release longlsuppressed
emotional results of racism. It wrote practically a whole new
constitutional code of criminal justice, one restraining the
whole -process of law enforcement, from investigation
through arrest and trial, and applied thq.code rigorously to
state and local activities formerly outside of federal stand-
ards. It greatly restricted governmental authority to penalize
'the individual because of his beliefs or associations.

Warren favored most of tilt major changes in constitu-
tional doctrine undertaken by the Court. As a statesman,
Warren had a sense of history, an understanding of people
and firmness of character. He was open, optimistic, and
idealistic without ideology. He saw good in other human
beings and he was decisive.

Earl 'Warren' achieved his greatest fame as Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court but Warren began his career as a Califor-
nia politician. Prior to his appointment by President Eisen-
hower to the Court, Warren served as Governor of California.
Role 16: Thurgooll Marshall

Thurgood Marshall, in 1967, became the first black ever
named to the Court. Justice Marshall is part of the "activist"
and "liberal" section of the Court., He will tend to favor
individuals against the state or the wak against the strong.

The son of a Pullman car steward and great-grandson of a
slave, Marshall has made a career out of causes but seldom
has been a controversial man personally. He has the reOta-
tion of being the man who led the Negro civil rights revolu-
tion to its first and often its biggest victories in the courts.
His most notable victory came in the Supreme Court's 1954
decision, Broti,n v. Board of Education, which outlawed
racial segregation in the-schools. Assessing his successes,
one friend said Marshall's chief asset was "his ability to take
very sticky situations and patch them over with his personal-
ity.' A long-time white associate said perhaps Marshall's
most "obvious charricterislic" was his capacity "to put you at
ease on the matter of Lace." He has been likened to former
Chief Justice Warren in his views, reportedly sharing the
conviction-that difference of opinion can be negotiated and
being more interested in the background of a case than in its
purely technical side. In 25 years as counsel for the National
Association for the' Advancement of Colored People and the
NAACP Legal. Defense and Educational Fund. Marshall ar-
gued 332-cases before the court, emerging the winner 29 times.
Role 17: Abe Fortas

Justice Fortas had a broad legal knowledge,.sound judg-
ment, and a liberal philosophy. It is not uncommon for
Supreme Court Justices to change the character of their
legal opinions after their appointment to the bench. Fortas'
performance, however, has been entirely consistent with the
reputation he had established as a private lawyer. He chant-

- pioned the civil rights of,the small and Ofte bscure individ-
ual as well as defending corporate-giants *eh as Coca Cola
Company, He aroused national interest en he defended a
number of individuals termed as "security risks."
Role 1$: Potter Stewart

Potter Stewart was the fifth and last justice named by

President Eisenhower. As did Justice Brennan (in .1957), he
joineWie Court during its stormy )(ears after the landmark
schoallesegregation case in 1954.

The conservative group in I9 consisted of Justices
Frankfurter, Claillk"Ilarlan, and hittaker. The liberal
group consisted of °lief Justice Wa ren and Justices Black,
Douglas, and Brennan,

The basic difference between thege groups was thought to
relate priniarily to the Justices' differing views as to the
appropriate use of the Court's power to hold unconstitu-
tional actions of other branches of the gournment. The
"liberals" saw the Court as a guardian of The individual
liberties protected by the Bill of Rights. They tend to inter-
pret the Bill of Rights in a broad fashion.

The conservatives adopted a narrow view of the Bill of
Rights and, in a situation wheiein a choice was necessary
between individual liberty and the power of the state, the
conservatives tend to support the power of the state.

Justice Stewart soon became known for independence of
mind and, when the court divides evenly, he often casts the
deciding vote. He generally leans toward a liberal position.
Role 19: William J. Brennan, Jr.

WillialneJ. Brennan, Jr., is one of eight children of an Irish
immigrAt couple who came to the United States in 1890. A
significAt influence in the choice of Justice Brennan's
career. was his father, who worked in the establishment of
la.or unions in the city. of Trenton. When the opportunity
arose, the elder Brennan ran for a council seat on the labor
ticket. This involvement with the labor movement had the
effect of interesting the young lawyer in labor law, an inter-
est which would much affect his career.

Perhaps a speech of the Justice can best sum up his
feelings in regard to the job of the court: "The constant for
Americans, for our ancestors, for ourselves, and we hope for
future generations is our commitment to the constitutional
ideal of liberty protected by the law . It will remain the
business of judges to protect the fundamental constitutional
rights which will be threatened in ways not possibly envis-
aged by the Framers . the role of the Supreme Court will
be the same as the guardians of (constitutional) rights."
Role 20: William O. Douglas

William 0. Douglas is the foremost conservationist, natu-
ralist, and traveler in the history of the Supreme Court. He
has written more books, mainly on conservation and travel,
than any figure, judicial or otherwise, on the American
scene. Douglas is the only.individual justice whose picture is
likely to appear, as it has, in Field and Stream magazine
singing "The Song of Sergeant Parker."

Douglas served on the Court longer than any justice in the
Court's history. He was appointed tone Supreme Court by
F.D.R. in 1939, when he was forty-one, and he has been its
foremost exportentf individual liberty, and particularly of
freedom of speech.

William 0. Douglas is probably best known for his advo-
cacy of 'freedom of speech. In addition, he can often make
his. point with just one sentence. An example of this power
are his works in regard to a case in which a doctor was
excluded from the practice of his profession in New York:
"When a doctor cannot save lives in America because he is
opposed to Franco in Spain, it is time to call a halt and look
critically at the neurosis that has possessed us."

.160 4173
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Excerpts from the Decision of the Supreme Court In rbtker
v. Des Moines*

NOTE: These opinions should only be referred to or
distributed to the students once the preceeding simulation
game has been played and those playing the parts of the
Supreme, Court justices have rendered their opinions,
part of the "debriefing" these can be introduced for pu oscs
of further clarification of the issues involved i.n t case.

From the Majority Opinion:
Noting that It can hardly be argued that either students

or teachers shed their constitutional rights to freedom of
speech or expression at the schbolhouse gate," the Court per
Fortas, J., reversed: "The problem presented by the present
case does not relate to regulation of the length of skirts or the
type of clothing, to hair style or deportment . ."

"It does not concern agressive (sic), disruptive action or
even group demonstrations. Our problem involves direct,
primary First Amendment rights akin to 'pure speech.' "

"The school officials banned and sought to punish peti-
tioners for a silent, passive expression of opinion, unaccom-
panied by any disorder or disturbance on the part of
petitioners. Yhereis here no evidence whatever of petition-
ers' interference, actual or nascent, with the school's work or-
of collision with the rights of other students to be secure and
to be let alone. Accordingly, this case does not concern
speech or action that intrudes upon the work of the school or
the rights of other students."

"Only a few of the 18,000 students in the school system
wore the black armbands. Only five students were sus-
pended for wearing them. There is no indication that the
work of the school or any class was disrupted. Outside the
classrooms, a few students made hostile remarks the
children wearing armbands, but there were no th cts
of violence on school premises."

"In our system, undifferentiated fear or apprelCof
disturbance (the District Court's basis for \sustaining the
school authories' action) is not enough to overcome the right
to freedom of expression. Any departure from absolute
regimentation may cause trouble. ,Any variation from the
majority's opinion may inspire fear. Any works (sic) spoken, -
in class, in the lunchroom or on the campus, that deviates
from the views of another person, may start an argument or
cause a disturbance. But our Constitution says we must take
this risk . . ." - r.

"It is also relevant that the school authorities did not
purport to prohibit the wearing of all symbols of political or
controversial significance: The record shows that students in
some of the schools wore buttons relating to national politi-
cal campaigns, and some even wore the Iron Cross, tradi-
tiOnally a symbol of nazism. The order prohibiting the
wearing of armbands did not extend to these. Instead, a
particular symbolblack armbands worn to exhibit oppo-
sition to this Nation's involvement in Vietnam was singled
out for prohibition. Clearly, the prohibition of expression of
one particular opinion, at least without evidence that it is
necessa0 to avoid material and substantial interference

*From Lockhart, William, et al., The Ametican Constitu-
tion, St. Paul, Minnesota, West Publishing Company, 1970,
pp. 5)1.81

with school work or discipline, is, not constitutionally
permissible."

"If a regulation were adopted by school officials forbid-
ding discussion of the Vietnani conflict, or the expression by
any student or to it anywhere on schoOl property
except as part of a prescribed classroom exercise, it would be..
obvious that the regulAtion would violate the constitutional
tights of students, at least if it could not be justified by a -
showing that the students' activities would materially and
substantially disrupt 'the work and discipline of the school."

"In the circumstances of the present case, the prohibition
of the silent, passive 'witness of the armbands,' as one of the
children called it, is no less offensive to the constitution's
guaranties."

Justices Stewart and White submitted brief concurrences,

From the Dissenting Opinions: I
In the course of a lengthy dissent, in which he scored the

"myth" that "any person has a constitutional right to say
what he pleases, where he pleases, and when he pleases,"
Jdstice Black observed: "While the absence of obscene or
boisterous and loud disorder pe'rhaps justifies the Court's
statement that the few armband students did not actually
'disrupt' the classwork, I think the record overwhelmingly
shows that the armbands did exactly what the elected school
officials and principals foresaw it would, that is, took the
students' minds off their classwork and diverted them to
thoughts about the highly emotional subject of the Vietnam
War.

"Even if the record were silent as to protests against the
Vietnam War distracting students from their assigned class-
work, members of this Court, like all Other citizens, know,
without being told, that the disputes over the wisdom of the
Vietnam War have disrupted and divided this country a4 few
other issues ever have. Of course students, like other people,
cannot concentrate on lesser issues when black armbands
are being ostentatiously displayed in their presence to call
attention to the wounded and dead of the war, some of the
wounded and dead being their friends and neighbors. It was,
of course, to distract the attention of other students that
some students insisted up to the very point of their sown
suspension from school that they were determined to sit in
school with their symbolic :armbands."

In a separate dissent, Justice Harlan maintained that
"school officials should be accorded the widest authority in
maintaining discipline and good order in their institutions"
and thus "would, in cases like this, cast upon those com-
plaining the burden of showing that a particular school
measure was motivated by other than legitimate school
concerns for example, a desire to prohibit the expression
of an unpopular point of view, while permitting expression
of the dominant opinion." In the instant case, he found.
"nothing which impugns the good faith of respOndents in
promulgating the armband regulation."

Questions for further consideration in class discussion:
I. What if many students, rather than only a handful, had

made hostile comments to the students wearing armbands?
2. What if tfle wearing of armbands had led to violence on

school grou4i?
Should eithet of the aboVe situations have any bearing on

the outcome of the Court decision?
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Students and the Rill of Rights: Pri ties, Limits, and Responsibilities
from Responsibilities and Rights in the Schools, 1978, by Donald P. Vetter and Linda Ford of the Carroll County Public
Schools, Weitminster, Maryland 21157.

This unit was designed to help students (I) become more aware of their rights as citizens of the -United States and their school
comnipnities, and (2) realize that their rights (like those of all citizens) are limited and that each right carries a corresponding
responsibility. It also was designed to create "a better understanding and working relationship among administrators, parents,

Jeachers, and students." The 50-page unit has been used as part of the curriculum in junior high schoolsand high schools
throughout the state of Maryland. It includes 10 topics artl_an evaluation plus variations for high and low abilityfitudents. It
can be ordered from Law-Related Education Program (*the Schools of Maryland, 5401 Wilkens Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
21228, (301) 455-3239.

The (billowing include The Teacher Overview and two of the topics-- The Bill Rights and LimitatiOns on Student
Rights.

is WHAT IS THE BILL OF RIGHTS?

Topic: Introduction toRhe Bill of Rights
Puiposet These activities have been designed to introduCe

the student to the Bill of Rights and the Specific freedoms
provided therein.

Part 11:STH,Glit
Procedure:
(1) Distribute "Visitor from OUter Space" (p. 178),
(2) Have students complete the handout and then tabulate

.their responses in one of the following ways:
(a-)What-are4he- rights you designated as most-impor-

tant? Why?
(b) What are the rights you were willing to give up?

Why?
(3) Conduct an in-depth discussion of the reasons for their
ranking.

(a) At the end of tbe_ discussion, praise pupils who
fought to keep their rights and'expressed their dis-
pleasure at giving them up to aliens or humans.

(b) Highlight the posiiible effects of "authority" on the
willingness of various persotto give up their Con-
stitutional rights.

(c) Make a point of telli ig students that many Ameri-
cans have fought and died to maintain these rights.

(d) You may wish to draw an analogy to the Nazi
Germany Situation and bring in the concept of the
underground resistance movemen

Part II
Procedure:
(1) Hand out copies of "This is Freedom" (p 179). Read

over directions with students. Allow time f student to
complete activity. '(Note: this resource sheet is a list of
parts of the Bill of Rights written in easier t ms. Some
have beetromitted.)

(2) Debrief by allowing student4 to openly express their
opinions and justify their positions. For those items that
students disagree with, ask'them to reitate the item.so it
expresses their opinion.

(3) Inform students that all of these freedoms are provisions
of the Bill of Rights'of the Constitution or the U.S. (Be
sure to tell students that some of the items on their ditto
have been omitted.)-

(4) Prepare a short lecture (10 to 15 minutes) to introduce
the Bill of Rights. Teacher should djkide which points.'
need to be emphasized. Suggestions are given below.
a. Background
b. Structure (i,e., part of Constitution, first 10 amend-

ments)
c. Subject to interpretation (i.e., Supreme Court)
d. Application to modern society.
c. Specific appli9ation to students.
Hand int copieisof the Bill of Rights. This may be found
in Practical Politics and Government in the United
States, pp. 56-561. You may wish to inform students
that the 14th Amendment is sometimes considered a part
of the Bill of Rights. This can be found on p. 562: Also,
most Civics and U.S. History texts have a copy of the
Constitution. -

(6) /Ask Students to read the Bill of Rights of the United
States Constitution, and complete the chart on p. 180.
You may wish to divide Students into groups for this
activity. You may also wish to give each group only-a
certain number of amendments. (Ex: Group 1, amend-
ments 1-3) to expedite the process.
Debrief by allowing students to state their responses in
Class. Teacher should list the freedoms on board.
Give each group one of the spicific freedoms they have
listed on board. Have them construct a skit which will
illustrate that freedom, Allow students to perform skits
before the class, (Note: TcacheC should not at this point
comment on the legality of their illustration. Interpreta-
tion and limitations will be covered later.)

Materials:
1. Student Resources (pp. 178 and 179), "A Visitor From

Outer Space," "This is Freedom," and chart on p. 180.
2. Practical Politia and Government

2. ARE MY RIGIIIITS AS A STUDENT UNLIMITED
AND GUARANTEED WITHOUT PERSONAL RE-
SPONSIBILITY?

Topic: Limitations on Student Rights: The Relationship
Between Right and, Responsibility -

Purpose: This lesson has been 'designed to help students
realize that all rights are limited and for each right they
hay.e a personal responsibility which must be fulfilled in
conjunction with it.

(5)

cie
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Procedure:
(1) Reproduce and distribute copies of p. 181 and conduct a

class discussion based on the questions listed.
(2) Ask students to list what they consider to be four general

freedoms or rights which are a continuing there
throughout their handbook. EmphaSize the fact that
you arc looking fottleeneral freedoms (dress, speech) and
not specific freedoms (freedom to buy a Coke after
school).

(3) Allow time for students to complete the activity. Ask
several students to read their lists aloud and write their
answers on the board.

(4) Pose questions: Are these freedoms absolute or unlim-
ited freedom? (You may have to give an example before
students will understand what you are looking for.)
Suggested example: h is obvious that, as a student, you
have freedom of speech just as an adult does. However,
this is not total or unlimited freedom of speech. You
have the right to talk while eating lunch in the cafeteria,
but you do not have the right to create a panic by
running through the cafeteria and falsely screaming,
"Fire". This is one limitation on your freedom`of speech
in school. You have the right to express your opinion in
class, but you do not have the right to shout obscenities
at your teachers or other students because you do not
agree with their opinion. This is another limitation on
your freedom of speech within the school.
Ask students to re-read the list which was compile4loiK
the board and then to write a limitation for each of thel
freedoms listed.

(6) Ask volunteers to read their responses and record their
limitations on the board.

(7) Post Question: For each freedom you have, there is a
responsibilities (sic) that goes with it. What are the
responsibilities you must fulfill in order to enjoy the
freedoms we have listed on the board?

Suggested Example:
Freedom: Freedom of Speech
Limitation:.
Can't shout "fire" in cafeteria.
Can't shout obscenities in class.
Responsibility: To see that you' do not get involved in
the limitations listed above and to do your best to
prevent someone else from committing them. It is also
your responsibility to report them to the authorities, if
necessary.

(5)

(8) Allow time for students to complete activity. Ask volun-
teers to read anitots and record them on the board.

(9) Summarize by askihg-students to make generalizations
about the nature. of freedom. (What, can you toll me
about the characteristics of freedom after today's :
lesson?)
Suggested Response:
a. Freedom is not total or absolute
b. All freedoms are limited. ,

c. With each freedom comes a rcUonsibility which is
my duty to fulfill. r

Variation

Low Ability:
Make a transparency of p. 182. Ask students to explain
what the cartoon means. Using their responses, intro-
duce the idea of limitations on freedoth. Pose Ques-
tion: What kinds of t,hilgs might the school not allow
you to print in schootnetspaper? Reinforce the idea
of limitations. Pose Question: If you knew someone
was going to print something in the school newspaper
that would cause a problem, what should you do?
Introduce -the ideti of responsibility in conjunction
with freedoms. Culminate the activity by asking stu-
dents to pick one freedom from the student handbook
and draw a cartoon which could illustrate that free-
dqm's

Materials:
(I) Student Handbook from your school
(2) Student Resource pp. 181 and 182.

Igke



Whit are my school
`rights?
Howlare they
limited?

How are my rights, as
defined by the county,
different from my
school rights?

What is the Bill of
Rights?

, Are Constitutional,
rights al4o student
righ4?

What is the Supreme
Court?

41'

TEACHER OVER.VIEW OF

,EXPERIENCE I:

RESPONSIBILITIES AND RIGHTS IN SCHOOLS

The School Handbook:
How does my school
define my rights?

C6unty Bill of Rights an. d
Responsibilities.
How does the county
define my rights?

t

Constitution and
The Rill of Rights
.H does the Constitution
apply to me as a student?

7

How have Supteme Court
decisiirts affected
students?

64

What responsibilities
am I required to fulfill?

How are my r$]ts
limited?
What responsibilities-am
I required to fulfill?

Hew are 'my rights limited?

.

How do SupremeoCourt
decisions affect me?
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A VISITOR FROM OUTER SPACE

A

It is the year 1993,'and yoti are living a quiet, prosperous life here in Ma and. You are quietly watching television with your
family when At special news bulletin comes over the TV. station. You input tely see that this is not the normal type of new§
bulletin because. there is what looks like a very strange creature on the,scroe 4;7the only thingwhich is familiar is ikat he is
iptaking' in English. He tells you that he and his.peotile have gained control over all of the communications netwon.s in the
United States and that everyone had better pay attention to what he has to say. You chliage the cheinel----and just as he
saidthere he is on every station. He begins' to speak very loudly, and .you gather your family around because you art
beginning, to worry about what he is going to do. His speech is as folloWs: '

,
I.

"My nant.is STIIGIR and I am from the planet NOITUTITSNOC in another galaxy when inhabitantlare far supPl.r'
6" to the beings oh this planet EARTII. Just as we have gaitied control over the cornmunications of the United States, wc.haye....,

the ability to take complete control over every one of your lives. We do not want a war between our planet and yours, WI we
do want to control some things so that we can live it peace and harniony with you. We have looked at some of your laws and
the way your government operates and have found it to give too much freedom to the individual. Therefore, we are going to
conduct a survey to try and arrive at a decision in which bothyou add I arc happy. As I have said, I do not want to take
everything away from you-- blit I can't a llow.you to continue to live as you have in the past. Therefore, I am giving you a list
of ten of the rights which you now have according to your Constitution. You are to look over the list and decide which of the
ten are most important_to you t will allow you to keep FIVE of the ten rights, the five which get the most votes from all the
citizens of the United-States. You are to rank the following rights in the order in which you would give them up, with I being
the one you would give up last and 10 being the one you would give up first. After you have completed your ranking, you will
receive further instructions.1'

r Right

Right_

Right

Right

Right.

Right
Right

Right

Right

Right

4s.
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to bear arms
of freedom of speech
to legal counsel

to protection from cruel and unusual punishment
to freedom of press

to a jury trial
to freedom of religion
to peacefully assemble

protecting self-incrimination

to privacy

5'

r

9
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THIS I FREEDOM?
tp.

. . ,r ... APDirections: . ..
Below you

if
find a list oloteneralizations concerning a number of rights or freedoms. Place an A in the front of the

statement if u.agree.with it and a 0 in front of the stath/nent I( you disagree with it. Be suie you can justify your.....,... position..

2.

frone--4 a factory or corporation by it's (sic) workers should be out-Jawed.

4

Anyone who is not. Christian should be forced to leave this country.
ti

3. Newspapers-should be allowed to iitint anything they wish.
41,

V

No one should be allowed to openly criticize the government.
v

5 '" if the police believe you are guilty of a crime, they should be allowed to search you and/or your home and
belongings.

If you pre arrcsled, you should be informed of thc crifne.

7. Fveryone is entitled to a fair and -speedy trial.

When tan.tripl, you should be able to hear the witnesses who testify against you.

166 l79



Directions:

Just as you
Rights provides
given to you in t
understanding som

THE BILL OF RIGHTS.
r

our handbook guaranteed certain rights to you as a student, you will find that the Bill of
c rights for you as a citizen. Using the guidelines below, list the specific freedoms whit b are

Bill of Rights. Since this document was written a long time ago, you May have difficulty
f the amendments. If this happens, ask your teacher for help.

AMENDMENT FREEDOMS

2.

3.
_f

1

4.

5.

46-

7.

8.

9,,
L.,

I0.

12_

13.

r

14.

180
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"The Four Student 'Freedoms"

I

Freedom

Listen,

Freedom
to

obey

2

Freedcim Freedom
to say to
Nothing Fear

Ob.

k.

Source: Curan, Larrykd.): Youth as a Minority: An Anatomy Of Student Rights, National Council for the Social Studies, 1972.

_
TEACHER RESOURCE

THE FOUR STUIANT 'FREEDOMS
1`1.

I. Does the word "freedoms" mean the same thing as rights?

2. What is the cartoon saying to you?

a. Do you agree with the message? Why or why not?

4. How would you change the four student *freedoms to make them more realistic?

5. What do you think was the author's purpose in making this c.artontp

' 168
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atever happened to ,edoni ofspeech?"

itS0
"JEST

CdPY AVAILABlc
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7. Due Process in the Public Schools
from Students and the Law: Respecting the Rights of Others, The New York State Bar Association and the New York
State Education Department, 1979

This five-day curriculum unit examines both the scope and limits of important cdnstitutional and. statutory rights. In
-addition, it includes curricular' objectives, a teacher's guide, a pretest, unit test, plus excerpts from relevant U.S. Supreme
Court decisions, a glossary, and issues for advanced students. It assumes that if students understand how the law operates in
their lives, "they are more likely to be responsible citizens of the school community, to respect the rights of otherg, acid Flo
support the legal syeem upon which their rights are based:: This unit has been used in secondary schools throughout New
York State and can be obtained from the New York State Bar Association, I Elk Street, Albany, N.Y. 12207, (518) 474 -1460.

The following excerpt is from leSson 3 on Due Process.

DUE PROCESS.

Introduction
The argument started in Union High School's teachers'

lounge, Bill Johnson,ii coach-and teacher for 15 years, was
angry about an 1 1 th grade student who demanded that the
principal hold a hearing before suspending him for fighting
in class. "That student knew he started the fight," fumed Mr.
Johnson, "and it's the second time this year. Just, because his
father is a lawyer, he's trying to show off and make more
trouble." Johnson was fed up with the way students were
demanding their rights and the way judges were insisting on
due process. "Soon," Johnson predicted, "you won't even be
able to suspend a student without first holding a trial. And
the next thing you know, students .will say they want to
consult with a lawyer before talking to the principal about
their misconduct. "..

"What's so bad about a student wanting a hearing before
he's judged guilty" asked Jim Steward, a 28-year-old social
studies teacher. "Maybe we ought to teach students more
about their rights in school. Maybe we shqnld even make
this part of the civi rriculum. After all, due process only
means fair proc

"You're wro 3 olmo "S t tick nts'Iqlow plenty
about their right , ut ey doe to know or care about
the rights of othtc people..The problem is that schools are
too permissive and kids have too much freedom. Schools
should teach more about responsibilities and less about
rights. These days administrators are spending so much time
worrying about the rights of kids who are making trouble
that' they don't have much time left fbr the good students
who come to school to learn. And a lot of the rights you're
talking about do more harm than good. Lawyers use rights
as a way to keep guilty kople out of jail, If you have your
way, we'll have to turn our classrooms into courtrooms, and
we'll have no wayof getting the troublemakers out of school.
1 just hope we'll be able to put them all in-your class." And
with that, Johnson stormed off to class.

As he slowly finished his coffee, Jim Steward wondered
'whether there was some truth in yhit Johnson said. Are
students less responsible these days? Should students be
able to detnamta formal hearing before being suipetided or
expelled? How much due process should we have in the
schools? Is there danger that schools could get too
legalistic?

What do you think?

p1

Theoss CaSe:* When Is Due Process Recognized?
Dwight Lopez was a high'school student from Columbus,

Ohio. In 1971, he was suspended in connection with a distur-
bance in the lunchroom which involved some damage to
school property. ,About 75 other:sthdents were suspended
from his school 'on the same day. D,Aght claimed that he did
not participate in the destructive conduct but was an inno-
cent bystander. He was not told why he was suspended or
what he was accused of doing: and he never had a hearing.

Dwight and eight 'other students who W, re also suspended
without a hearing sited Columbus scho officials for violat-
ing their rights to due process of law otri e of these students
were suspended for proven acts of violence. Others, like
Dwight, were suspended although they claimed to be inno-
cent of any wrongdoing, and no evidence was presented
against thetn. All were suspended for brief periods of up to
ten days.

"the school administration argued that due process should
not apply to cases of short suspension. Since the U.S. Con-
stitutiondoes not guarantee a right to an education, suspen-
sions do not violate any basioright..Rat her suspension is one
of tht punishments that can be very useful in maintaining
school discipline. But requiring due process Wore every
suspension would force administrators' to spend soiuch
time conducting hearings that they would not have time to
do much else. furthermot'et innocent students arc rarely
suspended. And even if a mistake is made, it could be solved
better through conferences. between parents, students, and
school officials, t hail by requiring due process procedures in
all cases.

1. Should students have a right to due process before
helm suspended far less than (0 days?

2. If a judge says that students are entitled to dueprocess,
what does that ',neap/ Should courtroom procedures he
applied in school? What are the advantages and disadvan-
tages of these procedures?

3. Which punishments do you believe are serious enough
to require due process? Or should students have a right to
due process before an,)' punishment?

* Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 56S (19751,'

'rhe Opinion of the Court
Justice White first pointed out that students cannot be:

expelled without due process. He acknowledged that the
.U.S. Constitution does not granta-right to education. But he
explained that the Fourteenth Amendment forbids the

4
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stales from depriving "any person of Iife,'liberty or property
without due process of law." If states establish ptiblic
schools, as New York has done, students have a "property"
right in their education which may not be withdrawn on
grounds - of misconduct without "fundamentally fair
procedures,"

Second, the Court held that the Due Process Clauk
applies t 'e .s of short suspension. A suspension for up to
IQ Op iS.04.,o minor a punishment that it may be imposed
"in complete disregard of the Due Process Clause," Justice
White wrote. "The total exclusion from the educational pro-
cess for more than a trivial period is a serious event in the life
of the suspended child." The students in this. case were
suspended based on charges of misconduct which, if
recorded, could damage their standing with their teachers
and "interfere with later opportunities for higher education
and employment."

The Court then turned to the question of what due process
means. Justice White noted that due process,is a flexible and
practical Concept-- if does not require a rigid set of proce-
dures to be applied in all situations. However, it requires at
least that no one should be depriyed of life, liberty, or
property without being informed of the charges against him
and given an opportunity to be heard. "At the very min-
imum, therefore, -students facing suspension . . must be
given some kind of notice and afforded some kind of
hearing."

The Court then explained the kind of informal notice and
hearing that is required in connection with a suspension of
10 days Or less:,"thot the student is giVen oral or written
notice of the charges against him and, if he denies them, an
explanation of the .evidence the authorities have and an
opportunity to present his 'side of the story." Due process,
concluded- the Court, "requires at least these rudimentary
firtc:itutions against unfair or mistaken findings of miscon-
duct and arbitrary expulsion from school."

The Court recognized, however, that there are school
emergencies in which prior, notice and hearings would not be
required, particularly when there are dangers to persons or
property. In such cases, the Court only required that fair
procedures be followed "as soon as practicable" after remov-
al of% the danger of disruption.

Does this decision mean that schools will now be required
to establish formal, lengthy procedures for all suspension?

SO Not at all. For example, there does not have to be any delay
between the time notice is given and the time of the hearing.
"In the great majority ofcases the disciplinarian may infor-
mally discuss the alleged misconduct with the student min-
utes after it has occurred,"

In cases of 'short suspension, the ruling does not require
that students be given an opportunity to secure a lawyer or
to call and cross - examine witnesses. But it will reduce the
risk of iiior by alerting administrators to disputed facts
Which might lead them to investigate further and perhaps
call the accuser and witnesses. Indeed, the procedures
reqtiired by the Court are less than a fair-minded school
principal would impose upon himself," Justice White noted.

In short, the minimum procedures required by Goss can
guard against error without too much coil of interference
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with the educational process. "It would be estrange discipk-
nary system," observed Justice White, if a school dinvot try
to inform a student of his misconduct and "let him tell his
side of the story in order to Make sure that an injustice is not
done,"

NOTE : Although no school can.provide lessfie process
than the Supreme Court requires, state governments and
local school districts" can provide additional procedural
rightS. This is the case in New York State. Under state law,
short-term suspension applies to any exclusion from school
for 5 days or less. Before such a suspension, students are
entitled to the three elements of due process required by
Goss: (a) oral or written notice of the charges; (b) if the
student denies the charges; an explanation of the evidence
against him; and (c) an opportunity to present his side of the
story.

In addition, under New York law, the student and. parent
have a right ta"an informal conference with the principal" at
which time the potent may ask questions of the witnesses
who made the complaint. Furthermore, Many school dis-
tricts require administrators to promptly notify the parents
of students who are suspendedusually by telephone-
followed by a letter.

What procedures are required in uses of iong suspension or
expulsion?

Although the Supreme Court did not rule on this question
in Goss, it has indicated that long suspensions or expulsions
"may require more formal procedures." This is because dui
process is a flexible concept that varies according to the
possible seriousness of the penalty. When the punishment
may be more seriot3o, procedural protections should be
more thorough.

In many states, these procedures have been determined by
local courts or school boards. But in New-York, th'e State
Guidelines and Education Law (Section 3214) spell Out the
detailed rights a student must be given before he can be
susRended for more than five days. Specifically, the student
and l his parent have: (1) the right to "a fair hearing;" (2)
"reasonable notice" about the hearing; (3) "the right of
representation by counsel; (4) "the right to cross-examine
witnesses;" and (5), "the right to present witnesses and Other
evidence on his behalf." Inaddition, the law provides that "a
record of the hearing shall be maintained" (either by a ,
stenographer or a tape recorder) which a studept can use if
he appeals.

If school official violates a student's constilational rights,
can the student sue for money damages?

This question was considered by the Supreme Court in the
case of Wood v. Strickland in which two studentsfwere
suspended for three months without due process for spiking
the punch at a school dance." The administrators and
school board members sai id what they thought was
tight and did not intend to violate tridents' rights. But
the Supreme Court MO that sincerity or ignorance of the

'law did not excuse their action.

** Wood v. Strickland, 420 U.S. 308 (1975).



The Cqurt explained that an person who is responsible for
superVisit4 students cannot justify violating their rights
because 4, is uninformed about the law. On the contrary,
schoorpersonnel who discipline students mus r' _expected
to act with good intentions and with knowle+, j of basic
Student rights. Therefore, the Court ruled that°a school
official is not free from liability for damages If he knew or
reasonably should have known that the action lie took .. .
would violate the constitutional' rights of the students
affected."

When a student's rights are violated, how will theamount of
damages be deckledt

In 1978, the, Suptine Cottit answered this question in a
case ,involving two Chicago students who were suspended
for 20 days without due process.....Neither student intro-

. duced evidence to-show any actual damages they had suf-
fered as a result of their gist. ion. Their lawyer argued
that they should be awarded SU star ial damages because
they were deprived of their constitutioirl rights, whetheror
not they suffered any injury. But the Supreme Court
disagreed.

The Court ruled that when a student is deprived of his
constitutional rights, the amount of money damages should
depend oft the circumstances of the case, A student should
be awarded substantial damages: (I) to deter or punish
school officials who intentionally deprive him of his rights;
Or (2) to 'compensate him for actual injury (which can
include "mental and emotional distress" asIvell as financial

*to Carey v. Piphas, 46 Law Week 4224 (1978).

loss). But where the violation is not intentional and. no
actual injury is shown, then the student is only entitled to
"the award of a nominal sum of money," like one dollar.

Summary
The Constitutional protection against being .deprived of

life, liberty or property without due process applies to stu-
dents in the public school. Due process is a flexible, legal
concept that requires fad- procedures. The procedures th
are due a student vary according to the possible serious
of the penalties. When the punishment may be more ser u
a, student is entitled to more thorough procedure.

Dye process applies to all cases of suspension and expul-
sion. In cases of short suspension, a student has the right to
know the charges and evidence against him and should have
a chance to tell his side of the story. In cases of suspension.
for more than 5 days, New York law provides detailed
procedural rights for students. These include the right to
notice and a hearing; representation by counsel, the right to
present and cross-examine witnesses, and the right to
appeal.

If a student is deprived of his constitutional rights, he can
sue school officials for money damages if they knew or
should have known that they were violating his rights. But
the damages he can collect depend on the circumstances of
the case. A student will collect nominal damages for any
tiolation of his rights. He may collect substantial damages
only if he can show that ha was actually injured or that
school officials intended to deprive him of his rights.t\

)
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W. The Case Method: Goals, Features, and Variations
from Law in the Classroom, Mary Jane Turner, Social Science Education Consortium, 1979

This 223-page handbook was designed as a practical resource for attorneys. judgeS, and other professionals in tho justice
system who will he making presentations about la end the legal system in the schools. The handbook contains scores of
actiVitiew and learning strategies that can be use, th different types of legal content. Most of the handbook consists of
reprints of materials that have been publistIttPby'e perts in law-related education and used successfully throughout the
country. The book is available from Social `location Consortium, 855 Broadway, Boulder, Colorado 80302. (301)
492-8154.

The following excerpts on Case Studies are rom "Part 2: Strategies," which also includes materials on mock trials, moot
courts, pro-se court, games, and field trips.

CASE,STUDIES

Guidelines IFOr Using Case Studies
In using legal case studies with students, attorneys and

other resource people must he careful to use terms and
situations that are familiar w students. While it is useful for
such resource persons to have basic grounding in law. the
underlying issues and conflicts inherent in legalclues ma be
more important than the particular decisions or Statutes
involved. the following discussion, which vas prepared for
teachers. contains suggestions and guidelinesPr structuring
case studies as well as a ratilonale pr using them in a class-
room setting.

From the very beginning the successful use off` the case
method approach to the stud), of law has involved three
essential ingredients: I) lively cases, 2) capable instructors,
and 3).im,olved students. The selection of appropriate legal'
cases has 'been a crucial aspect of the approach. Not every
case involving a legal decision or interpictatiOn can be consi-
dered a "good" ease. Cases that are chosen must center upon
significant legal questions that persist and recur in human
experience and the law. The cases must also pose a variety of
poSsible alternative sotutions and provide dramatic interest
for the student.

The instructor, in turn, must be properly prepared and
well informed on the subject if the approach is to be utilized
successfully. The instructor must serve as a facilitator rather
than as an authority figure in the learning process. Through
the use of questioning, the instructor raises doubt in stu-
dentsrminds on a particular legal issue. This procedure helps
to clarify student thinking and reasqping and assists the
students in resolving the conflict. The Thstructor should
judiciously avoid imposing conclusions or personal biases
upon, students. When a partiplar position has not been
adequately considered, the instructor may express a point of
view to the class, but it should be identified as such.

Finally, the active involvemtnt of the student in analyzing
a legal case is 6rucia I to the approach. Participating in class
discussions in which-a particular legal problem is identified
and sides are taken,' points of view are stated, consideredlind
weighed,° and decisions are fortnulated and evaluated,
remains the primary. means by which students develop their

-own critical thinking ability. This is how an understanding
of the law evolves from the case method' of teaching.

The.case study approach to theteaching of legal concepts

and issues encourages teacher and students to engage in one
or more of the f011owing activities: (1) a statement or review
of all the facts of a particular case; (2) an investigation or
treatment of the issues and arguments of that case.; and (3)
an analysis or consideration of the decision, including the
legal reasoaing behind and implications of the ruling.

Case Method Activity Sequence
Sterl: Review of the Facts 4

What are significant facts in the case?
Step -2: Investigation of Issues/ Arguments

-What legal issues are involved?
.---What arguments might be presented?

Step 3: Consideration of and Reasoning
What would yott decide'? hy?
What was the court's decision?ii

--Why did the court come to that conclusipn rather than
another one'?

AsN discussion leader, an instructor utilising the case
method approach must provide the class with the necessary

118background information and maters -, they need. He or she
should pose questions that encourage' tudents to ( I ) ration-
ally examine a case,--facts, issues, arguments, decision;,(2)
express and explore, as well as be able to explain and support,
alternative points of view; (I) focus upon points of major
importance and reflect upon the consequences of each: and,
perhaps most important, (4) clarify their own thinking and
values. Questions should promote the interchange of ideas
among students and .cal for student thought rather than
simple "yes/ no" responses or the repetition of facts. The
classroom questions should point out assumptions or weak-
nesses in, reasoning, have a logical sequence or rational
order, be clear and direct, and be within the answering
capabilities of the students. In addition, questions should
build on the class' preceding responses and ideas as well as
its initial interests;

LI addition to performing the roles of diagnostician and
discussion leader, the teacher must aetas a "climate-maker."
That is, the teacher must develop and maintain a friendly,S

'Excerpted with permission from Teaching About the
Law, by Ronald A. Gerlach and Lynn W. Lamprecht (Cin-
cinnati: W. H.,Andersou co., 1975), pp. 148-161: Copyright
1975 by the W. H. Anderson Publishing Co,
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and non-threatening classroom environment in which stu-
dents are encouraged to think logically, to consider alterna-
tives freely, and to express themselves honestly while
sindyinga case. In order to develop a fitt+orahle classroom
atmosphere in which to use the case study approach, the
teacher must refrain from dominating class discussion by
repeating, commenting on, or asking questions of the some
respondent following each remark. Rather, questions and'
comments should be redirected to other members of the
group or class. Also bias8 of the instructor regarding a case
should ,.be contained and when they are expressed, they
should be clearly open to class review and analysis.

By capably serving as diagnostician, discussion leader,
and "climate-maker" in the case study approach, the teacher
plays a key role in the instructional process. In performing
these functions, the teacher is the primary guide to produc-
tive loaning about the !ay.

The procedures described below provide several examples
of how legal cases might be used to promote discussion in
the classroom. More specifically, these procedures are
designed to (1) illustrate how the case approach lends,itself
to a variety of teaching styles and uses; (2) demonstrate how
this approach encourages studtet thinking at the higher
cognitive levels of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation; and
(3) suggest several legal cases and concepts that might be
examined 'by social studies classes.

One way in which an instructor can promote the study ofa
legal case is to provide the class with a handout describing
the facts, issues, arguments, court reasoning, and decision.
After asking several questions designed to test general com-
prehension of the information contained in the handout, the
teacher should center the discussion on student evalt?ation
of the decision, These procedures are outlined in Diagram I

which folloWs:

DIAGRAM I

Students Gign Entire Case
Student Ca* Handout Includes:

I. Facts
2: Issues
3, Arguments
4. Reasoning
5.. Decision

s Class Discussion Centers On:
I. Ascertaining student comprehension of the facts,
issues, arguments,' decision included in ha ndout-
2. Student evaluation of court decision and reasoning.

A second way b teacher .might use a legal case in the
classroom is to give the students a handout dleribing only
the facts, the issues, and the arguments. In, contrast to the
fitStlit of procedures, the teacher asks the students to reach
theit.oWn decision on the case in light of the arguments and
facts presented to them in the handout. Finally, the actual'
Court's dpciiion and reasoninOn the case is introduced and
compared with the studentS! pOsition. These procedures are
outlined below in Diagrarn 2:
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DIAGRAM 2

Students Given Only Case Facts, Issues, Arguments
Student Case Handout Includes:

I. Facts
2. Issues
3. Arguments

Class Discussion Centers On:
I. Ascertaining student comprehension of facts, argu-

ments (included in the handout)
2. Student formulation and evaluation of court.dccision
and reasoning.

An alternative strategy for encouraging class discussion
of the court's decision and reasoning is to provide the stu-
dents with a handout describing he facts, issues, and argu-
ments of a case along with unmarked quotes taken from the
majority dvision and dissenting opinions. After posing sev-
eral questions designed to test student understanding of the
material 'contained in the handout, the teacher asks the
students to select the opinion with which they most agree
and to give reasons for their choice. These proc'edures are
outlined in Diagram 3:

DIAGRAM 3_

Students Given Unmarked Opinions
Student Case Handout Includes:

I. Facts, issues, argumentS
2. Unmarked judicial opinions.

Class Discussion Centers On;
1. Ascertaining student comprehension of the facts,

issues, opinions
2. Student selection/justification/evaluation of court

opinion.

Perhaps the most challenging way in which a teachencan
present a legal case to a class is togive the students only the
facts of the case. Following some inial comprehension
questions, the instructor asks the students to identify the
issues) involved in the case, to develop arguments for both
sides, and to 'decide the case on the basis of the arguments.'
This procedure is outlined below in Diagram 4:

DIAGRAM 4

Studenti Given Only the Facts
Student Case Handout Ancludes:

. I. Facts .

Class Discussion Centers On:
1. Ascertaining student comprehension of the facts
(found in handout)

:4, Promoting student identification of the issues, prepa-
ration of arguments, development of a decision, and
evaluation of decision.

An alternative strategy to having the entire class develop"
arguments for both .sides juvould be to divide the class into



committees or "law firms" and have the firms prepare argu-
ments for the plaintiff and dtfendant, Their arguments cat

' then be presented to the class for consideration and
- e discussion.

Although the case study approach has a number of dis-
tinct advantages for classroom use, it is not without its
limitations as an instructional method. 'For example, the
case approach assumes that the students possess certain
background information and that they will be able to com-
prehend the facts of the 'case under consideration. If these
two conditions are not fulfilled, a lesson based upon a case
study would be unproductive and 'frustrating to both teacher
and ttudents.

In addition, the case method approach requires that stn-
... dents ,make independent judgments regarding a partitular

legal case, problem, or issue. Students must also permit their
judgments to be scrutinized and challenged. Asa resultfthey
may exhibit an initial hesitancy and/or inability to study a
legal case oto-critique each other's views. If student inhibi-
tions do arise, tfnd temporarily impede the edUcationalpro-
cess, a (cachet's patience and guidance is needed to override
the problerd.

STRATEGIES FOR HELPING STUDENTS DEAL
WITH FACTS, ISSUES, DECISIONS, AND OPINIONS

This resource expandli the 6'asic case-study approach by
Suggesting additional 4.ways iv help students differentiate
between facts and opinions. A case-study sheet is also pro-

,vided (Handout i1).

Facts
Students should be asked to list the facts in a case, They

should be made aware of the kmportance of this exercise,
since everything else in the case hjriges on an accurate
accounting of the facts involved. The teacher can ask his
students to enumerate them according to the following
categories:

a. Uncontroverted facts-- those not subject to challenge
or dispute (students shotild point to specific citations in the
case).

b, Implied or inferred factsthose which logically follow
the uncontroverted facts (students should jilstify the inferen-
Fes or implications they have made; they may not be right,
but at least they should be assumpticins).

c.' Missing facts--other thing , which one.needs to know
before reselling a decision, that Were not stated in the case.

d.' Important facts as opposed to irrelevant or inconse-
quential facts.

A number of strategies can he used in presenting the facts.
SometiMes the teacher may want .o provide the students'
initially with only the facts, even thoiigh a ease has beht
adjudicated, so that students are free to form their en
opinions. -The court decisions can be handed out later and a
discussion held as to why student decisions differ from the
court's verdict, if in fact they do.

. Before class, the teacher could prepare a tape recording
stating the facts of the case, and play it more than once in
class to Allustratewhat really are uncontroverted facts. Did
students perhaps hear the tape differently?. A variation on
this approach would be to use a few students to create a
videotape or role play depicting the facts. This simulates a

real-lifesituation because student witnesses to the facts must
try: to retort them accurately, with possible conflicting'
test itry.

Issues
it is essential to zero in on the issues involved in a case, so

that far-ranging bull sessions, which take up precious class
discussion time, can be avoided, IssueS can be phrased in
terms of "whether or not" statements. The resource person
may have to exercise patience in stressing the need to adhere
to the stated facts in the case and to the prindipal issue or
issues. Students not only are being led toward 'a substantive
conclusion but are also moving toward a wider awareness of
the scope and limits of free expression.

A useful approach 'to a case study' is to examine the
question orinterested parties.l4w is a compromise of com-
peting interests. Ask whh the:competing parties arc in the
outcome of a case. What is eaeleperson's or group's interest?
(e.g., students: parents, school board, administration, civil
liberties groups, community.) How would each one like the
case resolved? Why? How can a decision be reached (if, in
fact, that is possible) which takes int account all of these
interests? TA depict the balance of confliCting issues in the
'case, the teacher can also draw a set of scales on the black-
board or an overhead transparency and then visually weigh
the arguments for the plaintiff and for the defendant as the
students define them.

Decision Aid Opittion(s)
The decision in a case is a simple "yes" or"no"-responseto

the central issue. Decision making is an everyday happening
in law. It is a challenging lessons to students thata decision
must be made to resolve the problem --someone. will win
and someone will lose. The,decision not only affects the
individual(s) involved, it also Sets 'a precedent, for future
similar cases. The opinion must include bOth reasoning
or justification for tune decision and an explanation of Why
the opinion disagrees with or can refute other points of vieW.
This reasoning provides the student with'an appreciation of
precedent and ail understanding of various legal concepts.
Alert students to the possibilities for varying interpretations
of the law by jikiges. As court opinions ate read and dis-
cussed, distinctions should be noted between real statements
of law and judges' expressions Of ",biter dicta" (incidental

Excerpted with permission from Juvenile Justice: A High
School Currfeuhun Guide (Sewell, N.J.: Institute for Politi-
cal/ Legal Education, 1974), pp, 4 -6'.
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of c lateral opinions which are-not necessary to support the
deC ton and not binding), Also, there may be value in
ex mining minority dissenting opinions (if the decision was

.nrit.unanitnnus) or _concurring opinions, Justices oftenwrite
c?ncurring opinions when they agree with the majority deci-
sion but for,different reasons and wish to indicate that they
Might decide differently under other circumstances.

al.
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STRATEGIES Case Studies

Handout 1

CASE STUDY SHEET

ti

Case name

Court s.

Student's Name

Course

Date

Decision date It

Facts:

Legal Issues:

Decision:

Court's Reasoning:

Student's Comment: r

Reprinted with permission from The Role of Law in Society an the Righ cul Responsibilities of Citizenship: A
Curriuhon Guide forWindergarten Through Grade 12(Jefferson City, Mo.: Miss. Bar Association Advisory Committee
on Citizenship Education and Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, 1976).
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APPENDIX
a

List of Resources for Educators, Lawyers, and Law
Students for Use in Secondary Classrooms

c.

This Appendix contains a list of law-related education
.leaders, prepared by the American Bar Association, Who
can direct you to LRE programs and resources in their ree:
spective states. Moreover those entries marked with an as-
terisk(t) are conducting progrtwis in other states and can
provide information about such activities. For ir more com-
ptele listing of LRE projects, contact the ABA Special C8m-

Norman Gross, Staff Director
Special Committee on Youth Education Mr Citizenship
American Bar Association
1155 E. 60th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637
(312) 947-3960

. Since 1971, the ABA has served as a national Clearing-
house and coordinator in law-related education:The ABAIcan inform you of the wide range o programs, materials,
and resources which areaviiilable in I parts of the country.
Its publications include the periodical, Update on Law -
Related. Education, which reports on recent Supreme Court
decisions, innovative classroom strategics, and. important
developrhents in the law and law- related.Feducation. Each
issue also includes a review of newly available elementary
and secondary curriculum and resource.ornaterials. The
ABA's curriculum Ca ..alogs--,the Bibliogriphy, Media and
Gaming --- describe more than 1,500'materials for class-
rooms, K -12. The most recent of its publications on pro-
gram development, Building Bridges to the.Law, explains.
how to use lawyers, judges, law enforement officers, and
other community resources in your law-related educaiion
program. Its newsletter, LRE Aeport, will keep you current
on developments in LRE. The ABA also (1) provides con-
sulting and clearinghouse servicets, (2) conducts a variety of
seminars and institutes, and (3' can direct you to LRE
programs in your community.

r

mittee on Youth Education for Citizenship, 1155 East .60th
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637, 312/947-396l).

Special mention is made of the ABA because ofitsmfteri-
al coordinating role in LRE and of the Constitutional Rights
Foundation because of its pioneering work with lawyers in
the classroom.

Vivian Monroe, Executive Director
Lawyer-in-the-Classroom Program
Constitutional Rights Foundation
1510 CotnetAveniie
Los Angeles, California 90025

.(213) 473-5091

The Lawyerqh-the-Classrooib Pro9n4n has developed a
series of 19 lesson plans on a wide range of legal topics. Each
set consists of a teacher, lawyer, and student lesson plan
WO includes several eases as well as innovative class activ-
ities to encourage students to think libout,partioular legal
issues, These 3-5 day mini-units include the following 19
titles and topics: Password: The Law and Bilingual Edtt-
tion; Students Aro Also Citizens: Students' First Amend-
ment Rights; Turnabout: Uniye ty Admissions Policies;
To Prosecute or Not: Crinie-Ch ing Stabdards; No
Vacancies: Environmental Protection; Gateway: Immigra-
tion Law; Workout: Labor. Dis utes; 'ROundtable:
Employee Rights; Keep OutDangerl.Protecting Property.
with Dangerott Dfvices; Play Ball: Sex Discritnination.in
Sports; Do You Believe? The Right to Religious Freedom;
Spare Me Rod::$tudent Suspension Heating Rights; With
Interest It Cotnes to . . Contracts and Credits Satisfaction
Guaranteed: :Con,stither Protection; We've ,Got You.
Covered: Worker's Compensation; Finders Keepers: Prop-
erty Rights; Dignity: Sex Discrimination in Ent payment;
Design for Life: Abortttn, Parental and Paternal Consent;
To Love and to Share: dying Together Without Marriage.
These materials have been prepared by experienced class--
room resource participants from the Los Angeles Bat
Association.
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ALABAMA
MaiIe. Fl. Hendrix, Coordinator.
Laiv Av.ftss Education
AlAbolurir rije Departtnent of Education
M9Ittp?otery 36109
305!832,-5.850

lhALASKA 41'
-:Dong 1111114;S

:Aitichorage'Schdot District
Social Studies euvricultirn Specialist
460p DeBarr Avenue
Anchorage'99502
907-333-9561

. .

ARItON A
E1114bragia, Director
Ari74a Ctnter.for Law-Related
$ate -Bar of .Aiiiona
234 N. Cehtral Ave.,'Suite 858 ,

PboertiX 8501)4
602 -252 -4804

ore Suirr .P
3 fast Harvard Street
tigiale 85257

ARKANSAS
.1.6011 L'...-Goula, 'Asst. Cdordit'ilitor
Law EdiicltiOn Philect .

Little koilk Public Schools
-"100 Sotuti''A,1-che
' Little 'IVO( 72.201

E.Xt&36..

.'Betki. Thontisbn
1;4,iteCto!

(.ritntnal,Law Education Project
Attornsy,penerars Office"'
Justice. Saild
Little Rock-72201-
501-371-2007,

.C.ALIVORNIA .

,

Education

11114

,S7

*Chrles & Quigley,
ExecutVe Dirtctot
kinv in a Fick Society
SuiteN,I, 5115 Douglas' Fir
Citiab ?its 91302
213- -9320

COLO 0
Mary Jane urner, Coordtor
Social Science Edticatiqn Rimsortium
855 .13rdadwIt5,
IPS uidbr 110302
30=02-8154 ir

t .
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CONNECTICUT,
Margaret Richards, Coordinator
Project LEAR.N
P.O. Box 220
East Lyme 06333
203-719-697I

DISTRICTOF COLVMBIA Y.

*Jason flewman and Eck O'Brien, Co.,DirecTbrs
Naiionaf Street Law Ipstitute
GeorgetoviA ;University Law Center
I505 G Strett,'N.W.

- W,ashitigTon 20001'
202-624-$217

*Roberta cottesman, Director'
The Children's Legal Rights Information and
. 'Training Program.
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Doug Roberti tot%
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Temple University
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Linette Sullivan, Director
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Law Focused Education, Inc.'
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Vermont Legal Education Project
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Jeff Southatd, Director
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WASHINGTON
Peter J. Novenier
Project Director
Washington Center for Law-Focused Education
Western Washington State College
304 Miller Hall
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Bellingham 98225
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_Lydia L. McCue
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West Virginia Department of Education
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University of Wyoming
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About PRIt-Al.PLIA op.TA

Phi Alpha Delta Fraternity, International is a non-profit
non-political organization whose student and alumni members
tte dedicated to service, mutual self-help-, and maintenance of
the' highest standards of brolcssional ethics. With 164 law
school and 7kalumni Chapters chartered throughout North
Amerietl, it annually adds approximately 3,000 law students
and lawyers to its roster of active members without restrictions
based drt:sex. age, race, color, creed or national origin.

Phi Alpha Delta law Fraternity, International
lipernationalAlecutive Board

Hon. Steve Clark, ilnwrnational Justice
Charles H. Taylor, International Vice Justice
Stanley II. !Cohn, international Second Vice .16stice

Homer S. Taft, International Advocate
Jack Miller,

Larry Crigler,
Hon. James M. Bierce,

Fredric H. Pearson,
Norman M. Owen,

Frederick J. Wcitkamp,

Internatibnat Secretary
International Treasurer
International Historian
International Marshal
International Proctor
Executive Director

Juvenile Justice Advisory Council
Jennifv Brown, Baltimore, Maryland.

Mark NV, raimo, aThington, D.C.
Denise.Dandridge, Washington, D.C.

Donald S. Dawson, Washingtoyi, D.C.
Emlyn i. Gait R ome,,New Ybrk

Isidore Starr, Sconsdatc, -ett-i?.ona
David J. McCitrthy, Washington, y.t.

. Alice O'Donnell, Washihgton,
Hbn. John C! Tracey, Rockville, .Maryland

Juvenile Justice Program
Robert E. Redding, Director

Norman ScOtt, Deptity Director
David M. Schimmel, IF.ducationi Consultant

. Linda Riekess-Community Resource Consultant
Julie Vaitcamp, Consultant

Marcy COI*ii, ManagementAssistant
Patricia Millard, Management istant
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